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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
' NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

! BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

| In the Matter of: ) Docket Nos. 50-329 OM
) 50-330 OM

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-329 OL

'

TESTIMONY OF
BRUCE H. PECKj

My name is Bruce H. Peck. I am Construction

Superintendent at the Midland Plant. I received a B.S. degree in

Physics from Illinois Institute of Technology in 1965,.and a MBA

Degree from Central Michigan University in 1975. From 1965 to

1970 I was an officer in the United States Navy in the nuclear

submarine program. In 1970 I joined Consumers Power Company and

i served in various capacities in Company's construction program.

For the first two years I held a supervisory position in the

construction of a fossil plant at Bay City, Michigan. For the

l past eleven years I have held a number of construction

supervision positions in the Midland Project. For the past year

and a half I have been Construction Superintendent.

Shortly after the NRC issued the Notice of Violation
|
| and Report on the diesel generator building inspection on

February 8, 1983, Mr. Cook asked me to take the lead in develop-

ing. the Company's Response to the specific _ items identified in
~

Part B of the Notice of Violation. I and several members of my
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staff investigated the circumstances of each of the 32 individual
items of non-compliance identified in Part B and developed first

I draft responses for those items. We went through several review

cycles in which members of MPQAD, Eechtel Construction, Bechtel

Engineering, Bechtel Project management, and Consumers project

j management reviewed the drafts for accuracy and completeness.
i

| As a result of our discussions with the NRC Staff in j

meetings in November and December of 1982 and January,1983,

concerning the October, 1982 to November, 1982 inspection we

identified a number of areas of programmatic concern. Our
;

analysis of the 32 specific items set forth in Part B of the

Notice of Violation indicated that the items with programmatic
|
!

implications fell under areas of programmatic concern which the'

Company had already identified as a result of the meetings with

the Staff. The Construction Completion Program has been

specifically tailored to address all identified concerns and

achieve the necessary improvements. In Attachment 2 of the

Company's Response we indicated how the specific portions of the

CCP address the generic implications raised by specific remedial

actions to be taken to address the individual items. Further
,

details are contained in Attachment 2 of the Company's Response,

which is appended to this testimony.
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*~Mr R C DeYoung .

Director, Office of Inspection and Enforcement,
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

,

MIDLAND ENER3Y CESTER PROJECT -
DOCKET NO 50-329 AND 50-330 - MIDLAND PROJECT RESPONSE
TO NRC NOTICE OF VIOLATION EA83-3 DATED FEBRUARY 8, 1983 -

'TIIE 0485.16 SERIAL 21775

Attached is Consumers Power Company's (CP Co) Response 'to the Notice of
Violation (" Notice") transmitted by J G Keppler's February 3, 1983 letter to
J D Selby. In addition to this cover letter, the response consists of attach-

,

ments in accordance with 10 CFR 2.201, addressing the two violations -

(Attachments 1 and 2), and a request for mitigation of the civil penalty under
the General Statement of Policy and Procedure for Enforcement Actions
47 FED. REG. 9987 March 9, 1982 (Attachment 3).

Attachment 1, in addition to specifically providing the items of information
requested on page 9 of the " Notice", reports on the results of the Company's
investigation ,into In Process Inspection Notices (IPIN's) and answers the
questions on page 2 of Mr Keppler's letter. The Company found that all
quality control disciplines had been given the option to terminate an

! inspection (when multiple nonconforming conditions were observed), document
observed findings of the partial inspection on IPIN's, and return work to
construction. The Company also found that some individuals would limit

| reinspection to reported deficiencies. As noted in Attachment 2, the Company
admits to the noncompliances listed under Violation B.

^

The Company admits the two violations and does not contest the basis for
imposing a civil penalty, although we~ respectfully request that the NRC
reconsider the amount of the penalty in light of the corrective actions the
Company has taken, as set forth more fully in Attachment 3. In late 1982,
upon receipt of preliminary information concerning NRC in'spection findings,
the Company took major corrective actions. We halted most Category I work of
the prime contractor pending initiation of an effort to verify previous '

inspections and statusing of incoc:plete work. We initiated steps te correct
he deficiencies and, as part of an overall program revised preduction and
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quality processes, changed and realigned the management team, and expanded
project resources to complete the job. The description of this effort is

,
4

described in my letter to Mr J G Keppler dated January 10, 1983, regarding the
| Midland Project Construction Completion Program. We are confident that as we

implement these corrective actions the Midland Project will achieve compliance
1 with regulatory requirements.

,

.
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CC J G Keppler ~

. J W Cook, P26-336B -
'

R Warnick, NRC Region III
! W D Shafer, NRC Region III
'

R N Gardner, NRC Region III
R J Cook, NRC Resident Inspdctor Midland Site
R B Landsman, NRC Region III
B L Burgess, NRC Midland Site
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BCC R C Bauman, P14-314B
V R Bird, P14-418A4

J E Brunner, M1079
F W Buckman, P14-113A 1

D M Budzik, P124-517 |
.~

M L Curland, MPQAD |
L E Davis, Bechtel

'

M A Dietrich, Bechtel
*

: S D Field, Union Electric *
.

'

J S Firlit, JSCO36A
M E Gibbs, IL & B, Chicago
W J Friedrich, MPQAD

.
W D Greenwell, Bechtel AA

| R C Hollar, Bechtel AA '
D E Horn, Midland -

D Lavelle, Bechtel -

i K E Marbaugh, QA _

B W Marguglio, JSC220A
J K Meisenheimer, MPQAD Civil
D B Miller, Site Manager (3)
J A Mooney, P14-115A
NRC Correspondence File, P24-517
S J Poulos, GEO TECH .

'J A Rutgers, Bechtel AA;

J R Schaub, P14-305
-P Steptoe, IL &B, Chicago

,

D A Taggart, Midland
R A Wells, MPQAD
M J Schaeffer, MPQAD
R A Whitaker, MPQAD'

F C Williams, IL & B, Washington
E M Hughes, Bechtel AA

i M W Swanberg, Bechtel AA ,
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OL/OM SERVICE LIST

Mr Charles Bechhoefer, Esq Mr Frank J Kelley, Esq
Administrative Judge Attorney General of the
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Panel State of Michigan
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission Mr Stewart H Freeman, Esq>

:Washington, DC 205.55 Assistant ~ Attorney General
Environmental Protection Div
720 Law Building
Lansing, MI 48913*

.

Dr Frederick P Cowan Mr Myron M Cherry, Esq
Administrative Judge Cherry & Flynn -

6152 N Verde Trail 3 First National Plaza
Apt B-125 - Suite 3700i

Boca Raton, FL 33433 Chicago, IL 60602
.

; Mr Michael Miller, Esq Mr Wendell H Marshall
'

! Isham, Lincoln & Beale RFD 10
l 3 First National Plaza Midland, MI 48640

Suite 5200
| Chicago, IL 60602

'
i

1 Mr D F Judd, Sr Project Manager Mr J,ohn Demeester
'

The Babcock & Wilcox Company DoV Chemical Building-
,

P O Box 1260
'

Michigan Division
Lynchburg, VA 24505 Midland, MI 44640

.

Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Panel Hs Mary Sinclair
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission 5711 Summerset Street

| Washington, DC 20555 Midland, MI 44640
i

i Atomic Safety & Licensing Appeal Board Mr Steve Gadler .

i U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission 2120 Carter Avenue

{j Washington, DC 20555 St Paul, MN 55108

Mr William D Paton, Esq Mr Lee L Bishop
Counsel for NRC Staff

, Earmon & Weiss
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission 1725 I Street, NW #506
Washington, DC 20555 Washington, DC 20006

Ms ' Rarbara Stamiris Mr C R Stephens
5795 North River Road *

z. Docketing and Service Station
Route 3 office of the Secretary
Treeland, MI 48623 U S Nuclear Regulatory Commissic

Washington, DC 20555
Dr Jerry Earbour
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission

| Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Panel
;

Washington, DC 20555 /
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CONSI. ERS PokT.R COMPAhTM
*Midland Units 1 and 2

Docket No 50-329, 50-330

Letter Serial 21775 Dated 3-10-83
'

. .

,

At the request of the Commission and pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended and the
Commission's Rules and Regulations thereunder, Consumers Power Con:pany submits ,.
the response to Notice of Violation.

: .

*
.

CONSLMERS PokT.R COMPANY. .
.

'

By /s/ J W Cook
J W Cook, Vice President'-

Projects, Engineering and Construction

Sworn and subscribed before me this 10th day of March 1983 .

'
s

/s/ Patricia A Puffer,

Notary Public
Bay County, Michigan ,

! My Commission Expires 3-4-86

;
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I ATTAC N T 1
!

! RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION ITEM A

STA E iENT OF VIOLATION (Item A)

"NRC inspectors de'termined that quality control inspectors were not
documenting as nonconformances all of the deficiencies which they observed
during their inspections. Inspe'ctions were susp' ended by the QC inspector if
too many nonconformances were observed. In process inspection notices (IPINs)
associated with suspended inspect! ions, identified as nonconformances only a
portion of the observed deficiencies. Supervisory QC personnel stated that

i they directed QC inspectors to limit the number of nonconformances documented
J during an inspection. This., directive was verified by discussions with QC

inspectors. Several QC inspectors interviewed, confirmed that inspections4

|
were closed after reviewing only the deficiencies documented on the IPIN. As
a result, measures were not established to prevent the continued installation
and use of these nonconforming items. In addition, corrective actions were

not implemented to prevent recurrence of these nonconformances."

SLS ARY OF RESPONSE TO VIOLATION (Item A)
.

j L. The violation is admitted.
|

'
.

' 2. . The reasons for the violation are as follows: (1) failure of QC manage-
ment (a) to recognize potential for adverse impact, on the inspection
process, of terminating inspections on activities with multiple
deficiencies and partially documenting findings on IPINs, (" return
option")*, (b) to communicate specific direction on the use of the " return
option" to avoid adverse impacts; (2) lack of sufficient specificity in
procedures defining responsibilities of Quality Control Engineer's, (QCIs)
signing off on Inspection Report activities; (3) lack of full under-

,

; standing among all QCEs of responsibilities for inspecting all multiple
items before closing IR line activities when conducting follow-up

i inspections on activities subject to an IPIN.

j 3. Corrective action in place is as follows: IPINs have been discontinued at
i the Midland site. QCEa have been instructed by memorandum to complete all
| activities which have been submitted for inspection regardless of number-
; of nonconforming conditions observed and to document findings on noncon-

formance reports (NCR's).'

4. Planned or in-process corrective actions:
,

!
! (a) Procedures PSP 6.1 and PSP 3.2 are being revised in accordance with
; the direction given in Paragraph 3 above.

|
(b) QCIs will be trained in the revision to 'the procedures in accordance

with the general training procedure B-3M-1. During this training,
i emphasi's will be placed on the requirement descr bed :: Paragraph 3

,

above. t'

:
i

i Ci3-03570800-M .. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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| (c) All closed inspection report activities upon which IPIN's have been
issued till be verified. An investigation of Deficiency Reports * is:

ongoing to determine whether closed Inspection Reports were affected
by this problem.

5. Dates for full compliance ,

i Item a - by March 22, 1983

Item b - start training April,1,1983>
.

,

i
' . Item c - as part of the verification step in the Construction Completion

Program .,

!

'

DETAII.ID RESPONSE
Background Information'

| Inspection activities are defined in specific instructions, Project Quality
Control Instructions (PQCIs). These instructions describe how inspections are
carried out and the attributes to be inspected. Each inspection activity is
documented on an " Inspection Report," (IR) which contains blank spaces to bei

j initialed by the individual Quality Control Engineer (QCE) who conducts this
; inspection and only after completing the inspection activity. There is a one-
i go-one correspondence between activities defined in the PQCI and listed on the
i IR. When all activities on thi IR are appropriately initialed, the IR is

reviewed and " closed out" by a Quality Control Engineer I.evel II by signing on,

a designated line on the IR's last page. .,

In-Process Inspection Notices (IPINs), instituted on June 1, 1981, were one of
two basic types of reports used to document nonconforming conditions observed:

| during primary inspections at the Midland jobsite. IPINs could be used to
document deficiencies which were found prior to acceptance of completed work.
Nonconformance Reports (NCR), the other basic means of formally reporting -

nonconforming conditions, were used either.before or after acceptance of
,

| completed work.-

If, during the course of an inspection activity, a QCE found a deficiency, he
was required to document the condition. Prior to June 1,1981, procedures
specifically allowed a QCE to return certain deficiencies to construction
without documentation, providing the deficiency could be corrected within the
same shift. The procedures would not allow the QCE to initial the space
corresponding to such an activity on the IR unless and until the deficiency
was corrected by project construction or the condition had been properly
recorded on an NCR. Activities on an IR that were not initialed were said to
be "open." Because the activity could not be " closed" until correction of any.
identified problem (or submission of 'an NCR), the "open" activity formed a
basis for controlling deficiencies identified during inspections.

'

1The Deficiency Report ("DR':) is a predecessor document to IP:Ns, and.as
. .euct ;s under .'avestigation to determine if corrective action rega: ding
!: f> arranted. -

6
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The IPIN procedure was designed to provide construction with prompt feedbackj
of information concerning deficiencies or incomplete work. A copy of all

i I? ins was sent immediately after issuance to const,ruction for disposition.
When construction made necessary corrections, the IPIN was returned to Quality

| Centrol, indicating that the hardware was ready for further inspection.
: Subsequent inspections which determined that the problem documented on the
: IPIN had not been, corrected, or that other nonc,onfor=ing conditions existed,

would result in further IPINs or NCRs. In any case, an IR activity would'

remain open until QC had verified all problems were corrected or an NCR was
submitted.

e

i The particular prattice giving rise to the Notice of Violation involved the
| termination of inspection activities when multiple nonconforming conditions |

were observed part way through an inspection. If a QCE conducting an initial
inspection determined that parts or components covered by a given inspection' l

activity had a large number of nonconforming conditions, he had the option to |
terminate his inspection before completing the activity, document the i

deficiencies observed to that point on an IPIN and return the hardware to
'

i

| construction ("the return option"). Region III determined that items not
inspected initially when this return option was exercised may have escaped
later inspection. The postulated mechanism for this outcome is as follows:

;

J As previously described, once construction had corrected a problem noted on an
'! IPIN, the IPIN was transmitted to Quality Control for further inspections.

Procedures then required that the QCE inspect the hardware to determine that ;

corrections of the IPIN-identified deficiency were carried out and that all
other items had been inspected before closure of the activity on the IR.!

Thus, if a return option had been exercised, then before closing out the
activity, a QCE would have to inspect not only those hardware items written up .

on the IPIN, but also all others which he had not satisfied himself as being
previously inspected before the initial inspector terninated his inspection.
Region III concluded that this may not have been done in all instances,
resulting in a possible missed inspection. Region III also faulted the
process -by pointing out that itees beyond those noted on an IPIN which were

j corrected by construction following a return of the item after a partial
'

inspection were not itemized and submitted, for trending analysis.'

.

CPCo INVESTIGATION yINDINGS AND RESPONSE TO NRC QUESTIONS
.

The Notice of Viol'ation asks the Company to conduct an inspection to determine i
'

i (1) the artent to which QC supervisors at the Midland site have been instruc-
ting QC inspectors to itait findings of deficiencies and (2) the extent to.

which QC inspectors have been conducting reinspections based only on reported
i deficiencies.

-e

i The Company was informed on January 18, 1983, that the use of the IPIN was a
; major NRC concern. In response to this meeting on inspection findings a task
; force was chartered to start an immediate investigation. The task force was
; composed of a project attorney.and two consultants.

! When the NRC inspection report was received on February 8,1983, the task
; force was directed to carry out the specific inspectien requested by NRC. Tis
| task force work involved interviews with all QC supertisory personnel and a

.

n.':''-0357a100-12
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majority of the QCI staff. The task force also debriefed the 13 Q~Is
interviewed by Region III,

It reviewed and evaluated existing quality assurance and quality c:ntrol
procedures and instructions, in light of other information obtained. Finally,,

in conjunction with MPQAD, it recommended and initiated corrective actions.'1

As a result of the IPIN task force's extensive # efforts, the Comisany has a goods

understanding of particular inspection practices regarding use of IPIN's at
the Midland site.j

Virtually all nuclear constructibn projects have some means of docI:menting'
-

inspections conducted while construction work is in process. IPIN's, used for
that purpose at Midland, were established under a system of closed loop ;i

procedures requiring that documented conditions be returned to construction,,

! reworked, and then reinspected by QC to verify the implementation of i
corrective action. The concept behind the use of IPINs is fundamentally
sound, and is founded on recognized QA/QC principles, although specific,

! problems existed in connection with the use of a " return option" at Midland.
i

| The return option (defined above) was established to provide a means of i

! returning work to construction, when a QCE, would otherwise have to occupy ,

j valuable time inspecting and documenting a large number of nonconforming
conditions (referred to herein as "punchlisting"), on a hardware' ites which,

was actually not ready for inspection. The option permi,tted the QCI to return
the work to field engineering,' which had the responsibility for checking the

j item and ensuring its readiness for inspection in the first instance. Thus,
; the option was motivated by legitimate concerns and objectives.

,,
i

Although the option was not established for the purpose of " limiting findings.

' of deficiencies" by QC, obviously, to the extent deficiencies existed in the
: uninspected portion of the work, they were not recorded during this initial
i inspection, nor could they be accounted for in the trending analysis. The
! return option was used in all disciplines, although some sup uvisors within -

! disciplines elected not to use it in their,particular area. |

The return option, by itself, would not result in a missed inspection covered
by a closed IR activity, so long as the inspector closing out the IR satisfied1

' himself that all items not encompassed by the IPIN and included in the
| activity were inspected, either by him or by the previous inspector. QC
! procedures, in fact, required the signer of the IR activity to vouch for the
! inspection of all items before signing. It is a basic principle of quality
| control that an inspector should not sign for something he has not verified,
~

either by documentation, inspection, or some other means. The Company found
;- that the answers provided by some individuals indicated a lack of a full
' understanding of the requirement to satisfy themselves that all items had been
i inspected before closing out an IR activity subject to an IPIN. The IPIN
| procedures did not specify exactly how a return option should be handled,

either initially or in closing out IR activities, and thus may have
ontributed to any misunderstandings which existed. -

|

.s part of its corrective action, described more fully abe*.e, the C:spany will
| ensure that procedural shortcomings in defining the requirements fer QCI
'

.
,

'
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! closure of IR activities are corrected, and will retrain QCIs, emphasizi:3
! their responsibilities to conduct full, complete inspecticus and document all
1 deficiencies before signin~g off IR activities. The Compa:y also decided to
j discontinue the " return option" at Midland and require that all initial
! inspections be completed with non-conforming conditions fully documented. The
. IPIN form has also been eliminated and all defi.ciencies will be documented on
i a revised NCR form. (The particular findings of the extensive Company
i investigation into the use of IPINs are recited more fully below under
j responses to the NRC's' questions contained in the Notice of Violation.)
i

j Question 1 *-

i

! " Determine the extent to which QC Supervisors at the Midland Site have been
instructing QC Inspectors to limit findings of deficiencies."

i

There are two aspects to this question. A first aspect concerns the extent to
which QC Inspectors were instructed not to completely inspect activities

i

i prior to turning work back to construction. A second aspect relates to
i directions, if any, given to QCEs, not to document deficiencies actually

|
; observed. Regarding the first aspect, the Company found that QCEs were '

i directed to use a " return option" which resulted in initial inspection
!activities not being completed. With regard to the second aspec,t of the !

question, QC management intended that, in the exercise of a return option, all !

; deficiencies actually seen would be reported on an IPIN., Project management
{ personnel encouraged the use of a return option and QC management, instructed ;

QC leads, who reported directly to them, in its use. j

|The QC management interviewed by the task force stated that the option was ;
-

intended to provide a means for returning work to construction and avoid '

occupying QCE's time punchlisting work for construction. There was no intent
to avoid reporting deficiencies, although the inadvertent result of the,

<

j practice was that deficiencies on the portion of the work not inspected before ;

return would not be documented. QC leads who instructed their personnel to *

;j use the option agreed with the QC managemagt's purpose in using the option.
| .

Of the 16 QC leads and supervisors interviewed, one individual was in the

documentation area, he option was not applicable to their activityfor which the return option was inapplicable, and eight; stated either that t , or that
they had not used it for other reasons. Of the latter, one stated that he had !
never been told to use the return option.

.

! Two stated that their group had used it only infrequently. One of these
'

. understood that all observed defitiencies were to be documented but could not.I recall whether he had so instructed his group. The other indicated that the
only instance when an inspection was halted before completion was when it was

; obvious that cable insulation damage would require a completely new
; termination. In this instance the inspection for other termination

deficiencies would not be performed, but the observed damage would bei

documented. .

Ihree individuals indicated regular use of the option. Cte stated that he und
instructed his' subordinates to document all observed none::ler=ances, ons

_ -
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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'

j couId not recall giving specific instructions but knew that his subordinate's
practice was to document all observed nonconformances and one knew that that li

| vas the proper practice, assumed that his subordinates did it that way, but !

{ could not recall whether he had so lastructed thm.

} Two other individuals were relatively new in the position. One indicated that
: it was his practic document everything observed but that it had not been
} the practice of hin redecessor (no longer at the plant). The other continued
j the practice of his previous supervisor to dccument all observations.

The task force found that from a ' quarter to a half of the individual -

inspectors (QGs) contacted, depending on the discipline, were aware of and;

made use of a " return option". A few individuals stated that they documented
some, but not all, deficiencies observed in an inspection in which the return
option was used.*

,

i

The company's corrective action on this point is described above. The company,

considers it of fundamental importance that all QGs and supervisorsi

| understand the requirement to document deficiencies observed when an item has
| been submitted for inspection rather than using an " oral" communication

process. This aspect will be emphasized in training on the new procedures.

gjestion2 '
'

i

i " Determine the extent to which'QC inspectors have been conducting re-
j inspections based only on reported deficiencies."

;

i The Company determined, based upon investigation, that almost all QGs at '

i Midland were completing their inspections properly. However, because a few
individuals may not have completed inspections fully, the Company concluded
that the NRC inspection finding was valid.

,

! The precise question to be addressed here is whether and to what extent QGs *

closed out inspection record activities subject to IPINs which do not
encompass the entire activity, without fully inspecting the activity. The

.

! .

| 0 Approximately one' half of the QGs contacted also indicated that in some-

j circumstances they allowed repairs or reworks to take place within a fixed
period of time without documenting the deficiences observed during thei

j hitial inspection. Virtually all of those utilizing this practice had been
j advised by their supervisors to do so.

!

,

*
|

| This practice was specifically allowed prior to June 1, 1981, and through |

! an apparent lack of clear communication continued ,after the option was
! removed from QC procedures on this date. The upper tier policy document

allowed the practice on a one shift basis until February 1983. Since
'

! this practice would not lead to missed inspections with regard to
2se of IFINS, it was not addressed further as part of the task force
investigation. An NCR was written on December 10, 1982 regarding the,

'ptional practice not to document deficiencies corrected during a one'

shift peried; MPQAD will further track and dispositics this issue
uti'.i:ing the results of the task force investigation.

:

i n. r_* AAMi\fY4tc4V.%wtO
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! IpIN task force determined that although a few individuals stated they would
not necessarily reinspect all items before closing out the IR activity. There
were several reasons for this response. Some would not lead to an inspection,

miss.
1

I

Wen asked to describe the types of inspections for which they would not
reinspect all examples, it became evident that hearly all individuals followed
practices which would not have led to an inspection failure. Many individuals

'

a stated that they did not reinspect all items when they conducted the initial
inspection and remembered items they had previously inspected. Others
answered that they limited their.rainspection to items covered by the IPIN, -

] but only when the activity covered only one item. Still others limited their
reinspection if the inspection of all other items was documented. Thus, in
specific circumstances an inspector following all applicable procedures could
have limited his reinspection to hardware items encompassed by the IPIN and

;

accomplished a complete inspection of the activity. Only a few individuals
appeared to lack sufficient, understanding of the requirement that the ,

reinspection verify inspection of all items within an activity.

i The IPIN task force concluded that not more than ten percent of the
individuals contacted reported unacceptable practices. Although the task

| force's conclusions on this question were more positive than NRC's from a
: statistical standpoint, the task force concluded that NRC's inspection finding

end notice of violation were valid.
*s .

It is the Company's conclusion that the cause of this violation was unclear
management direction regarding documentation associated with use of the
" return option". -

!
.

;
.

I

\

.

-
.

i
-

.

! *

i

!

r

.

.

.

.

.

.
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ATTACHMENT 2
, ,

RESPONSE TO NOTICI OF VIOLATION ITEM B,

i

i

OVERVIEW

' '

As a result of the Company's assessment of overall project status in the fall
of 1982 and based on information regarding the identified findings from NRC,

inspections and their generic implications, Project management carefully
evaluated the needs for corrective actions. The Construction Completion

| Program (CCP) was conceived.to address all identified concerns and to achieve
! desired improvements in project performance.

, ,

The project presented the Construction Completion Program concept to
~

j Region III personnel on December 2,1982 after having initia;ed action to
* implement the plan the previ,ous day. A description of the CCP was sent to the

NRC in our January 10, 1983 letter and a public meeting was held with the NRC
on February 8,1983' to discuss the plan. This overview summarizes how major4

portions of the CCP cover the individual findings of the Notice of Violation,

i and the generic implications of these findings.
!

! The specific portions of the CCP that address the generic implications of the
NRC Diesel Generator Building Inspection are as follows:

i
'

.

System Team OrganizationA.
s

The organization for completion of construction is be'ing reorganized to
emphasize a systems approach. A team made up of construction and
engineering personnel (with close QC coordination) will be assigned to
complete all work on a specific system or systems. This team concept will

,,>

also be applied to remaining area work.

The team concept provides for very close coordination between all major
. activities required to produce and demonstrate a quality product. The
! development of this organization involves a review of existing fitld -

j procedures and preparation of improved procedures for defining work
| requirements. A major element of this approach will be preparation of
j expanded instructions to the crafts that will improve performance to

design and specifications and will insure proper coordination withi

inspection as the work proceeds. The team members will be trained in the
new procedures.

An assessment of current system construction and inspection status will be
made by the team prior to initiation of construction activities. This
will provide a baseline of existing quality and' allow any existing
problems to be identified and corrected.

4

*
-

.

.

.

l
.
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The spacific NRC inspsetion findings * covered by this activity are:

B-lb , B-1c, 3-1d, B-lh, B-lj , B-11 through p , B-1q, B-4a and B-6.

| B. Review PQCI's and Update As Required

| The procedures for carrying out inspections (PQCI's) are being reviewed to'

insure all 'important inspection attributes are specifically described and,
to the extent practicable, all reference material is incorporated directly

'

: in the PQCI. ,

-

The specific NRC inspection report findings covered by this activity are:

B-la, B-Ib, B-1c, B-4a, B-4b and B-8a. ~

;

C. Review the Inspection Process (See note below on inspection backlog),

'

The inspection process including construction procedures for initiating
inspections will be modified so that:,

I
.

j 1. The procedure for documenting non-conformances ensures that all non-
; conforming conditions are properly identified and tracked.

| 2. The process for providing instructions for construction activities
| ensures all required inspections are performed when required.

The specific NRC inspection report findings covered by,this activity are:
,

B-11-p, B-4b, B-8b(1) and B-8b(2)

D. QC Training and Certification '

The QC Department has been reorganized under direct Consumers Power
Company control. All QC personnel have been or are undergoing a training

: program leading to re-cereification to the revised PQCI's.
i

.

The specific NRC inspection report findings covered by this activity are:!

"

; B-11 p and B-4b.

E. Program Reviews'
i

: General QA Program reviews have been initiated in the areas identified
i below in addition to the specific responses required from the inspections

findings. The results of these reviews and any. requirements for program
revision will be incorporated dn CCP activities.

1. Receipt Inspection Review covers findings B-13 and Be3..

j 2. Material Traceability Review covers findings B-le, B-If, B-2a and
| B-Ba. <

|

I -

.

I

l ..

*r'ndings are identified by the item designati:n in the' Notice of Vi:latien,

trar.scitted by the NRC and letter of February. S.1983 J G Kappler t: J D Selby.

| =iO312 -C30a-66-44-
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' 3. D2 sign and Dscument Control Revisw covers findings B-li, 3- j , B-1k,-

,' '

B-2b, B-2c, 3-2a, B-5 and B-7.

F. Safety-related classification.

The NRC is reviewing the project licensing position on this issue. This
covers findings B-2d and B-2f.

The response to each indivi' dual finding follows:
-.

.
,

.

'-
1 .

.

*.

.

-

'--. s

|

.

** Note on inspection backler.

The Company specifically reviewed the NRC concern regarding, "...a backlog
of almost 16,000 inspections...", the status of inspection records (IR) as
of November 26, 1982 was actually as follows: -

.

IR Issued 190,000; IR Closed 174,000; IR "Open" 16,000

The 16,000 "Open" IR are categorized as follows:

(1) Opened in anticipation of an inspection request but construction not
yet ready for inspection, 7,200.

(2) Fully ready for inspection, 1,200. '

(3) Open but waiting for next co hlete step in construction, 5,700.
:

(4) Open pending NCR/IPIN disposition, 800.
,

(5) Open pending Level III approval, 700..

.

(6) . Miscellaneous, 400.
*

Therefore, the actual backlog of inspectiens is more correctl/ idc....fied
by the 1,200 irs where construction is done and waiting for inspecti :.

n 22S3-4C30a-66-a4 .
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Nb'1:emB-1.a[82-22-02A) ,

":nstallation of diesel generator engine control panels 1C112, 2C111, and
2C112 was not in accordance with the requirements delineated on foundation
Drawing 7220-M18-250 in that the foundation bolt washers required by the
subject drawing were not installed."

4
,

l'

i

'

2. The violation is admitted, in part. .

, ,

.

2. (la) No Electrical or C,1vil QC instruction required specific verification
; of the bevelled washer installation. Therefore, documented proof
i that bevelled washers were installed could not be provided since the
'

foundation is grouted. (bevel washers)
'

(2a) The inspection records for panels 1C-112, 2C-111 and 2C-112 are open;

i with attributes such as washers and torquing not yet inspected.
Therefore, this is not a violation. (flat washers)

'

I 3.' (la) NCR M01-9-2-138 was feritten by MPQAD on October 15, 1982 to document
i the non-conformance and was closed on December 8, 1982. (bevel
! washers) .

.

I

(1b) FCR M-7026 was written on November 10, 1982 to make the bevelled
; washers optional, because in this case, bevelled washers did nothing

to aid in support or leveling of the panel. The FCR was approved
November 23, 1982. (bevel washers)

.

(2a) Due to insufficient quantities o( flat washers and nuts this portion
of the installation was not completed. The field has subsequently '

procured sufficient quantities to complete the bolt down and are
, awaiting , Construction Completion Program approval to install them.

(flat washers) -

| 4. Electrical and Civil PQCI's will be reviewed and revised as applicable to
| include specific verification-for mounting requirements and will incor-

porate applicable hold points.!

a

5. QC inspection plan E-6.0 and C-1.10 (if required) shall be modified to
incorporate full inspection and hold points for all un-installed
electrical equipment by March 28, 1983 and required training to the
revised plan is scheduled *for completion by April 11, 1982. (bevel
washers) ,

. _ __ __. . _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _. - _ . _ . -_. - --
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55'.'ItemB-1.5(82-22-02B) -

" Unscheduled pull box associated with conduits 23N006, 23N007, and 23DA002 was
not sized in accordance with the requirements delineated on Sheet 42 of
Drawing E-42 in that the 12" x 12" x 6" as-built dimensions of the subject
pull box did not conform to the 131/2" x 12" x 6" dimension requirements
delineated on Sheet 42 of Drawing 42."<

#
.

'

.

*
. .

1. Theviolationisadmitted.
.

i

2. (1) Failure of Field Engineering to specify correct size pull box for'

Construction to install.

(2) Failure of QC, during inspection of conduits 2BN006, 2BN007 and;

2 EDA 002, to identify non-conforming condition. .

'
..

.

|.
3. FCR E-3157 was written on November 8, 1982 and approved on November 17, ..

1982. This FCR clarified the intent of E-42(Q) SH 42 to include minimum
band radius as a criterion for pull box sizing. Given the revised
criteria, the pull boxes cited conform to the requirements, as documented
in an NCR vritten by MPQAD on March 7,1983.

,

.

!

; . .

i

; 4. (1) PQCI E-1.0 vill be revised to verify and record pull box size and
' bend radius of cable vill be verified on applicable PQCI's.

. .-

(2) Team training programs, required by the Construction Completion'

Program, vill emphasize the importance of following all requirements
of design documents.

. 2:
!

|
t

5. (1) PQCI E-1.0 to be revised by March 29, 1983 and required training is
scheduled for completion by April 29, 1983 to verify and record pull
box size.

(2) Reinspection of installed work will be carried out during the
implementation of the Construction Comple:Lon Program.

*
|
;

*
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NOV Item B - 1.c (82-22-02C)

"The l'-10" wall to support dimension required by raceway support Drawing
E-796(Q), Sheet 2 of 2, Revision 5, for hanger No. 86 was not correenly
translated into the as-built installation of the subject hanger in that the
as-built wall to support dimension was 2'-1 1/2" in lieu of the required
l'-10"."

.
*
.

.

'

, .

1. The violation is admitted.
..

2. Craft, Supervision, Field Engineering and QC did not provide sufficient
attention to detail to assure correct locations of P1001 strut on tube
steel as delineated on Drawing E-796(Q) SH 2 detail 1.

~

.

'

3. FCN E-7040 was writtei to approve installed conditions and has been
inco rpora ted. NCR M01-9-3-084 was writter by MPQAD on March 7, 1983 to
document this condition, and for purposes of trending. .

4. .(1) Revise PQCI E-2.1 and provide QC training to properly inspect
supports.

(2) Team training programs, requ' ired by the Construction Completion
Program will emphasize the importance of following all requirements
of design documents.,

-
.

5. Revision of E-2.1 and required qualification training is estimated to be
complete by May 15, 19837

.

f

.

.

! miC233-40'9a-66-44
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Nd Ite B - 1.d (S2-22-02D) -
,

"The 6'-6" wall to support dimension required by raceway support Dra ing
E-796(Q) Sheet 1 of 2, Revision 11 for hanger No.14 was not correc:ly
translated into the as-built installation of the subject hanger in that the
es-built wall to support dimension was 5'-5" in lieu of the requirei 6'-6"."

,

. .
_

.

. .

.

;
.

I 1. The violation is admitted.
-

.

4

*
.

2. (1) E-796(Q) SH 1 shows the proper dimension for Bay 4 but is incorrect
for Bay 3. The dimension shown for Bay 3 is a drafting error.

;

1

(2) The Field Engineer failed to write a FCN to correct drawi:3 for Bay
; 3 prior to completing the installation of the suppo::t.
; -

': -

| 3. DCN #16 to Drawing E-796(Q) SH 1 was prepared and approved on N:vember 9,
! 1982 to correct the drafting error. Incorporation has taken pla:e. An .

*
2 NCR was written by MPQAD on March 7, 1983.
1

i

,

! 4. Team training programs, required by the Construction Completion Program -

will emphasize the importance of following all requirements of design*

documents. -
.

i

3

( -

-
-

5. Specific compliance will'be achieved when team training is completed under
the Construction Completion Program.

|
t ;
;

I

-

.
,

.

.

.
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Nd*l Item B - 2.e (82-22-05A)

|

"The inspectors identified high strength steel plate placed in the laydown
area which was not marked with the material type and grade as required by
Field Instruction FIG-9.600, Revision 1."

:
,

;
.

,

'

1. The violation is admitted. - ~

.

'

2. Most steel was properly marked and some markings were not exposed,
however, some pieces of high strength steel were not properly marked
through failure to follow procedures.

.

3. All steel was re-marked with paint as to clearly show any grides other
than A-36. QC inspections have been increased from motthly to weekly. An
NCR was written by MPQAD on March 8, 1983. Procurement personnel .

responsible for the marking of steel have been retrained to the
requirements of FIG-9.600.

,| '

<

4. N/A
.

'
.

.

5. Complete.
.

i

:.
4

f

.

.
.

.

.
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.NC'l Item B - 1.f (82-22-053)*

;

"The inspectors identified various stock steel shapes in the "Q" area with
yellow-colored paint on the ends (indicating the material was "non-Q") and
various steel stock shapes'in the "non-Q" area without painted ends
(indicating "Q" material), contrary to the requirements of Field Instruction

.

Fig-9.600, Revision 1."| ,

: .,.

.

! *
.

.j .

1. The violation is admitted, in part.
,

s

| 2. All steel in "Q" area was identified in accordance with procedures but
! some manufacturers markings led to confusion. Some steel in "non-Q" areas
j was not marked in accordance with procedures.

.

;

3. All steel in "non-Q" area was painted or repainted ye'll'9w as to conform
with the procedure. QC* inspections have 'oeen increased from monthly to
weekly. To avoid confusion, manufacturers color coding was removed from
the ends of steel in question in the "Q" area. An NCR was written by '

MPQAD on March 8, 1983. Procurement personnel responsible for the marking
; of steel have been retrained to the requirements of FIG-9.600(Q).

!

.

6. Field Instruction IIG-9.600(Q) will be ' revised to designate the marking
i requirement for non-Q steel to be a Q attribute.

.

1

5. The required procedure revision will be completed by May 1,1983.

:: |

i

.

i
'

'
.

.

|; .

||
.

10~:: 4019a-s6-44
.
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:;6V Item B - 1.s (82-22-09A)
'

*

"The slots in the muffler support plates were not machined but were determined
to be irregular and flame cut, leaving rough slot edges not in conformance
with design Drawing M18-425(5)-1."

*
.

,

.

'

1. The violation is admitted. * *

,

.

2. These slots were manufactured incorrectly by the vendor prior to receipt
at the jobsite'. The slots in Diesel Generator muffler supports are :
required for thermal expansion. The vendor drawing calls for these slots
to be machined, but they were torch cut and exceeded required dimensions.

.

|
.

3. Following the NRC inspection, Bechtel NCR 4693 was written to determine
if, as fabricated, the slots would perform their intended function.

.

.

6. NCR 4693 is currently being reviewed by Project Engineering and the.

vendor.
i

i

| *

| S. NCR 4693 expected to be dispositioned by April 1,1983.
-

.

I
f

I

I
*

.

.

'

-h _ __ _
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, ,
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N*'l Item B - 1.h (82-22-093)*

,

" Jacking plates were not installed beneath the center support plates of Bay 1
diesel generator muffler a.s required by Drawing M18-250-6."

l

!
'

. .

!
-

1. The violation is admitted.
, ,

,

.

2. Jacking plates for Diesel Generator muffler supports were not installed in,

Bay 1 beneath the centar support, as shown in vendor drawings, due to
failure to install according to the design drawing.

.

i

l

3. Following the NRC inspection an NCR was written against the condition. A
subsequent NCR was also written after the N3C inspection, baned on
inspections of other Diesel Generator mufflers which rqsulted in
identification of similar deficiencies in Bays 3 and'4 Both NCRs were
dispositioned "Use As Is", since loadings from the jacking screws on the
concrete were acceptable.

,
.

|
4

4. Team training prograss required by the Construction Completion Program
will asphasize the irportance of following all requirements of vendor -

drawings.
,

*
i

! 5. The Laplementation of the disposition of NCRs will provide full compliance
'

for the "As Built" condition. Subsequent revision. to vendor drawings
required to complete NCR 4733 follow-up actions is forecast for completion
by April 1,1983. Specific compliance will be achieved when team training
is completed under the Construction Completion Program.

-
,

.

- -
,

.

|
*

.

.

:1.l!3-4019a,-66-4.
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N0*** Ites B - 1.1 (32-22-18A) .
.

" Procedure FID-2.100, (Outstanding TCR/TCN Retirement), Revision 2 was |

inadequate in that the design drawings were not changed when an TCR/TCN had
been retired and no further reference to the TCR existed on the revised
drawing. As a result, the retired TCR C-2103 relating to XVAC structural
steel was lost and could not be traced to the design drawing to ensure a
complete quality record." .

.

!

.

'
. .

*

.

\
*

.

1. The violation is admitted,

i
.

1

2. Tield Procedure FID-2.100(Q) was inadequate in that it did not contain a
.|requirement to provide for indication on design drawings that applicable

FCNs and TCRs had been retired. Retired TCR/TCNs address one time :

approved deviations to generic design which are not incorporated into base
design drawings due to their applicability to a limited number of
locations. (It is noted that this procedural deficiency is not the reason
the TCR was lost. The T3 was lost due to a clerical error and a copy was
obtained from the design office within twenty-four hours. It is also
noted that the TG could be traced to the design drawing through the s

T 3/TCN retirement computer printout.)
,

'

3. Field Procedure TID-2.100(Q) was revised to formalize the practice of
requiring design drawings to be annotated with a circled letter "R"
denoting a retirement. The Field Document control Department has

,

'

performed a 100% review of all drawings, with retired T G/TCNs against
them,.to verify, compliance to this new requirement.

!
! .

4 N/A -
,

;

i

5. Complete,
'

j ,

| . .

.
.-

{ -_ _ . _
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d Item 3 - 1.J (82-22-183)
'

:

" Field Sketch CY-1035 which illustrated the bottom gusset ;lates for WAC fac i

supports was not identified as "Q", nor was there a reference to the affected
drawing on the sketch as required by Procedure FPD-5.000, (Preparation of

,

Field Sketches.)"

: -

,

. .

.

'
. ,

1. The violation is admitted.
.

s

2. The requirement for this. designation and reference is contained in Field
Procedure FPD-5.000 and was;not followed. Field Sketch CY-1035 for the
Diesel Generator Building HVAC support steel gusset plate was not
designated "Q", nor referenced to the original design drawing.'

'

- .

.- . .

3. Field Sketch CY-1035 has been revised and designated "Q", and referenced
to design drawing C-1004. NCR M01-0-2-155 was issued by MPQAD to document
the identified discrepancy. Field Procedure FPD-5.000 was reviewed and .,

determined to be adequate in regard to the stated requirement.

Tras.ning of responsible personnel in the specifics of FPD-5.000 has been
conducted.

.

.

.

,s
4. A review of"other,FSKs will be conducted by Field Engineering for

compliances'vith YPD-5.000.
:

,

' s_. -

~

5. The review' by Field Engineering will be completed by April 22, 1983.

o

A, . ar ,-
,

, .

|
.

N %
|

| a .
'
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.

'b?ItemB-1.k(S2-22-18C)
'

1

" Procedure FPD-5.000 (Preparation of Field Sketches), Revision 1 did not
| require design drawings to reference appropriate field sketches to ensure a

complete quality record."
-

i

i

I

\.-
t .

t .

1-

1.

1. The violation is admitted. ' ,

.

.

2. Although field procedures' do not control what is placed on design
drawings, no cross reference log existed to enable one to readily find I

what Field Sketches (FSK's) apply to each design drawing. )

:

3. A reverse reference log was created listing applicable civil miscellaneous
steel FSK's for each civil.. design drawing depicting miscellaneous steel.

|

1
.

4. Reverse reference logs listing applicable FSK's will be created for the
remainder of all FSK's prepared in accordance with FPD-5.000. FPD-5.000 :

will be revised to address the requirements for reverse reference logs. '

l

' l

.

5. FPD-5.000 will be revised by April 15, 1983, addressing these requirements
and including an effectivity date of June
legs. ~

15, 1983 for reverse reference i

l

|

*y |

. f ,

-

.

.

e

'
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N I ::em B - 1.1.m,n,o.p (82-22-16) :

|

"(1) The eight bracing top gusset plates identified on Drawing C-1004, ;

Revision 10, as 5/16" thick were measured by the inspectors to be 1/4"
thick in all fou'r diesel generator bays. This change was neither
reviewed nor properly authorized.

'

(m) The as-built gusset plate connections in Bay I were not built as
identified on Detail 3 of Drawing C-1004. The angle braces were welded
together as opposed to having separate welds for each brace. This
change was neithe.r reviewed nor properly authorized.

*
(n) None of the sixteen 1/4" bracing angles identified on Drawing C-1004 -

:

were constructed utilizing 1/4" material. This change was neither
reviewed nor properly authorized.

(o) Drawing C-1004, Detail 2, required the W10 beam-to-beam connection to be
welded. In Bay No. 3, a bolted connection was constructed in lieu of
the required welded connection, without review nor proper authorization.

(p) The column cover plate ide'ntified on FCR C-4401 was not constructed in
Bay No. 3 as required. The plate was slotted instead of solid as

,

i required. This change was neither reviewed nor properly authorized."

*

1. The violations are admif.ted.
s

2. Diesel Generator Building HVAC fan support steel installation was not done
in accordance with the drawings due to a lack of attention to detail<

during construction and inspection for Items (1), (m) and (n). For Item
(o), the specific item was constructed to an earlier approved drawing and
failure to identify the discrepancy occurred during the inspection
process. For Item (p) the finding was due to the lack of attention to

#
detail during construction.

3. (1) jith regard to the undersized gusset plates, a subsequent evaluation
by Project Engineering indicated the smaller 1/4" size plates were
acceptable. Nevertheless, the plates will be replaced with 5/16"
plates by Bechtel per NCR 4690.

(m) The gusset plate connection in Bay I has been ramoved and will be
reworked per NCR 4690.

;

1

(n) The 5/16" and 3/8" bracing angles .have been removed and will be
reworked per NCR 4690.

(o) After the NRC inspection, NCR 4690 was written and dispositioned "Use
As Is" for bolted connections constructed in Bay 3. It should be
noted that these connections were ccustructed to design drawings
approved at that. time which allowed bol sd cennections.

|

=i;585-:029D-'i d4 _ __ _
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NCV Item B - 1.1,m.n.o p (82-22-16) Continued

i

(p) NCR 4690 dispositioned the cover plate on the steel column to bet

" reworked".

'

4. Team training programs, required by the Construction Completion Program
will emphasize the importance of following all requirements of design
documentr. In' addition, as part of the Construction Completion Program, a
review of PQCI's is being done to assure that c.orrect design requirenents
are specified for inspectors. The Program also calls for a QC inspector
racertification program.

,

5. Specific compliance will be achieved when rework is completed under the
Construction Completion , Program. -

.
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NOT Item B - 1.4 (S2-22-24)
,

"A section (approximately 18 x 10 x 4 inches deep) of the primary cc tainment
wall in Containment Purge Room 702 was removed (by chipping) without obtaining
approval as required by FIG-1.111, Revision 4, Concrete Drilling Per=it."

.

*
.

|

* '1. The violation is admitted. *

..

.

2. Field procedures (FIG-1.111, Revision 3) in effect at the time of work did
not require concrete drill permits for chipping because damage to
reinforcing steel and other , embedded items is not as likely as with
drilling.

!

.

3. (1) Field Procedure FIG-1.111, Concrete Drill Per=its has been revised
i

and approved to include chipping.

(2) Steps have been taken to insure concrete chipping repairs are
performed using approved guidelines. FCR C-5206 was prepared and nas '

been approved by Project Engineering to establish guidelines for
concrete chipping repair. This FCR has subsequently been
incorporated into Specification 7220-C-231(Q). Field Procedure FPT-
3.000, has been revised to specifically include inspection of repairs
to chipped areas as part of area turnover. This procedure is being
designated as Quality Related, and is currently under review.

.

(3) Theab[vestepsaresummarizedonNCRB01-2-154 which was issued by
MPQAD to request process corrective action. The Project Engineering
,' response to this NCR concludes there is no safety impact, or affect
on quality of the structure, due to the chipping of concrete
identified in the Containment Purge Room 702.

:

4. (1) - Field Procedure FFT-3.000 requires approval.

(2) The chipped area in question requires repair.
,

(3) NCR M01-9-2-154 requires closing.

=iC352 -0:92-66 '4
... . _ . . . _ ._.
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.!hlIe=3-1.q(82-22-2!.) Continued'

'

5. (1) April 15, 1983.

(2) Specific compliance will be achieved when the rework is completed
under the Construction Completion Program.

(3) Following rework. ,
,

t
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N05' Item B - 2.a (82-22-08)
'

.

I

| " Measures were not established for the selection and review for suitability of
application of "Q" materials associated with the diesel generator exhaust
auffler in that design drawings and specifications did not indicate the
material identity of the installed muffler saddle supports and plates."

|

*
.

J

'
-

1. The violation is indeterminate at this time.
.

*.

2. Material specification and identification is the responsibility of the
emergency diesel generator prime vendor. No documentation was available
on site to show that the material used in the fabrication of the Diesel
Generator exhaust silencers met the requirements for seismic Class I
installation.

..
_

3. The vendor has been requested to provide the necessary documentation for
material traceability and identification of applicable QA requirements

, ,
applied to the exhaust silencers.'

,

i

4. A status update and identification of any corrective steps which may be
required will be provided by Project Engineering by May 2, 1983.

.-

.
.

5. To be determined by results Project Engineering report of May 2,-1983.

:
,

I.

*

f

I

| I
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'

l

l
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NOV Item B - 2.b (82-22-153)
,

" Design Drawing C-147 required bolted bracing connections for the di
generator building HVAC bracing gusset plates. Field St'. etch CY-1035
to change the design to welded connecticus in lieu of the specified
connections. This design change was neither properly reviewed nor a.

*
.
.

s

1. The violation is admitted.

s

2. Note 14 on drawing 7220-C-147 was not clear. It has always been
intent of Project Engineering to allow Field Engineering to subs:
welded for' bolted connections when detailing steel bracing connet
however, no specific instructions were provided.

..
.

3. FCR C-5174 was issued and approved'to' clarify that Note 14 on dr:
7220-C-147 is applicable to bracing connections.

to

4. None required.

.

5. Completed.

i

!

:

| -

f
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N0'l Item 3 - 2.c (82-22-15C)*

" Design Drawings C-1004 and C-147 did not specify the sizes of the diesel
generator building HVAC fan gusset plates. A " combo" shop work order request
was used to design the gusset plates without appropria e review and approval."

*
, .

I*
1. The violation is admitted. |

<

,

2. The Diesel Generator Building HVAC fan support gusset plate dimensions
were only identified on a field fabrication shop work order. The field
sketch for this work was inadequate in that it did not contain necessary
details for fabrication.

!

3. The fan support gusset plate dimensions have been added to field sketch
CY-299. FCR C-5174 was issued and approved to clarify on the design
drawing the criteria to'be utilized for detailing bracing connections.

.

4 Review all civil miscellaneou steel field sketches to assure that proper
information for gusset plates is included and specified in accordance with
FCR C-5174.

| e
,

.

5. May 2, 1983.

|

.

<
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::57ItemB-2.d(82-22-15A)

"The licensee failed to analyze the four diesei generator building =enorails
as seismic Category I as described in their commitment to Regulatory
Guide 1.29, in Appendix 3A of the FSAR."

.

'

..

s

.

1. The violation is admitted in'that the Diesel Generator Monorail had not
been analyzed seismically through the normal project design process, or
after the initial walkdown under specification 7220-1-001(Q) had been
performed to verify project compliance to Regulatory Guide 1,29 .

commitments. The Proximity and Seismic Category II/I Site Walkdown
Program described in Specification 7220-L-001(Q) provides method for
identification, evaluation and resolution of all potential situations
where non seismic Category I commodities are installed above safety

i related systems, components or structures.

| s

2. The Diesel Generator Building menorails were reviewed during the
preliminary walkdown, but were not identified for further analysis due to *

the walkdown teams verbal understanding that the menorails had been
seismically analyzed previously.

.,

.

3. Seismic analysis was subsequently performed addressing adequacy of the
'Diesel Generator Building monorails. The analysis concluded that failure -

of the monorails under seismic loading would not occur.
!

The training program for all walkdown teams was revised to require that
i seismic analysis on non-seismic components that would potentially effect

safety related structures, systems or components are documented. If.

documentation is not available at the time of walkdown then the potential;

| interaction must be identified on an interaction identification sheet in
; accordance with applicable walkdown program requirements.

All areas walked down prior to the . revised training program were rewalked
to assure that any other non-seismic components that could potentially

- effect safe,ty related structures, systems or components had documented
seismic ana' lysis on file.

|

*
i

|
*

.
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2.*0V_I em 3 - 2.d (82-22-15A) Continued

4. Engineering records will be compiled to support walkdown teams.,

:
.
.

5. May 15, 1983
.

..

..
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.
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NOV Ite9 B - 2.e (82-22-11)

"The licensee designed and constructed thirty-two diesel generator building
exhaust system hangers without ensuring that the applicable requirenents for
"Q" components were included in the design documents."

. .
,

-
.

~

1. The violation is admitted.

*
,

2. (a) All design documents associated with installation of the Diesel
'

Generator exhaust (B31.1) pipe hangers were not identified as "Q"
even though the P&ID identified the piping as " Seismic Category 1"
and the ISAR specified the Diesel Generator exhaust system to be
safety related.

(b) In accordance with project commitments any structure system or,

components identified " Seismic Category 1" is considered "Q" and
project quality assurance program requirements ahduld be applied. In

,general, only ASME.III hangers are "Q", however, because of the
uniqueness of " Seismic Category 1", B31.1 hangers, Project,

Engineering failed to translate the "Q" identification through all of .

the sub-tier documents.

.

i
1

; 3. The exhaust piping for the Diesel Generators is "Q" as documented in
the isometric M-652, SH 1 and P&ID 7220-M-452 Sht 1A & 13. The

3

applicable hanger sketches have subsequently been revised to identify i
the supports as "Q". Bechtel Specification 7220-H-326(Q) has been !
revised to provide special provisions for QC inspections ~ of the "Q" |
B31.1 support and lists the pipe hangers in question. A review has I

been performed which determined that no other situation similiar to
the Diesel Generator exhaust piping (B31.1-Seismic Category 1) exists
in the plant. In addition project confirmed that no other unique

i situations in the plant exist where Seismic Category I structures,
| systems or components ard identified and the quality assurance
| program requirements had not been applied. There were several I
! instances of drawing inconsistencies that require correction as ;
'

result of project reviews, and NCR M01-5-2-166 was written by MPQAD
to document this ites. '

.

.

.

.

.
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!!C'l hem 3 - 2.e (82-22-11) Continued-

(a) Project drawing changes are required to correct i.:cesistencies'

.

identified during project review for B31.1 piping in other project
areas that were Seismic Category I without being identifed as "Q".

(b) QC inspection of Diesel Generator exhaust system hangers will be
required in accordance with project specification 7220-M-326(Q).

I
.,

5. (a) Project drawing correction will be complete by June 1,1985. ,

(b) Required Diesel Generator exhaust system hanger itspections and
closure of NCR M01-5-2-166 will be completed when the Construction
Completion Program is initiated.

,

%
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Nd\' Item B - 2.f (82-22-26)

"The licensee purchased Armor Stone for a "0" portion of the perinster dike
without translating the applicable regulatory requirer.ents into ap;ropriate

,

; specifications and design documents."

< .. ,

,,

,

.

8. The violation is admitted. *

'

,

.

2. Part 2 of enclosure 7 of the NRC letter on Cespletion of Soils Remedial
Activities Review dated May 25, 1982 required that the activities of the
Armorstone placement program be "Q" controlled. The Project failed to
translate this requirement into the design and procurement documents for
this material due to a misunderstanding of NRC requirements,

i

,

\

3. Bechtel drawings C-45,,C-109, C-111 and C-112 have be\en revised to -

designate the total area of the dike adjacent to the ultimate heat sink as
"Q" as opposed to that while was designated "Q" in the initial

simplementation of the NRC requirements.

I

4 Technical specification C-209 will be revised as "Q" and will identify the '-

portion of installation work to be done as "Q". In addition, lechtel
drawing C-1096 will be revised to specify the installation of Armorstone
to be "Q" in the "Q" designated areas of the dike. No Armorstone has yet
been placed in these areas,

i-
,

5. Full compliance vill be achieved when applicable specifications and
drawings referred to above az*a revised as "Q". This will be done by
June 1, 1983.

I '

-
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_/ N0%* fees 3 - 3. (82-22-01),

i

: " Source inspections at the panel supplier facility and receipt inspections at
2he Midland site failed to ensure .conformance of the internal wiring within
diesel generator engine control panels 1C111, IC112, 2C111, and 2C112 to Pro-i

| curement Specification 7220-G-5, Revision 1. Paragraph 6.0 of Specification
7220-G-5 states "All electrical wiring . . . within the board enclosure shall
conform to the highest industrial standards of design and workmanship." An
NRC inspection on October 15, 1982 identified the following examples of:

j defective terminations of internal wiring within the subject panels.
'

l

'

': ,

The output le'ad on the Relay Tach device had numerous broken strandsa.
at the termination lug.j

b. The K1 lead on the Relay Tach device had two broken strands resulting-

, in a potential short' circuit between the K1 lead and an adjacent
'

{ conductor.

| c. The 1- lead on the CB-1 device did not have all strands inserted into
' the compression lug."

-
..

1. The violation is admitted.
'

:

i

:

I 2. The violation occurred dua to poor electrical workmanship at the vendors
facility, inadequate vendor QC inspection plus inadequate source:

I inspection. Although MPQAD performed an overinspection on the four panels
f in question the discrepant conditions had been missed.3
i -

'

3. (1) MPQAD initiated a 100* overinspection program (01I-73) in July,1980
to verify workmanship according to vendor workmanship standards and
the technical specification. During the overinspection 27 NCR's were
written, and 14 have beta closed. Seven QAR's were written, and 5
closed. The lack of identification of conditions in this violation
by the overinspection program has been investigated and is felt to be
an isolated case.

.

t *

,

[

niC2E3-40'.9a-66-44 ,
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N^7 Item 3 - 3. (82-22-01) Continund6

*

|

(2) NCR M01-9-2-139, dated October 22, 1982, was issued to track these
! four panels. MCAR 66 was prepared on December 30, 1982 with Interim
i Reports No 1 & 2 submitted to NRC Region III on December 30, 1982 and

February 25, 1983, respectively. The scope of the MCAR 66 Task Porce
is to review the NCR's and QAR's written, verify that Project
Engine'ering disposition is consistent between vendors and formulate
an action, plan that will preclude any further recurrence.'

I

~

s

4. Implementation at the vendors facilities of E-24 Revision 0
"Overinspection of Vendor Supplied Printed Circuit Board Assemblies" and

; E-25 Revision 0, "Overinspection of Vendor Supplied Electrical
Equipment / Components" will be carried out by MPQAD and Project Supplier
Quality for the few future procurements shipped to the jobsite. Project,

representatives will witness in process fabrication, functional testing
and final inspection prior to release for shipment depending on the nature
of the commodity. E-24 and I-25 were approved February 21, 1983 and
February 18, 1983 respectively and have been issued for use.

-

3. (1) For equipment on site, MPQAD has inspected nearly'100* of all "Q" .,

' electrical panels 'and cabinets. MPQAD overinspection will continue
until the source inspection program is fully implemented - forecast
completion of overinspection is July 1, 1983. ''

(2) Programs are now in place to prevent recurrence of poor vendor
workmanship for remaining panels and cabinets that are yet to be

!,
shipped.

.

(3) Full compliance will be achieved upon the :losure of MCAR 66.

.

|
'

.

*

:

:

ni:313-1019a-66--a
'
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N0k'ItemB-4.a (82-22-25)

"An inspection program was not established to ensure segregation of cables
installed in horizontal trays which used metal dividers to segregate control
and instrumentation cables in accordance with design requirements.",

i
.

:
.,

.

'1. The violation is admitted. The violation involved three cables that had
been inadvertantly looped in and out of the incorrect side of a divided
tray secti'on. .

"

s

~

'

2. The cables in question _could have been improperly segregated in the-

raceway for a variety of reasons: temporary rework situation,
installation techniques, etc.

|

!
t

Although there was no formal program to " train" or tie down cables in|

horizontal tray sections the current cable reinspection program should
have found the discrepant condition. The reinspection program had not yet
been implemented in this specific area.

.

3. (1) NCR M01-9-2-151 was issued November 1, 1982. Supervision was verbally
informed and the non-conformance was immediately corrected.

(2) Generic resolution involves revisign of Field Procedure FPE-4.000
(pending approval) which will require an even distribution of cables
across the tray, tying cables to rungs within two rungs of a. change in
direction and Project Engineering disposition of cables that exceed
the height of the barrier on a case by case basis.

.

:
6. (1) Cable reinspection that is now ongoing is verifying the routing as an

inspection attribute. Information developed frem the cable
reinspection program will be used to verify voltage segregation.

f

.
__ _ _ _ . . _ _
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};6V Item B - 4.a (82-22-25) Continued

(2) Final training and tie down of cables will be accomplished (per
FPE-4.000) when "Q" cable pulling resumes, at the ti=e the last "Q"
cable is pulled through a tray section.

.

:

5. (1) MPQAD reinspection is estimated to be complete by June 14, 1983.
Review results of reinspection by July 1, 1983.

. (2) Approval of Field Procedu're FPE-4.000 scheduled for March 18, 1983.

.

,

.

-

'
. -

.

.

.

.

,

e

.

<

.

:
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. Item 3 - 4.b (82-22-17)*

. ,

" Quality Control (QC) inspections failed to ensure that a:tivities affecting
quality conformed to design documents in that QC inspections performed on
July 1, 1981 and documented on QCIR C210-172 failed to de:ect and identify
nonconformances. B.I.(1) through (o) of this Notice of Violation. These
nonconformances were associated with installation of the diesel generator
building HVAC fan support steel." .

,

*
a

~

1. The violation is admitted.

2. In general, the violation occurred because of a lack of attention to

detail during QC inspections and a lack of specificity in the PQCIs. In
one case (item o) an incorrect design drawing was used by the QC inspector
to perform his inspection.

.
. .

,

3. The Construction Completion Program has been instituted. s

4. As part of the Construction Completion Program, a review of PQCIs' is being<

done to assure that essential design require.ments are specified for
inspectors. In addition, the Program calls for a QC inspector
recertification program. The verification portion of the Program will
verify quality of completed work.

.-

.

5. Full complianace will be achieved when PQCI reviews and QC inspector i

recertificationsandtheverificationprogramarecomplete. |

1

|
! -

,

!

|
I

1
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?;$~.'ItemB-5.(82-22-10)
'

|

"The licensee did not implement a maintenance program to prevent five of
sixteen installed diesel generator slide bearing muffler plates from
accumulating dirt and dust as required by the vendor's manual."

,

:

~

i .
.

-
,

'1. The violation is admitted.
.

%

2. The requirements to specify cleanliness of these bearing plate surfaces
was not established upon receipt of this material. The vendor documents
supplied to Project Engineering did not contain a requirement for bearing
plate maintenance.

-

3. Bechtel has initiated a storage maintenance program for the exhaust
silencer bearing plates. An NCR was written on March 9, 1983 by MPQAD to *

track this item.

..

!

4. Direction has been given to develop an installation and maintenance,

' program for all flourocarbon bearing plates on site.
,
,

;

I

5. The maintenance program for the bearing plates will be fully implemented
under the Construction Completion Program in conjunction with the closure
of NCR 4693 which allows access to the bearings plates.

[

:

.

e

f
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o
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NOV Item B - 6. (82-22-13) -

,

"During welding of the diesel generator building exhaust piping hanger support
steel, the licensee did not verify preheat of existing safety-related
structural steel at a temperature of 70*F as required by site specifications
and the AWS 1974 Code."

.

*
.

*.
,

1. The violation is admitted. ,

b

e

2. The ambient temperature was not verified for the welding operation
observed by the NRC inspector. Documentation for preheats of all welds
made between 32' and 70* were covered by the random preheat verification
program contained in PQCI W-1.60. The program in place requires 100%
verification for preheat temperature over 70'.

.

.
.

3. Bechtel's "Instuctions to Welders" have been revised to provide preheating,

instructions, and each welder signs for receipt of these instructions. .
The velder's rod withdrawal requisitions are also stamped in red with
preheat instructions. The in place verification program will be
continued.

:
4. All Bechtel.zite welders will be retrained in the site preheat

requirements, and all new welders will have this preheat training,

emphartzed as part of their indoctrination.
'

i

5. All Bechtel site welders will,be re-trained by May 1,1983.

1
.

'

<

.

'

!

l
.

|
'
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* N07 ! tem 3 - 7. (82-22-21)

" Measures were not established to control the distribution of changes (red
lines) to hanger isometric drawings in that changes to Drawing 1-652-2-25(Q)
were not controlled utilizing the Site Document Control Center."

:
*.

:
:

.

!
'

1. The violation is admitted. '

.

1

2. The control of Redline changes to work prints was not performed through
the Construction Document Control Department, however, it was being done

; in accordance with establishpd field procedures.

I

i 3. Revisions to Bechtel Field Procedures now require all changes (redlines)
to piping isometries and hanger drawings to be contro,lled utilizing the
site Document Control Center. *

I
%

|
'

| 4 N/A

.

,

! 5. Complete.
*

.

I

:.

|
|

e

.

.

*
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NCV Ito,B - 8.a (82-22-23)-

,

" Measures were not established or implemented to determine if materials
ultimately restricted (per Nonconformance Report No 3266) from installation or

' use in ASME Class I systems were actually installed or used in Class I
systems."

.

; r
,
.

-
o

,

1. The violation is admitted,

s

-s

2. Failure to initially apply QC hold tags on suspect material, and failure
to implement disposition of the NCR in a timely manner.

3. A letter was provided to B&W Construction Company, a subcontractor at the
Midland jobsite responsible for the majority of Class I piping and hanger
installation, on December 11, 1981, identifying restriction on usage of
subject material from heats identified on NCR 3266 for Class I use.

s

10C% of all completed Class I P-2.20 PQCIR documentation packages stored
in the vault were reviewed for identification of the nonconforming

i material identified in NCR 3266. B&W has subsequently re-reviewed their
| documentation records to ascertain if any of the discrepant material

identified through the PQCIR review was installed in the field. Any of
the discrepant material is to be removed and replaced with acceptable

i material.
,.

!

'
- '

.

'

4. A specific review by a level II QCE of all future Class I P2.20 PQCIRs for
disctepant material identified on NCR 3266 is being performed before final
acceptance and their subsequent storage in the QC vault.

| :

A QA survey of all applicable NCRs will be performed in accordance with QA
Checklist S-23 to assur. that material control procedures have been
adequately implemented and subsequent actions associated with applicable
NCR dispositiocs have been implemented.

|

|
'

.

tiO381-4C19a-66 *4 .
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' * N0i' Item B - 8.a (82-22-23) Continued

Although not related directly with the above effert or this identified
discrepancy, a completie material verification documentation review with
special emphasis for ASME NCA 3700/3800 compliance for pipe support
material is in process on the project by Bechtel procurement supplier
quality group to assure acceptable material documentation for the Midland
Project. Miscellaneous material such as rebars, paint, etc, are excluded
from this review.

-

.

i
4

:

-
.

5. Full compliance with be obtained as follows:

.

Specific Actions - 1) Rework required on Class I supports in field to,be
I complete by March 15, 1983.
I ~

2) Review of all new P-2.20 PQCIRs,is ongoing.
~. .

.

Generic Actions - 1) Review of all applicable project NCRs by QA to be
complete by June 24, 1983.

2) Follow-up actions as result QA survey to be
determined later. -

1

General - 1) The review of all-material documentation packages
for proper verification documentation is an ongoing
effort. As stated previously, this is considered
additional effort not directly related to
resolution of the identified discrepancy.

:.

.

|
'

.

:

:
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- SCV Itca B - 8.b(1) (82-22-12A)

"As of November 10, 1982, two nonconforming conditions identified by the NRC
on October 12, 1982, and confirmed by the licensee on October 19 and 25,
respectively, had not been documented on a nonconformance report, a quality
assurance report or other appropriate report. The two nonconforming
conditions were.:

.

(1) The diesel ge'nerator exhaust hangers were bot classfied, designed, or built
as "Q" as committed to in the FSAR. (See item 2.e) ..."-

: ,
,

.

1. The violation is admitted.
.

.

j 2. An NCR was not issued because MPQAD failed to act in a timely manner.

. . . . .

,

3. NCR M01-5-2-166 was written by MPQAD on November 16, 1982 to document the
hangers listed on SCN #36 to Specification M-326 as being nonconforming as
a result of their original "non-Q" designation. $

.

4. Complete.

t
.*

5. Complete. .

.

|
:

. .

f
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' ' 337 Item 3-S.b(2) (82-22-123) ),

"As of Novenber 10, 1982, two nonconforming conditions identified by the NRC
on October 12, 1982, and confirmed by the licensee on October 19 and.25, i

respectively, had not been documented on a nonconformance report, a quality j
assurance report or other appropriate report. The two nonconforming '

conditions were:

:
' (1) The design of the diesel generator monorail was not analyzed to seismic...

Category I design requirements as committed to in the FSAR. (See ,

item 2.d.)" '

s

.

.

1

1. The violation is admitted.
,

j 2. There was a misunderstanding over whether a nonconforming co'ndition
i actually existed.

,
- ' -

.

.

.

%

3. On November 16, 1982, a Quality Action Request (QAR) was written to
document the condition. A subsequent seismic analysis has been done (Calc
#G-44(Q) Revision 1) which documents the acceptability of current design
of the subject monorail.

[ *

l

!

4. Complete.

5. Complete.
:

'

|

|
'

f I

.

O
|

|

:
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| ATTAC}DfENT 3
,

REQUEST FOR REDUCTION OF CIVIL PENAI.TY

.

'

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.205, Consumers Power Company respectfully requests that
the NRC reconsider the amount of civil penalty proposed to CPCo for the
violations cited in the NRC's letter, dated February 8,1983, J G Keppler to
J D Selby. The Company does not contest the validity of the violations and
agrees that a civil penalty is warranted, but believes that certain mitigating
factors should be consi'dered.

The NRC's criteria for enforcement actions (at 47 Federal Register page 9991,
March 9, 1982) sets forth specific criteria for increasing or reducing base
civil penalties, and provides in part as follows:

"2. Corrective Action to Prevent Recurrence. Recognizing
that corrective action is always required to meet regula-

t tory requirements, the' promptness and extent to which the
: licensee takes corrective action, including actions to

| prevent recurrence, may be considered in modifying the
civil penalty to be assessed. Unusually prompt and exten-

; sive corrective action may result in reducing the proposed
civil penalty as such as 50*. of the base value shown in

i Table 1. On the othar hand, the civil penalty may be
increased as such as 25% of the base value if initiation of -

,

| corrective action is not prompt or if the corrective action
is,only minimally acceptable. In weighing this factor -

consideration will be given to , among other things, the
timeliness of the corrective action, degree of licensee
initiative, and comprehensiveness of the corrective action
- such as whether the action is focused narrowly to the

,

j ' specific violatica or broadly to the general area of
! concern."

.
We believe that' our actions to correct the situation at issue have been timely

; and have been conceived and organized mainly through our own initiative. Most
, . important, however., is that our program to correct these deficiencias is

*comprehensive and far reaching.

Shortly after receiving feedback on the NRC's inspection findings, the Company
! launched major, extensive corrective action. The Company halted the majority

of the Category I work of its pr p contractor, and laid the groundwork for a'

; verification of past inspections and statusing of incomplete work. The work
: stoppage resulted in the laycff of more than 1,000 workers. The Company also

initiated major, generic corrective action addressing the specific areas of
NRC inspection findings. The Company's entire pian is entitled the

| Construction Completion Program, and included steps responding broadly to the

|
NRC's and Company's areas of concern. This was addressed at length in the

. Compan'y's letter of January 10, 1983, J W Cook te J G Xeppler and further
j discussed at a Public Meeting with the NRC at Midland on February 3,1983.
:

!
.

i
| 10213-0361a100-12 - p,
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The corrective action undertaken by the Company was net narrowly focused en
the specific violations identified by the NRC. The verk reduction extended to

,

l

all major safety related structures on-site, not merely the diesel generator
building which was the focus of NRC's inspection. The verification program

+ -

begins in the auxiliary building, includes the reactor buildings and diesel
| generator building as well as the service water, pump structure.

The Construction CImpletion Program, which is the organizational basis for the
generic corrective action, will encompass and structure the remaining pre-
turnover systens and area work to'be done at the Midland site, (excepting
soils, HVAC and NS5S work). The Company's willingness to accept the NRC's
suggestion that we take direct control of the project QC staff formerly under'a

Bechtel supervision extends broadly to the entire job, and involves a major
commitment of additional manpower and resources in recertification, training,
and inspection activities. '

-

! +

1

The Company does not contest the NRC's decision to increase the civil penalty
on the basis of certain other factors specified in the enforcement guidelines.
We request, however, that consideration be given in determining the amount of

-

the penalty to the corrective action taken and planned by the Company.

-
1

. -

' *
, .

!

:

..

i
^

'

..
4

i
i

!

!

'

1 1
.

4

f

: :.

!
.
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/* GLEN ELLYN, ILLINOIS 60137
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DEC 3o ng

Docket No. 50-329
Docket No. 50-330

Consumers Power Company
NITN: Mr. James W. Cook

Vice President
Midland Project

1945 West Parnall Road
Jackson, MI 49201

Gentlemen:

This letter confirms the discussions conducted during the meeting on December 2,
1982 between Mr. R. F. Warnick and others of this office and Mr. J. W. Cook and
others of your staff regarding the new Construction Completion Plan Consumers
Power Company has developed to address the problems identified by Region III
during the October through November 1982 inspection of the Diesel _ Generator
Building.

As a result of our discussions, we understand that you have taken or plan to
take the following actions:

(1) Halted safety-related work at the Midland site with the exception of the
following:

(a) System layup activities

(b) Hanger and cable reinspection activities

(c) Post. turnover work' activities (not to include design changes)

'

|
:
I
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Consumers Power Company ' 2 DEC 3 0 GE2'

(d) Zack HVAC work (subject to resolution of welders qualifications issue)

(e) B&W construction activities

(f) Remedial soils activities

(g) Bechtel engineering activities

(2) An integrated QA/QC organization will be identified and implemented
and all QC personnel previously certified by Bechtel will be trained
and recertified by CPCo to meet CPCo procedures and commitments.

(3) Teams comprised of engineering and construction personnel will be
organized, each responsible for the satisfactory completion of one or
more safety systems.

(4) A reinspection program will be developed to provide a system by system
reinspection of all safety related systems.

We understand that you will submit a written plan to the NRC describing in
detail the-actions encompassed by CPCo's Construction Completion Program.
We request that this plan also icentify the interrelationship between the
Construction Completion Plan and your proposed plans for third party
independent assessments.

After receipt of your submittal we will hold a meeting with CPCo in the
Midland area, which will be open to the public, to discuss the details of
your program. Time will also be provided for public comment regarding
these issues at the end of the meeting.

Following our review of your submittal, including consideration of comments-
offered by members of the public, we will make a determination on the accept-
ability of your program and will determine the appropriate method of
documenting your commitments.'

!

!
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Consumers Power Company - 3 DEC. 3 0 G82'

Should you have any questions regarding this letter please contact
Mr.. R. F. Warnick of my staff.

Sincerely,

Original signed by
James G. Keppler

James G. Keppler.

Regional Administrator

cc: DMB/ Document Control Desk (RIDS)
Resident Inspector, RIII
The Honorable Charles Bechhoefer, ASLB
The Honorable Jerry Harbour, ASLB
The Honorable Frederick P. Cowan, ASLB
The Honorable Ralph S. Decker, ASLB
William Paton, ELD
Michael Miller
Ronald Callen, Michigan

Public Service Commission
Myron M. Cherry
Barbara Stamiris
Mary Sinclair
Wendell Marshall
Colonel Steve J. Gadler (P.E.)

r
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FEB 8 1983

Docket No. 50-329
Docket No. 50-330

Consumers Power Company
ATTN: Mr. John D. Selby

President
212 West Michigan Avenue
Jackson, MI 49201

Gentlemen:

This refers to the specisl inspection conducted during the period
October 12 through November 25, 1982, and January 19-21, 1983 of activities

the Midland Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2, authorized by NRCat

Construction Permits No. CPPR-81 and No. CPPR-82. The results of the
inspection were discussed during an enforcement conference conducted at the
NRC Region III office on January 18, 1983. The report setting forth the
results of the inspection and the enforcement conference is enclosed.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclosure
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room unless you notify this office,
by telephone, within ten days of the date of this letter and submit written
application to withhold information contained therein within thirty days of
the date of this letter. Such application must be consistent with the re-
quirements of 2.790(b)(1). If we do not hear from you in this regard within
the specified periods noted above, a copy of this letter and the enclosed
inspection report will be placed in the Public Document Room.

A separate letter is enclosed that sets forth certain matters of concern
and the items of noncompliance found during the inspection. The responses
directed by this letter are not subject to the clearance procedures of the
Office of Management and Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1980, PL 96-511.

-
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Consumers Power Company 2 FEB 8 1983

We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning these inspections.

Sincerely,

'

Origiar! t e " *P!i

J C.T.; " G. ~ f

James G. Keppler
*

Regional Administrator
,

Enclosure: Inspection Report
No. 50-329/82-22(OSC) and
No. 50-330/82-22(OSC)

cc w/ enc 1:
J. W. Cook, Vice President

DMB/ Document Control Desk (RIDS)
'

Resident Inspector, RIII
The Honorable Charles Bechhoefer, ASLB
The Honorable Jerry Harbour, ASLB
The Honorable Frederick P. Cowan, ASLB
The Honorable Ralph S. Decker, ASLB
William Paton, ELD
Michael Miller
Ronald Callen, Michigan

Public Service Commission
Myron M. Cherry
Barbara Stamiris

'

Mary Sinclair
Wendell Marshall
Colonel Steve J. Gadler (P.E.)

.
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III
a -

Report No. 50-329/82-22; 50-330/82-22
'

Docket No. 50-329; 50-330 License No. CPPR-81; CPPR-82

Licensee: Consumers' Power Company
1945 West Parnall Road
Jackson, MI 49201

Facility Name: Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2

Inspection At: Midland Site, Midland, MI

Inspection Conducted: October 12 - November 25, 1982 and January 19-21, 1983

.dbP[.A.Barrhtt'/ G -/ n73Inspectors:

0'. Burgess4 D1

B. L M-/- 3

A '| 3R 3. o

$.h
11I(}83

I
R. N. Gardner

s7an 2 ~l~ k 3 '.

w>s a
. Approved by: W' D. Shafe , Chief 2 - /- 23

Section 2, Office of
Special Cases

Inspection Summary

Inspection on October 12 - November 25, 1982 and January 19-21, 1983 (Report-
No.-50-329/82-22; 50-330/82-22)

Areas Inspected: -Licensee actions on previously identified items; special
inspection involving electrical, mechanical and civil components.of the-
Diesel Generator Building; control of concrete chipping; control of electrical
cable segregation; review of Remedial Soils requalification activities;' peri-,

i meter dike armor stone activities; prestartup test; ultrasonic . testing of hold
'

i down bolts..~The inspection involved a total of 594 inspector-hours onsite_by'.
'L five NRC inspectors including 72 inspector-hours onsite.during off-shifts. 1
.
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Results: Of the areas inspected, no apparent items of noncompliance or devia-
tions were identified in four areas. Noncompliances identified in the remain-

,

ing areas were as follows: |

Noncompliance Report Section

Criterion III - Failure to establish adequate 7.a, 8.a. 9, 10.c.(1),
design control measures 10.c.(4), 25

Criterion V - Failure to develop adequate 3.a, 4.a(4), 4.b, 4.c,
procedures and failure to 6.a. 6.b. 7.b.(1), 7.b.(2),
accomplish activities affecting 10.a. 10.b, 10.c.(2),
quality in accordance with 10.c.(3), 17
instructions, procedures or
drawings

Criterion VI - Failure to establish measures to 12
control the issuance of documents,
including changes

Criterion VII - Failure to conduct adequate 2.b
component source inspections and
receipt inspections

Criterion IX - Failure to establish measures to 8.b
control special processes

.

Criterion X - Failure to establish an inspection 10.a, 18
program and failure of QC inspections
to identify nonconformances

Criterion XIII - Failure to establish measures 7.b.(3)
to maintain and control the
cleaning and preservation of
equipment

Criterion XV - Failure to establish measures to 5, 8.a 9, 14.b
control nonconforming materials,

,
parts, or components

.
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DETAILS

!

Persons Contacted

. Consumers Power Company

J. W. Cook, Vice President I

R. Welles, Executive, Manager {
i D. B. Miller, Site Manager
; M. L. Curland, QA Superintendent

R. L. Akers, MPQAD
J. G. Balaner, Construction Engineer
E. M. Evans, Construction Engineer
L. R. Howell, MPQAD
D. D. Johnson, Construction Engineer
E. Jones, MPQAD
G. B. Johnson, Construction Engineer
J. S. Kreple, Construction Engineer
G. M. Murray, Construction Engineer
B. H. Peck, Construction Engineer
D. W. Puhalla, Construction Engineer
G. W. Rowe, Construction Engineer
M. J. Schaeffer, MPQAD
D. E. Sibbald, Construction Engineer
T. A. Spelman, Construction Engineer

'

D. J. Vokal, Construction Engineer
R. M. Wheeler, Construction Engineer
R. H. Wieland, Construction Engineer
J. T. Walton, Construction Engineer
R. E. Whitaker, Construction Engineer

Bechtel Power Company

! H. Wahl, Vice President and General Manager
K. Vassar, Manager, Division of Project Operations and Services
J. Rutgers, Project Manager
L. Davis, Site Manager
M. A. Dietrich, MPQAD
P. Corcoran, Resident Project Engineer,

J. J. Gilmartin, Field Engineer
B. R. Kappel, Resident Engineer-
F. H. Schulmeister, MPQAD
E. Smith, PFQCE

Other licensee and contractor personnel were routinely contacted during
the course of the inspection.

1. Licensee Actions on Previously Identified Items

(Closed) Deviation (50-329/82-11-01; 50-330/82-11-01): The licensee,
failed to use approved installation / coordination forms during the

.

3
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linstallation of affected underpinning instrumentation. As documented
in Inspection Report No. 50-329/82-18; 50-330/82-18, the inspector
verified that the licensee was properly documenting the installation of
underpinning instrumentation on attached installation / coordination forms.
During this inspection the inspector reviewed Bechtel Power Corporation
Procedure FPU-1.000, Revision 0, which delineated procedures for the
preparation, approval, and use of the subject installation / coordination
forms. The inspector determined that the Bechtel procedure was acceptable.

Functional or Program Areas Inspected

2. Electrical Cable Terminations

An inspection of completed Class IE cable terminations in Diesel Engine
Control Panels 1C111, 1C112, and in Diesel Generator Control Panel IC231
was conducted. During this inspection internal wiring terminations and
field terminations were observed. The internal wiring terminations were

-

accomplished by the panel supplier during the manufacture of the panels
while the field terminations were accomplished by onsite Bechtel electricians.

a. The following field terminations were observed:

Cable Scheme Number Location of Termination

1AA0502M 1C231
1AA0502R 1C231
1AD1201A IC231
1AG1101B IC231
1AG1101C 1C231
1AG1101F 1C231
1AG1102N IC231
1AG1105B IC231
1AG1105C 1C111
1AG1113C IC111
1AA0001L 1C111
1AA0502G IC111
1AB5311K IC111
1AD1115A IC111
1AG1102G IC111
1AG1102K IC111

| 1AG1102L IC111
! 1AG1102M 1C111
| 1AG1102N 1C111

1AG1105C 1C111
1AG1108C IC111
1AG1108F IC111
1AG1109B IC111
1AG1109C 1C111
1AV099E 1C111
1AV100E 1C111

| .

'

<
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The inspector verified that the above field terminations met the
i requirements of Bechtel Termination Procedure FPE-7.000 including

the use of proper termination lugs and connection to the correct
termination board locations.

I b. The inspector observed the termination of internal wiring in Diesel
i. Engine Control Panel 1C112. The inspection revealed numerous instances

where the internal conductors within the panels were damaged or were,

not properly terminated. Examples included:

(1) The output lead on the Relay Tach device had numerous broken
conductors at the termination lug.

,

(2) The K1 lead on the Relay Tach' device had two, broken strands
resulting in a potential short circuit between the K1 lead

*

| and an adjacent conductor.

(3) The 1- lead on the CB-1 device did not have all strands inserted
i into the compression lug.
!
'

The above conditions were contrary to the procurement requirements
delineated in Specification 7220-G-5, Revision 1, Paragraph 6.0i

l which stated, in part, "All electrical wiring . within the. .

i board enclosure shall conform to the highest industrial standards
' of design and workmanship." This failure of_ source inspections at

the panel supplier facilities and receipt inspections at the Midland
site to assure conformance of the internal wiring to procurement

; requirements was considered an item of noncompliance with 10 CFR 50
'

Appendix B, Criterion VII as described in the Notice of Violation.
(50-329/82-22-01; 50-330/82-22-01)

Subsequent to this finding the licensee initiated NCR No. M01-9-2-139
j which contained 19 pages of identified internal wiring deficiencies
j associated with Diesel Engine Control Panels 1C111, IC112, 2C111 and

2C112. The licensee on December 3, 1982 identified the poor workman-
ship within the subject panels as part of a potential 50.55(e). report,

] on Vendor supplied electrical equipment.

4 c. The inspector determined that the internal wiring within the Diesel
Generator Control Panels was not installed in accordance with the

; separation requirements delineated in the Midland FSAR. Nonclass

| 1E wiring was routed within six inches of Class 1E wiring 'and the
I color coding of the internal wiring did not correctly identify the

wiring as being Class 1E or-Nonclass'1E. Subsequent to this finding
the inspector reviewed Consumers Power Company (CPCo) NCR No.-
M-01-9-1-075 dated June 19, 1981. This NCR was written by the li- ;

conses to document the aforementioned internal wiring separation I

deficiencies. The NCR stated that the panel supplier was' sending .;
j a representative to the Midland. site <n2 November 15, 1982. ~l
,

|' On November 18, 1982 the licensee informed the inspector that panel
supplier representatives had arrived onsite on November 16, 1982 |

l
|

'

5
i.
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and that these representatives had determined that the panels would
be modified to correct the internal wiring separation problems.
The inspector had no further questions on this matter.

3. Diesel Control Panel Installations
i

! The inspector observed the installation of the Diesel Generator Control
Panel and the Diesel Engine Control Panel associated with each of the

! four diesel generators. The installation requirements for these panels
i were delineated on Drawings 7220-M18-83 and 7220-M18-250. During this

inspection the following was observed:

.

a. The Diesel Engine Control Panels were not installed in accordance
! with foundation Drawing 7220-M18-250. This drawing required the

installation of bevelled washers and flat washers on the foundation
! bolts. The flat washers were not installed on any of the four panels.
'

In addition, there was no evidence that the bevelled washers were
, installed before the panels were grouted. This failure to install
; foundation washers as required by the pertinent foundation drawing

was considered an item of noncompliance.with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
) Criterion V as described in the Notice of Violation.

(50-329/82-22-02A ; 50-330/82-22-02A)

Subsequent to this finding the licensee initiated NCR No. M01-9-2-138
to document the missing washers.

:

b. The Diesel Generator Control Panel base to cabinet hardware installa-i

| tion was not in accordance with Drawing 7220-M18-83. The drawing
i required that the cabinet be secured to the base utilizing 1/2" hex

bolts with threads embedded 2" into concrete. The licensee had
installed nuts on the 1/2" hex bolts which were not identified on

j the subject drawing. In addition, the concrete curb had not been
poured at the time of this inspection. The inspector further;

observed that the drawing details did not clearly describe the base<

to cabinet hardware configuration. Discussions with the licensee
revealed that the incomplete cabinet foundation was documente( on
an In Process Inspection Notice (IPIN), dated June 14, 1982. On

! September 21, 1982, the licensee had initiated Field Change Request
(FCR) M-6655 which proposed a change to the cabinet to foundation
detail located on drawing 7220-M18-83. The inspector had no further
questions on this matter.;

; -

4. Raceway Support Installations'

i

The inspector observed the as-built installation of the type 13a.
'

conduit support for conduits 2BN006,-2BN007 and 2BDA002 located
in Bay 4~of the Diesel Generator Building. The as-built installa-

'

tion of the support was compared with the requirements delineated
j on Drawing E-42. During the inspection of this support the follow-
j ing was determined:

! -
:

6
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(1) The lengths of the support members were determined to be
within the tolerances identified on Dawing E-42.

1(2) The base plate dimensions were in accordance with the l

drawing requirements. |

(3) The support welds were acceptable.

(4) The size of the unscheduled pull box mounted on the conduit
support did not conform to Sheet 42 of Drawing E-42. The
as-built dimensions of the box were determined to be 12" x
12" x 6". The dimensions required by Sheet 42 were 13 1/2"
x 12" x 6". This failure to install the correct size unscheduled
pull box was a further example of noncompliance as cited in
paragraph 3.a above. (50-329/82-22-02B; 50-330/82-22-02B)

!

b. The inspector observed the as-built installation of tray support<

'

FSK-E-796, Sh 1-86 installed in Bay 4 of the Diesel Generator Building.
The as-built configuration of the support and the as-built support.

g,'

dimensions were compared with the requirements identified on Drawing '#
E-796(Q), Revision 5, Sheet 2 of 2. This inspection revealed that
the as-built 2' 1 1/2" wall to support dimension did not conform to

i the l' 10" dimension required by the aforementioned drawing. The
failure to install the subject support in accordance with the drawing
requirements was a further example of noncompliance as cited in para-

; graph 3.a above. (50-329/82-22-02C; 50-330/82-22-02C)

An inspection of the as-built installation of tray support No.14c.
installed in Bay 2G11 of the Diesel Generator Building was conducted.4

'

The as-built configuration of the support and the as-built support
[ dimensions were compared with the requirements ' identified on Drawing
} E-796(Q), Revision 11, Sheet 1 of 2. This inspection revealed that

the as-built 5' 5" wall to support dimension did not: conform to the
6' 6" dimension required by-the aforementioned drawing. The failure'

to install the subject support in accordance with the drawing re-
quirements was a further example of noncompliance as cited in para--

graph 3.a above. (50-329/82-22-02D; 50-330/82-22-02D),

d. The licensee'was questioned as to the status of the seismic analysis
performed to provide assurance that the plant conduit and tray
supports, as installed, met the seismic requirements for the Midland
plant. The licensee stated that the seismic analysis was being-

accomplished at this time and that the results of the analysis would
be available when completed. This matter will remain open until the
inspector has' reviewed the data relating to the seismic analysis.
(50-329/82-22-03; 50-330/82-22-03)

.5. Review of Quality Control Activities

| During the review of Bechtel Quality Control (QC) inspection activities s
{ the inspector determined that Bechtel QC inspectors were not identify,ing

as nonconformances all of the deficiencies which they observed during

|

n

| 7
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; their inspections. The QC inspectors were instructed to suspend an
| inspection if an excessive number of deficiencies were observed. In
: Process Inspection Notices (IPINs) were QC documents utilized by QC

inspectors to record nonconformances observed during in process in-,

j . spections and during inspections of completed items. IPINs associated
{ with suspended inspections identified as nonconformances only a portion
| of the observed deficiencies. No record was made of the remaining

observed deficiencies. In addition, the IPINs did not document the fact,

that the inspection was suspended due to excessive deficiencies having:

been observed.* Finally, the criteria to be used by QC inspectors in
,

'

! determining whether observed deficiencies were excessive was not defined.
'As a result of the above, the following was determined:

Trend analysis, as identified in Midland Project Quality Assurance; a.

;|
Department Procedure M-2, was designed to serve as a management
tool to detect changes in the rates of nonconformance. For deter- ,

| iorations in quality the procedure required the performance of an
in-depth analysis to determine the root cause of nonconformance.
The failure of QC inspectors to document all observed nonconform-4

; ances resulted in the Trend Analysis Program, as it relates to
j IPINs, not addressing all nonconformances. Management's ability
; to determine the root cause of nonconformance so as to prevent re-
{ currence had been accordingly diminished.

b. An additional function of.the in-depth analysis required by Trend,

Analysis Procedure M-2 was the determination as to whether or not
j work affected by nonconformance should be stopped. The failure of

QC inspectors to document all observed nonconformances resulted'

in the continuation of nonconforming work activities which received,

j no stop work considerations, thereby preventing management from
j . performing an indepth analysis.
1

i c. On January 19 and 20,1983, thirteen Bechtel Quality Control (QC)
; inspectors were interviewed by members of the Midland Section to
] determine the standard practice used by onsite QC inspectors in-
| closing open Inspection Reports (IR's) which had open IPIN's. Of

the thirteen QC inspectors interviewed,'eight inspectors stated that4

; open IR's would be closed after the deficiencies listed on the open
} IPIN's had been reinspected and the IPIN closed.- Four of these eight
! QC inspectors stated that spot checks would be performed in the same
1 area as the identified deficiencies. Three of the inspectors stated' that they had written partial'IPIN's.- The results of the interview

can be summarized as follows:

(1) There was no standard practice pertaining to the use of IPIN's,

in documenting deficiencies. Some inspectors were' involved in4

. writing IPIN's which did not document all identified deficiencies
} while some inspectors believed that all inspectors were required
j to document all deficiencies.
:
:

!
'
'

!

'
>

1
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I G) There was no standard practice pertaining to the closure of open |
1 I2's which had open IPIN's. Some inspectors would reinspect only
| the deficiencies identified on the associated IPIN while some
; inspectors would reinspect everything pertaining to the IR attri-
; bute against which the IPIN had been written.
3 -

i The failure to establish measures to control materials, parts, or com-
!. ponents which did not conform to requirements in order to prevent their |
| inadvertent use.or installation was considered an item of noncompliance r

I with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criteria XV and X as described in the
' ,

j Notice of Violation. (50-329/81-22-04; 50-330/82-22-04)
t

{ During the inspection a determination was made that the licensee had in !

| the past used another unofficial document to bypass the IPIN program. !
j The unofficial document (called Attachment 10) was used by QC inspectors
i to identify numerous nonconformances such as equipment not installed,

,

j work not completed, and drawings not updated. These nonconforming issues
. were not factored into the Trend Analysis Program and subsequently were
i not reviewed for generic implications or root cause so as to prevent -

! recurrence. i

!

j The licensee's QA Audit M-01-333-2, finding 14F, addressed a problem I

regarding incomplete work being turned over to QC inspectors, but did,

i not address the use of Attachment 10 forms. Discussion revealed that
! the auditors had met with QC representatives and had obtained prompt
| corrective action (i.e., the cessation of documenting nonconformances
} on unofficial documents) and as a result the auditor did not document
j this issue as an audit finding.
2

However, it is not clear that the deficiencies identified on unofficial
documents were subsequently reviewed and accepted, rejected, repaired

'

or reworked in accordance with documented procedures. This matter is
unresolved pending the determination of the adequacy of the licensee's '

| corrective actions in regards to these deficiencies. (50-329/82-22-27;
i 50-330/82-22-27) -

'

i
j 6. ' Examination of Steel in I,aydown Ares

,

I

During the inspection, the laydown area was examined by the; a.
j inspectcrs. It was noted that there was stock steel with no
j markings which would' identify the material-to'a given material I
; -heat number. Bechtel Field Instruction FIG-9.600, Color Coding

of Field Purchased Pipe, Fittings, Bolting Material, Non-Q Hangers,
I Stock Steel, and Component Parts, states that "No marking is re-
: quired for A-36 plate, shapes, and bars or A-500 Tube steel for
j Non-ASME, Q-listed Steel." This same specification required that
j stock steel other than A-36 and A-500 Tube steel be marked with the'

material type and grade. High strength steel plate was' identified
in the laydown area without markings of material type and grade.i '

! Failure to not mark high strength steel with the material type and
i grade was considered an ites of noncompliance against 10 CFR 50- ,

'

i . Appendix 3, Criterion V and described in the Notice of Violation,.
(50-329/82-22-05A; 50-330-82-22-05A)

<
<

.
;
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b. Field Instruction FIG-9.600, referenced above, required that the*
>

! ends of all Non-Q steel material be painted yellow with separate
; storage provided. During the examination of steel in the laydown

: area, it was noted that there were Q and non-Q storage areas.
j However, some steel stock in the Q area was painted on the ends

with'a paint color resembling faded yellow paint and some of the#

! steel in the non-Q area did not have the yellow paint marking.
The licensee stated that the yellow-like color paint noted in the
Q storage area had been placed on the material by the manufacturer.
The licensee painted the ends of all the material in the non-Q area

i after this was identified by the inspectors. Failure to mark and/or i

j segregate Q and non-Q material was considered an item of noncompli-
; ance with 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion V as described in the
j Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-05B; 50-329/82-22-05B)
i
j r. . The references above to Field Instruction FIG-9.600 pertain to
i Revision 1 of this instruction, datea Oc amber 2, 1981. Revision

i 1 superceded Revision 0 which was dated February 1979. Revision
! O referred only to field purchased pipe, fittings and bolting
1 material and made no reference to stock steel identification. The
! inspectors identified (in the laydown area) a nominal 25 foot

length of 12 x 12 WF beam that had no markings but was stored in
,

an area that had ASTM-A-588 steel of similar description and surface'

! color / texture appearance to the unmarked beam. The ability of the
I licensee to maintain material traceability and identification in

accordance with the regulations was considered an unresolved item.
(50-329/82-22-06; 50-330/82-22-06)

d. The inspector requested to see QA audits of material traceability.
The only audits that could be located during the inspection were;

j of receising and fabrication of miscellaneous structural steel.-

| No audits of material traceability could be located during this
j inspection. Subsequent communications with the licensee revealed
j that an audit had been conducted in September 1982 (M01-332-2). I

; Pending review of this audit, this is an unresolved ites.

| (50-329/62-22-07; 50-330/82-22-07)
!

! 7. Diesel Generator Muffler Inspection
1 ,

! The inspectors conducted an inspection of the diesel generator muffler
| located in the Diesel Generator Building. The inspection included a
j review of the applicable drawings and documentation associated with
I installation and modification of the four diesel generator (DG) mufflers.
|
| The DG mufflers were constructed offsite by American Air Filter Co., Inc..
| (a subcontractor of Transamerica Delaval, the DG system supplier), and
| installed onsite by Bechtel Power Company (BPCo). After onsite receipt
; inspection and when construction permitted, the mufflers were installed

in their respective rooms in the DG Building. During installation of
the mufflers, it was noted that the saddle support baseplate holes and
slots would not match anchor bolt locations. FCR M-2283 was written
to modify the saddle support base plates to fit the anchor bolt loca*tions.

I
*

;
,

l 10
l'
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; a. During the inspection the licensee was requested to review docu-
; mentation of the base plates to determine if traceability was evident.

The licensee's review of base plate documentation identified that
i part numbers could be tracked to a Certificate of Conformance. The

Certificate of Conformance was written for purchased "Q" material
that was not manufactured to ASME code specifications. The Certifi-,

| cate of Conformance, did not, however, specify the material used
; during the manufacture of the base plates. The inspector and the
i licensee reviewed the base plate and muffler saddle support drawings
: and specifications for identification of plate material. Muffler
j and saddle support material was not specified on the design drawings'

and specffications.
:

: FSAR Section 3.2 Table 3.2-1 identifies the Diesel Generator Com-
i bustion Air Intake and Exhaust System as Seismic Category 1. To

qualify the muffler to Seismic Category 1 criteria, the saddle,

: supports and base plate matcrial requirements must be specified to
) ensure that the muffler would meet seismic criteria.
!' 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion III requires measures to be estab-

lished fo: the selection and review for suitability of application
of materials that are essential to the safety related functions of
the structures, systems, and components.

The failure of design documents to specify requirements for the-
; selection and review for suitability of application (in this case

'

Seismic Category 1) of materials associated with the DG muffler
was considered an item of noncompliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,,

! Criterion III, as described in the Notice of Violation.
(50-329/82-22-08; 50-330/82-22-08)

J

| b. In addition to the above, the inspectors identified other noncom-
; pliances associated with the installation of the DG muffler as

follows: '

! (1) To allow for adequate thermal expansion of the DG mufflers,
j slots were specified by Drawing M18-80-4 to be sized at 7/8"
i by 1 5/8". In addition, Bechtel Vendor Drawing M18-425(5)-1
| required that plate slots used for support plate modifications
| be machined.
i

l The inspectors determined that the slots were irregular and did
i - not conform to design drawings. Slot surfaces appeared rough
{ and discolored, indicating they were torch cut rather than

machined as required by design drawings.
4

Failure to fabricate the slots in accordance with designi

drawings was considered an item of noncompliance with 10 CFR
l. 50, Appendix B, Criterion V, which requires that activities

affecting quality be accomplished in accordance with drawings
as described in the Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-09A;
50-330/82-22-09A)

| 11,
;
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Subsequent to the inspection, the licensee generated NCR 4693
to disposition the slots of the support plates for the DG
muffler.

(2) Vendor Drawing M18-250-6 required that jacking plates be
installed and imbedded in concrete beneath the muffler support
jacking screws.

The inspection of the Diesel Generator muffler in Bay No. 1,
revealed that the jacking plates had not been installed be-
neath the center saddle support. The licensee identified.

that nine of the 48 jacking plates were missing in the four
bays.

Failure to install the jacking plates was considered an item4

of noncompliance with 10 CFR Appendix B, Criterion V, which
requires that activities affecting quality be accomplished
in accordance with drawings as described in the Notice of
Violation. (50-329/82-22-09B; 50-330/82-22-09B)

Subsequent to the inspection, the licensee wrote NCR 4694
against the failure to install the jacking plates.

; (3) Drawing M18-250-6 indicated two slide bearing elements welded
to the bottom of the outer saddle support base plates for each
DG muffler to allow for thermal expansion during muffler heatup.
During the riate inspection, it was noted that some of the

: bearing plates were warped sufficiently to allow dirt to pene-
trate between the bearing plate surfaces which would restrict
plate movement.

| A review of all bearing plates by the licensee revealed five
of sixteen that were sufficiently warped to allow the inclusion,

i of dirt. Failure of the licensee to protect the bearing sur-
faces from dirt, dust, and other forms of contamination was

'

considered an item of noncompliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion XIII requiring control of cleaning and preservation
of material and equipment as described in the Notice of
Violation. (50-329/82-22-10; 50-330/82-22-10)

On December 3, 1982, the licensee verbally committed to imple-
| menting a program to identify other material and equipment

*

requiring protection from contamination and to include this

| identified equipment in a preventive maintenance program.

8. Diesel Generator Exhaust Piping Hanzers

a. The inspector selected the diesel generator exhaust piping for
review. The latest revisions of applicable design drawings were
compared to the actual as-built configuration of the hangers.

:

'12
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From this review, it was determined that the actual configuration
of the hangers did not match the design drawings for the following
hangers:

(1) 652-1-19; the west support plate was welded to the wall embed
. on the east side instead of two expansion anchors as illustrated
'

on the redline drawing. The licensee subsequently documented
this on FCR M6925 instead of an NCR as required by site procedures.

(2) 652-1-510; the welds connecting the hanger base plates to the
support tubes were not constructed as shown on the drawings.
The licensee stated that welding on the hanger was not completed.

The licensee's position was that the hangers in question were non "Q"4
,

and their failure would not affect any'Q"
safety system. The inspector

determined that the exhaust pipe was , as documented in the FSAR,
the SER and on Drawing M-652, Sh.1, Revision 8, Note No. 19. There-
fore, the hangers supporting the pipe were also required to be "Q".

The exhaust pipe hangers were constructed without implementing the
QA Program requirements. The failure of the licensee to ensure-that
quality assurance requirements defined in the FSAR and the SER were
translated into the design and construction of the exhaust system
hangers was contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III as
described in the Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-11;;

'
50-330/82-22-11)

On October 19, 1982, the licensee informed the inspector that the
exhaust system was indeed "Q" and administrative measures were

j under way to correct the problem; however,_these measures were
not identified on any document. Site Procedure G3.2 required that
an NCR be written for nonconforming condicions. The licensee, as
of November 10, 1982, had failed to document this nonconforming
condition through issuance of an NCR. The failure to control
components which did not conform to requirements was contrary to
10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV as described in the Notice of
Violation. (50-329/82-22-12A; 50-330/82-22-12A)

b. During the review of the as-built hanger details, the inspector
observed the welding of hanger stiffeners to existing "Q" structural
steel. The stiffeners were being welded to a 36 inch "Q" beam with
1 1/8" :langes without any preheat. The room temperature at the time*

of the inspection approximated the outside temperature due to no'

available heating. The welders informed the inspector that there were
no preheat requirements for these welds. The inspector determined
that Specification FSW Structural-1 and the AVS 1974 Code require a
minimum preheat temperature of 70*F. The licensee'did.not verify the
temperature of the existing structural steel during welding.- Further-
more, site inspection procedures were inadequate in that they did not
require verification of preheat temperatures until they reach 150*F.
The failure to verify 70'T preheat. temperature requirements was , con-

| :trary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IX as' described in the
Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-13; 50-330/82-22-13)

,
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9. Diesel Generator Buildina Monorail

A review of the monorail installed above each diesel generator was per-
formed in order to determine whether the monorail was designed and in-
stalled in compliance with the requirements in the FSAR and construction

I specifications.
!
.

! The licensee took exception to Regulatory Guide 1.29, Position C.4,
I resulting in these monorails not being constructed "Q". The licensee's
j- plant wide exception to position C-4 of RG 1.29 has been referred to NRR
i for review. This item is unresolved pending NRR's response (50-329/82-22-14;
I 50-330/82-22-14).
]

Discussions with the licensee on the monorail-indicated that not only
{ was the monorail installed non "Q", but it also was not analyzed to
j Seismic Category I requirements as required by RG 1.29. The failura to
'

analyze the monorails to Seismic Category I requirements was contrary to
j- 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III as described in the Notice of

Violation. (50-329/82-22-15A; 50-330/82-22-15A)

Subsequent to the inspector's finding, the licensee reported the noncon-
forming design on a " Proximity-Seismic Category II/I Interaction Identi-'

fication Sheet" instead of a Nonconformance Report. The identification
! of this nonconforming item in this manner circumvented the licensee's
i nonconformance program. As a result, this concern had not been reviewed
! for generic applicability or for potential reportability as of November 10,
! 1982. The failure to identify and control this nonconforming condition
j was contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV as described in the
j Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-12B; 50-330/82-22-128)

) 10. Diesel Generator Buildina HVAC Fan Support Steel

An inspection of the as-built structure was made using the latesta.
| revisions of applicable design drawings. From this review, the
: inspector determined the following discrepancies:
i

(1) The eight bracing top susset plates identified on Drawing
l

C-1004, Revision 10, as 5/16" thick were measured by the1 .

inspectors to be 1/4" thick in all four DG bays,i -

a

(2) The as-built gusset plate connections in Bay No. I were not-

built as identified on Detail 3 of Drawing C-1004. The braces
were welded together as opposed to separate welds for each

. . brace.

(3) None of the sixteen 1/4" bracing angles identified on Drawing
C-1004 were constructed utilizing 1/4" material.-,

i

(4) Drawing C-1004, Detail No. 2 required the W10 beam to beam
|- connection to be welded. In Bay No. 3, the inspector observed
! that a bolted connection was constructed in lieu of the re.
| quired welded connection. '

.
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(5) The column cover plate identified on FCR-C4401 was not con-
L structed in Bay No. 3 as required. The plate was slotted
j instead of se?.id as depicted on the FCR.

The failure of the licensee to ensure that work was accomplished
;

; in accordance with the drawings was an ites of noncompliance with
j 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V as described in the Notice of
j Violation. (50-329/82-22-16; 50-330/82-22-16)

The inspector further determined that QCIR C210-172, Revision 1, !
*

| which documented the inspection of the fan supports, was closed on
} July 1, 1981 with no exceptions or nonconformances noted. The
i QC inspector closed the inspection with a determination that the ;
{ structure was built in accordance with the drawing. The failure >

| of QC to detect and identify these nonconformances was contrary to
j 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion X as described in the Notice of

| Violation. (50-329/82-22-17; 50-330/82-22-17)

! b. The inspector determined that Procedure FID-2.100, " Outstanding
FCR/FCN Retirement," Revision 2, was inadequate in that it did not-

; require, for retired FCR/FCN's, that the design drawing remain
i annotated indicating that an FCR/FCN had been retired. As a result,

}L
the HVAC structural steel did not conform to identified design
requirements. Additionally, as a result of not having adequate

; measures to control retired FCR/FCN's, the document control vault
' lost retired FCR C-2103. The failure of the licensee to establish
{ measures to identify the existence of retired FCR/FCNs on the
{ appropriate design drawings was an ites of noncompliance with 10 l
! CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V as described in the Notice of *

| Violation. (50-329/82-22-18A; 50-330/82-22-18A)

c. The inspector questioned the licensee as to the method in which
! the bottom bracing connections were made since there were no bottom
j bracing susset plate connection details (weld sizes, plate sizes
1 and plate thicknesses) identified on Drawings C-1004 and C-147.
| There were also no instructions on site to indicate the method or
i standard practice to be used to design bracing ausset plates. The
i following concerns were identified:
1

>

| ('1) Design Drawing C-147 required bolted bracing connections for
I the diesel generator building HVAC bracing gusset plates.
I contrary to this design requirement, Field Sketch CY-1035 was
; 'used to design welded connections in lieu of the specified
| bolted connection. As a result, design changes were being
i implemented without the same review and approval'as the '

! original design. The implementation'of changes in design in '

| the field without subsequent review and approval was considered i

! an ites of noncompliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion '

| III as described in the Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-153;
| 50-330/82-22-153)

| ,

.
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; (2) Field Sketch Number CY-1035 which illustrated the bottom i

j gusset plates was not annotated as "Q", nor was there a !
| reference on the sketch to the affected design drawing.
! This'is contrary to the requirements delineated in Procedure
; FPD-5.000. " Preparation of Field Sketches," Revision 1.
i The failure to follow procedures was an item of noncompliance '

| with 10 CFR 50, Appendix 3. Criterion V as described in the '

| Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-18B; 50-330/82-22-188)
,

i -

(3) The inspector further determined that the procedure did not !
require the drawing to be annotated with a reference to the. ,

| field sketches. There was no procedural requirement or means !
'

[ to ensure that the existence of a field sketch was annotated
j on a drawing. The railure to develop procedures to adequately i

{ control field sketches was in noncompliance with 10 CFR, *

j Appendix B, Criterion V, as described in the Notice of Violation.
,

{ (50-329/82-22-18Cc 50-330/82-22-18C) !

! (4) The inspector determined that the botton gusset plate sizes
,

! were only identified on a Combo Shop work order sketch. As '

,

! a result, the bottom susset plates were designed in the field -

without adequate review and approval. The failure to control ,

i the gusset plate design was in noncompliance with 10 CFR 50,
! Appendix 5. Criterion III as identified in the Notice of
'

Violation. (50-329/82-22-15C; 50-330/42-22-15C).

d. The inspectors determined that the existing 1/4" gusset plates
; appeared to be out of ASTM specification A6 requirements for rolling
{ mill tolerances as identified in Table 1 of the ASTM Specification. :
i Due to the plates having been previously painted, the actual plate !

I thicknesses had not been determined at the time of this inspection.
I This matter is unresolved (50-329/42-22-19; 50 330/82 22-19).

11. Pipe Installation Activities i

'
The inspector selected for inspection one of the two pipelines which

.

: connected an air start tank to Diesel 1811, and the four support hangers ;

i for both pipelines. Diesel 1811 was located in Bay 2.
!

Pipeline 1-GCC-1-5 652-2 was specified on Bechtel Drawing No. M-652, sheet
2, (Q), Revision 3. The drawing specified the pipeline configuration and,

[ -identified which welds (shop welds) were made at the vendor and which i

| welds (fleid welds) were made by site craftsmen.
!

i De inspector observed the installed pipeline components and connecting-
welds ~for line 1-0CC-1-8-652-2. The pipeline configuration was as speci-
fled on the dreving. There were no unacceptable visual deficiencies on I

any of the pipe welds. The pipe components supplied by the vendor were -

marked with heat number 32995. The pipe component (pup piece) supplied
at the site was marked with heat number 738367. Certified Material Test
Reports, CNTR's, were available on site for both of the above heat n ybers.

?
|

|,
t

! le
!
'
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A review of the weld inspection records for the shop welds revealed that
the shop welds had passed radiographic and visual examination. The
visual examination report included fitup, root, intermediate and final

,

weld passes.

A review of the records for two field welds (M-652-2-7 and M-652-2-11)
indicated that only final visual examination had been performed. The

,

licensee stated that no additional nondestructive examination, NDE, was "

required for those field welds because the pipe was only three inches
in diameter. ASNE, Section III, 1971 Code, Summer 1973 Addendum, Article

,.

ND-5220 states, "All pressure-retaining welds in piping, pumps and valves
greater than four inches nominal pipe size shall be examined by either
the magnetic particle, liquid penetrant or radiographic method." This.
code revision did not specify any NDE requirements for piping diameters
of four inches and less. The pipe inspected was less than four inches
in diameter.

A review of the Midland Final Safety Analysis Report, FSAR, Section 3.0,
revealed that the design code (ASME) for nuclear pipe over two inches in jdiameter, had not been specified. During a telephone conversation on '

November 18, 1982, the licensee concurred that the design code had not
1

been specified in the FSAR, but stated the design code was specified in
site Specification No. M-324(Q), Revision 1. The RIII inspector confirmed
the licensee's statement. This matter has been referred to NRR and is

,
'

open pending further review (50-329/82-22-20; 50-330/82-22-20).
,

12. Hanmer Desian Control

An inspection of four support hangers on Diesel 1011 pipelines was
conducted. The inspector requested the Bechtel Site Document Control-
Center to provide the latest isometric drawings for the four hangers
that supported the two diesel air start pipelines. The control center
provided the following drawings:

(1) 1-652-2-25(Q), Revision 0

(2) 1-652-2-26(Q), Revision 1F1

(3) 1-632-2-27(Q), Revision 0

(4) 1-632-2 28(Q), Revision 1F1

Drawing 1-652-2-25(Q), Revision 0, was used to check the actual installa-
tion of the respective hanger. The drawing and the actual installation
were different. A review of the QC copy and the original work print
revealed that the hangers appeared to be installed in accordance with
the red line changes.

Field Instruction FIP 1.112 Revision 5. " Field Marking of Prints for
Pipe Supports," was used to control red line changes. The procedure
essentially defined the method for which support changes that did nott *

| require a total redesign could be modified-in the field. The procedure
, .

'

|

17
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required Resident Engineering approval for all support modification
except minor revisions that did not affect the basic design. The pro-

;

| cedure appeared to assign Field Engineering the responsibility of con-
! trolling (ensuring proper approvals and distribution) red line changes.

The procedure also required Field Engineering to number and log the red
line changes. Discussions with Field Engineering personnel responsible
for the red line los revealed that the log was not controlled. The log

i appeared to be an ineffective control mechanism because the entries were
] made chronologi,cally for changes to all drawings and could not readily
' be used to identify how many changes affected any specific drawing.
1

The Bechtel Lead Mechanical Field Engineer stated that red line changes
| were initiated by Field Engineering, approved by Resident Engineering,

and returned to Field Engineering for distribution. In addition, the
inspector determined that distribution to the Document Control Center
was being bypassed.

J

Adequate measures were not established to control the issuance of these
document changes. This was contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion,

. VI as described in the Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-21;
! 50-330/82-22-21)
4

i Bechtel Project Engineering Procedure, PEP, No. 4.46.9, Revision 0,
j established the controls for red line changes received by Resident*
'

Engineering. The procedure required the cognizant discipline resident
engineer to maintain a los of red lines received. The inspector verified

' that two red lines identified on isometric drawing 1-652-2-25(Q) were.
properly controlled by the log.

,

i 13. Hanner Installation Activities

. The inspector checked the installation of four support hangers against
{ the respective isometric drawings (including changes) and the installation
! criteria.

The four hanger configurations appeared to be as specified on the latest:

revisions to the isometric drawings. The welders identification mark
j was stamped adjacent to all hanger welds.
i

All (approximately ten) of the field welds on the two large hangers
specified on Drawings 1-652-2-26(Q), Revision 1/F1, and 1-652-2-28(Q),;

i Rev'ision 1/F1, were covered with surface rust. Specification
; 7220-M-326(Q), Revision 8, paragraph 5.15.1 stated, in part, "All

component pipe supports shall have surface preparation and primer<

; applied in accordance with Specification 7220-A-41, Technical Speci-
i fication for Field Priming and/or Top Coating Steel Surface . .".

! Specification 7220-A-41, Revision 9, paragraph 4.2 stated that all
) protective coating of steel for outside the containment shall be non "Q".

The licensee stated that non "Q" meant non-safety related and therefore,
was not required to maintain the safe operation of the plant.

s
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On November 9, 1982, the Bechtel Resident Engineer stated the cognizant'

corporate (Ann Arbor, Michigan) engineer's evaluation of the steel
surfaces (welds) outside containment concluded that the surface rust
would not exceed 20 mils (0.02 inches) deep; that no pitting would
result; and that even with the smallest weld (1/8 inch) there would
only be a 16 percent reduction of weld size, which would still leave
a 2.8 safety margin with maximum corrosion over a 40 year period.

], Additionally, the site construction personnel provided an established
! schedule which should assure that the welds were painted before the

j plant operates. No items of noncompliance or deviations were identi-
*

J fled.

14. Hanner Material Traceability
;

i a. Hanger parts, specified on Drawings 1-652-2-26(Q) Revision 1F1
and 1-652-2-28(Q), Revision 1F1, included 1/2" x 6" x 6" and 1/2"i

: x 4" x 4" tube steel (ASTM A-500, Grade B). The installed tube

| steel was not marked with heat numbers. The inspection records
did not identify the heat numbers traceable to the installed tube
steel. The installed tube steel had the letter "Q" stamped on the
individual sections. The licensee stated that the letter "Q"i

I indicated that the tube steel heat numbers were controlled by pro-

| cedure up to the time the hangers were fabricated. The licensee
; also stated that the site procedures did not require any additional

traceability controls after fabrication.
,

h The FSAR, Table 3.2-4 states that the design and fabrication code

i for hangers and supports for nuclear piping is ASME Section III,
j Subsection NT, 1974 (no addendum). Subsection NF-4122 states that
! material for component supports shall carry identification markings

! which will remain distinguishable until the component support is
fabricated or installed. Therefore, the site' controls for material-

| identification for hangers (component supports) appeared to comply
with the ASME code requirements.

! b. The inspector reviewed the Hanger Material Log for structural tubing.
| The log identified the quantity (in feet), size, material type
j (grade), ASME class, heat number, materia 1' receipt number, purchase
; order number, and relative remarks for the various shipments-of tube
j steel. The los revealed that only type ASTM A-500 Grade 5 material
! had been received. The log also revealed that at least 3600 feet

! of various sizes and lengths of tube steel had been addressed on.

| Bechtel Nonconformance Report, NCR 3266, January 23, 1981. The
j NCR stated that the " material was procured from subvendors who were

not ASME or Bechtel qualified for an NA 3700 quality program at the'

| time of purchase." The NCR stated that no hold tags were applied.
The NCR listed 122 steel items (including various qualities, sizes
and lengths of tube steel, angle iron, plate,.etc.) which had been
purchased from 16 different material suppliers / manufacturers. Page
8 of the NCR stated "A conditional release is granted for use of
the subject material. The material'is traceable to a heat number
and corrections or removal can be accomplished without' causing ~ damage

.

!
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or contamination to associated plant equipment or structure." The
conditional release was dated February 5, 1981. The conditional
release was revised (added page 9 to the NCR) on March 25, 1981 to
restrict 37 of the 122 items from use in ASME Section III Class 1
pipe supports. The restricted material was permitted for use in

4.
Class 2 and Class 3 hangers. On June 16, 1981, the NCR was revised
to apparently reject the above 37 items for Class I use again. On
July 1, 1981, the NCR was revised to reject 15 other items from in-
sta11ation in Class 1 systems. On July 17, 1981 (amended July 27,
1981) the~NCR was revised to accept 42 of the remaining items based
on approval of two of the 16 material suppliers, and revised to
reject seven additional items from Class I use.

On October 28, 1981, the NCR was revised to reject one additional
item from Class I use. Thus, from the date (January 23, 1981)

,

that NCR 3266 was written, the NCR was revised four times to add
restrictions on the use in Class 1 systems of numerous materials.

The Bechtel QC acceptance (page 15) of NCR 3266 stated the resolu-
tions of the 122 items, along with a brief basis for the resolutions.
The resolutions were addressed in three categories according to the
bases. The bases for the three categories was as follows:

(1) Certified Material Test Reports, CMTR's, were on file for 19
items and the requirements of ASME Subsection NF-2610(c)
had been met, therefore, the respective materials could be
used in Class 1 systems.

(2) CMTR's were on file for 42 items and the requirements of ASME
Subsection NA-3700 had been met, therefore, the respective,

'

materials could be used in Class 1 systems.

(3) CMTR's were on file for 61 items and the requirements of ASME
Subsection NF-2610(b) had been met; therefore, the respective
materials could be used in Class 2 and Class 3 systems. The
NCR noted that measures had been taken (heat los changed) to
prevent the 61 items from being used in Class 1 systems on
July 28, 1982.

Paragr'aphs (a), (b), and (c) of the ASME Code Section III, Subsection
'

NF-2610 1974 Edition, Summer Addenda 1976 states:
,

(a) Except as provided in (b) below, Material Manufacturers and,

Material Suppliers shall have a Quality System Program or an
i Identification and Verification Program, as applicable, which

meets the requirements of NA-3700.

(b) The requirements of NA-3767.4 shall be met as required by,

| NF-2130. The other requirements of NA-3700 need not be used by
'

Material Manufacturers or Material Suppliers for small products,
as defined in (c) below, and for material which is allowed by this
Section to be furnished with a Certificate of Compliance. For '

20
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these products, the Manufacturer's or Insta11er's Quality Assurance |

Program (NA 4000) shall include measures to provide assurance that
{the material is furnished in accordance with the. material specifi-
!cation, and the special requirements of this Section. 1

,

t- i

! (c) For the purpose of this paragraph, small products are defined |

j as given in (1) through (3) below:

(1) pipe, tube, pipe fittings, and flanges of 2 inch nominal
; size and less

(2) bolting material including studs, nuts, and bolts of2

: 2 inch nominal diameter and less
;

(3) structural material with a nominal cross-sectio::a1
; area of 2 sq. inches and less.

~ 'Subsection NF-2130 states:

! (a) All materials used in the construction of component supports
} shall be certified. Certified Material Test Reports in accordance
! with NA-3767.4 shall be provided for material in Class 1 plate and

;
j shell supports, Class 1 linear supports, and for materials for other
i types and classes-of component supports when impact testing is re-
! quired (hT-2311).
4

| (b) Certificates of Compliance with the material specification.
| grade, class, and heat-treated condition,~as applicable, may be
! provided in lieu of Certified Material Test Reports for materials
| for all other component supports.
4

I (c) Copies of all Certified Test Reports and Certificates of Compliance
i applicable to each material used in the component support shall be
' furnished with the material."

The Bechtel QA Manual (ASE III), Revision 2, dated July 1980, paragraph
! 4322 states, in part " Quality program demonstration is established through
! possession of a valid current, ASME Quality System Certificate (Material)
! or sur,vey of the manufacturer or supplier by other (Bechtel) Procurement
f Supplier Quality Department."
!

| Based on the ASE Subsection hT-2610(b), the first and third resolution
'
; categories to NCR 3266 appeared to be inadequate in that the NCR did not

indicate that measures had been taken'at the respective suppliers and/or
manufacturer, or the installer (Bechtel) to provide assurance that the

! material was furnished in accordance with the material specification.
Ii The measures were required to verify the validity of the suppliers'

certificates and'the effectiveness of the certification system. Noter'
|

*

; Subsection NF-2610(c) which was addressed in the'first resolution cate- )
! gory, defines small products and does not delete the requirements of
[ Subsection NF-2610(b). ,,'

.
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; During a telephone conversation on November 29, 1982, the licensee stated
' that two (i.e., Mills Alloy Steel Company and Carbon Steel Products

Corporation) of sixteen of the material suppliers / manufacturers were j,

j actually suppliers. The other fourteen were manufacturers contracted
;

f by the two suppliers. The licensee also stated that Bechtel had in
|

[ fact approved the two suppliers QA programs prior to issuing contracts
and that Bechtel had verified that at least one of the two suppliersi

} had sufficient controls to ensure that their subcontractors (i.e., the :

fourteen manufacturers) had acceptable QA programs. '

On December 7, 1982, the inspector received from the licensee copies
{ of a Bechtel Supplier Survey of Mills Alloy Steel Company dated June 10, ;
j_ 1981; copies of two ASME Quality System Certificate (Materials) for '

j Mills Alloy Steel Company; copies of two Bechtel Reports of Audit of *

i Carbon Steel Products Corporation dated June 19-20, 1979 and June 3, 1980
j respectively; and one copy of a Bechtel Corrective Action Report (Re-audit) '

; of Carbon Steel Products dated July 30, 1979. The above documents indi-
; cated that Mills Alloy Steel Company was an approved material supplier and :

j adequately capable of qualifying their material manufacturers during the
; effective period of the respective purchase contracts which were addressed ;
; on NCR 3266. The above documents indicated that Carbon Steel Products '

| Corporation was an approved material supplier during the effective period [
*

{ of the respective purchase contracts which were addressed on NCR 3266.
No documentation was received which indicated that the material manu-
facturers, contracted by Carbon Steel Products Corporation, possessed an !

ASME Quality System Certificate (Materials) or were surveyed by the4

,Bechtel Precurement Supplier Quality Department. The Certificate or '

survey was required by the Bechtel QA Manual (ASME III), revision 2, i
paragraph 4322, to demonstrate that the manufacturers had an adequate
quality program. The licerisee was notified of this inadequacy during i

a telephone conversation on December.9,~1982. This matter is unresolved !
2

i pending review of additional documentation which may be supplied by the !

j licensee (50-329/82-22-22; 50-330/82-22-22). |

1 !

| The measures taken in the third category to prevent the items restricted !
| to Class 2 and Class 3 systems from being used in Class 1 systees was !inadequate. These measures only controlled the restricted items after

July 28, 1982. Nothing was done to verify whether or not restricted items *

had been used in Class 1 systems prior to July 28, 1982. This verifica- ;

tion'was necessary, especially since the NCR permitted unrestricted uses |
'

based on the conditional releases specified prior to July 28, 1982. The .

basis for the conditional releases stated that,_" corrections or removal '
,

|- not established or implemented to determine if Class 2 and Class 3 mater-
(of nonconforming material) can be accomplished . ." Measures were.

fals were used in Class 1 systems. Failure to establish measures to
. control materials which did not conform to requirements'and to prevent
j their inadvertent use or installation in Class 1 systems was contrary
1 to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV as described in the Notice of
| Violation. (50 329/82-22 23; 50-330/82-22-23) i'

,

The second resolution catescry to NCR 3266 appeared to be adequate ip
; that the applicable code requirements were indicated as being fulfilled. !
'

. ;

!
'

h
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15. . Hanner Weld Inspections

. QCIR No. 7220/P-2.10, Revision 9, the hanger inspection record, did not
'

indicate whether or not any in process weld inspections had been performed
during the installation of hangers (pipe supports). The licensee provided
Bechtel Quality Control Instruction No. 7220/W-1.60, Revision 2. The
scope of the instruction stated that the instruction provided the quality
control verification of in process inspection activities that were necessary
to ensure that specified welding process requirements were being achieved.
The instruction distinguished between the civil, electrical, component
support, and piping (ASME) weld activites. The instruction and/or the
instruction supplement required the following in process inspection of
weld activities:

4 a. Fitup
.

b. Tack welds

c. Surfsco Preparation
I
| d. Preheat
1

; e. Welding Technique

f. Interpass Temperatures and Cleaning

g. Welder Qualification
i

h. Weld Procedure (addressed in W-1.60 supplements)

1. Established the frequency and number of weld activities required
to be observed.

,

With the exception of preheat verification, the instruction appeared
to establish suitable controls for the above in process weld activities.4

Most of the controls for preheat verification were defined in instruc-
tions PQCI CW-1.00, Revision 2 E-2.10, Revision 6 E-1.0, Revision 11,
P-2.10, Revision 10, and PW-1.00, Revision 4 for the respective discipline!

activities (i.e., civil, electrical, component supports, and pipe welding).
Inclusively, the PQCI's required verification of preheat requirements in
excess of 70*F for all weld activities and verification on a defined>

sample basis for preheat requirements of 70*F and less. As discussed in
' Section 8.b of this report, an inadequacy was identified with the preheat

controls for civil (structural) welding.
,

16. Anchorina of Hanzers

The hangers identified on isometric Drawings 1 652-2-26(Q), Revision 1/F1
and 1 652 2-28(Q), Revision 1/F1 were attached to the concrete super-
structure with grouted anchor bolts. The nuts on the bolts were not
secured. The inspector requested the design requirements for securing

'anchor bolts. The licensee provided Specification 7220-C-306(Q),
| .

1 .
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Revision 8, Paragraph 5.8. Paragraph 5.8 appeared to establish adequate
'

methods for securing threaded connecticns. PQCI No. P-2.00, Revision 6
appeared to establish sufficient controls during inspections to assure
that the anchor bolts would be secured.,

The type (grade) of bolting materials (including alternatives), was
specified in Specification 7220-C-306(Q), Revision 8, Paragraph 5.0.
The diameter of the anchor bolts was specified on the isometric drawings..

Based on the anchor diameter, the bolt embedment could be determined
from Specification 7220-C-306(Q), Revision 8, Appendix B,. Table B-2.
Since the bolts had already been grouted into place, the inspector re-

,

|
viewed the records (QCIRs) for inspection of grouting and dry packing. |

c

The records indicated that the bolting type and size had been properly,

verified.;

The inspector reviewed and discussed with the site Resident Engineering
Group, the design calculations for the anchor bolt diameters specified
on Isometric Drawing 1-652-2-26(Q), Revision 1/F1. The caluclations

: indicated that the combined stresses for shear and tensile for the specific
hanger required a bolt diameter of 7/8 inch when using ASTM Grade A-36
steel. The Resident Engineering group stated that the calculation sheet
concluded by specifying a diameter of 3/4 inch. The Resident Engineer

'

stated that this error would be corrected. The ultimate result was
; that the correct size bolt (7/8 inch) wes actually specified on the

drawing.
.

,

I

17. Concrete Chipping *

The inspector observed a section of concrete wall which had been chipped
away. The chipped section was located on a wall in Containment Purge
Room 702, elevation 674' 6". The volume of chipped concrete was non-
uniform and approximately 18 inches high, 10 inches wide and 4 inchest

deep (in some places). There were no markings or tags in the area which
-

j would have indicated that the chipped section was controlled.
i

A Bechtel-Field Engineer was responsible for that area of the plant and
was aware of the chipped section. The engineer'also stated that he
planned to put this concern on a punchlist for regrouting.

:

The licensee stated that the concrete was chipped away in' late 1981 to
locate drain tubes for tendon sheaths which were inadvertently embedded
in the wall. The inspector observed two drains located just above the,
chipped area.

The inspector-asked if measures had been established to control the
'

chipped area since the wall was now in a nonconforming condition. -The
licensee ~provided Bechtel Field Instruction No. FIG-1.111, Revision 4,
Concrete' Drilling Permit. Section 2.0 of this instruction stated, "This
instruction discusses the method of initiating, identifying, approving,
and controlling concrete drill permits . ." Section 5.0 stated,.

"This instruction applies to all concrete drill permits issued by any-

discipline for core drilling, chipping of concrete, or drilling for

s ,

+
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Installation of concrete anchors." The instruction defined the adminis-
trative process for completing concrete drilling permits. The instruction
appeared to address a method of control which could be used for concrete
chipping activities, such as the one in the. containment purge room.
However, the instruction did not establish requirements which stated
when or for what activities a drilling permit must be used. A drilling
permit was not used to control the chipped concrete in the containment
purge room. Therefore, measures were not established to provide controls
over concrete chipping activities which affected the quality of structures.
Thr. Bechtel construction personnel stated that there were several other
areas in the plant in which the concrete had been chipped and was not
controlled. Failure of the licensee to provide controls over activities
such as concrete chipping which affects the quality of structures was
contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V as described in the
Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-24; 50-330/82-22-24)

As a result of this finding, the licensee wrote NCR No. M01-9-2-154
November 14, 1982.

18. Cable Segregation

In Containment Purge Room 702, the inspector observed cable tray sections
which contained metal dividers that extended approximately 20 feet along
the trays. The dividers were approximately the height of the tray sides,
The tray sections were identified with green alpha-numeric markings (i.e.,i

IBTF01, 1BTF02 and 1BTF03; IBJS01, IBJQO2, and 1BJQO3). The RIII inspector
noted that many of the included cables crossed over the dividers or in some
cases were stacked higher than the dividers. The purpose of the dividers
was to provide a barrier between low voltage control cables and instrument
cables.

The barrier / divider was designed to eliminate the possibility of the
electromotive forces of the control cables from inducing noise signals
into instrument cables. Since the cables crossed over the divider / barrier
and were stacked higher than the divider, the cables were therefore
misrouted and rendered the barrier ineffective.

PQCI No. E-3.0, Revision 5, Final Area Completion Activities of Electrical
Installation, addressed verification of certain cable training (i.e.,
bundling and redundant channel separation), but did not address verifi-
cat, ion of cable segregation in horizontal tray runs. Failure to establish

; a program for inspection of cables installed in horizontal trays which
| use metal dividers, to ensure conformance with design requirements for
| cable segregation was contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion X as
! described in the Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-25; 50-330/82-22-25).
I

! As a result of this finding, the licensee wrote NCR No. M01-9-2-151 dated
November 1, 1982 to correct the specific cable tray installations addressed
above.

!

l
; 1
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19. Nonconforming Welds in Structural Steel

During the reporting period, the Resident Inspector was aware that the
licensee had overinspected 78 structural beams and that 41 of those
beams had nonconforming welds. More definitively stated, 66 weld joints
of 146 overinspected were nonconforming. As a result of this overin-
spection and subsequent findings, Nonconformance Report (NCR) No.
M01-9-2-074 was generated. Weld defects noted were undersized welds
and undercut welds ranging from 1/16 to 1/8 inch.

Because of the"indeterminant state of a large number of beams (nominally
2400 beams), the licensee has generated a Safety Concern and Reportability

) Evaluation Request to determine the reportability and ultimate safety
significance of their findings. This evaluation was intended to be com-
pleted by mid-December 1982. The Resident Inspector examined some of
the nonconforming welds identified in the NCR and concurred with the
findings. This concern was being reviewed and controlled by the licensee's
programs.

20. Ultrasonic Testing (UT) of Holddown Bolts

During the reporting period, the Resident Inspectors and a Regional based
NDE Inspector measured anchor bolts in the four battery charger rooms,
the Diesel Generator Building and the Service Water Building. Additional
measurements using other transducers are proposed in the future to accomo-
date more evaluation. These evaluations will be documented in other NRC
Inspection Reports.

21. Prestartuo Test

The inspector observed the initial pump run of Component Cooling Water
Pump 2P-73B on 10/21/82. The observations included a review of the
test procedure OSP-CCW.01, observation of portions of the actual pump
test, and a review of test data to ensure that test objectives had been
met.

Prior to the beginning of the test, the inspector walked down portions
of the system and held discussions with members of the various test
groups, required te assimilate test data. The following concerns were
noted:

a. The Vibration Testing Group initially set up on the wrong pump and
had to be told the proper pump locations.

b. Personnel monitoring bearing and oil temperatures were not aware of
the maximum temperature limits on the pump being monitored.

c. Minor discrepancies such as broken valve indicators and small leaks
were not documented either on the test summary or on a maintenance
form.

d. Pump performance curve supplied by the manufacturer referenced "only
one of the four component cooling water pump serial numbers.

26
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An interim exit interview was held on October 26, 1982, with the Technical
Superintendent and his staff to discuss the inspector's testing concerns.,

The Technical Superintendent acknowledged the inspector's findings and
stated the concerns would be addressed.

The inspector observed portions of the initial pump run of Decay Heat
Removal Pump 2P-60A. The concerns described in the previous paragraph,

(except for item d which was not applicable for this test) had been'

satisfactorily resolved for this test. The test was stopped after 90
minutes of pump run time due to high suction differential pressure (DP)

: indicating a clogged suction strainer. Oil and bearing temperatures had
! not stabilized adequately to satisfy test acceptance criteria. The

strainers were cleaned and replaced and the test restarted. The test
was completed satisfactorily on November 13, 1982.

j 22. Drawing C-45

The following concerns were discussed with the licensee regarding the
staff's review of drawing C-45:

,

The perimeter and baffle dikes adjacent to the Emergency Coolinga.
Water Reservior (ECWR) were not included as "Q" on the drawing.
The licensee subsequently agreed to define these two areas as Q..

b. The licensee was requested to confirm in writing that no seismic
Category I underground utilities extend beyond the "Q" bounds of
drawing C-45.

i

The licensee was also requested to put a note on' drawing C-45c.
indicating that the tunnel under the turbine building was "Q".,

The above concerns will be reviewed during subsequent inspections.

23. Auxiliary Building Instruments

While reviewing the baseline readings on the auxiliary building instru-
mentation, the inspectors observed that the Electrical Penetration Area
(EPA) outboard wings appeared to be moving upwards while the remaining

i deep s,eated absolute vertical readings were downward. The licenses was
requested to provide an explanation of the significance of the Auxiliary
Building movements. Two meetings on the subject have already been held
on site and future discussions are planned.

The upward movement of the EPA outboard wings appeared to be caused by
a decrease in the ambient temperature. The licensee was requested toi

|- define the correlation between temperature and upward movement and deter- 1

mine if a correction factor should be incorporated into future EPA in-
strumentation date.

1
i i

:

|-
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24. Review of Remedial Soils Requalification Activities

During this inspection the inspector reviewed the results of the written
examinations administered to 19 QC inspectors. These written examinations,
which tested the inspectors on QC programmatic requirements, were adminis-
tered as part of the requalification program initiated by the licensee in
integrating all QC functions under Consumers Power Company control. Of
the 19 inspectors who were administered the examination, two inspectors
failed the examination. The inspector informed the licensee that all pre-
vious inspections performed by these two inspectors were required to be>

reinspected. The licensee agreed to perform the reinspection.

No items of noncompliance or deviations'were identified.

25. Perimeter Dike Armor Stone

' During a plant tour the inspectors noted that the licensee was replacing.

riprap protection for the eastern perimeter dike. The inspectors deter-
mined that the new armor stone appeared to have weak clay-shale seams in
most of the pieces. This was ccnfirmed by dropping a few pieces and
observing them break apart. The licensee was informed of the inspector's
concerns.

Subsequently, the inspector was informed by the licensee that the rock
did not meet the freeze-thaw and gradation requirements of Specification '

C-209. The inspector was informed that the nonconforming armor stone'

would be removed from the site.

The requirement that the perimeter and baffle dikes adjacent to the
ultimate heat sink be covered by the QA plan is delineated in the
May 25, 1982, NRC to licensee letter and in Section 2.5.6.1 of the SER.*
The inspectors determined that the licensee had purchased the armor stone
without establishing controls over the procurement and installation.
The failure to translate applicable regulatory requirements into design
documents was considered to be-in noncompliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix
B, Criterion III as described in the Notice of Violation.
(50-329/82-22-26; 50-330/82-22-26)

Subsequent to the inspectors' identification of the matter, the licensee
agreed to have all necessary "Q" controls in place before proceeding with-

additional armor stone placement.
.

26. Site Tours

'

At periodic intervals during the report period, tours of essentially all
site areas were performed. These tours were intended to assess the.

! cleanliness of the site; storage conditions of equipment and piping being
used in site construction; the potential for fire or other hazards which-
might have a deleterious effect on personnel and equipment; and to. witness

| construction activities in progress. A system walkdown was performed of
j portions of the Diesel Generator and Primary Makeup System. J

t

,-
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27. Independent Assessment of Auxiliary Building Underpinning

The inspectors reviewed the weekly reports (attached) submitted by
Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation to document the results
of the independent assessment of Auxiliary Building underpinning

'

activities. No significant concerns were identified in these reports.

28. Open Items

Open items are matters not otherwise categorized in the report that
require followup during future inspections. Open items disclosed during
this inspection are discussed in Section 4.d and 11.

29. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required
in order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items or items of non-
compliance. Unresolved items disclosed during this inspection are dis-

|cussed in Sections 5, 6.c, 6.d, 9, 10.d, and 14.b.
!

30. Exit Interview

The inspectors met with licensee representatives (denoted under Persons
Contacted) on October 15, 22, 26, 28, November 10 and 23, 1982. The
inspectors summarized the scope and findings of the inspection. The
licensee acknowledged the information.

31. Enforcement Conference

On January 18, 1983, an enforcement conference was held in the Region
4

III Glen Ellyn office between Messrs. James G. Keppler, A. B. Davis,
members of the Region III Midland Section, Mr. J. H. Sniezek of IE,
and Messrs. J. Selby, J. Cook and others of the licensce's staff. The
purpose of the conference was to discuss the results of the special team
inspection of the Diesel Generator Building.

Based on the licensee's comments regarding the IPIN issue, members of the
Midland Section subsequently interviewed thirteen QC inspectors to deter-
mine the standard practice used by QC inspectors in closing open Inspection
Reports which had open IPIN's. The results of these interviews are dis-
cussed in Section 5.c of this report.

:
!

|

|

i
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h
Consumers Power Company '

AITN: Mr. John D. Selby
President

212 West Michigan Avenue
Jackson, MI 49201

Gentlemen:
.

This letter refers to the special inspection conducted by the Office of Special
Cases, Midland Section, of this office on October 12 - November 25, 1982, and
on January 19-21, 1983 of activities at the Midland Nuclear Power Plant, Units

i 1 and 2, authorized by NRC Construction Permits No. CPPR-81 and No. CPPR-82.
! The results of the inspection were discussed with you on November 10 and 23,
| 1982, on January 21, 1983 at the conclusion of the inspection and on January 18,

1983 in the Region III office during an enforcement conference between you and
others of your staff and me and others of the NRC staff.

The inspection was primarily a physical inspection of installed equipment to
verify conformance to approved drawings and specifications. The results of the.,

inspection indicate a breakdown in the implementation of your quality assurance
program as evidenced by numerous examples of noncompliance with nine of the
eighteen different criteria as set forth in 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. The breakdown
was caused by personnel who failed to follow procedures, drawings, and specifi-
cations; by first line supervisors and field engineers who failed to identify and;

'

' correct unacceptable work; by construction management who failed to call for
quality control inspections in a timely manner, allowing a backlog of almost
16,000 inspections to develop; and by quality assurance personnel who failed to
identify the problems and ensure that corrective actions were taken. As a
result, you failed to fulfill your primary responsibility under Criterion 1 of-
Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 to assure the execution of a quality assurance program.

I In addition, of particular concern to the NRC is the fact that quality control
(QC) supervisors instructed QC inspectors to suspend inspections if excessive
deficiencies were found during the performance of inspections. Consequently,
not all observed deficiencies were reported, and complete inspections were not
performed by all QC inspectors after the reported deficiencies were corrected.,

;

I understand that, because of our findings, you have inspected other areas ~of
the plant and found similar deficiencies. As a result of our findings, your
findings, and your assessment of the'overall project, you halted certain safety-
related work at the Midland site, reduced the work force by approximately 1100

CERTIFIED MAIL '

' RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED '
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people, committed to building cleanup and system layup, committed to organize
teams of construction and engineering personnel responsible for the completion
of one or more plant systems, and committed to reinspect safety-related systems.
I expect that you will also conduct an inspection to determine the extent to
which QC supervisors at the Midland site have been instructing QC inspectors
to limit findings of deficiencies and the extent to which QC inspectors have
been conducting reinspections based only on reported deficiencies.

To emphasize the need for CPCo management to ensure implementation of an effec-
tive quality assurance program that identifies and corrects construction defici-
encies, we propose to impose civil penalties for the items set forth in the
Notice of Violation that is enclosed with this letter. The violations in the
Notice have been categorized as Severity Level III violations in accordance with
the General Statement of Policy and Procedure for Enforcement Actions, Appendix
C of 10 CFR 2. The base value for a Severity Level III violation is $40,000.
However, as a result of your past enforcement history involving quality assurance
and the multiple examples of QC deficiencies for the areas inspected, the base
civil penalty for each violation is being increased by fifty percent.

! After consultation with the Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement,
I have been authorized to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil Penalties in the cumulative amount of One Hundred Twenty
Thousand Dollars ($120,000).

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions in
the Notice when preparing your response. In your response you should describe
the results of your inspections to determine the extent to which QC supervisors
instructed QC inspectors to limit findings of deficiencies, the systems affected,
and your corrective actions to ensure that all affected systems are adequately
reinspected. Your reply to this letter and the results of future inspections will
be considered in determining whether further enforcement action is appropriate.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2, Title
10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosures will
be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, PL 96-511.

Sincerely,

SN
ames G. Kepp er

Regional Administrator

Enclosure:, ,

l Notice of Violation and *

| Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties

1

! '

!
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cc w/ enc 1:
DMB/ Document Control Desk (RIDS)
Resident Inspector, RIII
The Honorable Charles Bechhoefer, ASLB
The Honorable Jerry Harbour, ASLB

|The Honorable Frederick P. Cowan, ASLB |

*The Honorable Ralph S. Decker, ASLB
William Paton, ELD
Michael Hiller
Ronald Callen, Michigan

Public Service Commission
Myron M. Cherry
Barbara Stamiris
Mary Sinclair

,

Wendell Marshall
Colonel Steve J. Gadler (P.E.) *

RCDeYoung, IE
JHSniezek, IE
JAxelrad, IE
JTaylor, IE
EJordan, IE
CThayer, IE
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3.

NOTICE OF VIOLATION

AND

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTIES

Consumers Power Company Docket Nos. 50-329
Midland Nuclear Power Plant 50-330Units 1 and 2 '

Permit Nos. CPPR-81
CPPR-82

EA 83-3

As a result of the inspections conducted at the Midland Nuclear Plant on
October 12 - November 25, 1982 and January 19 - 21, 1983, the violations of
10 CFR 50, Appendix B listed below were identified. These violations demon-
strate that you failed to exercise adequate oversight and control of your
principal contractor, to whom you had delegated the work of executing the
quality assurance program. Your failure manifested itself in a breakdown in
the implementation of your quality assurance program and, at least in part,
caused Consumers Power Company to halt some safety-related work and take
other significant actions to provide assurance that safety-related structures
and systems are constructed as designed.

As described in item A, QC supervisors instructed QC inspectors to suspend an
inspection if an excessive number of deficiencies was observed. Consequently,
there was no assurance that a complete inspection was being performed after
the reported deficiencies were corrected and we have found several instances .
in which final QC inspections were based on only the limited deficiencies
reported during the initial inspection. In addition, this failure to report
all identified deficiencies resulted in incorrect data b,eing fed into your
Trend Analysis Program, inhibiting your ability to determine the root cause
of deficiencies and prevent their recurrence.

As illustrated in the numerous examples set forth in Item B, personnel failed <

to follow procedures, drawings, and specifications; first line supervisors !
and field engineers failed to identify and correct unacceptable work; construc- i
tion management failed to call for quality control inspections in a timely. '

manner, allowing a backlog of almost 16,000 inspections to develop; and quality
assurance personnel failed to identify the problems and ensure that corrective
actions sere taken.

-1

In order to emphasize the need for improvements in your control of your quality |
assurance program, we propose to impose civil penalties in the cumulative amount-

|- of One Hundred Twenty -Thousand Dollars ($120,000). H
'

1In accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy (10 CFR Part- 2, Appendix C) 47-FR
9987 (March 9, 1982), and pursuant to Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act of

|1954, as amended ("Act"), 42 U.S.C.-2282, PL 96-295, and 10 CFR 2.205, the
. particular violations and the associated civil penalties are set forth below: '

r
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Notice of Violation 2--

.

!

CIVIL PENALTY VIOLATIONS

|
A. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion X requires, in part, "A program for '

inspection of activities affecting quality shall be established and
executed...to verify conformance with the documented instructions,
procedures and, drawings for accomplishing the activity."

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV requires, in part, " Measures
shall be established to control materials, parts, or components which
do not conform to requirements in order to prevent their inadvert,ent
use or installation."

Consumers Power Quality Assurance Program Policy No. 15, Revision 12,
Paragraph 1.0, requires, in part, " Items, services or activities which
are deficient in characteristic, documentation or procedure which renders
the quality unacceptable or indeterminate and which is considered signi-
ficant to safety are identified as nonconformances. Nonconforming items...
are identified by marking, tagging, segregating or by documentation.<

'

Nonconforming items are controlled to prevent their inadvertent installa-
tion or use. Nonconforming items and activities are recorded and are
considered for corrective action to prevent recurrence...."

Contrary to the above, during the inspection conducted between October 12 -
November 25, 1982 and January 19-21, 1983, NRC inspectors determined that
quality control inspectors were not documenting as nonconformances.all ofi

the deficiencies which they observed during their inspections. Inspect-
ions were suspended by the QC inspector if too many nonconformances were
observed. In process inspection notices (IPINs) associated with suspended
inspections, identified as nonconformances only a portion of the observed
deficiencies. Supervisory QC personnel stated that they directed QC in-
spectors to limit the number of nonconformances documented during an in-
spection. This directive was verified by discussions with QC inspectors.
Several QC inspectors interviewed, confirmed that inspections were closed
after reviewing only the deficiencies documented on the IPIN. As a result,
measures were not established to prevent the continued installation and
use of these nonconforming items. In addition, corrective actions were
not implemented to prevent recurrence of these nonconformances.

This is a Severity Level III violation (Supplement II)
(Civil Penalty - $60,000)

B. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion II requires holders of construction per-
mits for nuclear power plants to document, by written policies, procedures,
or instructions, a quality assurance program which complies with the re-:

quirements of Appendix B for all activities affecting the quality of
safety-related structures, systems, and components and to implement that
program in accordance with those documents.

. -
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Notice of Violation -3-

Contrary to the above, Consumers Power Company and its contractor did not
adequately implement a quality assurance program to comply with the require-;

| ments of Appendix B as evidenced by the following examples:

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V requires, in part, " Activities
affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions,
procedures, or drawings of a type appropriate to'the circumstances
and shall be accomplished in accordance with these instructions,
procedures, or drawings.",

Consumers Power Quality Assurance Program Policy No. 5, Revision 12,
Paragraph 1.0 states, in part, " Instructions for controlling and
performing activities affecting quality of equipment or activities
such as... construction, installation...are documented in instruc-
tions, procedures...and other forms of documents."

1

Contrary to the above, the following instances of failure to
accomplish activities affecting quality in accordance with instruc-
tions, procedures, specifications, or drawing requirements were
identified:

Installation of diesel generator engine control panels 1C111,a.
IC112, 2C111, and 2C112 was not in accordance with the require-
ments delineated on foundation Drawing 7220-M18-250 in that
the foundation bolt washers required by the subject drawing
were not installed,

b. Unscheduled pull box associated with conduits 2BN006, 2BN007,
and 2BDA002 was not sized in accordance with the requirements
delineated on Sheet 42 of Drawing E-42 in that the 12" x 12" x 6"
as-built dimensions of the subject pull box did not conform to
the 13i" x 12" x 6" dimension requirements delineated on Sheet
42 of Drawing E-42.

The l'-10" wall to support dimension required by raceway supportc.
Drawing E-796(Q), Sheet 2 of 2, Revision 5, for hanger No. 86,*

was not correctly translated into the as-built installation of '

the subject hanger in that the as-built wall to support dimension:
was 2'-1}" in lieu of the required _ l'-10".

d. The 6'-6" wall.to support. dimension required by raceway support
Drawing E-796(Q) Sheet 1 of 2, Revision 11.for hanger No. 14

!was not correctly translated into-the as-built installation of
:

the subject hanger- in that the as-built wall to support dimen-: ision was 5'-5" in lieu of the required 6'-6".
l
1

,

j

l

!
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Notice of Violation -4-,

The inspectors identified high strength steel plate placede.
in the laydown area which was not marked with the material

; type and grade as required by Field Instruction FIG-9.60C,
Revision 1.

i f. The inspectors identified various stock steel shapes in the
"Q" area with yellow-colored paint on the ends (indicating
the material was non "Q") and various steel stock shapes in,

the non "Q" area without painted ends (indicating "Q" material),
' contrary to the requirements of Field Instruction FIG-9.600,

Revision 1.'

g. The slots in the muffler support plates were not machined but
were determined to be irregular and flame cut, leaving rough
slot edges not in conformance with design Drawing M18-425(5)-1.

h. Jacking plates were not installed beneath the center support
plates of Bay 1 diesel generator muffler as required by Drawing
M18-250-6.;

i. Procedure FID-2.100, " Outstanding FCR/FCN Retirement," Revision
2 was inadequate in that the design drawings were not changed
when an FCR/FCN had been retired and no further reference to
the FCR existed on the revised drawing. As a result, the
retired FCR C-2103 relating to HVAC structural steel was lost
and could not be traced to the design drawing to ensure a
complete quality record.

,

J. Field Sketch CY-1035 which illustrated the bottom gusset plates
for HVAC fan supports was not ' identified as "Q", nor was there*

a reference to the affected drawing on the sketch as required
i by Procedure FPD-5.000, " Preparation of Field Sketches."
'

k. Procedure FPD-5.000, " Preparation of Field Sketches," Revision
1 did not require design drawings to reference appropriate

,,
field sketches to ensure a complete quality. record.

; 1. The eight bracing top gusset plates identified on Drawing C-1004,
| Revision 10, as 5/16" thick were measured by the inspectors to-

be 1/4" thick in all four diesel generator bays. This change
was neither reviewed nor properly authorized.

The as-built gusset plate connections in Bay 1 were not built-m.
'

as identified on Detail 3 of Drawing C-1004. The angle. braces
i were welded together'as opposed to having separate welds for

each brace. This change was neither reviewed nor properly
authorized.

|
'
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Notice of Violation -5-

,

None of the sixteen (" bracing angles identified on Drawingn.
C-1004 were constructed utilizing i" material. This change
was neither reviewed nor properly authorized.

Drawing C-1004, Detail 2, required the W10 beam-to-beam connec-o.
tion to be welded. In Bay No. 3, a bolted connection was con-,

structed in lieu of the required welded connection, without
i review nor proper authorization,

p. The column cover plate identified on FCR-C44'01 was not con-
structed in Bay No. 3 as required. The plate was slotted
instead of solid as required. This change was neither re-
viewed nor properly authorized.

~

A section (approximately 18 x 10 x 4 inches deep) of theq.

primary containment wall in Containment Purge Room 702 was
removed (by chipping) without obtaining approval as required
by FIG-1-111, Revision 4, Concrete Drilling Permit.;

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III requires, in part, " Measures
shall be established to assure that applicable regulatory require-
ments and the design basis are correctly translated into specifica-,

tions, drawings, procedures, and instructions. Measures shall also
'

be established for the selection and review for suitability of
application of materials, parts, equipment, and processes that are,

j essential to the safety-related functions of the structures, systems,
and components. Design changes, including field changes, shall be
subject to design control measures commensurate with those applied
to the original design and be approved by the organization that
performed the original design unless the applicant designates
another responsible organization."

Consumers Power Company Quality Assurance Program Policy No. 3,
Revision 12, Paragraphs 3.3 and 3.5 state, in part, "Each group
or organization performing detailed design translates the applic-;

'

able regulatory requirements, design bases, codes, standards, and
design criteria into design documents, such as... drawings....;

'-

Changes to the design require the same review and approval as the
original design by the group or organization delegated lead design
responsibility."

Contrary to the above:

a. Measures were not established for the selection and review for
suitability of application of "Q" materials associated with the
diesel generator exhaust muffler in that design drawings and

| specifications did not indicata the material identity of the
|- installed muffler saddle supports and plates. .,

- __ . __ _ __ , _ _ - _ . ._ _ .. _
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Notice of Violation -6-

b. Design Drawing C-147 required bolted bracing connections for
the diesel generator building HVAC bracing gusset plates.
Field Sketch CY-1035 was used to change the design to welded
connections in lieu of the specified bolted connections. This 1

design change was neither properly reviewed nor approved.

Design Drawings C-1004 and C-147 did not specify the sizes ofc.

the. diesel generator building HVAC fan gusset plates. A " combo"
shop work order request was used to design the gusset plates
without appropriate review and approval.

.d. The licensee failed to analyze the four diesel generator
building monorails as seismic Category I as described in
their commitment to Regulatory Guide 1.29, in Appendix 3A
of the FSAR.,

The licensee designed and constructed thirty-two diesel gener-e.,

t stor building exhaust system hangers without ensuring that
, the applicable requirements for "Q" components were included
| in the design documents.

; f. The licensee purchased armor stone for a "Q" portion of the
) perimeter dike without translating the applicable regulatory

requirements into appropriate specifications and design
*

'

documents.
;

| 3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VII requires, in part, " Measures
shall be established to assure that purchased. . . equipment. . . conforms
to the procurement documents. These measures shall include provisions,,

as appropriate, for... inspection at the contractor or subcontractor,

source, and examination of products upon delivery."
,

Consumers Power Quality Assurance Program Policy No. 7, Revision 12,,

1 Paragraphs 1.0 and 3.4, state, in part, "The Midland Project Office
! and the Midland Project Quality Assurance Department verify that'

procurement requirements are met. JThis is accomplished through...
! source evaluation and inspection... receipt inspections are made to
! verify that the items... conform to procurement requirements not

verified by source surveillance or inspection...."

Contrary to the above, source inspections at the panel supplier
facility and receipt inspections at the Midland site failed to
ensure conformance of the internal wiring within diesel generator
engine control panels 1C111, IC112, 2C111, and 2C112 to Procurement
Specification 7220-G-5, Revision 1. Paragraph 6.0 of Specification
7220-G-5 states, "All electrical wiring...within the board enclosure
shall conform to the highest industrial standards of design and

'
,

{

| '

!
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Notice of Violation 7--

workmanship." An NRC inspection on October 15, 1982 identified the
following examples of defective terminations of internal wiring

' within the subject panels.

a. The output lead on the Relay Tach device had numerous broken
strands at the termination lug.

i

b. The K1 lead on the Relay Tach device had two broken strandsi

'

resulting in a potential short circuit between the K1 lead and

| an adjacent conductor,

The 1- lead on the CB-1 device did not have all strands insertedc.

into the compression lug.

4. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion X requires, in part, "A program for
inspection of activities affecting quality shall be established and
executed.. .to verify conformance with the documented. . . drawings for
accomplishing the activity."

; Consumers Power Company Quality Assurance Program Policy No. 10,
| Revision 12, Section 1.0 states, in part, " Inspection and surveillance'

are performed to assure that activities affecting quality comply with
documented... design documents... inspection and surveillance are
performed according to written instructions."

,

4

Contrary to the above:

I An inspection program was not established to ensure segregationa.
'

of cables installed in horizontal trays which used metal dividers
to segregate control and instrumentation cables in accordance
with design requirements.

b. Quality Control (QC) inspections failed to ensure that activi-
ties affecting quality conformed to design documents in that
QC inspections performed on July 1, 1981 and documented on
QCIR C210-172 failed to detect and identify nonconformances
B.I.(1)-through (o) of this Notice of Violation. These noncon-
formances were associated with installation of the diesel"

j generator building HVAC fan support steel.

| 5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XIII requires, in'part, " Measures
! shall be established to control the... cleaning and preservation of

material and equipment in accordance with work and inspection in-
structions to prevent damage or deterioration. When necessary for
particular products, special protective environments...shall be
specified."

%

.
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Notice of Violation -8-

Consumars Power Company Quality Assurance Program Policy No. 13,
Revision 12, Paragraph 3.3, states, in part, " Suppliers provide
plans... maintain and control items upon arrival at the site."

Contrary to the above, the licensee did not implement a maintenance
program to prevent five of sixteen installed diesel generator slide
bearing muffler plates from accumulating dirt and dust as required
by the vendor's manual.

6. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IX requires, in part, " Measures
shall be established to assure that special processes, including
welding, heat-treating, and nondestructive testing, are controlled...."

Consumers Power Company Quality Assurance Program Policy No. 9,
Revision 12, Paragraph 1.0 states, in part, "Where the required
level of quality cannot be measured by inspection only of the
item... accomplish these processes under controlled conditions in
accordance with applicable codes, standards and specifications
using qualified procedures, equipment and personnel." Paragraph
3.3 states, in part, "... Personnel performing special processes
maintain records to varify that the required activities were
accomplished in accordance with qualified procedures by qualified -

personnel."

Contrary to the above, during welding of the diesel generator
building exhaust piping hanger support steel, the licensee did
not verify preheat of existing safety-related structural steel
to a temperature of 70*F as required by site specifications and
the AWS 1974 Code.

7. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VI requires in part, that " Mea-
sures shall be established to control the issuance of documents,
such as instructions, procedures, and drawings including changes
thereto, which prescribe all activities affecting quality...."

The Consumers Power Company Quality Assurance Program Policy No. 6,
Revision 12, Paragraph 1.0 states, in part, " Measures are included
to assure that documents, including changes,...are distributed
according to a controlled distribution to the user functions."

Contrary to the above, measures were not established to control the
| distribution of changes (red lines) to hanger isometric drawings in
| that changes to Drawing 1-652-2-25(Q) were not controlled utilizing

the Site Document Control Center.

|

*

.

.
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8. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV requires in part, " Measures
shall be established to control materials, parts, or components
which do not conforn to requirements in order to prevent their
inadvertent use or installation."

Consumers Power Quality Assurance Program Policy No. 15, Revision
12, Paragraph 1.0, states, in part, " Items, services or activities
which are deficient in characteristic, documentation or procedure
which renders the quality unacceptable or indeterminate and which is
considered significant to safety are identified as nonconformances.
Nonconforming items. . .are identified by marking, tagging, segregating
or by documentation. Nonconforming items are controlled to prevent
their inadvertent installation or use. Nonconforming items and acti-
vities are recorded and are considered for corrective action to
prevent recurrence...."

Contrary to the above:

Measures were not established or implemented to determine ifa.
materials ultimately restricted (per Nonconformance Report

| No. 3266) from installation or use in ASME Class I systems
were actually installed or used in Class I systems.

b. As of November 10, 1982, two nonconforming conditions identi-
fled by the NRC on October 12, 1982, and confirmed by the
licensee on October 19 and 25, respectively, had not been
documented on a nonconformance report, a quality assurance
report, or other appropriate report. The two nonconforming
conditions were:

(1) The diesel generator exhaust hangers were not classified,
designed, or built as "Q" as committed to in the FSAR.
(See item 2.c.)

(2) The design of the diesel generator monorail was not-
analyzed to seismic Category I design requirements as. '
committed to in the FSAR. (See item 2.d.)

This is a Severity Level III violation (Supplement II).
(Civil Penalty - $60,000)

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Consumers Power Company is hereby
required to submit to the Director, Office of Inspection and Enforcement,
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555 and a copy to the
Regional Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region III, 799
Roosevelt Road, Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137, within 30 days of the date of
this Notice a written statement or explanation, including for each alleged
violation: (1) admission or denial of the alleged violation; (2) the reasons

'N

I
_
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i

for the violation, if admitted; (3) the corrective steps which have been
taken and the results achieved; (4) the corrective steps which will be taken,

to avoid further violations; and (5) the date when full compliance will be
achieved. Consideration may be given to extending the response time for

! good cause shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C.
2232, this response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Within the same time as provided for the response required above under 10
CFR 2.201, Consumers Power Company may pay the civil penalties in the cumu-,

lative amount of $120,000 or may protest imposition of the civil penalties,'

in whole or in part, by a written answer. Should Consumers Power Company
; fail to answer within the time specified, the Director, Office of Inspection
'

and Enforcement will issue an order imposing the civil penalties proposed
above. Should Consumers Power Company elect to file an answer in accordance,

with 10 CFR 2.205 protesting the civil penalties, such answer may: (1) deny
the violations listed in this Notice, in whole or in part; (2) demonstrate
extenuating circumstances; (3) show error in this Notice; or (4) show other
reasons why the penalties should not be imposed. In addition to protesting
the civil penalties, in whole or in part, such answer may request remission
or mitigation of the penalties. In requesting mitigation of the proposed,

[ penalties, the five factors contained in Section IV(B) of 10 CFR Part 2,
i Appendix C should be addressed. Any written answer in accordance with 10
; CFR 2.205 should be set forth separately from the statement or explanation
j in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may incorporate statements or explana-
'

tions by specific reference (e.g., citing page and paragraph numbers) to
: avoid repetition. Consumers Power Company's attention is directed to the-

other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedures for imposing a
civil penalty.

I Upon failure to pay any civil penalties due, which have been subsequently
determined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205,'

this matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalties,
unless compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action
pursuant to Section 234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COT!ISSION

.,=2^ S Y
James G. Kepp er
Regional Administrator

Dated at Glen Ellyn, Illinois
4this 3 day February of 1983

..

F
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Notice of Violation Index to Inspection Report
,

NOV Item A Report No. Report Section

329/82-22-04 5.
: 330/82-22-04

| NOV Item B Report No. Report Section

1.a 329/82-22-02A 3.a

330/82-22-02A

1.b 329/82-22-02B 4.a.(4)
330/82-22-02B

1.c 329/82-22-02C 4.b
- 330/82-22-02C

1.d 329/82-22-02D 4.c
330/82-22-02D

1.e 329/82-22-05A 6.a
330/82-22-05A

1.f 329/82-22-05B 6.b-
330/82-22-05B

1.g 329/82-22-09A 7.b.(1)
330/82-22-09A

1.h 329/82-22-09B 7.b.(2)
330/82-22-09B

1.1 329/82-22-18A 10.b
330/82-22-18A

1.j 329/82-22-18B 10.c.(2)
330/82-22-18B

1.k 329/82-22-18C 10.c.(3)
|

330/82-22-18C

1.1 329/82-22-16 10.a.(1)
330/82-22-16

i
I

|

|
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s
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NOV Item B Report No. Report Section

1.m 329/82-22-16 10.a.(2)
330/82-22-16

1.n 329/82-22-16 10.a.(3)
330/82-22-16

1.o 329/82-22-16 10.a.(4)
330/82-22-16

1.p 329/82-22-16 10.a.(5)
330/82-22-16'

1.q 329/82-22-24 17.
330/82-22-24

2.a 329/82-22-08 7.a
330/82-22-08

2.b 329/82-22-15B 10.c.(1)
330/82-22-15B

I
2.c 329/82-22-15C 10.c.(4)-

330/82-22-15C

2.d 329/82-22-15A 9.
330/82-22-15A

2.e 329/82-22-11 8.a
330/82-22-11

2.f 329/82-22-26 25.
330/82-22-26

3. 329/82-22-01 2.b
330/82-22-01

4.a 329/82-22-25 18.
330/82-22-25

.,.

.
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NOV Item B Report No. Report Section

4.b 329/82-22-17 10.a
330/82-22-17

5. 329/82-22-10 7.b.(3)
330/82-22-10,

6. 329/82-22-13 8.b
330/82-22-13

7. 329/82-22-21 12.
; 330/82-22-21

8.a 329/82-22-23 14.b
330/82-22-23

8.b.(1) 329/82-22-12A 8.a
330/82-22-12A

8.b.(2) 329/82-22-12B 9
330/82-22-12B

1
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ML
Mr R C DeYoung ot : pite gg,
Director, Office of Inspection and Enforcement,
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

MIDLAND ENERGY CENTER PROJECT -
DOCKET NO 50-329 AND 50-330 - MIDLAND PROJECT RESPONSE

* TO NRC NOTICE OF VIOLATION EA83-3 DATED FEBRUARY 8, 1983 -
FILE 0485.16 SERIAL 21775

.

Attached is Consumers Power Company's (CP Co) Response to the Notice of
Violation (" Notice") transmitted by J G Keppler's February 8, 1983 letter to
J D Selby. In addition to this cover letter, the response consists of attach-
ments in accordance with 10 CFR 2.201, addressing the two violations
(Attachments 1 and 2), and a request for mitigation of the civil penalty under
the General Statement of Policy and Procedure for Enforcement Actions
47 FED. REG. 9987 March 9, 1982 (Attachment 3).

Attachment 1, in addition to specifically providing the items of information
requested on page 9 of the " Notice", reports on the results of the Company's

| investigation into In Process Inspection Notices (IPIN's) and answers the
questions on page 2 of Mr Keppler's letter. The Company found that all
quality control disciplines had been given the option to terminate an
inspection (when multiple nonconforming conditions were observed), document
observed findings of the partial inspection on IPIN's, and return work to
construction. The Company also found that some individuals would limit
rein'spection to reported deficiencies. As noted in Attachment 2, the Company
admits to the noncompliances listed under Violation B.

.*

The Company admits the two violations and does not contest the basis for
imposing a civil penalty, although we respectfully request that the NRC
reconsider the amount of the penalty in light of the corrective actions the
Company has taken, as set forth more fully in Attachment 3. In late 1982,
upon receipt of preliminary information concerning NRC inspection findings,
the Company took major corrective actions. We halted most Category I work of
the prime contractor pending initiation of an effort to ' verify previous
inspections and statusing of incomplete work. We initiated steps to correct
the deficiencies and, as part of an overall program revised production and
&7 m
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quality processes, changed and realigned the management team, and expanded
project resources to complete the job. The description of this effort is
described in my letter to Mr J G Keppler dated January 10, 1983, regarding the
Midland Project Construction Completion Program. We are confident that as we
implement these corrective actions the Midland Project will achieve compliance
with regulatory requirements.

.-

JWC/JEB/dlm

CC J G Keppler
J W Cook, P26-336B
R Warnick, NRC Region III
W D Shafer, NRC Region III
R N Gardner, NRC Region III
R J Cook, NRC Resident Inspector Midland Site
R B Landsman, NRC Region III
B L Burgess, NRC Midland Site

.

.

.
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OL/0M SERVICE LIST

Mr Charles Bechhoefer, Esq Mr Frank J Kelley, Esq
Administrative Judge Attorney General of the<

Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Panel State of Michigan
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission Mr Stewart H Freeman, Esq
Washington, DC 20555 . Assistant Attorney General

Environmental Protection Div
- 720 Law Building

Lansing, MI 48913

Dr Frederick P Cowan Mr Myron M Cherry, Es'q
Administrative Judge Cherry & Flynn
6152 N Verde Trail 3 First National Plaza
Apt B-125 Suite 3700
Boca Raton, FL 33433 Chicago, IL 60602

Mr Michael Miller, Esq Mr Wendell H Marshall
Isham, Lincoln & Beale RFD 10
3 First National Plaza Midland, MI 48640
Suite 5200

; Chicago, IL 60602
!

Mr D F Judd, Sr Project -Manager Mr John Demeester
.

The Babcock & Wilcox Company Dow Chemical Building
P O Box 1260 Michigan Division
Lynchburg, VA 24505 Midland, MI 48640

Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Panel Ms Mary Sinclair
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission 5711 Summerset Street
Washington, DC 20555 Midland, MI 48640

;

; Atomic Safety & Licensing Appeal Board Mr Steve Gadler
; U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission ~2120 Carter Avenue
' Washington, DC 20555 St Paul, MN 55108

'

Mr William D Paton, Esq Mr Lee L Bishop
Counsel for NRC Staff Harmon & Weiss
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission 1725 I Street, NW #506
Washington, DC_20555 Washington, DC 20006

Ms Barbara.Stamiris Mr C R Stephens
5795 North River Road Docketing aind Service Station-..

| ~ Route 3 Office of the Secretary
Freeland,'MI 48623 U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington,-DC 20555
Dr Jerry Harbour

. U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Panel
Washington, DC 20555

i
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CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY
Midland Units 1 and 2

Docket No 50-329, 50-330
r

Letter Serial 21775 Dated 3-10-83

At the request of the Commission and pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended and .the
Commission's Rules and Regulations thereunder, Consumers Power Company submits
the response to Notice of Violation.

.

!

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY

By /s/ J W Cook
J W Cook, Vice President

; Projects, Engineering and Construction
,

|

Sworn and subscribed before me this 10th day of March 1983 .

/s/ Patricia A Pnfier
Notary Puolic

Bay County, Michigan

My Commission Expires 3-4-86
;

,

i
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ATTACHMENT 1

RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION ITEM A
,
.

STATEMENT OF VIOLATION (Item A)
,

"NRC inspectors determined that quality control inspectors were not,

! documenting as nonconformances all of the deficiencies which they observed
during their inspections. Inspections were susp' ended by the QC inspector if'

| too many nonconformances were observed. In process inspection notices (IPINs)
associated with suspended inspections, identified as nonconformances only a.

', Portion of the observed deficiencies. Supervisory QC personnel stated that
they directed QC inspectors to limit the number of nonconformances documented

| during an inspection. This directive was verified by discussions with QC
inspectors. Several QC inspectors interviewed, confirmed that inspections
.were closed after reviewing only the deficiencies documented on the IPIN. As

: a result, measures were not established to prevent the continued installation
and use of these nonconforming items. In addition, corrective actions were
not implemented to prevent recurrence of these nonconformances."

SUMMARY OF RESPONSE TO VIOLATION (Item A).

1. The violation is admitted..

2. The reasons for the violation are as follows: (1) failure of QC manage-4

ment (a) to recognize potential for adverse impact, on the inspection
process, of terminating inspections on activities with multiple

| deficiencies and partially documenting findings on IPINs, (" return
option")*, (b) to communicate specific direction on the use of the " return

' option" to avoid adverse impacts; (2) lack of sufficient specificity in
procedures defining responsibilities of Quality Control Engineer's, (QCEs)'

i signing off on Inspection Report activities; (3) lack of full under-
standing amonE all QCEs of responsibilities for inspecting all multiple
items before closing IR line activities when conducting follow-up,

| inspections on~ activities subject to an IPIN.
,

3. Corrective action in place is as follows: IPINs have been discontinued at
i the Midland site. QCEs have been instructed by memorandum to complete all

|
activities which have been submitted for inspection regardless of number
of nonconforming conditions observed and to document findings on noncon-
formance reports (NCR's).

''
4. ' Planned or in-process corrective actions:, ,

,

[ (a) Procedures PSP 6.1 and PSP 3.2 are being revised in accordance with
' the direction given in Paragraph.3 above.
( ,

(b) QCEs will'be trained id thp revision to the procedures in accordance
with the general training procedure B-3M-1. During this training,
emphasis will be placed on the requirement described in Paragraph 3
above.

'
,~

.

- .. .
'

L 8.miO2 3-0357a100-12
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(c) All closed inspection report activities upon which IPIN's have been
issued will be verified. An investigation of Deficiency Reports * is
ongoing to determine whether closed Inspection Reports were affected
by this problem.

5. Dates for full compliance
:

Item a - by March 22, 1983
'

'

Item b - start training April 1,1983

Ites c - as part of the verification step in the Construction Completion
Program

DETAILED RESPONSE
Backaround Info 3 ation

Inspection activities are defined in specific instructions, Project Quality
Control Instructions (PQCIs). These instructions describe how inspections are
carried out and the attributes to be inspected. Each inspection activity is
documented on an " Inspection Report," (IR) which contains blank spaces to be
initialed by the individual Quality Control Engineer (QCE) who conducts this
inspection and only after completing the inspection activity. There is a one-
to-one correspondence between activities defined in the PQCI and listed on the
IR. Then all activities on the IR are appropriately initialed, the IR is
reviewed and " closed out" by a Quality Control Engineer Level II by signing on
a designated line on the IR's last page.

In-Process Inspection Notices (IPINs), instituted on June 1, 1981, were one of
two basic types of reports used to document nonconforming conditions observed
during primary inspections at the Midland jobsite. IPINs could be used to
document deficiencies which were found prior to acceptance of completed work.
Nonconformance Reports (NCR), the other basic means of formally reporting
nonconforming conditions, were used either before or after acceptance of
completed work.

,

'If, during the course of an inspection activity, a QCE found a deficiency, he
was re. quired to document the condition. Prior to June 1,1981, procedures

. specifically allowed a QCE to return certain deficiencies to construction
I without documentation, providing the deficiency could be corrected within the
; same shift. The procedures would not allow the QCE to initial the space '

corresponding to such an activity on the IR unless and until the deficiency
; was corrected by project construction or.the condition had been properly-
;- recorded on an NCR. Activities on an IR that were not initialed were said to

be "open." Because the activity could not be " closed" until correction of any.
identified problem (or submi,ssion of an NCR), the "open" activity formed a
basis for controlling deficiencies identified during inspections.

.

* The Deficiency Report ("DR") is a predecessor document to IPINs,' and'as
such is under investigation to determine if corrective action regarding
it is warranted. .

miO283-0357a100-12
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' The IPIN procedure was designed to provide construction with prompt feedback
of information concerning deficiencies or incomplete work. A copy of all
IPINs was sent immediately after issuance to construction for disposition.

: When construction made necessary corrections, the IPIN was returned to Quality
: Control, indicating that the hardware was ready for further inspection.

Subsequent inspections which' determined that the problem documented on the;

IPIN had not been corrected, or that other nonconforming conditions existed,i

would result in further IPINs or NCRs. In any case, an IR activity would
remain open until QC had verified all problems were corrected or an NCR was
submitted.

.

The particular practice giving rise to the Notice of Violation involved the-
termination of inspection activities when multiple nonconforming conditions4

were observed part way through an inspection. If a QCE cond'ucting an initial.

j7 inspection determined that parts or components covered by a given inspection
- activity had a large number of nonconforming conditions, he had the option to3

terminate his inspection before completing the activity, document the
'

deficiencies observed to that point on an IPIN and return the hardware to
: construction ("the return option"). Region III determined that items not

inspected initially when this return option was exercised may have escaped s

later inspection. The postulated mechanism for this outcome is as follows:
As previously described, once construction had corrected a problem noted on an-

*

IPIN, the IPIN was transmitted to Quality Control for further inspections.
Procedures then required that the QCE inspect the hardware to determine _that
corrections of the IPIN-identified deficiency were carried out and that.all

1 other items had been inspected before closure of the activity on the IR.
Thus, if a return option had been exercised, then before closing out the

' activity, a QCE would have to' inspect not onlysthose hardware items written up
on the IPIN, but also all others which he had not' satisfied himself-as being

; previously inspected before the initial inspector. terminated his inspection.
'

Region III concluded that this may not have been,donesin all instances,
resulting in a possible missed inspection. Reg' ion III also faulted the*

process by pointing out that items beyond those noted on an IPIN which were
corrected by c~onstruction following a return of the item after a partial-
inspection were not itemized,and submitted for trending analysis.

CPCo INVESTIGAT ON FINDINGS AND RESPO'NSE TO'NRC OUESTIONS

The Notice of Violati a asks the Company to ton.tct an' inspection to determine
| (1) the extent to whichsQC supervisors c V e F iland site have been instruc-
L ting- QC inspectors td,liisit findings of ihe s tes and (2) the extent to~
! whichQCinspectorshavebeenconductingreinspections}basedonlyonreported
i *

_ deficiencies..s,.. ,,
--- ,

,

TheCompanywa's:informedoEJanuary 18, 1983, that the use of the.IPIN was.ai

major NRC concern. In resysase to this; meeting oncinspection findings a~ task
force 5.as, charCered to ptart an immediate. investigat' ion.f The tysk force was

. compored of asproject httorney and two, consultants. S
''' ''

Whent$1eNRCihspectionreportw'sreceivedibnFebruary8,1983,the. task
.

.
_

.

! a
'

force was' directed to carry out the specific.inspe.ction requested by_NRC.- The'
task force work involved interviews with all QC supervisory personnel and a-

a v

' Y~ ~ ',f A
~

% *.
'

'
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: 1 majority of the QCE staff. The task force also debriefed the 13 QCEs
! interviewed by Region III.

It reviewed and evaluated existing quality assurance and quality control
; procedures and instructions, in light of other information obtained. Finally, j
; in conjunction with MPQAD, it recommended and initiated corrective actions. !

-As a result of the IPIN task force's extensive efforts, the Company has a good |

j understanding of particular inspection practices regarding use of IPIN's at
ithe Midland site.

-
.

'

Virtually all nuclear construction projects have'some means of documenting
inspections conducted while construction work is in. process.. IPIN's, used for4

that purpose at Midland, were established under a system of closed loop
procedures requiring that documented conditions be returned to construction,

,
reworked, and then reinspected by QC to verify the implementation of

! corrective action. The concept behind the use of IPINs is fundamentally
sound, and is founded on recognized QA/QC principles, although specific
problems existed in connection with the use of a " return option" at Midland.;

The return option (defined above) was established to provide a means of
! returning work to construction, when a QCE would otherwise have to occupy
! valuable time inspecting and documenting a.large number of nonconforming

conditions (referred to herein as "punchlisting"), on a hardware item which
was actually not ready for inspection. The option permitted the QCE.to return
the work to field engineering, which had the responsibility for checking.the
item and ensuring its readiness for inspection in the first instance. Thus,
the option was motivated by legitimate concerns and objectives.

Although the option was not established for the purpose of " limiting findings
_of deficiencies" by.QC, obviously, co the extent deficiencies existed'in the,

i uninspected portion of the work, they were not recorded during this initial
inspection, nor could they be accounted for in the trending analysis. The,

return option was used in'all disciplines, although some supervisors within.

disciplines elected not to use it in their particular area.!

~

The return option, by itself, would n6t result in a missed inspection covered
'by a closed IR activity, so long as the inspector closing out the IR satisfied-

I himself that.all items not encompassed by the.IPIN and included in the.
activi~ty were inspected, either by him or by the previous inspector. -QC
procedures, in fact, required the. signer of the IR activity to vouch for the
inspection of all items before signing. 'It isla basic principle of quality: '

control that an inspector should not sign for something he has not verified,
either by documentation, inspection, or some other me.ans. The Company found

- that the answers provided by some individuals indicated a -lack of. a full
understanding of the requirement to satisfy themselves that all items had been
inspected before closing out an IR activity subject to an IPIN.- The IPIN
procedures -did not specify e'xactly how a return option should be handled,

~

either initially or in closing out-IR activities, and.thus may have
_

contributed to any misunderstandings which existed.~.

-As part of its' corrective action, described more fully above, the' Company willi
ensure that procedural shortcomings in defining the' requirements for QCE

.
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closure of IR activities are corrected, and will retrain QCEs, emphasizing
their responsibilities to conduct full, complete inspections and document all
deficiencies before signing off IR activities. The Company also decided to
discontinue the " return option" at Midland and require that all initial
inspections be completed with non-conforming conditions fully documented. The
IPIN form has also been eliminated and all deficiencies will be documented on
a revised NCR form. (The particular findings of the extensive Company
investigation into the.use of IPINs are recited more fully below under
responses to the NRC's questions contained in the Notice of Violation.)

Question 1 .

" Determine the extent to which QC Supervisors at the Midland Site have been
instructing QC Inspectors to limit findings of deficiencies."

There are two aspects to this question. A first aspect concerns the extent to
which QC Inspectors were instructed not to completely inspect activities
prior to turning work back to construction. A second aspect relates to
directions, if any, given to QCEs, not to document deficiencies actually
observed. Regarding the first aspect, the Company found that QCEs were
directed to use a " return option" which resulted in initial inspection
activities not being completed. With regard to the second aspect of the
question, QC management intended that, in the exercise of a return option, all
deficiencies actually seen would be reported on an IPIN. Project management
personnel encouraged the use of a return option and QC management, instructed
QC leads, who reported directly to them, in its use.

The QC management interviewed by the task force stated that the option was
intended to provide a means for returning work to construction and avoid
occupying QCE's time punchlisting work for construction. There was no intent
to avoid reporting deficiencies, although the inadvertent result of the
practice was that deficiencies on the portion of the work not inspected before
return would not be documented. QC leads who instructed their personnel to
use the option agreed with the QC management's purpose in using the option.

Of the 16 QC leads and supervisors interviewed, one individual was in the
documentation area, for which the return option was inapplicable, and eight
stated either that the option was not applicable to their activity, or that
they had not used it for other reasons. Of the latter, one stated that he had
never been told to use the return option.

Two stated that their group had used it only infrequently. One of these..

understood that all observed deficiencies were to be documented but could not
recall whether he had so instructed his' group. The other indicated that the
only instance when an inspection was halted before completion was when it was
obvious that cable insulation damage would require a completely new
termination. In this instance the inspection for other termination
deficiencies would not be performed, but the observed damage would be
documented.

Three individuals indicated regular use of the option. One stated that he had
instructed his' subordinates to document all observed nonconformances, onei

. .
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could not recall giving specific instructions but knew that his subordinate's
; practice was to document all observed nonconformances and one knew that that

; was th proper practice, assemed that his subordinates did it that way, but
| could not recall whether he had so instructed them.
'

Two other individuals were relatively new in the position. One indicated that
it was his practice to document everything observed but that it had not been,

the practice of his predecessor (no longer at the plant). The other continued
-the practice of his previous supervisor to document all obgervat,ons.i

j The task force found that from a quarter to a half of the individual
-inspectors (QCEs) contacted, depending on the discipline, were aware of and
made use of a " return option". A few individuals stated that they documented'

some, but not all, deficiencies observed in an inspection in which the return
option was used.*;

.

; The company's corrective action on this point is described above. The company
] considers it of fundamental importance that all QCEs and supervisors
i understand the requirement to document deficiencies observed when an item has

been submitted for inspection rather than using an " oral" communication
| process. This aspect will be emphasized in training on the new procedures.
1

.

' Question 2

" Determine the extent to which-QC inspectors have been conducting re-
inspections based only on reported deficiencies."

The Company determined, based upon investigation, that almost all QCEs at-
Midland were completing _their inspections properly. However, because a few
individuals may not have completed inspections fully, the Company concluded.
that the NRC inspection finding was valid.

; The precise question to be addrested here is whether and to what extent _QCEs
i closed out inspection record activities subject _to IPINs which do not
j. encompass the entire activity, without fully inspecting the activity. The
,

4

* Appr_oximately one-half of the QCEs contacted also indicated that in some
circumstances they allowed repairs or. reworks to take place within a. fixed

. period of time without documenting the deficiences observed during the-
initial inspection.1 Virtually all of those utilizing this practice had been *
advised by their supervisors to do so..

This practice was specifically allowed prior to June -1,1981, and through '
an apparent lack of _ clear communication continued after .the option was

~

removed from QC procedures on this date. : The' upper tier policy document.
|- allowed the practice en a one shift basis until February _1983. Since

this practice would not lead to missed inspections with regard to
use of IPINS, it was not addressed further as part of:the task ~ force..

! investigation. Jul NCR was written on December 10, 1982 regarding~the-
1 optional practice not to document deficiencies corrected during a one
shift period; MPQAD will further track and disposition this issue
utilizing the results' of the task force investigation. _ , 71
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IPIN task force determined that although a few individuals stated they would
not necessarily reinspect all items before closing out the IR activity. There
were several reasons for this response. Some would not lead to an inspection
miss.

'

When asked to describe the types of inspections for which they would not |

reinspect all examples, it became evident that nearly all individuals followed :

practices which would not have led to an inspection failure. Many individuals '

stated that they did n't reinspect all items when they conducted the initialo i

inspection and remembered items they had previously inspected. Others
answered that they limited their reinspection to items covered by the IPIN,

; but only when the activity covered only one item. Still others limited the'ir
reinspection if the inspection of all other items was documented. Thus, in
specific circumstances an inspector following all applicable procedures could
have limited his reinspection to hardware items encompassed by the IPIN and
accomplished a complete inspection of the activity. Only a few individuals
appeared to lack sufficient understanding of the requirement that the
reinspection verify inspection of all items within an activity.

| The IPIN task force concluded that not more than ten percent of the '

individuals contacted reported unacceptable practices. Although the task
' force's conclusions on this question were more positive than NRC's from a

statistical standpoint, the task force concluded that NRC's inspection finding
.

and notice of violation were valid.
'

!
It is the Company's conclusion that the cause of this violation was unclear
management direction regarding documentation associated with use of the

: " return option".

.

4

.

l.
'
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ATTACHMENT 2

RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION ITEM B

OVERVIEW

As a result of the Company's assessment of overall project status in the fall~

of 1982 and based on information regarding the identified findings from NRC
inspections and their generic implications, Project management carefully
evaluated the needa for corrective actions. The Construction Completion

-Program (CCP) was conceived to address all identified concerns and to achieve
desired improvements in project performance. *

The project presented the Construction Completion Program concept to
Region III personnel on December 2,1982 after having initiated action to
implement the plan the previous day. A description of the CCP was sent to the
NRC in our January 10, 1983 letter and a public meeting was held with the NRC
on February 8,1983 to discuss the plan. This overview summarizes how major
portions of the CCP cover the individual findings of the Notice of Violation
and the generic implications of these findings.

The specific portions of the CCP that address the generic implications of the
NRC Diesel Generator Building Inspection are as follows:

A. System Team Organization

The organization for completion of construction is being reorganized to
emphasize a systems approach. A team made up of construction and
engineering personnel (with close QC coordination) will be assigned to
complete all work on a specific system or systems. This team concept will
also be applied to remaining area work.

The team concept provides for.very close coordination between all major
activities required to produce and demonstrate a quality product. The
development of this orgaaization involves a review of existing field
procedures and preparation of improved procedures for defining work
requirements. A major element of this approach will be preparation of
expanded instructions to the crafts that will improve performance to
design and specifications and will insure proper coordination with
inspection as the work proceeds. The team members will be trained in the
new procedures.

An assessment of current system construction and inspection status will be *
made by the team prior to initiation of construction activities. This
will provide a baseline of existing quality and allow any existing
problems to be identified and corrected.

,
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The specific NRC inspection findings * covered by this activity are:

B-lb, B-Ic', B-Id, B-lh, B-lj, B-11 through p, B-1q, B-4a and B-6.

{ B. Review PQCI's and Update As Required

The procedures for carrying out inspections (PQCI's) are being reviewed to
insure all important inspection attributes are specifically described and,

; .to the extent practicable, all reference material is incorporated directly

in the PQCI.

The specific NRC inspection report findings covered by this , activity are:

B-la, B-Ib, B-1c, B-4a, B-4b and B-8a. -

i C. Review the Inspection Process (See note below on inspection backlog)

The inspection process including construction procedures for initiating

i inspections will be modified so that:

1. The procedure for documenting non-conformances ensures that all non--
| conforming conditicas are properly identified and tracked.

2. The process for providing instructions for construction activities.

ensures all required inspections are performed when required.
! -

The specific NRC inspection report findings covered by this activity are:
* B-11 p, B-4b, B-8b(1) and B-8b(2)

D. QC Training and Certificationj

1

''

The QC Department has been reorganized under direct Consumers Power
' Company control. All QC personnel have been'or are undergoing a training
; program leading 'o re-certification to the revised PQCI's.
;

: The specific NRC inspection report findings covered by this activity are:
:
I '

B-11 p and B-4b.
"

E. Program Reviews

General QA Program reviews have been initiated in the areas identified
below in addition to the specific responses required from the inspections

,

findings. The results of these reviews and any requirements for program..

-revision will be incorporated in CCP activities.

1. Receipt Inspection Review covers findings B-13'and B-3.

2. Material Traceability Review covers findings B-le, B-1f, B-2a and t

B-8a. .

1
i

* Findings are identified by the ites designation in the Notice of Violation
transmitted by the NRC and. letter of February 8,- 1983 J G Keppler: to J D Selby. -

.. .-
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3. Design and Document Control Review covers findings B-li, B-lj, B-Ik,
B-2b, B-2c, B-2e, B-5 and B-7.

F. Safety-related classification.
.

The NRC is reviewing the project licensing position on this issue. This
covers findings B-2d and B-2f.

The response to each individual finding follows:

.

-
.

** Note on inspection backlog.

The Company specifically reviewed the NRC concern regarding, "...a backlog
of almost 16,000 inspections...", the status of inspection records (IR) as
of November 26, 1982 was actually as follows:

IR Issued 190,000; IR Closed 174,000; IR "Open" 16,000
,

The 16,000 "Open" IR are categt rized as follows:

O' ened in anticipatien of an inspection request but construction not(1) p
yet ready for inspection, 7,200.

.

(2) Fully ready for inspection, 1,200.

(3) Open but waiting for next complete step in construction, 5,700.

(4) Open pending NCR/IPIN disposition, 800.

(5) Open pending Level III approval, 700.

(6) Hiscellaneous, 400.
.

Therefore, the actual backlog of inspections is more correctly identified i

by the 1,200 irs where construction is done and waiting for inspection. |.
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NOV Item B - 1.a (82-22-02A) ;

" Installation of diesel generator engine control panels 1C112, 2C111, and
; 2C112 was not in accordance with the requirements delineated on foundation

Drawing 7220-M18-250 in that the foundation bolt washers required by the
; subject drawing were not installed."
!

.

*1. The violation is admitted, in part. *

.

!

; 2. (la) No Electrical or Civil QC instruction required specific verification
of the bevelled washer installation. Therefore, documented proof
that bevelled washers were installed could not be provided since the

j foundation is grouted. (bevel washers) 1

(2a) The inspection records for panels IC-112, 2C-111 and 2C-112 are open
with attributes such as washers and torquing not yet inspected.,

| . Therefore, this is not a violation. (flat washers)
;

t

.

3. (la) NCR M01-9-E-138 was written by MPQAD on October 15, 1982 to document
|- the non-conformance and was closed on December 8, 1982. (bevel

washers)

(Ib) FCR M-7026 was written on November 10, 1982 to make the bevelled
washers optional, because in this case, bevelled washers did nothing

~

,. to aid in support or leveling of the panel. The FCR was approved
i November 23, 1982. (bevel washers)
>

(2a) Due to insufficient quantities of flat washers and nuts this portion
! of the installation was not completed. The field has' subsequently

procured sufficient quantities to complete the bolt down and are.

awaiting Construction Completion Program approval to install them.-

,

(flat washers)

.

t

4. Electrical and Civil PQCI's will be reviewed and' revised as applicable to,,
' include specific. verification for mounting requirements and will incor-
| porate applicable hold points.

5. -QC inspection plan E-6.0 and C-J.10 (if required) shall be modified to
incorporate full inspection. and hold points for all'un :.astalled

.

electrical equipment by March 28, 1983 and required training to the
! revised plan is scheduled for completion by April 11,1983. (bevel

washers);

!

.. .
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NOV Ites B - 1.b (82-22-02B) -

! :" Unscheduled pull box associated with conduits 2BN006, 2BN007, and 2BDA002 was
L not sized in accordance with the requirements delineated on Sheet 42 of
; Drawing E-42 in that the 12" x 12" x 6" as-built dimensions of the subject

pull box did not conform to the 13 1/2" x 12" x 6" dimension requirements
delineated on Sheet 42 of Drawing 42.",

-
+

-
.

.

1. .The violation is admitted.>

; 2. (1) Failure of Field Engineering to specify correct size pull box for
Coastruction to install.

,

4

(2) Failure of QC, during inspection of conduits 2BN006, 2BN007 and
2BDA002, to identify non-conforming condition.

i

'.

3. FCR E-3157 was written on November 8, 1982 and approved on November 17,
1982. This FCR clarified the intent of E-42(Q) SH 42 to include minimum3

bend radius as a criterion for pull box sizing. Given the revised,

criteria, the pull boxes cited conform to the requirements, as documented
in an NCR written by MPQAD on March 7, 1983.

,

4

I

4. (1) PQCI E-1.0 will be revised to verify'and record pull box size'and
; bend radius of cable will be verified on applicable PQCI's.
1

(2) Team training programs, required by the Construction Completion
'

' Program,' will emphasize the importance of following all requirements
of design documents. ~

i

!
,

5. . (1) PQCI E-1.0 to be revised by March 29, 1983 and required. training is
scheduled for comp'letion by April 29, 1983 to verify and record pull
box' size.

(2) Reinspection of installed work will be carried'out during the
implementation of the Construction Completion Program.

,

| imiO383-4019a-66-44
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NOV Item B - 1.c (82-22-02C)

i "The l'-10" wall to support dimension required by raceway support Drawing
E-796(Q), Sheet 2 of 2, Revision 5, for hanger No. 86 was not correctly
translated into the as-built installation of the subject hanger in that the
as-built wall to support dimension was 2'-1 1/2" in lieu of the required i

L l'-10"."
|

.

-

!

.

1. The violation is admitted.

2. Craft, Supervision, Field Engineering and QC did not provide sufficient
attention to detail to assure correct locations of P1001 strut on tube
steel as delineated on Drawing E-796(Q) SH 2 detail 1.

.

.

J

| 3. FCN E-7040 was written to approve installed conditions and has been
4 incorporated. NCR M01-9-3-084 was written by MPQAD on March 7, 1983 to

document this condition, and for purposes of trending.
,

i.

4. (1) Revise PQCI E-2.1 and provide QC training to properly inspect
'

supports.

(2) Team training programs, required by the Construction Completion
Program wil.1 emphasize the importance of following all requirements-

of design documents..

I

|
'

.

5. Revision of E-2.1 and required qualification training is estimated to be; ..
. complete by May 15, 1983.
1 ,

.

.

r

.

.. .,.
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|NOV Item B - 1.d (82-22-02D)

"The 6'-6" wall to support dimension required by raceway support Drawing
E-796(Q) Sheet 1 of 2, Revision 11 for hanger No. 14 was not correctly
translated into the as-built installation of the subject hanger in that the
as-built wall to support dimension was 5'-5" in lieu of the required 6'-6"."

.

-
.

1. The violation is admitted. .

2. (1) E-796(Q) SH 1 shows the proper dimension for Bay 4 but is incorrect
for Bay 3. The dimension shown for Bay 3 is a drafting error.

(2) The Field Engineer failed to write a FCN to correct drawing for Bay
3 prior to completing the installation of the support.

3. DCN #16 to Drawing E-796(Q) SH 1 was prepared and approved on November 9,
1982 to correct the drafting error. Incorporation has taken place. An

-

NCR was written by MPQAD on March 7, 1983.

4. Team training programs, required by the Construction Completion Program
will emphasize the importance of following all requirements of design
documents.

.

| S. Specific compliance will be achieved when team training is completed under
i the Construction Completion Program. *

:

.

.
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NOV Item B - 1.e (82-22-05A)

"The inspectors identified high strength steel plate placed in the laydown i
area which was not marked with the material type and grade as required by |

Field Instruction FIG-9.600, Revision 1." l

.

.

1. The violation is admitted. -

2. Most steel was properly marked and some markings were not exposed,
however, some pieces of high strength steel were not properly marked
through failure to follow procedures.

.

3. All steel was re-marked with paint as to clearly show any grades other
than A-36. QC inspections have been increased from monthly to weekly. An
NCR was written by MPQAD on March 8, 1983. Procurement personnel
responsible for the marking of steel have been retrained to the
requirements of FIG-9.600.

4. N/A

.

5. Complete.

.

.

4

..

.

.

.

k
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NOV Ites B - 1.f (82-22-05B)
.

"The inspectors identified various stock steel shapes in the "Q" area with
yellow-colored paint on the ends (indicating the material was "non-Q") and

'

various steel stock shapes in the "non-Q" area without painted ends
(indicating "Q" material), contrary to the requirements of Field Instruction
Fig-9.600, Revision 1."

;.
-

.

-
. .

' '

1. The violation is admitted, in part.
,

t

i
;
i

| 2. All steel in "Q" area was identified in accordance with procedures but
! some manufacturers markings led to confusion. Some steel in "non-Q" areas

was not marked in accordance with procedures.
.

[
i
i

; 3. All steel in "non -Q" area was painted or repainted yellow as to conform
! with the procedure. QC inspections have been increased from monthly to
! weekly. To avoid confusion, manufacturers color coding was removed from
j the ends of steel in question in the "Q" area. An NCR was written by
i MPQAD on March 8, 1983. Procurement personnel responsible for the marking
j of steel have been retrained to the requirements of FIG-9.600(Q).
1

l
;
.

4. Field Instruction FIG-9.600(Q) will be revised to designate the marking!

requirement for non-Q steel to be's Q attribute.
.

,

b -

'
.

5. The required procedure revision will be completed by May 1, 1983. *

:
;

!

!
t

'

.

.

(
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NOV Item B - 1.s (82-22-09A)

"The slots in the muffler support plates were not machined but were determined
to be irregular and flame cut, leaving rough slot edges not in conformance,

with design Drawing M18-425(5)-1."

;
*

.

.

1. The violation is admitted. -

..

i
' 2. These slots were manufactured incorrectly by the vendor prior to receipt

at the jobsite. The slots in Diesel Generator muffler supports are
required for thermal expansion. The vendor drawing calls for these slots,

to be machined, but they were torch cut and exceeded required dimensions.

,

M

3. Following the NRC inspection, Bechtel NCR 4693 was written to determine
if, as fabricated, the slots would perform their intended function.

.

.

j 4. NCR 4693 is currently being reviewed by Project Engineering and the
| vendor.
i

| 5. NCR 4693 expected to be dispositioned by April 1, 1983.
.

9

8

e

\ -

,

4

G
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NOV Item B - 1.h (82-22-09B)
1" Jacking plates were not installed beneath the center support plates of Bay 1

diesel generator muffler as required by Drawing M18-250-6."j. ,

4

A

> -

'

1. The violation is admitted. *

'

,

4

! 2. Jacking plates for Diesel Generator muffler supports were not installed in
Bay I beneath the center ' support, as shown in vendor drawings, due to

; failure to install according to the design drawing.

! 3. Following the NRC inspection an NCR was written against the condition. A
subsequent NCR was also written after the NRC inspection, based on,

inspections of other Diesel Generator mufflers which resulted in,

. identification of similar deficiencies in Bays 3 and 4. Both NCRs were
i dispositioned "Use As Is", since loadings from the jacking screws on the
j concrete were acceptable.

!
|
;

4. Team training programs required by the Construction Completion Program
will emphasize the importance of following all requireaents of vendor
drawings.

.

:

i 5. Th'e implementation of the disposition of NCRs will provide full compliance
| for the "As Built" condition. Subsequent. revision to vendor drawings
i required to complete NCR 4738 follow-up actions is forecast for completion '

by April 1, 1983. Specific compliance will be achieved when team training,

is completed under the Construction Completion Program.

i

4

.

6

5
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NOV Item B - 1.i (82-22-18A)

" Procedure FID-2.100, (Outstanding FCR/FCN Retirement), Revision 2 was
inadequate in that the design drawings were not changed when an FCR/FCN had
been retired and no further reference to the FCR existed on the revised
drawing. As a result, the retired FCK C-2103 relating to HVAC structural
steel was lost and could not.be traced to the design drawing to ensure a
complete quality record."

.

>

.

.

1. The violation is admitted.
4

2. Field Procedure FID-2.100(Q) was inadequate in that it'did not contain a
s

j requirement to provide for indication on design drawings that applicable
; FCNs and FCRs had been retired. Retired FCR/FCNs address one time.

; approved deviations to generic design which are not incorporated into base
i design drawings due to their applicability to a limited number of

locations. (It is noted that this procedural deficiency is not the reason
the FCR was lost. The FCR was lost due to a clerical error and a copy was
obtained from the design office within twenty-four hours. It is also
noted that the FCR could be traced to the design drawing through the
FCF/FCN retirement computer printout.)

.

3. Field Procedure FID-2.100(Q) was revised to formalize the practice of
requiring design drawings to be annotated with a circled letter "R"
denoting a retirement. The Field Document Control Department has
performed a 100% review of all drawings, with retired FCR/FCNs against
them, to verify compliance to this new requirement.

.

4. N/A,.

.

5. Complete.
,

I

:

5

.

r
.. .
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NOV Item B - 1.J (82-22-18B)

" Field Sketch CY-1035 which illustrated the bottom gusset plates for HVAC fan
supports was not identified as "Q", nor was there a reference to the affected3

drawing on the sketch as required by Procedure FPD-5.000, (Preparation of
Field Sketches.)"

.

-
.

1. The violation is admitted. -

. 2. The requirement for this designation and reference is contained in Field
'

Procedure FPD-5.000 and was not followed. Field Sketch CY-1035 for the
Diesel Generator Building HVAC support steel gusset plate was not
designated "Q", nor referenced to the original design drawing.

i

!
^

3. Field Sketch CY-1035 has been revised and designated "Q", and referenced
) to design drawing C-1004. NCR M01-0-2-155 was issued by MPQAD to document

the identified discrepancy. Field Procedure FPD-5.000 was reviewed and
determined to be adequate in regard to the stated requirement.

Training of responsible personnel in the specifics of FPD-5.000 has been
conducted.

i

.

4
.

4. A review of other FSKs will be conducted by Field Engineering for
compliances with FPD-5.000.

, .

i .

!

' 5. The review by Field Engineering will be completed by April 22, 1983.

.

;

.

.

,

miO383-4019a-66-44
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NOV Item B - 1.k (82-22-18C)

" Procedure FPD-5.000,- (Preparation of Field Sketches), Revision 1 did not
require design drawings to reference appropriate field sketches to ensure a
complete quality record."

.

.

-
.

1. The violation is admitted. .

.

2. Although fielt procedures-do not control what is placed on design
drawings, no cross reference log existed to enable one to readily find
what Field Sketches (FSK's) apply to each design drawing.

,

-
,

3. A reverse reference log was created listing ~ applicable civil miscellaneous
steel FSK's for each civil design drawing depicting miscellaneous steel.

.

.

4. Reverse reference logs listing applicable FSK's will be created for the
'

remainder of all FSK's prepared in accordance with FPD-5.000. FPD-5.000
. will be' revised to address the requirements for reverse reference logs.

5. FPD-5.000 will be-revised by April 15, 1983, _ addressing these requirements
and including an effectivity date of June 15, 1983 for reverse reference
loss.

.

|

| ..

L -

i

.

.

:

!

p .
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A2-15
. .

NOV Item B - 1.1,m.n,o,p (82-22-16)

"(1) The eight bracing top gusset plates identified on Drawing C-1004,
Revision 10, as 5/16" thick were measured by the inspectors to be 1/4";

thick in all four diesel generator bays. This change was neither
reviewed nor properly authorized.

(m) The as-built gusset plate connections in Bay 1 were not built as;

identified on Detail 3 of Drawing C-1004. The angle braces were weldedi

j together as opposed to having separate welds for each brace. This
j change was neither reviewed nor properly authorized., *

,

i

(n) None of the sixteen 1/4" bracing angles identified on Drawing C-1004;

i were constructed utilizing 1/4" material. This change was neither
i reviewed nor properly authorized.

; (o) Drawing C-1004, Detail 2, required the W10 bean-to-beam connection to be
i welded. In Bay No. 3, a bolted connection was constructed in lieu of

the required welded connection, without review nor proper authorization.

| (p) The column cover plate identified on FCR C-4401 was not constructed in
. Bay No. 3 as required. The plate was slotted instead of. solid as
j required. This change was neither reviewed nor properly authorized."
4

1
1

1 1. The violations are admitted.
:
i

2. Diesel Generator Building HVAC fan support steel installation was not done
j in accordance with the drawings due to a lack of attention to detail

during construction and inspection for Items (1), (m) and (n). For Item
(o), the specific item was con:tructed to an earlier approved drawing and
failure to identify the discrepancy occurred during the inspection,

| process. For Ites (p) the finding was due to the lack of attention to
( detail during construction.
!

i
;

: 3. (1,) With regard to the undersized gusset plates, a subsequent evaluation
1 by Project Engineering indicated the smaller 1/4" size plates were

acceptable. Nevertheless, the plates will be replaced with 5/16",

! plates by Bechtel per NCR 4690. *

;

(m) The gusset plate connection in Bay 1 has been removed and will be:
i reworked per NCR 4690.
!

i (n) The 5/16" and 3/8" bracing angles have been removed and will be
reworked per NCR 46'90.

,

!. (o) After the NRC inspection, NCR 4690 was written and dispositioned*"Use
As Is" for bolted connections constructed in Bay 3. It should be
noted that these connections were constructed to design drawings
approved at that time which allowed bolted connections.

*

,
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A2-16
,

NOV Item B - 1.1,m,n,o,p (82-22-16) Continued

(p) NCR 4690 dispositioned the cover plate on the steel column to be
" reworked".

4. Team training programs, required by the Construction Completion Program'

will emphasize the importance of following all requirements of design
documents. In addition, as part of the Construction Completion Program, a
review of PQCI's is being done to assure that correct design requirements
are specified for inspectors. The Program also calls for a QC inspector
recertification program.

.

.

5. Specific compliance will be achieved when rework is completed under the
Construction Completion Program.

:
1

i

|

| -

i

J

.

!

:

i
.

! -

.

l

.

d

..

l
i

*
|

.. .
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A2-17
.

NOV Item B - 1.0 (82-22-24)

"A section (approximately 18 x 10 x 4 inches deep) of the primary containment
wall in Containment Purge Room 702 was removed (by chipping) without obtaining
approval as required by FIG-1.111, Revision 4, Concrete Drilling Permit."

.

.

~
.

1. The violation is admitted.
. .

:

|' 2. Field procedures (FIG-1.111, Revision 3) in effect at the time of work did
| not require concrete drill permits for chipping because damage to
; reinforcing steel and other embedded items is not as likely as with
| drilling.

.

!

!
i

3. (1) Field Procedure FIG-1.111, Concrete Drill Permits, has been revised
j and approved to include chipping,-

i (2) Steps have been taken to insure concrete chipping repairs are
4 performed using approved guidelines. FCR C-5206 was prepared and has
'

been approved by Project Engineering to establish guidelines for
concrete chipping repair. This FCR has subsequently been.

} incorporated into Specification 7220-C-231(Q). Field Procedure FPT-
1 3.000, has been revised to specifically include inspection of repairs
i to chipped areas as part of area turnover. This procedure is being
I designated as Quality Related, and is currently under review.
t

| (3) The above steps are sumnarized on NCR M01-2-154 which was issued by
'

| MPQAD to request process corrective action. The Project Engineering-
response to this NCR concludes there is no safety impact, or affect,

; on quality of the structure, due to the chipping of concrete
! identified in the Containment Purge Room 702.
4

1

:

!

) 4. (1) Field Procedure FPT-3.000 requires approval.

(2) The chipped area in' question requires repair.;

! (3) NCR M01-9-2-154 requires closing. "
,

.

,

i miO383-4019a-66-44
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A2-18
4

- NOV Item B - 1.q (82-22-24) Continued
4

5. (1) April 15, 1983.

(2) Specific compliance will be achieved when the rework is completed
under the Construction Completion Program.

(3) Following rework. '

* .

! ,

I '

.

,

i

,

.

.i

: .
,

I e

4

.

d

|

i

?
-

j .

|

|
.
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.
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%

NOV Item B - 2.a (82-22-08)

" Measures were not established for the selection and review for suitability of
application of "Q" materials associated with the diesel generator exhaust
muffler in that design drawings and specifications did not indicate the
material identity of the installed muffler saddle supports and plates."

!
-

! .

|
-

.

1. The violation is indeterminate at this time.

2. Material specification and identification is the responsibility of the
emergency diesel generator prime vendor. No documentation was available
on site to show that the material used in the fabrication of the Diesel
Generator exhaust silencers met the requirements for seismic Class I
installation.

3. The vendor has been requested to provide the necessary documentation for
material traceability and identification of applicable QA requirements
applied to the exhaust silencers.

4. A status update and identification of any corrective steps which may be
required will be provided by Project Engineering by May 2,1983.

.

5. To' be determined by .results Project Engineering report of May 2,1983.
.

.

6

6

9
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A2-20

NOV Item B - 2.b (82-22-15B)

" Design Drawing C-147 required bolted bracing connections for the diesel
generator building HVAC bracing gusset plates. Field Sketch CY-1035 was used
to change the design to welded connections in lieu of the specified bolted
connections. This design change was neither properly reviewed nor approved."

.

.

.

1. The violation is admitted.

2. Note 14 on drawing 7220-C-147 was not clear. It has always been the
intent of Project Engineering to allow Field Engineering to substitute
welded for bolted connections when detailing steel bracing connections,
however, no specific instructions were provided.

.

3. FCR C-5174 was issued and approved to clarify that Note 14 on drawing
7220-C-147 is applicable to bracing connections.

4. None required.

'

5. Completed.
.

.

..

.

;
*

i
*

i
,
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A2-21
.

NOV Item B - 2.c (82-22-15C)
!

" Design Drawings C-1004 and C-147 did not specify the sizes of the diesel
generator building HVAC fan gusset plates. A " combo" shop work order request
was used to design the gusset plates without appropriate review and approval."

.

-
.

1. The violation is admitted.
. .

2. The Diesel Generator Building HVAC fan support gusset plate dimensions
were only identified on a field fabrication shop work order. The field
sketch for this work was inadequate in that it did not contain necessary
details for fabrication.

3. The fan support gusset plate dimensions have been added to field sketch
CY-299. FCR C-5174 was issued and approved to clarify on the design
drawing the criteria to be utilized for detailing bracing connections.

4. Review all civil miscellaneous steel field sketches to assure that proper
information for gusset plates is included and specified in accordance with
FCR C-5174.

.

! 5. Ma.y 2, 1983.
.

.

i

.

t

.
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A2-22
..

I

j. NOV Item B - 2.d (82-22-15A) ;

.""The licensee failed to analyze the four diesel generator building monorails
,

' as seismic Category I as described in their commitment to Regulatory
i Guide 1.29, in Appendix 3A of the FSAR." '

*

,

'

4
1

_

| .

'

1. The violation is admitted in that the Diesel Generator Monorail had not-
' been analyzed seismically through the normal project design process, or

~ fter the initial walkdown under specification 7220-L-001(Q) had beena
,,

i performed to veri,fy project compliance to Regulatory Guide 1.29 |'
coassitments. The Proximity and Seismic Category II/I Site Walkdown

: Program described in Specification 7220-L-001(Q) provides method for
i identification, evaluation and resolution of all potential situations
i where non seismic Category I commodities are installed above safety
] related systems, components or structures.

,

i
! -

i

i
! 2. The Diesel Generator Building monorails were reviewed during the

preliminary walkdown, but were not identified for further analysis due to;

! the walkdown teams verbal understanding that the monorails had been
seismically analyzed previously.

, _

i

i.

I
4

3. Seismic analysis was subsequently performed addressing adequacy of the
Diesel Generator Building monorails.- The analysis concluded that failure

! of the monorails under seismic loading would not occur.

! -

| The training program for all walkdown teams was revised to require that
i seismic analysis on non-seismic components that would potentially effect
| safety related structures, systems or components'are documented.' If.

I docume.utation is not available at the time of walkdown then the potential
i interaction must be identified on an interaction identification sheet in
) accordance with applicable walkdown program requirements...

-
:

( All areas welhed down prior to the revised training program were rewalked
. to assure that any'other non-seismic components that could potentially-

~

effect safety related structures, systems or components had documented
seismic analysis on file. .

p ,

I *> ,

1
|-
| ,/l
,- ,

! a ,
.. .,
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A2-23
,

NOV Item B - 2.d (82-22-15A) Continued

.

4. Engineering records will be compiled to support walkdown teams.

.

5. May 15, 1983
.

.

.

e

..

.

.

.

.

.

.
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A2-24
.

N

NOV Item B - 2.e (82-22-11)
,

'

"The licensee designed and constructed thirty-two diesel generator building
,

exhaust system hangers without.' ensuring that the applicable requirements for :

"Q" components were included in the design documents "
'

, s ;

. % % s

. .

1

s
.

s, . .

1. The violation is admitted.
'

)- -

.

~

2. (a) All design documents associated with installation'of the Diesel
Generator exhaust (B31.1) pipe hangers were not identified as "Q"
even though the P&ID identified the piping as " Seismic Category 1"
and~the FSAR specified the Diesel Generator exhaust system to be

,

E safety related. '*
e

,

~. , ,

! (b) In accordance.with project chemitments any structure system or
components identified."Geismic Category 1" is considered "Q" and4

project quality' assurince program requirements should be applied. .In
general, only 'ASE III hangers are "Q",- however, because of the
uniqueness of " Seismic Category 1", B3111 hangers, Project
Engineering failed to translate the ''Q" identification through all of-

the'sub-tier documents. 3 T
' '

m m- ,
.. .

s ss -
' '

s ,e ,

*
J

0 * s

's .

3. The exhaust piping for the Diesel Generators is '"Q" as documented in
the isometric M-652,-SH 1 and-E&ID 7220-M-452 dht IA & IB. The
applicable hanger sketches have* sui 0sequently been re' vised to identify
the supports as:"Q". Bechtei Specification 7220-M-326(Q) has been
revised to provide special provisions for QC inspections of the "Q".

B31.1 support and: liste the pipe hangers 'in questiion. A review has,

been performed which determine'd that no other . situation similiar to
the Diesel Generator exhaust-piping (B31.1-Seismic 7 Category 1) exists-

in the plant. In addition ' project confirmed that' no other unique
situations in the plant exist vhere Seis'mic Category .1. structures,

~
i..

' systems or components are identified and the quality! assurance
#
program requirements had not'been applied. There were several
instances of drawing ine'oasistencies thar require correction as.!

Q result of project reviews, and NCR;1101-572-166(*was written by HPQAD
| . to~ document this itemJi- :4

' '
!

;.

; , A G. .O R
'

a
: / % ,-

.
, , 1

*

, y js
,

|| g '- , ? |<,

|- . , a s
a
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A2-25
.

NOV Item B - 2.e (82-22-11) Continued

4. (a) Project drawing changes are required to correct inconsistencies
identified during project review for B31.1 piping in other project
areas that were Seismic Category 1 without being identifed as "Q".

(b) QC inspection of Diesel Generator exhaust system ha'ngers will be
required in accordance with project specification 7220-M-326(Q).

-
.

5. (a) Project drawing correction will be complete by June 1,1983.

(b) Required Diesel Generator exhaust system hanger inspections and |closure of NCR M01-5-2-166 will be completed when the Construction
Completion Program is initiated.

.

*
.

*

_

.

.

.

.
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A2-26
4

NOV Item B - 2.f (82-22-26) i

"The licensee purchased Armor Stone for a "Q" portion of the perimeter dike
without translating the applicable regulatory requirements into appropriate
specifications and design documents."

.

.

'

1. The violation is admitted. .

2. Part 2 of enclosure 7 of the NRC letter on Completion of Soils Remedial
Activities Review dated May 25, 1982 required that the activities of the i

Armorstone placement program be "Q" controlled. The Project failed to
translate this requirement into the design and procurement documents for
this material due to a misunderstanding of NRC requirements.

.

3. Bechtel drawings C-45, C-109, C-111 and C-112 have.been revised to
designate the total area of the dike adjacent to the ultimate heat sink as
"Q" as opposed to that while was designated "Q" in the initial
implementation of the NRC requirements.

4. Technical specification C-209 will be revised as "Q" and will identify the
portion of installation work to be done as "Q". In addition, Bechtel
drawing C-1096 will be revised to,specify the installation of'Armorstone
to be "Q" in the "Q" designated areas of the dike. No Armorstone has yet
been placed in these areas.

.

5. Full compliance will be achieved when applicable specifications and..

drawings referred to above are revised as "Q". This will be done by
June 1, 1983.

.

.

.. .
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.

NOV Item B - 3. (82-22-01)

" Source inspections at the panel supplier facility and receipt inspections at
the Midland site failed to ensure conformance of the internal wiring within
diesel generator engine control panels IC111, IC112, 2C111, and 2C112 to Pro-
curement Specification 7220-G-5, Revision 1. Paragraph 6.0 of Specification
7220-G-5 states "All electrical wiring . . within the board enclosure shall.

conform to the highest industrial standards of design and workmanship." An
NRC inspection on October 15, 1982 identified the following examples of
defective terminations.of internal wiring within the subject panels.

. .
,

.

a. The output lead on the Relay Tach device had numerous broken strands
at the termination lug.

|

|

b. The K1 lead on the Relay Tach device had two broken strands resulting
in a potential short circuit between the K1 lead and an adjacent
conductor.

c. The 1- lead on the CB-1 device did not have all strands inserted into
the compression lug."

1. The violation is admitted.

2. The violation occurred due to poor electrical workmanship at the vendors
facility, inadequate vendor QC inspection plus inadequate source
inspection. Although MPQAD performed an overinspection on the four panels
in questica, the discrepant conditions had been missed.

3. (1) MPQAD initiated a 100% overinspection program (01E-7B) in July, 1980
to verify workmanship according to vendor workmanship standards.and *

the technical specification. During the overinspection 27 NCR's were
written, and 14 have been closed. Seven QAR's were written, and 5
closed. The lack of identification of conditions in this violation
by the overinspection program has been investigated and is felt to be
an isolated case.

.

| .

!
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A2-28
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NOV Item B - 3. (82-22-01) Continued
i
1

(2) NCR M01-9-2-139, dated October 22, 1982, was issued to track these
four panels. MCAR 66 was prepared on December 30, 1982 with Interim |

Reports No 1 & 2 submitted to NRC Region III on December 30, 1982 and
February 25, 1983, respectively. The scope of the MCAR 66 Task Force
is to review the NCR's and QAR's written, verify that Project
Engineering disposition is consistent between vendors and formulate
an action plan that will preclude any further recurrence.

.

.

.

4. Implementation at the vendors facilities of E-24 Revision 0
"Overinspection of Vendor Supplied Printed Circuit Board Assemblies" and
E-25 Revision 0, "Overinspection of Vendor Supplied Electrical
Equipment / Components" will be carried out by MPQAD and Project Supplier
Quality for the few future procurements shipped to the jobsite. Project
representatives will witness in process fabrication, functional testing
and final inspection prior to release for shipment depending on the nature
of the commodity. E-24 and E-25 were approved February 21, 1983 and
February 18, 1983 respectively and have been issued for use.

.

5. (1) For equipment on site, MPQAD has inspected nearly 100% of all "Q"
electrical panels and cabinets. MPQAD overinspection will continue
until the source inspection program is fully implemented - forecast
completion of overinspection is July 1, 1983.

(2) Programs are now in place to prevent recurrence of poor vendor
workmanship for remaining panels and cabinets that are yet to be
shipped.

(3) Full compliance will be achieved upon the closure of MCAR 66.
.

.

.

..

. .

.
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A2-29

NOV Item B - 4.a (82-22-25)

"An inspection program was not established to ensure segregation of cables
installed in horizontal trays which used metal dividers to segregate control
and instrumentation cables in accordance with design requirements."

.

-
. s

1. The violation is admitted. The violation involved three cables that had
been inadvertantly looped in and out of the incorrect side of a. divided
tray section. -

2. The cables in question could have been improperly segregated in the<

raceway for a variety of reasons: temporary rework situation,
installation techniques, etc.

Although there was no formal program to " train" or tie down cables in
horizontal tray sections the current cable reinspection program should
have found the discrepant condition. The reinspection program had not yet
been implemented in this specific area.

3. (1) NCR M01-9-2-151 was issued November 1, 1982. Supervision was verbally
informed and the non-conformance was immediately corrected.

(2) Generic resolution involves revision of Field Procedure FPE-4.000
(pending approval) which will require an even distribution of cables
across the tray, tying cables'to rungs within two rungs of a change in
direction and Project Engineering disposition of cables that exceed
the height of the barrier on a case by case basis.

.

.

4. (1) Cable reinspection that is now ongoing is verifying the routing as an
inspection attribute. Information developed from the cable
reinspection program will be used to verify voltage segregation.

t
.

.
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.

NOV Item B - 4.a (82-22-25) Continued

(2) Final training and tie down of cables will be accomplished (per
FPE-4.000) when "Q" cable pulling resumes, at the time the last "Q"
cable is pulled through a tray section.

5. (1) MPQAD reinspection is estimated to be complete by June 14, 1983.
Review results of reinspection by July 1, 1983.

,

(2) Approval of Field Procedure FPE-4.000 scheduled for March 18, 1983..

.

.

.

.

-
,
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i
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A2-31
.

NOV Item B - 4.b (82-22-17)

" Quality Control (QC) inspections failed to ensure that activities affecting
quality conformed to design documents in that.QC inspections performed on
July 1, 1981 and documented on QCIR C210-172 failed to detect and identify
nonconformances B.1.(1) through (o) of this Notice of Violation. These
nonconformances were associated with installation of the die'sel generator
building HVAC fan support steel."

.

-
, .

:

. .

1. The violation is admitted.

'
2. In general, the violation occurred because of a lack of attention to

detail during QC inspections and a lack of specificity in the PQCIs. In
one case (item o) an incorrect design drawing was used by the QC inspector
to perform his inspection.

3. The Construction Completion Program has been instituted.

|

4. As part of the Construction Completion Program, a review of PQCIs is being
done to assure that essential design requirements are specified~for
inspectors. In addition, the Program calls for a QC inspector
recertification program. The verification portion of the Program will
verify quality of completed work.'

,

.

5. Full complianace will be achieved when PQCI reviews and QC inspector- *

recertifications -and the verification program are complete.

|

|
l *

|
|

l

|
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NOV Item B - 5. (82-22-10)

"The licensee did not implement a maintenance program to prevent five of
4

sixteen installed diesel generator slide betring muffler plates from
accumulating dirt and dust as required by the vendor's manual."

.

1. The violation is admitted. .

.

2. The requirements to specify cleanliness of these bearing plate surfaces
was not established upon receipt of this material. The vendor documents
supplied to Project Engineering did not contain a requirement for bearing
plate maintenance.

.

3. Bechtel has initiated a storage maintenance program for the exhaust
silencer bearing-plates. An NCR was written on March 9, 1983 by MPQAD to
track this item.

.

4. Direction has been given to develop an installation and maintenance
program for all flourocarbon~ bearing plates on site.

5. The maintenance program for the bearing plates will be fully implemented
under the Construction Completion Program in conjunction with the closure
of NCR 4693 which allows access to the bearings plates.

I

'

l
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NOV Item B - 6. (82-22-13)
|

"During welding of the diesel generator building exhaust piping hanger support
steel, the licensee did not verify preheat of existing safety-related
structural steel at a temperature of 70*F as required by site specifications ;

and the AWS 1974 Code."
,

,

.

-
.

1. The violation is admitted. -

2. The ambient temperature was not verified for the welding operation
observed by the NRC inspector. Documentation for preheats of all welds
made between 32* and 70* were covered by the random preheat verification
program contained in PQCI W-1.60. The program in place requires 100%
verification for preheat temperature over 70*.

3. Bechtel's "Instuctions to Welders" have been revised to provide preheating
instructions, and each welder signs for receipt of these instructions.
The welder's rod withdrawal requisitions are also stamped in red with
preheat instructions. The in place verification program will be
continued.

<

4. All Bechtel site welders will be retrained in the site preheat
requirements, and all new welders will.have this preheat training
emphasized as part of their indoctrination.^

.

.

5. All Bechtel site welders will be re-trained by May 1, 1983.

.

6

,
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NOV Item B - 7. (82-22-21)
1
I" Measures were not established to control the distribution of changes (red

lines) to hanger isometric drawings in that changes to Drawing 1-652-2-25(Q)
were not controlled utilizing the Site Document Control Center."

i

.

.

1. The violation is admitted. -

2. The control of Redline changes to work prints was not performed through
the Construction Document Control Department, however, it was being done
in accordance with established field procedures.

'
.

3. Revisions to Bechtel Field Procedures now require all changes (redlines)
to piping isometrics and hanger drawings to be controlled utilizing the
site Document Control Center.

.

4. N/A

5. Complete.
,

.

'

i

i

|
|
| *

..

|

.

|
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NOV Item B - 8.a (82-22-23)

" Measures were not established or implemented to determine if materials
ultimately restricted (per Nonconformance Report No 3266) from installation or

' use in ASME Class I systems were actually installed or used in class I
systems."

.

-
.

1. The violation is admitted. . .

2. Failure to initially apply QC hold. tags on suspect material, and failure
to implement disposition of the NCR in a timely manner.

3. A letter was provided to B&W Construction Company, a subcontractor at the
Midland jobsite responsible for the majority of Class I piping and hanger
installation, on December 11, 1981, identifying restriction on usage of
subject material from heats identified on NCR 3266 for Class I use.

100% of all completed Class I P-2.20 PQCIR documentation packages stored
in the vault were reviewed for identification of the nonconforming _
material identified in NCR 3266. B&W has subsequently re-reviewed their
documentation records to ascertain if any of the discrepant material
identified through the PQCIR review was installed in the field. Any of
the discrepant material is to be removed and replaced with acceptable
material.

1 -

,

.

4. A-specific reYiew by a level II QCE'of all future Class I P2.20 PQCIRs for;
. discrepant material identified on NCR 3266 is being performed before final -
acceptance and their subsequent storage in the QC vault.

I

A-QA survey of all a,711 cable NCRs will be performed in accordance with QA-
Checklist S-23 to assur'e that material control procedures have been
adequately implemented and subsequent actions associated with applicable

-NCR dispositions have been-implemented. -

-

.

,
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NOV Item B - 8.a (82-22-23) Continued

Although not related directly with the above effort or this identified
discrepancy, a complete material verification documentation review with
special emphasis for ASME NCA 3700/3800 compliance for pipe support
material is in process on the project by Bechtel procurement supplier
quality group to assure acceptable material documentation for the Midland
Project. Miscellaneous material such as rebars, paint, etc, are excluded
from this review.

.

.

5. Full compliance with be obtained as follows:

Specific Actions - 1) Rework required on Class I supports in field to be.

complete by March 15, 1983.

2) Review of all new P-2.20 PQCIRs is ongoing.

Generic Actions - 1) Review of all applicable project NCRs by QA to be
complete by-June 24, 1983.

2) Follow-up actions as result QA survey to be
determined later.

.

General - 1) The review of all material documentation packages.

for proper verification documentation is an cogoing
effort. As stated previously, this is considered
additional effort not directly related to
resolution of the identified discrepancy.

..

.

' '
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NOV Item B - 8.b(1) (82-22-12A)

"As of November 10, 1982, two nonconforming conditions identified by the NRC
on October 12, 1982, and confirmed by the licensee on October 19 and 25,
respectively, had not been documented on a nonconformance report, a quality
assurance report or other appropriate report. The two nonconforming
conditions were:

(1) The diesel generator exhaust hangers were not classfied, designed, or built
as "Q" as committed to in the FSAR. (See item 2.e) ..."

.

1. The violation is admitted.

2. An NCR was not issued because MPQAD failed to act in a timely manner.

- 3. NCR M01-5-2-166 was written by MPQAD on November 16, 1982 to document the
hangers listed on SCN #36 to Specification M-326 as being nonconforming as
a result of their original "non-Q" designation.

4. Complete.

5. Complete.

.

.

:

.

.
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NOV Item B-8.b(2) (82-22-12B)

"As of November 10, 1982, two nonconforming conditions identified by the NRC
on October 12, 1982, and confirmed by the licensee on October 19 and 25,
respectively, had not been documented on a nonconformance report, a quality
assurance report or other appropriate report. The two nonconforming
conditionr. were:

(1) The design of the diesel generator monorail was not analyzed to seismic...

Category I design requirements as committed to in the FSAR. (See
*

item 2.d.)"
.

1. The violation is admitted.

.

2. There was a misunderstanding over whether a nonconforming condition
actually existed.

3. On November 16, 1982, a Quality Action Request (QAR) was written to
document the condit.on. A subsequent seismic analysis has been done (Calc
#G-44(Q) Revision 1) which documents the acceptability of current design
of the subject monorail.

4. Complete.

5. Complete...

.

.
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ATTACHMENT 3

REQUEST FOR REDUCTION OF CIVIL PENALTY.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.205, Consumers Power Company respectfully requests that
the NRC reconsider the amount of civil penalty proposed to CPCo for the ,

violati.ns cited in the NRC's letter, dated February 8,1983, J G Keppler to
J D Selby. The Company does not contest the validity of the violations and
agrees that a civil penalty is warranted, but believes that certain mitigating
factors should be considered.

The NRC's criteria for enforcement actions (at 47 F'ederal Re'gister page 9991,
March 9, 1982) sets forth specific criteria for increasing or reducing base
civil penalties, and provides in part as follows:

;, "2. Corrective Action to Prevent Recurrence. Recognizing
i

: that corrective action is always required to meet regula- i

| tory requirements, the promptness and extent to which the |

licensee takes corrective action, including actions to
I prevent recurrence, may be considered in modifying the

civil penalty to be assessed. Unusually prompt and exten-!

sive corrective action may result in reducing the proposed
civil penalty as much as 50% of the base value shown in
Table 1. On the other hand, the civil penalty may be
increased as much as 25% of the base value if initiation of --

corrective action is not prompt or if the corrective action!

is only minimally acceptable. In weighing this factor-

consideration will be given to , among other things,- the'

timeliness of the corrective action, degree.of licensee
initiative, and comprehensiveness of the corrective action
- such as whether the action is focused narrowly to the

*

; specific violation or broadly to the general area of
concern."

4

We believe that our actions to correct the situation at issue have been timely e

.and have been conceived and' organized mainly through our own initiative. Most
; important, however, is that our program to correct these deficiencies is . *

.| comprehensive and far reaching.
!

Shortly after receiving feedback on the NRC's inspection findings,'the Company.
j launched major, extensive corrective action. The Company halted the majority

of the Category I work of its prime contractor, and laid the groundwork for a
verification of past inspections and statusing of incomplete work. The work
stoppage resulted in the layoff of more than 1,000 workers. The Company also

'

initiated major, generic corrective action addressing the specific areas of
NRC inspection findings. The Company's-entire plan is entitled the-
Construction Completion Program, and included steps responding broadly to the

,

NRC's and Company's areas of concern. This was addressed at length in th,e'

-

Company's letter of January 10, 1983, J W Cook to J G Keppler and further-
.

discussed at a Public Meeting with the NRC at Midland on February 8,1983. -

..
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The corrective action undertaken by the Company was not narrowly focused on
the specific violations identified by the NRC. The work reduction extended to
all major safety related structures on-site, not merely the diesel generator
building which was the focus of NRC's inspection. The verification program
begins in the auxiliary building, includes the reactor buildings and diesel
generator building as well as the service water pump structure.

The Construction Completion Program, which is the organizational basis for the
generic corrective action, will encompass and structure the remaining pre-
turnover systems and area work to be done at the Midland site, (excepting
soils, HVAC and NSSS work). The Company's willingness to accept the NRC's -
suggestion that we take direct control of the project QC staff formerly under
Bechtel supervision extends broadly to the entire job, and involves a major
commitment of additional manpower and resources in recertification, training,
and inspection activities.

The Company does not contest the NRC's decision to increase the civil penalty
on the basis of certain other factors specified in the enforcement guidelines.
We request, however, that consideration be given in determining the amount of
the penalty to the corrective action taken and planned by the Company.

.-

.

. .
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UNITED STATES

8 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
$ REGION 111
o, 790 RoossVELT ROAD

0L N ELLYN,ILLINols00137i

***** 'M23@;-

!

Docket No. 50-329 gQ
Docket No. 50-330.

Consumers Power Company
ATTN: Mr. James W. Cook

Vice President
Midland Project,

1945 West Parnall Road
Jackson, MI 49201

,

Gentlemen:
i

i This acknowledges receipt of your letter dated March 10, 1983, in response
to the Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties sent-

to you with our letter dated February 8, 1983.
1

We have reviewed your response to noncompliance Items A and B and have
identified the need for additional information regarding Item B.

Regarding Item B.I.a., your response to this item and subsequent items
; does not address the measures you have taken or plan to take to provide

training to craft personnel and engineering personnel to ensure that
quality requirements will be recognized and complied with during future
installation / construction activities. A revised response addressing this<

training _is necessary.
i

Regarding Item B.2.a., we reiterate our position that the lack of design
documentation which specified the material requirements for the diesel
generator exhaust mufflers constituted an item of noncompliance. Please;

i provide any additional information supplied by the vendor regarding the
traceability of the exhaust muffler materials, and as appropriate, your
corrective actions and the results achieved, corrective actions taken to
avoid further noncompliance, and the date when full compliance will bei

! achieved. '

f

Rcanrding Item B.2.c., your response does not address any revision to the
onsite practice of utilizing unapproved, unreviewed field sketches or-
shop work orders to perform design activities. Please provide an additional
response addressing this concern.

-

$ $
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Regarding Item B.4.a., your response is incomplete in that the corrective
actions delineated in your response do not include the establishment of an
inspection program to ensure required segregation during future cable

|installations. Please provide an additional response addressing this concern. '

Regarding Item B.6.,'it is our position that a 100% preheat verification be
accomplished for preheats of all welds made between 32' and 70* until such
time as you establish confidence in the welders' compliance with preheat
requirements. In addition, we request that you supply this office with the

,

written evaluation of all welds for which preheat verifications were not I

previously identified. Please provide an additional response addressing
1this concern.
|

We are continuing our review of your response and will complete the review
when we receive the additional information requested above. We request that
you submit a second letter to this office within 25 days of the date of this
letter responding to our concerns regarding Items B.I.a., B.2.a., B.2.c.,
B.4.a., and B.6. above. This response should be submitted under cath or
affirmation.

Your cooperation with us is appreciated.

Sincerely,

Original sigud by
J r.:s G. I d ct

James G. Keppler
Regional Administrator

cc w/1tr dtd 3/10/83:
DMB/ Document Control Desk (RIDS)
Resident Inspector, RIII
The Honorable Charles Bechhoefer, ASLB
The Honorable Jerry Harbour, ASLB
The Honorable Frederick P. Cowan, ASLB;

| The Honorable Ralph S. Decker, ASLB
| William Paton, ELD
! Michael Hiller

Ronald Callen, Michigan
Public Service Commission

Myron M. Cherry .

Barbara Stamiris
Mary Sinclair
Wendell Marshall
Colonel Steve J. Gadler (P.E.)
Howard Levin (TERA)i

| Billie P. Garde, Government
Accountability Project

RIII RIII RII RIII R RI" RIII

4/ we RR0 D(vfs
4.

Landen;/jp
Gardne Schultz Harrison Warnick ey si K pler
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Mr R C DeYoung
Director, Office of Inspection and Enforcement,
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

MIDLAND ENERGY CENTER PROJECT -

DOCKET NO 50-329 AND 50-330 - MIDLAND PROJECT RESPONSE
TO NRC NOTICE OF VIOLATION EA83-3 DATED FEBRUARY 8, 1983 -
FILE 0485.16 SERIAL 21775

Attached is Consumers Power Company's (CP Co) Response to the Notice of
Violation (" Notice") transmitted by J G Keppler's February 8,1983 letter toJ D Selby. In addition to this cover letter, the response consists of attach-
ments in accordance with 10 CFR 2.201, addressing the two violations.

(Attachments 1 and 2), and a request for mitigation of the civil penalty under
the General Statenient of Policy and Procedure for Enforcement Actions
47 FED. REG. 9987 March 9, 1982 (Attachment 3).

Attachment 1, in addition to specifically providing the items of information 1

;
requested on page 9 of the " Notice", reports on the results of the Costpany's
investigation into In Process Inspection Notices (IPIN's) and answers the;

questions on page 2 of Mr Keppler's letter. The Company found that all
i quality control disciplines had been given the option to terminate an '

inspection (when multiple nonconforming conditions were observed), document
observed findings of the partial inspection on IPIN's, and return work to
construction. The Company also found that some individuals would limit
reinspection to reported deficiencies.
admits to the noncompliances listed under Violation B.As noted in Attachment 2, the Company ,

The Company admits the two violations and does not contest the basis for
imposing a civil penalty, although we respectfully request that the NRC
reconsider the amount of the penalty in light of the corrective actions the
Company has taken, as set forth more fully in Attachment 3. In late 1982,
upon receipt of preliminary information concerning NRC inspection findings,
the Company took major corrective actions. We halted most Category I work of
the prime contractor pending initiation of an effort to verify previous

-

inspections and statusing of incomplete work. We initiated steps to correct
the deficiencies and, as part of an overall program revised production and
7pOh g V W g ^
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quality processes, changed and realigned the management team, and expanded
project resources to complete the job. The description of this effort is
described in my letter to Mr J G Keppler dated January 10, 1983, regarding the
Midland Project Construction Completion Program. We are confident that as we
implement these corrective actions the Midland Project will achieve compliance
with regulatory requirements,

w ;..

JWC/JEB/dLa _

CC J G Keppler
J W Cook, P26-336B
R Warnick, NRC Region III
W D Shafer, NRC Region III '

;

R N Gardner, NRC Region III
R J Cook, NRC Resident Inspector Midland Site
R B Landsman, NRC Region III
B L Burgess, NRC Midland Site

.
.

1
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OL/0M SERVICE LIST

Hr Charles Bechhoefer, Esq Mr Frank J Kelley, EsqAdministrative Judge .
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Panel Attorney General of the
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission State of Michigan
Washington, DC 20555 Mr Stewart H Freeman, Esq

Assistant Attorney General,

Environmental Protection Div
720 Law Building
Lanring, MI 48913

Dr Frederick P Cowan
Administrative Judge Mr Myron M Cherry, Esq'

6152 N Verde Trail Cherry & Flynn
} Apt B-125 3 First National Plaza

Boca Raton, FL 33433 Suite 3700
Chicago, IL 60602.

Mr Michael Miller, Esq
Isham, Lincoln & Beale Mr Wendell H Marshall

3 3 First National Plaza RFD 10

Suite 5200 Midland, MI 48640
Chicago, IL 60602-

Mr D F Judd, Sr Project Manager
The Babcock & Wilcox Company Mr John Demeester *

P O Box 1260 Dow Chemical Building
Lynchburg, VA 24505 Michigan Division:

Midland, MI 48640
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Panel
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission Ms Mary Sinclair
Washington, DC 20555 5711 Summerset Street

Midland, MI 486404

Atomic Safety & Licensing Appeal Board
U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission Mr Steve Gadler
Washington, DC 20555 2120. Carter Avenue

St Paul, MN 55108
i .Mr William D Paton, Esq

Counsel for NRC Staff Mr Lee L Bishop
! U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission Harmon & Weiss

Washington, DC 20555 1725 I Street, NW #506'

Washington, DC 20006
Ms Barbara Stamiris .

5795 North River Road Mr C R Stephens
Route 3 Docketing and Service Station
Freeland, MI 48623 Office of the Secretary-

U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission -
Dr Jerry Harbour Washington, DC 20555

.

U S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Panel .

Washington, DC 20555-

i

i .

l
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CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY |
Midland Units 1 and 2

Docket No 50-329, 50-330

Letter Serial 21775 Dated 3-10-83

At the request of the Commission and pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended and.the
Commission's Rules and Regulations thereunder, Consumers Power Company submits
the response to Notice of Violation. -

|

|
CONSUNIRS POWER COMPANY )

By /s/ J W Cook
J W Cook, Vice President

Projects, Engineering and Construction

.

Sworn and subscribed before me this 10th day of March 1983 .;

"

/s/ Patricia A Puffer
Notary Public

Bay County, Michigan

My Commission Expires 3-4-86.

.
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ATTACHMENT 1

RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION ITEM A
!

|
STATEMENT OF VIOLATION (Item A) ;

"NRC inspectors determined that quality control inspectors were not
documenting as nonconformances all of the deficiencies which they observed

,
during their inspections. Inspections were suspended by the QC inspector if

! too many nonconformances were observed. In process inspection nbtices (IPINs)
associated with suspended inspections, identified as nonconformances only a
portion of the observed deficiencies. Supervisory QC personnel stated that )
they directed QC inspectors to limit the number of nonconformances documented I

during an inspection. This directive was verified by discussions with QC |inspectors. Several QC inspectors interviewed, confirmed that inspections '

were closed after reviewing only the deficiencies documented on the IPIN. As
a result, measures were not established to prevent the continued installation1

and use of these nonconforming items. In addition, corrective actions were;

not implemented to prevent recurrence of these nonconformances."

SUMMARY OF RESPONSE TO VIOLATION (Item A)

1. The violation is admitted.

2. The reasons for the violation are as follows: (1) failure of QC manage-
ment (a) to recognize potential for adverse impact, on the inspection
process, of terminating inspections on activities with multiple
deficiencies and partially documenting findings on IPINs, (" return
option")*, (b) to communicate specific direction on the use of the " return
option" to avoid adverse impacts; (2) lack of sufficient specificity in
procedures defining responsibilities of Quality Control Engineer's, (QCEs)
sianinF off on Inspection Report activities; (3) lack of full under-,

| standing among all QCEs of responsibilities for inspecting all multiple
items before closing IR line activities when conducting fellow-up'

inspections on activities subject to an IPIN.,

,

I '3. Corrective action in place is as follows: IPINs have been discontinued at
I the Midland site. QCEs have been instructed by memorandum to complete all

activities which have been submitted for inspection regardless of number
of nonconforming conuttions observed and to document findings on noncon-
formance reports (NCR's). '

4. Planned or in process corrective actions:

(a) Procedures PSP 6.1 and PSP 3.2 are being revised in accordance with
the direction given in Paragraph 3 above.

(b) QCEs will be trained in the revision to the procedures in accordance
. with the general training procedure B-3M-1. During this training,

emphasis will be placed on the requirement described in Paragraph 3
above. -

.

| miO283-0357a100-12
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(c) All closed inspection report activities upon which IPIN's have been
issued will be verified. An investigation of Deficiency Reports * is
ongoing to determine whether closed Inspection Reports were affected
by this problem.

5. Dates for full compliance

Item a - by March'22, 1983
' Item b - start training April 1,1983 *

'

Item c - as part of the verification step in the Construction Completion
Program

; DETAILED RESPONSE
Background Information

Inspection activities are defined in specific instructions, Project Quality,

t Control Instructions (PQCIs). These instructions describe how inspections are
carried out and the attributes to be inspected. Each inspection sctivity is

s

documented on an " Inspection Report," (IR) which contains blank spaces to be.

initialed by the individual Quality Control Engineer (QCE) who conducts this
inspection and only after completing the inspection activity. There is a one- -

| to-one correspondence between activities defined in the PQCI and listed on the~

IR. When all activities on the IR are appropriately initialed, the IR is
reviewed and " closed out" by a Quality Control Engineer Level II by signing on
a designated line on the IR's last page.

,

, In-Process Inspection Notices (IPINs), instituted on June 1, 1981, were one of
two basic types of reports used to document nonconforming conditions observed
during primary inspections at the Midland jobsite'. IPINs could be used to
document deficiencies which were found prior to acceptance of completed work.
Nonconformance Reports (NCR), the other basic means of formally reporting
nonconforming conditions, were used either before or after acceptance of4

' completed work.
,

If, during the course of an inspection activity, a QCE found a deficiency, he
was required to document the condition. Prior to June 1, 1981, procedures
specifically allowed a QCE to return certain deficiencies to construction
without documentation, providing the deficiency could be corrected within the
same shift. The procedures would not allow the QCE to_ initial the space
corresponding to such an activity on the IR unless and until the deficiency,.

was corrected by project construction or the condition had been properly
recorded o'n an NCR. Activities o'n an IR that were not initialed were said to
be "open." Because the activity could not be " closed" until correction of any
identified problem (or submission of an NCR), the "open" activity formed a
basis for controlling deficiencies identified during inspections.

.

* The Deficiency Report ("DR") is a predecessor document to IPINs, and as
such is under investigation to determine if corrective action regarding
it is warranted.

.. .,
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The IPIN procedure was designed to provide construction with prompt feedback
of infermation concerning deficiencies or incomplete work. A c.opy of all~

IPINs was sent immediately after issuance to' construction for disposition.
When construction made necessary corrections, the IPIN was returned to Quality
Control, indicating that the hardware was ready for further. inspection.

i Subsequent inspections which determined that the problem documented on the
IPIN had not been corrected, or that other nonconforming conditions existed,
would result in further IPINs or NCRs. In any case, an IR activity would
remain open until QC had verified all problems were corrected or an NCR was
submitted.

-
.

The particular practice giving rise to the Notice of Violation involved the
|termination of inspection' activities when multiple' nonconforming conditions

were observed part way through an inspection. If a QCE conducting an initial
inspection determined that parts or components covered by a given inspection
activity had a large number of nonconforming conditions, he had the option to
terminate his inspection before completing the activity, document the
deficiencies observed to that point on an IPIN and return the hardware to
construction ("the return option"). Region III determined that items not
inspected initially when this return option was exercised may have escapedi

'

later inspection. The postulated mechanism for this outcome is as follows:
As previously described, once construction had corrected a problem noted on an |

IPIN, the IPIN was transmitted to Quality Control for further inspections.
Procedures then required that the QCE inspect the hardware to determine that
corrections of the IPIN-identified deficiency were carried out and that all
other items had been inspected before closure of the activity on the IR.
Thus, if a return option had been exercised, then before closing out the
activity, a QCE would have to inspect not only those hardware items written up
on the IPIN, but also all others which he had not satisfied himself as being
previously inspected before the initial inspector terminated his inspection.
Region III concluded that this may not have been done in all instances,
resulting in a possible missed inspection. Region III also faulted the
process by pointing out that items beyond those noted on an IPIN which were
corrected by construction following a return of the item after a partial
inspection were not itemized and submitted for trending analysis.

, CPCo INVESTIGATION FINDINGS AND RESP 0'NSE TO NRC QUESTIONS

The Notice of Violation asks the Company to conduct an inspection to determine
(1) the extent to,which QC supervisors at the Midland site have been instruc-
ting QC inspectors to limit findings of deficiencies and (2) the extent to
which QC inspectors have been conducting reinspections based only on reported ,
deficiencies.

.

The Company was informed on January 18, 1983, that the use of the IPIN was'a
major NRC concern. In response to this meeting on inspection findings a task
force was chartered to start-an immediate investigation. The task force was
composed of a project attorney and two ' consultants.

When the NRC inspection report was received on February 8, 1983, the task;
.

! ~ force was directed to carry out the specific inspection requested by NRC. The
! task force work involved interviews with all QC supervisory personnel and a
i

l miO283-0357a100-12
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majority of the QCE staff. The task force also debriefed the 13 QCEs
interviewed by Region III.

'

It reviewed and evaluated existing quality assurance and quality control
procedures and instructions, .in light of other information obtained. Finally,
in conjunction with MPQAD, it recommended and initiated corrective actions.,

As a result of the IPIN task force's extensive efforts, the Company has a good
understanding of particular inspection practices regarding use of IPIN's at
the Midland site.

*

i

Virtually all nuclear construction projects have some means of documenting .
inspections conducted while construction work is in process. IPIN's, used for.

'

that purpose at Midland, were established under a system of closed loop
procedures requiring that documented conditions be returned to construction,:

' reworked, and then reinspected by QC to verify the implementation of
corrective action. The concept behind the use of IPINs is fundamentally-

sound, and is founded on recognized QA/QC principles, although specific,

problems existed in connection with the use of a " return option" at Midland.'

| The return option (defined above) was established to provide a means of I

i returning work to construction, when a QCE would otherwise have to occupy.

valuable time inspecting and documenting a large number of nonconformingi

conditions (referred to herein as "punchlisting"),'on a hardware item which
was actually not ready for inspection. The option permitted the QCE to return
the work to field engineering, which had the responsibility for checking the-

item and ensuring its readiness for inspection in the first instance. Thus,
the option was motivated by legitimate concerns and objectives.

.

] Although the option was not established for the purpose of " limiting findings
,- of deficiencies" by QC, obviously, to the extent deficiencies existed in the
| uninspected portion of the work, they were not recorded during this initial
; inspection, nor could they be accounted for in the trending analysis. The

return option was used in all disciplines, although some supervisors within,

I disciplines elected not to use it in their particular area.

The return option, by itself, would not result in a missed inspection covered,

! by a closed IR activity, so long as the inspector closing out the IR satisfied
himself that all items not encompassed by the IPIN and included in the
activity were inspected, either by him or by the previous inspector. QC
procedures, in fact, required the signer of the IR activity to vouch for the
inspection of all items before signing. It is a basic principle of quality
control that an inspector should not sign for something he has not verified,*,

either by documentation, inspection, or some other means. The Company found
that the answers provided by some individuals indicated a lack of a full
understanding of the requirement to satisfy themselves that all items had been
inspected before closing out an IR activity subject to an IPIN. The IPIN
procedures did not specify exactly how a return option should be handled,
either initially or in closing out IR activities, and thus may have
contributed to any misunderstandings which existed.

I

As part.of its corrective action, described more fully above, the Company will
ensure that procedural shortcomings in defining the requirements for QCE;

?

" '
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closure of IR activities are corrected, and will retrain QCEs, emphasizing
their responsibilities to conduct full, complete inspections and document all'
deficiencies before signing off IR activities. The Company also decided to
discontinue the " return option" at Midland and require that all initial
inspections be completed with non-conforming conditions fully documented. The
IPIN form has also been eliminated and all deficiencies will be documented ona revised NCR form. (The particular findings of the extensive Company
investigation into the use of IPINs are recited more fully below under

. responses to the NRC'a questions contained in the Notice of Viol,ation.)
Question 1

.

" Determine the extent to which QC Supervisors at the Midland Site have been
instructing QC Inspectors to limit findings of deficiencies."

There are two aspects to this question. A first aspect concerns the extent towhich QC Inspectors were instructed not to completely inspect activities
prior to turning work back to construction. A second aspect relates to
directions, if any, given to QCEs, not to document deficiencies actuallyobserved. Regarding the first aspect, the Company found that QCEs were

-

directed to use a " return option" which resulted in initial. inspection
activities not being completed. With regard to the second aspect of_the
question, QC management intended that, in the exercise of a return option, all
deficiencies actually seen would be reported on an IPIN. Project management
personnel encouraged the use of a return option and QC management, instructed
QC leads, who reported directly to them, in its use.

The QC management interviewed by the task force stated that the option was
intended to provide a means for returning work to construction and avoid
occupying QCE's time punchlisting work for construction. There was no intentto avoid reporting deficiencies, although the inadvertent result of the
practice was that deficiencies on the portion of the work not inspected before
return would not be documented. QC leads who instructed their personnel to
use the option agreed with the QC management's purpose in using the option.

Of the 16 QC leads and supervisors interviewed, one individual was in the
' documentation area, for which the return option was inapplicable, and eightstated,either that the option was not a
they had not used it for other reasons..pplicable to their activity, or thatOf the latter, one stated. that he had -
never been told to use the return option.

.

Two stated that their group had used it only infrequently. One of these
understood that all observed deficiencies were to be documented but could notrecall whether he had so instructed his group. The other indicated'that the
only instance when an inspection was halted before completion was when it was
obvious that cable insulation damage would require a completely newtermination. In this instance the inspection for other termination

*

deficiencies would not be performed, but the observed damage would be
documented..

.

Three individuals indicated regular use of the option. One stated that he had
instructed his' subordinates to document all observed nonconformances, onei

J

.
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could not. recall giving specific instructions but knew that his subordinate's
practice was to document all observed nonconformances and one knew that that
was the proper practice, assumed that his subordinates 'did it that way, but
could not recall whether he had so instru'cted them.

Two other individuals were relatively new in the position. One indicated that
it was his practice to document everything observed but that it had not been
the practice of his predecessor (no longer at the plant). The other continued
the practice of his previous supervisor to document all observat, ions.

The task force found that from a quarter to a half of the individual -

inspectors (QCEs) contacted, depending oc the discipline, were aware of and
made use of a " return option". A few individuals' stated that they documented
some, but not all, deficiencies observed in an inspection in which the return
option was used.*

The company's corrective action on this point is described above. The company
considers it of fundamental importance that all QCEs and supervisors
understand the requirement to document deficiencies observed when an item has
been submitted for inspection rather than using an " oral" communication
process. This aspect will be emphasized in training on the new procedures..

'

Question 2 '
.

"DeterminetheextenttowhichQCinspectors$5vebeenconductingre-
inspections: based only on reported deficiencies."

The Company deter:nined, based upon investigation thah.?almostallQCEsat
Midland were' completing their inspectionstproperly. However, because a few
individuals may rot have completed' inspections fully, the Company concluded
that the NRC inspection finding was valid. ''

,

Iht' precise question t.o he' addressed here is whether and to what extent QCEs
closed out, inspection record activities / subject to 'IPINs which do not
encompass the.sntire activity,Jwith'out fully inspecting the activity. The

s ;;

! ;
,

* Approximately one-hali) cf the QCEs contacted also ' indicated that in some
circumstances they allowqd repairs ce reworks to take place within a fixeds

period of time without documenting sthe deficiences observed during the
initial inspection. Virtually, all of those.yutilizing this practice had been
advised by their supervisors to do so. "' >-..

; ;
'

Thi.: pra'ctide war.'spe ifidally allowed pribr to June 1,1981, and through
an apparentnlack of' clear'ccomunication continued after the option was
removed.from QC procedures on,this date. The upper tier policy document
allowed the practice on a one. shift, basis.until February 1983. Since
this ipractice would not lead to missed inspections with regsrd to
use cf IPINS, it was not addressed further as-part of the task force
investigation. An NCR was written on December 10, 19_82 regarding the

_

; - opticnal practice not to document deficiencies corrected during a one
| shift' period; MPQAD,will-further track and disposition this issue
! utilizing;ttie results of the. task force investigation.

y 'J) *; , .. .
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lIPIN task force determined that although a few individuals stated they would
|'not necessarily reinspect all items before closing wat the IR activity. There

were several reasons for this response. Some would not lead to an inspection'
miss.

When asked to describe the types of inspections for which they would not
reinspect all example.s, it became evident that nearly all individuals followed

| practices which would not have led to an inspection failure. Many individuals
stated that they did not reinspect all items when they conducted the initial

' inspection and remembered items they had previously inspected. .0thers
answered that they limited their reinspection to items covered by the IPIN,
but only when the activity covered only one item. Still others limited their
reinspection if the inspection of all other items w'as docume'nted. Thus, in
spccific circumstances an inspector following all applicable procedures could

; have limited his reinspection to hardware items encompassed by the IPIN and
j accomplished a complete inspection of the activity. Only a few individuals

appeared to lack sufficient understanding of the requirement that the'

reinspection verify inspection of all items within an activity.

The IPIN task force concluded that not more than ten percent of the
individuals contacted reported unacceptable practices. Although the task
force's conclusions on this question were more positive than NRC's from a

'

statistical standpoint, the task force concluded that NRC's inspection finding
and notice of violation were valid. -

~It is the Company's conclusion that the cause of this violation was unclear
management direction regarding documentation associated with use of the
" return option".

|

i

|
| '

.

!
'

,

.

.
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ATTACHMENT 2

RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION ITEM B

OVERVIEW

As a result of the Company's assessment of overall project status in the fall
of 1982 and based on information regarding the identified findings from NRC
inspections and their generic implications, Project management carefully
evaluated the needs for corrective actions. The Construction Completion
Program (CCP) was conceived to address all identified concerns and to achieve,

'

desired improvements in project performance. *

-.

The project presented the Construction Completion Program concept to;

Region III personnel on December 2, 1982 after having initiated action to
implement the plan the previous day. A description of the CCP was sent to the
NRC in our January 10, 1983 letter and a public meeting was held with the NRC
on February 8,1983 to discuss the plan. This overvir.w summarizes how major.

portions of the CCP cover the individual findings of the Notice of Violation
and the generic implications of these findings.

The specific portions of the CCP that address the generic implications of the
NRC Diesel Generator Building Inspection are as follows:.

A. System Team Organization

The organization for completion of construction is being reorganized to
emphasize a systems approach. A team made up of construction and
engineering personnel (with close QC coordination) will be assigned to,

complet'e all work on a specific system or systems. This team concept will
also be applied to remaining area work.

,

( The team concept provides for very close coor'dination between all major-
activities required to produce and demonstrate a quality product. The
development of this organization involves a review of existing field,

procedures and preparation of improved procedures for defining work
requirements. A major element of this approach will be preparation of

! expanded instructions to the crafts that will improve performance to
design and specifications and will insure proper coordination with
inspection as the work proceeds. The team members will be trained in the
new procedures.

An assessment of current system construction and inspection status will be
made by the team prior to initiation of construction a.ctivities. This,,

will provide a baseline of existing quality and allow any existing
problems to be identified and corrected.!

:

.

9

'#

*
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The specific NRC inspection findings * covered by this activity are: 1

B-Ib, B-Ic, B-Id, B-lh, B-lj, B-11 through p, B-1q, B-4a and B-6.

B. Review PQCI's and Update As Required

The procedures for carrying out inspections (PQCI's) are being reviewed to
insure all important inspection attributes are specifica'lly described and,
to the extent practicable, all reference material is incorporated directly
in the PQCI.

The specific NRC inspection report findings covered by,this activity are:

B-la, B-Ib, B-Ic, B-4a, B-4b and B-8a.

C. Review the Inspection Process (See note below on inspection backlog)

The inspection process including construction procedures for initiating
inspections will be modified so that:

1. The procedure for documenting non-conformances ensures that all non-
. conforming conditions are properly identified and tracked.
|
| 2. The process for providing instructions for construction activities
| ensures all required inspections are performed when required.

The specific NRC inspection. report findings covered by this activity are:
.

B-11-p, B-4b, B-8b(1) and B-8b(2)

| D. QC Training and Certification

!
The QC Department has been reorganized under direct Consumers Power
Company control. All QC personnel have been or are undergoing a training
program leading to re-certification to the revised PQCI's.

The specific NRC inspection report findings covered by this activity are:
'B-11 p and B-4b.

,

E. Program Reviews

General QA Program reviews have been initiated in the areas identifiedi

| below in addition to the specific responses required from the inspections
! findings. The results of these reviews and any requirements for program
i revision will be incorporated in CCP activities.

1. Receipt Inspection Review covers findings B-Ig and B-3.

2. Material Traceabilit'y Review covers findings B-le, B-If, B-2a and
B-8a.

.

.

* Findings are identified by the item designation in the Notice of Violation
transmitted by the NRC and letter of February 8, 1983 J G Keppler to J D Selby. .

-
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3. Design and Document Control Review covers findings B-li, B-lj, B-Ik,
B-2b, B-2c, B-2e, B-5 and B-7.

F. Safety-related classification.

The NRC is reviewing the project licensing position on this issue. This
covers findings B-2d and B-2f.

The response to each individual finding follows:
.

.

.

.

.

-
.

.

** Note on inspection backlog.
,

The Company specifically reviewed the NRC concern ~regarding, "...a backlog
of almost 16,000 inspections...", the status of inspection records (IR) as
of November 26, 1982 was actually as follows:

IR Issued 190,000; IR Closed 174,000;,IR "Open" 16,000

The 16,000 "Open" IR are categorized as follows:

(1) Opened in anticipation of an inspection request but construction not'
yet ready for inspection, 7,200.

(2) Fully ready for inspection, 1,200...

(3) Open but waiting for next complete step in construction, 5,700.
'

i
'

(4) Open pending NCR/IPIN disposition, 800.

(5) Open pending Level III appr' oval, 700.

(6) Hiscellaneous, 400.
.

! Therefore, the actual backlog of inspections is more correctly identified
by the 1,200. irs where construction is done and waiting for inspection.

,

t
.. .
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NOV Item B - 1.a (82-22-02A)
E

'

" Installation of diesel generator engine control panels IC112, 2C111, and
2C112 was not in accordance with the requirements delineated on foundation
Drawing 7220-M18-250 in that the foundation bolt washers required by the

i subject drawing were not installed." !
,

r

i

~

1. The violation is admitted, in part. ~ *

. .

2. (la) No Electrical or Civil QC instruction required specific verification
of the bevelled washer installation. Therefore, documented proof
that bevelled washers were installed could not be provided since the
foundation is grouted. (bevel washers)

'

(2a) The inspection records for panels IC-112, 2C-111 and 2C-112 are open
, with attributes such as washers and torquing not yet inspected.'

Therefore, this is not a violation. (flat washers)
i
"

.

3. (la) NCR M01-9-2-138 was written by MPQAD on October 15, 1982 to document
the non-confonnance and was closed on December 8,1982. (bevel
washers)

4

(Ib) FCR M-7026 was written on November 10, 1982 to make the bevelled
washers optional, because in this case, bevelled washers did nothing-
to aid in support or leveling of the panel. The FCR was approved
November 23, IS32. (bevel washers)

(2a) Due to insufficient quantities of flat washers and nuts this portion,

; of the installation was not completed. The field has subsequently-'

procured sufficient quantities to complete the bolt down and are
i

'

awaiting Construction Completion Program approval to install them.
(flat washers),

.

'

.

4. Electrical and Civil PQCI's will be reviewed and revised as applicable to'

include specific verification for mounting requirements and will incor-'

porate applicable hold points.
.

|

!

|
.

5. QC inspection plan E-6.0 and C-1.10 (if required) shall-b'e modified to |

incorporate full ~ inspection and hold pointa 'for all un-installed.

electrical equipment by March 28, 1983 and required training to the E
revised plan is scheduled.for completion by April 11, 1983. . (bevel. I

; washers)- .i
| |-

!

i \
'
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NOV Item B - 1.b (82-22-02B) ;
-

" Unscheduled pull box associated with conduits 2BN006, 2BN007, and 2BDA002 was
not sized in accordance with the requirements delineated on Sheet 42 of

; Drawing E-42 in that the 12" x 12" x 6" as-built dimensions of the subject
| pull box did not conform to the 13 1/2" x 12" x 6" dimension requirements
| delineated on Sheet 42 of Drawing 42."

|
*

.

.

1. The violation is admitted.

2. (1) Failure of Field Engineering to specify correct size pull box for
Construction to install.

(2) Failure of QC, during inspection of conduits 2BN006, 2BN007 and,

2BDA002, to identify non-conforming condition.
|

| -

.

3. FCR E-3157 was written on November 8, 1982 and approved on November 17,
1982. This FCR clarified the intent of E-42(Q) SH 42 to include minimum
bend radius as a criterion for pull box sizing. Given the revised-

I criteria, the pull boxes cited conform to the' requirements, as documented-

in an NCR written by MPQAD on March 7, 1983.
,

;

4. (1) PQCI E-1.0 will be revised to verify and record pull box size and
bend radius of cable will be_ verified on applicable PQCI's.

,

(2) Team training programs, required by the Construction Completion
Program, will emphasize the importance of following all requirements,

of design documents.
..

.

.

L . .

-

I: 5. (1) PQCI E-1.0 to be revised-by March 29, 1983 and required training is
scheduled for completion by April 29,- 1983 to verify and record pull y

box size. -

'

|

(2)' Reinspection of installed work will be carried out during the
| implementation of the Construction Completion Program.
'

O;
. . ,

.

!
-

.
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NOV Item B - 1.c (82-22-02C)

"The l'-10" wall to support dimension required by raceway support Drawing
E-796(Q), Sheet 2 of 2, Revision 5, for hanger No. 86 was not correctly
translated into the as-built installation of the subject hanger in that the
as-built wall to support dimension was 2'-1 1/2" in lieu of the required
l'-10"."

-
.

. .

1. The violation is admitted.

2. Craft, Supervision, Field Engineering and QC did not provide sufficient
attention to detail to assure correct locations of P1001 strut on tube
steel as delineated on Drawing E-796(Q) SH 2 detail 1.

3. FCN E-7040 was written to approve installed conditions and has been
incorporated. NCR H01-9-3-084 was written by MPQAD on March 7, 1983 to
document this condition, and for purposes of trending.

4. (1) Revise PQCI E-2.1 and provide QC training to properly inspect
supports.

(2) Team training programs, required by the Coastruction Completion
Program will emphasize the importance of following all requirements
of design documents. *

.

. .

.

5. Revision of E-2.1 and required qualification training is estimated to be
complete by May 15, 1983.

.

.

.

j

.
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NOV Item B - 1.d (82-22-02D)
.

"The 6'-6" wall to support dimension required by raceway support Drawing
E-796(Q) Sheet 1 of 2, Revision 11 for hanger No. 14 was not correctly
translated into the as-built installation of the subject hanger in that the
as-built wall to support dimension was 5'-5" in lieu of the required 6'-6"."

.

| *

i .

1. The violation is admitted.

2. (1) E-796(Q) SH 1 shows the proper dimension for Bay 4 but is incorrect
for Bay 3. The dimension shown for Bay 3 is a drafting error.

(2) The Field Engineer failed to write a FCN to correct drawing for Bay
3 prior to completing the installation of the support..

3. DCN #16 to Drawing E-796(Q) SH 1 was prepared and approved on November 9,
1982 to correct the drafting error. Incorporation has taken place. An
NCR was written by MPQAD on March 7,1983.

. .

4. Team training programs, required by the Construction Completion Program
will emphasize the importance of following all requirements of design
documents.

.

.

' '

5. Specific compliance will be achieved when team training is completed under
the Construction Completion Program.

..

i *
.

: .

[ -

*
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NOV Item B - 1.e (82-22-05A) ;

"The inspectors identified high strength steel plate placed in the laydown
area which was not marked with the material type and grade as required by
Field Instruction FIG-9.600, Revision 1."

.

. .
.

1. The violation is admitted.
. .

2. Most steel was properly marked and some markings were not exposed,
however, some pieces of high strergth steel were not properly marked,

through failure to follow procedures.

|
|

3. All steel was re-marked with paint as to clearly show any grades cther
than A-36. QC inspections have been increased from monthly to weekly. An
NCR was written by MPQAD on March 8, 1983. Procurement personnel
responsible for the marking of steel have been retrained to the
requirements of FIG-9.600.

;i

! 4. N/A
|

|

-

! '5 Complete..

.

.

.

.

D

t
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NOV Item B - 1.f (82-22-05B1

"The inspectors identified various stock steel shapes in the "Q" area with
yellow-colored paint on the ends (indicating the material was "non-Q") and
various steel stock shapes in the "non-Q" area without r t_.cd ends
(indicating "Q" material), contrary to the requirements of Field Instruction
Fig-9.600, Revision 1." .

.

.

*
e

1. The violation is admitted, in part.

2. All steel in "Q" area was identified in accordance with procedures but
some manufacturers markings led to confusion. Some steel in "non-Q" areas
was not marked in accordance with procedures.

.

i

3. All steel in "non-Q" area was painted or repainted yellow as to conform
with the procedure. QC inspections have been increased from monthly to
weekly. To avoid confusion, manufacturers color coding was removed from
the ends of steel in question in the "Q" area. An NCR was written by
MPQAD on March 8, 1983. Procurement personnel responsible for the marking

*

of steel have been retrained to the requirements of FIG-9.600(Q).

4. Field Instruction FIG-9.600(Q) will be revised to designate the marking
requirem;nt for non-Q steel to be's Q attribute.i

.

-
i
- 5. The required procedure revision will be completed by May 1, 1983.

..

.

.

.

.

-
.

" *
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NOV Iteu B - 1.2 (82-22-09A)
l'

"The slots in the suffler support plates were not machined but were determined
to be irregular and flame cut, leaving rough slot edges not in conformance
with design Drawing M18-425(5)-1."

.

i .

-
.

| 1. The violation is admitted.
. .

;

2. These slots were manufactured incorrectly by the vendor prior to receipt
at the jobsite. The slots in Diesel Generator muffler supports are
required for thermal expansion. The vendor drawing calls for these slots,

to be machined, but they were torch cut and exceeded required dimensions.

,

f

.

3. Following the NRC inspection, Bechtel NCR 4693 was written to determine
if, as fabricated, the slots would perform their intended function.

,

f

4. NCR 4693 is currently being reviewed by Project Engineering and the
vendora

i

e

f 5. NCR 4693 expected to be dispositioned by April 1, 1983.,

|
*

| .

|

.

.

i

*

.
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NOV Item B - 1.h (82-22-09B)

" Jacking plates were not installed beneath the center support plates of Bay 1
diesel generator muffler as required by Drawing M18-250-6."

.

1. The violation is admitted. *

.

'

.

2. Jacking plates for Diesel Generator muffler supports were not installed in
Bay I beneath the center support, as shown in vendor drawings, due to
failure to install according to the design drawing.

~

3. Following the NRC inspection an NCR was written against the condition. A
subsequent NCR was also written after tne NRC inspection, based on
inspections of other Diesel Generator mufflers which resulted in
identification of similar deficiencies in Bays 3 and 4. Both NCRs were
dispositioned "Use As Is", since loadings from the jacking screws on the
concrete were acceptable.

.

4. Team training programs required by the Construction Completion Program
will emphasize the importance of following all requirements of vendor
drawings.

.

.

5. The implementation of the disposition of NCRs will provide full compliance
for the "As Built" condition. Subsequent revision to vendor drawings
required to complete NCR 4738 follow-up actions is forecast for completion
by April 1, 1983. Specific compliance will be achieved when team training,,

is completed under the Construction Completion Program.

.

.

1

..

|
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.

NOV Item B - 1.1 (82-22-18A)

" Procedure FID-2.100, (Outstanding FCR/FCN Retirement), Revision 2 was
inadequate in that the design drawings were not changed when an FCR/FCN had
been retired and no further reference to the FCR existed on the revised
drawing. As a result, the retired FCR C-2103 relating to HVAC structural
steel was lost and could not be traced to the design drawing to ensure a
complete quality record."

.

.

-
.

. .

1. The violation is admitted.

2. Field Procedure FID-2.100(Q) was inadequate in that it did not contain a
requirement to provide for indication on design drawings that applicable
FCNs and FCRs had been retired. Retired FCR/FCNs address one time
approved deviations to generic design which are not incorporated into base
design drawings due to their applicability to a limited number of
locations. (It is noted that this procedural deficiency is not the reason
the FCR was lost. The FCR was lost due to a clerical error and a copy was
obtained from the design office within twenty-four hours. It is also
noted that the FCR could be traced to the design drawing through the
FCR/FCN retirement computer printout.)

3. Field Procedure FID-2.100(Q) was revised to formalize the practice of
requiring design drawings to be annotated with a circled letter "R"
denoting a retirement. The Field, Document Control Department has
performed a 100% review of all drawings, with retired FCR/FCNs against,

them, to verify compliance to this new requirement.
.

.

.

4. N/A

'

5. Complete.

'
.

.

.

1
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NOV Item B - 1.3 (82-22-18B)

" Field Sketch CY-1035 which illustrated the botton gusset plates for HVAC fan
supports was not identified as "Q", nor was there a reference to the affected
drawing on the sketch as required by Procedure FPD-5.000, (Preparation of
Field Sketches.)"

.

.

.

'

.

1. The violation is admitted.

2. The requirement for this designation and reference is contained in Field
Procedure FPD-5.000 and was not followed. Field Sketch CY-1035 for the
Diesel Generator Building HVAC support steel _ gusset plate was not

,

designated "Q", nor referenced to the original design drawing.
.

3. Field Sketch CT-1035 has been revised and designated "Q", and referenced
to design drawing C-1004. NCR N01-0-2-155 was issued by MPQAD to document
the identified discrepancy. Field Procedure FPD-5.000 was reviewed and
determined to be adequate in regard to the stated requirement.

..

Training of responsible personnel in the specifics of FPD-5.000 has been
conducted.

.

4. A review of other FSXs will be conducted by Field Engineering for
compliances with FPD-5.000.

.

'' 5. The review by Field Engineeri,ng will be completed by April 22, 1983.
.

.

.

n

.

.. .
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NOV Item B - 1.k (82-22-18C)

" Procedure FPD-5.000, (Preparation of Field Sketches), Revision I did not,

require design drawings to reference appropriate field sketches to ensure a
complete quality record."

.

-
.

J

1. The violation is admitted.
. .

,

2. Although field procedures do not control what is placed on design
drawings, no cross reference log existed to enable one to readily find
what Field Sketches (FSK's) apply to each design drawing.

.

3. A reverse reference log was created listing applicable civil miscellaneous
steel FSK's for each civil design drawing depicting miscellaneous steel.

4. Reverse reference logs listing applicable FSK's will be created for the
remainder of all FSK's prepared in accordance with FPD-5.000. .FPD-5.000
will be revised to address the requirements for reverse reference logs.

1

,5d FPD-5.000 will be revised by Aprii 15, 1983, addressing these requirements-
and including an effectivity date of June 15, 1983 for reverse reference |

|- lo.gs .

|
*

; :.

|
'

|

|

I
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-
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NOV Item B - 1.1,m,n,o,p (82-22-16)

"(1) The eight bracing top gusset plates identified on Drawing C-1004,
Revision 10, as 5/16" thick were measured by the inspectors to be 1/4"
thick in all four diesel generator bays. This change was neither
reviewed nor properly authorized.

'

(a) The as-built gusset plate connections in Bay I were not built as
identified on Detail 3 of Drawing C-1004. The angle braces were welded
together as opposed to having separate welds for each brace. This
change was neither reviewed nor properly authorized.

.

(n) None of the sixteen 1/4" bracing angles identified on Drawing C-1004 .
were constructed utilizing 1/4" material. This change was neither
reviewed nor properly authorized.

(o) Drawing C-1004, Detail 2, "equired the W10 beam-to-beam connection to ber

welded. In Bay No. 3, a bolted connection was constructed in lieu of
the required welded connection, without review nor proper authorization.

(p) The column cover plate identified on FCR C-4401 was not constructed in
Bay No. 3 as required. The plate was slotted instead of solid as ,

required. This change was neither reviewed nor properly authorized.",

1. The violations are admitted.
.

2. Diesel Generator Building HVAC fan support steel installation was not done
* in accordance with the drawings due to a lack'of attention to detail

during construction and inspection for Items (1),-(m) and (n). For Item
(o), the specific item was constructed to an earlier approved drawing and
failure to identify the discrepancy occurred during the inspection
process. For Item (p) the finding was due to the lack of attention to
detail during construction. -

,

3. (1) With regard to the undersized gusset plates, a subsequent evaluation
by Project Engineering indicated the smaller 1/4" size plates were
acceptable. Nevertbaless, the plates will be replaced with 5/16".

plates by Bechtel per NCR 4690.
**

(a) The gusset plate connection in Bay I has been removed and wi'll be
reworked per NCR 4690.

(n) The 5/16" and 3/8" bracing angles,have been removed and will be
reworked per NCR 4690.

,

(o) After the NRC inspection, $CR 4690 was written and dispositioned "Use
As Is" for bolted connections constructed in Bay 3. It should be
noted that these connections were constructed to design drawings
approved at that time which allowed bolted connections.

.
. .

" '
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NOV Item B - 1.1,m,n,o,p (82-22-16) Continued

(p) NCR 4690 dispositioned the cover plate on the steel column to be
" reworked". -

4. Team training programs, required by the Construction Completion Program
will emphasize the importance of following all requirements of design
documents. In addition, as part of the Construction Completion Program, a
review of PQCI's is being done to assure that correct design requirements
are specified for inspectors. The Program also calls for a QC inspector
recertification program.

5. Specificcompliancewillbeachievedwhenreworkiscompketedunderthe
Construction Completion Program.

i

o

.

.

.

o

I
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NOV Ites B - 1.q (82-22-24)

"A section (approximately 18 x 10 x 4 inches deep) of the primary containment
wall in Containment Purge Room 702 was removed (by chipping) without obtaining
approval as required by FIG-1.111, Revision 4, Concrete Drilling Permit."

.

.

.

1. The violation is admitted. -

2. Field procedures (FIG-1.111, Revision 3) in effect at the time of work did
not require concrete drill permits for chipping because damage to
reinforcing steel and other embedded items is not as likely as with
drilling.

,

-
.

3. (1) Field Procedure FIG-1.111, Concrete Drill Permits, has been revised
'

and approved to include chipping.

(2) Steps have been taken to insure concrete chipping repairs are
performed using approved guidelines. FCR C-5206 was prepared and has

~

been approved by Project Engineering to establish guidelines for,

concrete chipping repair. This FCR has subsequently been
incorporated into Specification 7220-C-231(Q). Field Procedure FPT-
3.000, has been revised to specifically include inspection of repairs
to chipped areas as part of area turnover. This procedure is being
designated as Quality Related, and is currently under review.

(3) The above steps are summarized on NCR H01-2-154 which was issued by
MPQAD to request process corrective action. The Project Engineering.

response to this NCR concludes there is no safety impact, or affect
on quality of the structure, due to the chipping of concrete
identified in the Containment Purge Room 702..

,

**
. .

. .

4. (1) Field Procedure FFT-3.000 requires approval.

(2) The chipped area in question requires repair.

(3) NCR H01-9-2-154 requires closing.
.

.

*
,

.

'

- -
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.

NOV Item B - 1.q (82-22-24) Continued
4

5. (1) April 15, 1983.

(2) Specific compliance will be achieved when the rework is completed
under the Construction Completion Program.

(3) Following rework.
.

-
.

. .

;

;

!

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*

.

.

.

a
, .

.
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NOV Item B - 2.a (82-22-08)

" Measures were not established for the selection and review for suitability of
application of "Q" materials associated with the diesel generator exhaust
muffler in that design drawings and specifications did not indicate the
material identity of the installed muffler saddle supports and plates."

.

.

.

.

.

1. The violation is indeterminate at this time.

2. Material specification and identification is the responsibility of the
emergency diesel generator prime vendor. No documentation was available
on site to show that the material used in the fabrication of the Diesel
Generator exhaust silencers met the requirements for seismic Class I
installation..

3. The vendor has been requested to provide the necessary documentation for
material traceability and identification of applicable QA requirements
applied to the exhaust silencers.

.

4. A status update and identification of any corrective steps which may be
required will be provided by Project Engineering by May 2,1983.

.

.

5. To ,be determined by results Project Engineering report of May 2,1983.

..

*
.

.

.

.

*
.

. .

" '
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.

NOV Item B - 2.b (82-22-15B)

; " Design Drawing C-147 required bolted bracing connections for the diesel
generator building HVAC bracing gusset plates- Field Sketch CY-1035 was used-

.
' to change the design to welded connections in lieu of the specified bolted

connections. This design change was neither properly reviewed nor approved."
.

4
.

-
.

| 1. The violation is admitted. -

1

2. Note 14 on drawing 7220-C-147 was not clear. It has always been the
i intent of Project Ergineering to allow Field Engineering to substitute '

welded for bolted connections when detailing steel bracing connections,
however, no specific instructions were provided.

(

.

3. FCR C-5174 was issued and approved to clarify that Note 14 on drawing.

' 7220-C-147 is applicable to bracing connections.
4

4. None required.

'

| ,5 . Completed.

.

.

.

.

*
.

.

.

.
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NOV Item B - 2.c (82-22-15C)
1" Design Drawings C-1004 and C-147 did not specify the sizes of the diesel |

generator building HVAC fan gusset plates. A " combo" shop work order request
was used to design the gusset plates without appropriate review and approval."

.

-
.

.

.

1. The violation is admitted. .

2. The Diesel Generator Building HVAC fan support gusset plate dimensions
were only identified on a field fabrication shop work order. The field
sketch for this work was inadequate in that it did not contain necessary
details for fabrication. ,

.

3. The fan support gusset plate dimensions have.been added to field sketch
CY-299. FCR C-5174 was issued and approved to clarify on the design
drawing the criteria to be utilized for detailing bracing connections.

.

.

.

4. Review all civil miscellaneous steel field sketches to assure that proper
information for gusset plates is included and specified in accordance with
FCR C-5174.

.

5. May 2, 1983.

.

.O
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NOV Item B - 2.d (82-22-15A)

"The licensee failed to analyze the four diesel generator building monorails
as seismic Category I as described in their commitment to Regulatory
Guide 1.29, in Appendix 3A of the FSAR."

.

-
.

1. The violation is admitted in that the Diesel Generator Monorail had not
been analyzed seismically through the normal project design process, or
after the initial walkdown under specification 7220-L-001(Q) had been
performed to verify project compliance to Regulatory Guide 1.29
commitments. The Proximity and Seismic Category II/I Site Walkdown
Program described in Specification 7220-L-001(Q) provides method for
identification, evaluation and resolution of all potential situations
where non seismic Category I commodities are installed above safety
related systems, components or structures.

2. The Diesel Generator Building monorails were reviewed during the
preliminary walkdown, but were not identified for further analysis due to
the walkdown teams verbal understanding that the monorails had been
seismically analyzed previously.

3. Seismic analysis was subsequently performed addressing adequacy of the
Diesel Generator Building monorails. The analysis concluded that failure
of the monorails under seismic loading would not occur.

.

The training program for all walkdown teams was revised to require that
se,ismic analysis on non-seismic components that would potentially effect
safety related structures, systems or components are documented. If.

documentation *is not available at the time of walkdown then the potential
interaction must be identified on an interaction identification sheet in *

accordance with applicable walkdown program requirements.

All areas walked down prior to the revised training program were rewalked
to assure that any other non-seismic components that could potentially
effect safety related st'ructures, systems or components had documented
seismic analysis on file.

.

.

.
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NOV Item B - 2.d (82-22-15A) Continued

4. Engineering records will be compiled to support walkdown teams.
.

I

5. May 15, 1983
.

.

.
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.

NOV Item B - 2.e (82-22-11),

"The licensee designed and constructed thirty-two diesel generator building
exhaust system hangers without ensuring that the applicable requirements for
"Q" components were included in the design documents."

-

,

-
.

1. The violation is admitted.
, . .

2. (a) All design documents associated with installation of the Diesel
'

Generator exhaust (B31.1) pipe hangers were not identified as "Q"
| even though the P&ID identified the piping as " Seismic Category 1"

and the FSAR specified the Diesel Generator exhaust system to be
safety related.

(b) In accordance with project commitments any structure system or
components identified " Seismic Category 1" is considered "Q" and

j project quality assurance program req;'rements should be applied. In
general, only ASME III hangers are "Q", however, because of the-

uniqueness of " Seismic Category 1", B31.1 hangers, Project
Engineering failed to translate the "Q" identification through all of

, the sub-tier documents.
!

I

3. The exhaust piping for the Diesel Generators is "Q" as documented in,

| the isometric M-652, SH 1 and P&ID 7220-M-452 Sht IA & IB. The
applicable hanger sketches have subsequently been revised to identify

'

the supports as "Q". Bechtel Specification 7220-M-326(Q) has been
,

revised to provide special provisions for QC inspections of the "Q"
J31.1 support and lists the pipe hangers in question. A review has,

been performed which determined that no other situation similiar to
tne Diesel Generator exhaust piping (B31.1-Seismic Category 1) exists
in the plant. In addition project confirmed that no other unique *

situations in the plant exist where Seismic Category 1 structures,
systems or components are identified and the quality assurance
program requirements had not been applied. There were several,

| instances of drawing inconsistencies that require correction as
| result of project reviews, and NCR M01-5-2-166 was written by MPQAD ;

to document this item.

.

,
.

.
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NOV Ites B - 2.e (82-22-11) Continued

4. (a) Project drawing changes are required to correct inconsistencies
identified during project review for B31.1 piping in other project
areas that were Seismic Category 1 without being identifed as "Q".

(b) QC inspection of Diesel Generator exhaust system hangers wi'.1 be
required in accordance with project specification 7220-M-326(Q).

.

.

5. (a) Project drawing correction will be complete by June 1,1983. .

(b) Required Diesel Generator exhaust system hanger inspections and
closure of NCR B01-5-2-166 will be completed when the Construction
Completion Program is initiated.

.

-
,

.
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,

NOV Item B - 2.f (82-22-26)

"The licensee purchased Armor Stone for a "Q" portion of the perimeter dike
without translating the applicable regulatory requirements into appropriate
specifications and design documents."

.

-
.

1. The violation is admitted.
. .

2. Part 2 of enclosure 7 of the NRC letter on Completion of Soils Remedial
Activities Review dated May 25, 1982 required that the activities of the
Armorstone placement program be "Q" controlled. The Project ' ailed to
translate this requirement into the design and procurement docusents for
this material due to a misunderstanding of NRC requirements.

3. Bechtel drawings C-45, C-109, C-111 and C-112 have been revised to
designate the total area of the dike adjacent to the ultimate heat sink as
"Q" as opposed to that while was designated "Q" in the initial
implementation of the NRC requirements.

4. Technical specification C-209 will be revised as "Q" and will identify the
portion of installation work to be done as "Q". In addition, Bechtel
drawing C-1096 will be revised to,specify the installation of Armorstone
to be "Q" in the "Q" designated areas of the dike. No Armorstone has yet,

been placed in these areas.
.

.

.

5. Full compliance will be achieved when applicable specifications and
drawings referred to above are revised as "Q". This will be done by
June 1, 1983.

.

.

.

.
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A2-27,

/

NOV Item B - 3. (82-22-01)

" Source inspections' at the panel supplier facility and receipt inspections at
the Midland site failed to ensure conformance of the internal wiring within

( diesel generator engine control panels IC111, 1C112, 2C111, and 2C112 to Pro-
curement Fpecification 7220-0-5, Revision 1. Paragraph 6.0 of Specification
7220-G-5 states "All electrical wiring . . . within tha board enclosure shall
conform to the highest industrial standards of design and workmanship." An
NRC inspection on October 15, 1982 identified the following examples of
defective terminations of internal wiring within the subject panels.

.

.

.

a. The output lead on the Relay Tach device had numerous broken strands
at the termication Ing.

b. The K1 lead on the Relay Tach device had two broken strands resulting
in a potential short circuit between the K1 lead and an adjacent
conductor.

c. The 1- lead on the CB-1 device did not have all strands inserted into.

the compression lug."

1. The violation is admitted.
.

.

2. The violation occurred due to poor electrical workmanship at the vendors
facility, inadequate vendor QC inspection plus inadequate source
inspection. Although MPQAD performed an overinspection on the four panels
in question, the discrepant conditions had been missed.

.

3, (1) MPQAD initiated a 100% overinspection program (01E-7B) in July, 1980
to verify workmanship according to vendor workmanship standards and
the technical specification. During th'e overinspection 27 NCR's were,.

written, and 14 have been closed. Seven QAR's were written, and 5
closed. The lack of identification of conditions in this violation
by.the overinspection program has been investigated and is felt to be
an isolated case.

.

'
.

'

,

" ~
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NOV Item B - 3. (82-22-01) Continued

(2) NCR H01-9-2-139, dated October 22, 1982, was issued to track these
four panels. MCAR 66 was prepared on December 30, 1982 with Interim
Reports No 1 & 2 submitted to NRC Region III on December 30, 1982 and
February 25, 1983, respectively. The scope of the HCAR 66 Task Force
is to review the NCR's and QAR's written, verify that Project
Engineering disposition is consistent between vendors and formulate
an action plan that will preclude any further recurrence.

. .

= -
.

4. Implementation at the vendors facilities of E-24 Revision.0

"Overinspection of Vender Supplied Printed Circuit Board Assemblies" and
E-25 Revision 0, "Overinspection of Vendor Supplied Electrical
Equipment /Cceponents" will be carried out by MPQAD and Project Supplier c

Quality for the few future procurements shipped to the jobsite. Project
representatives will witness in-process fabrication, functional testing
and final inspection prior to release for shipment depending on the nature
of the commodity. E-24 and E-25 were approved February 21, 1983 and
February 18, 1983 respectively and have been issued for use.

5. (1) For equipment on site, HPQAD has inspected nearly 100% of all "Q"
electrical panels and cabinets. MPQAD overinspection will continue
until the source inspection program is fully implemented - forecast
completion of overinspection is July 1, 1983.

(2) Programs are now in place to prevent recurrence of peor vendor
workmanship for remaining panels and cabinets that are yet to be
shipped.

(3) Full compliance will be achieved upon the closure of HCAR 66.

.

.

.

.

.

-
.

.

!

.
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| NOV Item B - 4.a (82-22-25)

"An inspection program was not established to ensure segregation of cables j
installed in horizontal trays which used metal dividers to segregate control
and instrumentation cables in accordance with design requirements."

.

.

- s

1. The violation is admitted. The violation involved three cables that had
been inadvertantly looped in an] out of the incorrect side of a divided
tray section. .

2. The cables in question could have been improperly segregated in the<

raceway for a variety of reasons: temporary rework situation,
installation techniques, etc.

-
.

Although there was no formal program to " train" or tie down cables in
horizontal tray sections the current cable reinspection program should
have found the discrepant condition. The reinspection program had not yets

been implemented in this specific area.
.,

.

.

3. (1) NCR M01-9-2-151 was issued November 1,1982. Supervision was verbally
informed and the non-conformance was immediately corrected.

(2) Generic resolution involves revision of Field Procedure FPE-4.000
(pending approval) which will. require an even distribution of cables
across the tray, tying cables to rungs within two rungs of a change in

. direction and Project Engineering disposition of cables that exceed
the height of the barrier on a case by case basis.

.

.

..
,

4. (1) Cable reinspection that is now ongoing is verifying the routing as an-
'

inspection attribute. Information developed from the cable
reinspection program will be used to verify voltage segregation.

,

.

.

:
|

.

. .,
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NOV Item B - 4.b (82-22-17)

" Quality Control (QC) inspections failed to ensura that activities affecting
quality conformed to design documents in that QC inspections performed on
July 1, 1981 and documented on QCIR C210-172 failed to detect and identify
nonconformances B.I.(1) through (o) of this Notice of Violation. These
nonconformances were associated with installation of the diesel generator
building HVAC fan support steel."

.

.

.

1. The violation is admitted.

2. In general, the violation occurred because of a lack of attention to

detail during QC inspections and a lack of specificity in the PQCIs. In
one case (item o) an incorrect design drawing was used by the QC inspector.

to perform his inspection.

3. The Construction Completion Program has been instituted.

.

.

4. As part of the Construction Completion Program, a review of PQCIs is being
done to assure that essential design requirements are specified for
inspectors. In addition, the Program calls for a QC inspector
recertification program. The verification portion of the Program will
verify quality of completed work.'

.

5. Full complianace will be achieved when PQCI reviews and QC inspector
racertifications and the verification program are complete.,,

.

.

.

" '
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NOV Item B - 5. (82-22-10)

"The licensee did not implement a maintenance program to prevent five of
sixteen installed diesel generator slide bearing muffler plates from
accumulating dirt and dust as required by the vendor's manual."

.

-
.

1. The violation is admitted.
.

2. The requirements to specify cleanliness of these bearing plate surfaces
was not established upon receipt of this material. The vendor documents
supplied to Project Engineering did not contain a requirement for bearing
plate maintenance.

3. Bechtel has initiated a rtorage maintenance program for the exhaust
silencer bearing plates. An NCR was written on March 9, 1983 by MPQAD to
track this item.

4. Direction has been given to develop an installation and maintenance
program for all flourocarbon bearing plates on site.

.

15 . The maintenance program for the bearing plates will be fully implemented
un. der the Construction Completion Program in conjunction with the closure
of NCR 4693 which allows access to the bearings plates.

.

.

*
.

.

.
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NOV Item B - 6. (82-22-13)

"During welding of the diesel generatcr building exhaust piping hanger support
steel, the licensee did not verify preheat of existing safety-related
structural steel at a temperature of 70*F as required by site specifications
and the AWS 1974 Code."

.

.

.

'

.

1. The violation is admitted.

2. The ambient temperature was not verified for the welding operation
observed by the NRC inspector. Documentation for preheats of all welds
made between 32* and 70' were covered by the random preheat verification

,

program contained in PQCI W-1.60. The program in place requires 100%
verification for preheat temperature over 70'.

'

.

4

3. Bechtel's "Instuctions to Welders" have been revised to provide preheating
instructions, and each welder signs for receipt of these instructions.
The welder's rod withdrawal requisitions are also stamped in red with
preheat instructions. The in place verification program will be
continued.

4. All Bechtel site welders will be retrained in the site preheat
requirements, and all new welders'will have this preheat training
emphasized as part of their indoctrination.

,

!
.

5. All Bechtel site welders will be re-trained by May 1, 1983.,,

.

&

.

|

|
- -

.

" '
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NOV Item B - 7. (82-22-21)

" Measures were not established to control the distribution of changes (red
lines) to hanger isometric drawings in that changes to Drawing 1-652-2-25(Q)
were not controlled utilizing the Site Document Control Center."

.

-
.

1. The violation is admitted.
. .

2. The control of Redline changes to work prints was not performed through
the Construction Document Control Department, however, it was being done
in accordance with established field procedures.

.

3. Revisions to Bechtel Field Procedures now require all changes (redlines)
to piping isometrics and hanger drawings to be controlled utilizing the
site Document Control Center.

4. N/A

5. Complete.
,

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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NOV Ites B - 8.a (82-22-23)

" Measures were not established or implemented to determine if materials
ultimately restricted (per Nonconformance Report No 3266) from installation or
use in ASME Class I systems were actually installed or used in Class I
systems."

.

.

.

'

.

1. The violation is admitted.

2. Failure to initially apply QC hold tags on suspect material, and failure
to implement disposition of the NCR in a timely manner.

.
'

3. A letter.was provided to B&W Construction Company, a subcontractor at the
Midland jobsite responsible for the majority of Class I piping and hanger
installation, on December II, 1981, identifying restriction on usage of
subject material from heats identified on NCR 3266 for Class I use.

.

.

100% of all completed Class I P-2.20 PQCIR documentation packages stored
-

in the vault were reviewed for identification'of the nonconforming
material identified in NCR 3266. B&W has subsequently re-reviewed their
documentation records to ascertain if any of the discrepant material
identified through the PQCIR review was installed in the field. Any of
the discrepant material is to be removed and replaced with acceptable
material.

.

.

4. A specific review by a level II.QCE of all future Class I P2.20 PQCIRs for-
discrepant material identified on NCR 3266 is being performed before final
acceptance and their subsequent storage in the QC vault.,,

,

.

A QA survey of all applicable NCRs will be performed in accordance with QA
Checklist S-23 to assure that material control procedures have been -
adequately implemented and subsequent actions associated with applicable
NCR dispositions have been implemented.

.

' ' :
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NOV Item B - 8.a (82-22-23) Continued

:

Although not related directl'* with the above effort or this identified
discrepancy', a complete material verification documentation review with
special emphasis for ASME NCA 3700/3800 compliance for pipe support
material is in process on the project by Bechtel procure, ment supplier
quality group to assure acceptable material documentation for the Midland
Project. Miscellaneous material such as rebars, paint, etc, are excluded

|from this review.-
|

-
.

.

5. Full compliance with be obtained as follows:
|
|

Specific Actions - 1) Rework required on Class I supports in field to be
complete by March 15, 1983.

2) Review of all new P-2.20 PQCIRs is ongoing.
4

Generic Actions - 1) Review of all applicable project NCRs by QA to be
complete by June 24, 1983.

2) Follow-up actions as result QA survey to be
determined later.

.

*

General - 1) The review of all material documentation packages
for proper verification documentation is an ongoing~

; effort. As stated previously, this'is considered
*

additional effort not directly related tot

resolution of the identified discrepancy. '

.

.
.

.

.
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NOV Item B - 8.b(1) (82-22-12A)

"As of November 10, 1982, two nonconforming conditions identified by the NRC
on October 12, 1982, and confirmed by the licensee on October 19 and 25,
respectively, ha'd not been documented on a nonconformance report, a quality
assurance report or other appropriate report. The two nonconforming
conditions were:

(1) The diesel generator exhaust hangers were not classfied, designed, or built
as "Q" as committed to in the FSAR. (See item 2.e) ..."

,

. .

1. The violation is admitted.

2. An NCR was not issued because MPQAD failed to act in a timely manner.

3. NCR M01-5-2-166 was written by MPQAD on November 16, 1982 to document the
hangers listed on SCN #36 to Specification M-326 as being nonconforming as
a result of their original "non-Q" designation.

4. Complete.

.

.

! 5. Co,mplete.

.

.

.

.

'

.

.

.
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NOV Item B-8.b(2) (82-22-12B)

"As of November 10, 1982, two nonconforming conditions identified by the NRC
on October 12, 1982, and confirmed by the licensee on October 19 and 25,
respectively, had not been documented on a nonconformance report, a quality
assurance report or other appropriate report. The two nonconforming
conditions were: .

l

(1) The design of the diesel generator monorail was not analyzed to seismic '

...

Category I design requirements as committed to in the FSAR. (See
item 2.d.)"

,

.

1. The violation is admitted.

.

2. There was a misunderstanding over whether a nonconforming condition
actually existed.

.

3. On November 16, 1982, a Quality Action Request (QAR) was written to
document the condition. A subsequent seismic analysis has been done (Calc
#G-44(Q) Revision 1) which documents the acce'ptability of current design
of the subject monorail.

.

4. Complete.

.

5. Complete..e

|
|

.

.

1

.

. .
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ATTACHMENT 3|

REQUEST FOR REDUCTION OF CIVIL PENALTY-

Pursuant to 10 CFR 2.205, Consumers Power Company respectfully requests that
the NRC reconsider the amount of civil penalty proposed to CPCo for the
violations cited in the NRC's letter, dated February 8,1983, J G Keppler to

,J D Selby. The Company does not contest the validity of the violations and
agrees that a civil penalty is warranted, but believes that certain mitigating
factors should be considered.

.

The NRC's criteria for enforcement actions (at 47 F'ederal Register page 9991,
~

March 9,1982) sets forth specific criteria for increasing or reducing base,

civil penalties, and provides in part as follows:

"2. Corrective Action to Prevent Recurrence. Recognizing
that corrective action is always required to meet regula-
tory requirements, the promptness and extent to which the

| licensee takes corrective action, including actions to
i prevent recurrence, may be considered in modifying the

civil penalty to be assessed. Unusually prompt and exten-
sive corrective action may result in reducing the proposed
civil penalty as much as 50% of the base value shown in

'

Table 1. On the other hand, the civil penalty may be
increased as much as 25% of the base value if initiation of -

corrective action is not prompt or if the corrective action
is only minimally acceptable. In weighing this factor
consideration will be given to , among other things, the
timeliness of the corrective action, degree of licenseei

| initiative, and comprehensiveness of the corrective action
I

- such as whether the action is focused narrowly to the
specific violation or broadly to the general area of
concern."

We believe that our actions to correct the situation at issue have been timely
.and have been conceived and organized mainly through our own initiative. Most
important, however, is that our program to correct these deficiencies is
comprehensive and far reaching. ~

.

Etortly after receiving feedback on the NRC's inspection findings, the Company.
launched major, extensive corrective action. The Company halted the majority

;-

of the Category I work of its prime contractor, and laid the groundwork for a
|verification of past inspections and statusing of incomplete work. The work
istoppage resulted in the layoff of more than 1,000 workers. The Company also '

initiated major, generic corrective action addressing the specific areas of
NRC inspection findings. The Company's entire plan is entitled the
Construction Completion Program, and included steps responding broadly to the

'

NRC's and Company's areas of concern. This was addressed at length in the
Company's letter of January 10, 1983 J W Cook to J G Keppler and further,

discussed at a Public Meeting with the NRC at Midland on February 8,1983,
-

i

.
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The corrective action undertaken by the Company was not narrowly focused on
the specific violations identified by the NRC. The work reduction extended to
all major safety related structures on-site, not merely the diesel generator
building which was the focus of NRC's inspection. The verification program
begins in the auxiliary building, includes the reactor buildings and diesel
generator building as well as the service water pump structure.

The Construction Completion Program, which is the organizational basis for the
generic corrective action, will encompass and structure the remaining pre-
turnover systems and area work to be done at the Midland site, (excepting

i soils, HVAC and NSSS work). The Company's willingness to accept the NRC's
suggestion that we take direct control of the project QC staff formerly under
Bechtel supervision extends broadly to the entire job, and involves a major
commitment of additional manpower and resources in recertification, training,
and inspection activities.

The Company does not contest the NRC's decision to increase the civil penalty
on the basis of certain other factors specified in the enforcement guidelines.
We request, however, that consideration be given in determining the amount of
the penalty to the corrective action taken and planned by the Company.

.

.

.

.

i

.

.

| .. .

|
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' ! NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONa

5
|

g OFFICE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS, REGION lli,

b . . . . , *#, 799 Roosevelt Road, Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

NEWS ANNOUNCEMENT 83-08
CUNTACT: Jan Strasma 312/932-2674

Russ Marubito 312/932-2667

NRC STAFF PROPOSES $120,000 FINE FOR QUALITY ASSURANCE VIOLATIONS
AT MIDLAND NUCLEAR POWER STATION

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Region III Office has proposed
a $120,000 fine against Consumers Power Company for an alleged breakdown
in the quality assurance program at the Midland Nuclear Power Station
construction site in Midland, Michigan.

An NRC inspection of equipment installation in the plant's diesel
generator building between October 12 and November 25, 1982, identified
numerous items of noncompliance with NRC Quality Assurance requirements.

The proposed fine consists of two alleged violations, each carryinga $60,000 penalty.
The first violation is for multiple examples of plant personnel

failing to follow procedures, drawings and specifications in the installa-
tion of equipment. In one instance, an inspection program was not
established to ensure the segregation of electrical cables in accordance
with design requirements. In other cases, changes in drawings or specifi-cations were made without proper authorization.

The second violation was the result of the NRC's determination that
quality control supervisors instructed quality control (QC) inspectors to
suspend inspections when excessive numbers of deficiencies were observed.

The construction being inspected was then turned back to the
construction staff for rework. The intent of this practice was to improve
construction quality prior to the QC inspections. In some cases, however,
the follow-up QC inspections focused only on the previously identified
deficiencies, instead of conducting a full reinspection. This practice,
therefore, provided no assurance that unreported deficiencies were later
identified or repaired. Reinspections will be required for those areas
where this QC practice was utilized.

This inspection practice also resulted in incorrect data being fed
into the licensee's Trend Analysis Program, thereby inhibiting the utility's
ability to determine the root causes of deficiencies and to prevent their
recurrence.

In a letter to Consumers announcing the proposed fine, Regional
Administrator James G. Keppler said the violations demonstrate the company's
" failure to exercise adequate oversight and control" of its principal
contractor (Bechtel Power Corporation), which had the responsibility for
executing the QA program.

Keppler added that the QA breakdown, in part, caused Consumers to halt
some safety-related construction work at the plant last December, and to
take "other significant actions to provide assurance that safety-related
otructures and systems are constructed as designed."

As part of its ccrrective action, Consumers has proposed a " Construction
Completion Program," outlining the steps it will take to complete the Mid-

h % 4D l-More-
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[[o, 799 HoosEVELT ROAD
GLEN ELLYN, ILLINOIS 60137

FEB B 1983

Docket No. 50-329
Docket No. 50-330
EA 83-3

Consumers Power Comp'any
ATIN: Mr. John D. Selby-

President
212 West Michigan Avenue
Jac.kson, MI 49201

bentlemen:

This letter refers to the special inspection conducted by the Office of Special
Cases, Midland Section, of this office on October 12 - November 25, 1982, and
on January 19-21, 1983 of activities at the Midland Nuclear Power Plant, Units
1 and 2, authorized by NRC Construction Permits No. CPPR-81 and No. CPPR-82.
The results of the inspection were discussed with you on November 10 and 23,
1982, on January 21, 1983 at the conclusion of the inspection and on January 18,
1983 in the Region III office during an enforcement conference between you and
others of your staff and me and others of the NRC staff.

The inspection was primarily a physical inspection of installed equipment to
verify conformance to approved drawings and specifications. The results of the
inspection indicate a breakdown in the implementation of your quality assurance
program as evidenced by numerous examples of noncompliance with nine of the
eighteen different criteria as set forth in 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. The breakdown
was caused by personnel who failed to follow procedures, drawings, and specifi-
cations; by first line supervisors and field engineers who failed to identify and
correct unacceptable work; by construction management who failed to call for
quality control inspections in a timely manner, allowing a backlog of almost
16,000 inspections to develop; and by quality assurance personnel who failed to
identify the problems and ensure that corrective actions were taken. As a
result, you failed to fulfill your primary responsibility under Criterion 1-of
Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 to assure the execution of a quality assurance program.
In addition, of particular concern to the NRC is the fact thac quality control
(QC) supervisors instructed QC inspectors to suspend inspections if excessive
deficiencies were found during the performance of inspections. Consequently,
not all observed deficiencies were reported, and complete inspections were not
performed by all QC inspectors after the reported deficiencies were corrected.

I understand that, because of our findings, you have inspected other areas of
the plant and found similar deficiencies. As a result of our findings, your
findings, and your assessment of the overall project, you halted certain safety-
related work at the Midland site, reduced the work force by approximately 1100

CERTIFIED MAIL '

RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED '
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-Consumers Power Company 2 8 G83

people, committed to building cleanup and system layup, committed to organize
teams of construction and engineering personnel responsible for the completion
of one or more plant systems, and committed to reinspect safety-related systems.
I expect that you will also conduct an inspection to determine the extent to
which QC supervisors at the Midland site have been instructing QC inspectors
to limit findings of deficiencies and the extent to which QC inspectors have
been conducting reinspections based only on reported deficiencies.

To emphasize the need for CPCo management to ensure implementation of an effec-
tive quality assurance program that identifies and corrects construction defici-
encies, we propose to impose civil penalties for the items set forth in the
Notice of Violation that is enclosed with this letter. The violations in the
Notice have been categorized as Severity Level III violations in accordance with
the General Statement of Policy and Procedure for Enforcement Actions, Appendix
C of 10 CFR 2. The base value for a Severity Level III violation is $40,000.
However, as a result of your past enforcement history involving quality assurance
and the multiple examples of QC deficiencies for the areas inspected, the base
civil penalty for each violation is being increased by fifty percent.

After consultation with the Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement,
I have been authorized to issue the enclosed Notice of Violation and Proposed
Imposition of Civil Penalties in the cumulative amount of One Hundred Twenty
Thousand Dollars ($120,000).

You are required to respond to this letter and should follow the instructions in
the Notice when preparing your response. In your response you should describe
the results of your inspections to determine the extent to which QC supervisors
instructed QC inspectors to limit findings of deficiencies, the systems affected,
and your corrective actions to ensure that all affected systems are adequately
reinspected. Your reply to this letter and the results of future inspections will
be considered in determining whether further enforcement action is appropriate.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's " Rules of Practice," Part 2, Title
10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter and the enclosures will
be placed in the NRC Public Document Room.

The responses directed by this letter and the enclosed Notice are not subject
to the clearance procedures of the Office of Management and Budget as required
by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980, PL 96-511.

Sincerely,

o -- uh k
rames G. Kepp er
Regional Administrator

Enclosure:. -

Notice of Violation and *

Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties

.
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FEB 8 1983

cc w/ enc 1:
DMB/ Document Control Desk (RIDS)
Resident Inspector, RIII
The Honorable Charles Bechhoefer, ASLB
The Honorable Jerry Harbour, ASLB
The Honorable Frederick P. Cowan, ASLB
The Honorable Ralph S. Decker, ASLB
William Paton, ELD
Michael Miller
Ronald Callen, Michigan

Public Service Commission
Myron M. Cherry
Barbara Stamiris
Mary Sinclair

Wendell Marshall
!

Colonel Steve J. Gadler (P.E.)
RCDeYoung, IE
JHSniezek, IE

! JAxelrad, IE
JTaylor, IE
EJordan, IE
CThayer, IE
JLieberman, ELD
VStello, DED/ROGR
FIngram, PA
JCummings, OIA
JFitzgerald, OI
HDenton, NRR
JKeppler, RIII

Enforcement Coordinators
RI, RII, RIII, RIV, RV

MWilliams, NRR
JCrooks, AEOD
GKlingler, IE
IE:ES Files
IE:EA Files
EDO Rdg File
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NOTICE OF VIOLATION

AND
i
'

PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTIES

'

Consumers Power Company Docket Nos. 50-329
i Midland Nuclear Power Plant
i Units 1 and 2 ~ 50-330

Permit Nos. CPPR-81;

CPPR-82
EA 83-3

i.

i

As a result of the-inspections conducted at the Midland Nuclear Plant on
October 12 - November 25, 1982 and January 19 - 21, 1983, the violations of
10 CFR 50, Appendix B listed below were identified. These violations demon-

; strate that you failed to exercise adequate oversight and control of your
-

principal contractor, to whom you had delegated the work of executing the
quality assurance program. Your failure manifested itself in a breakdown in
the implementation of your quality assurance program and, at least in part,-

| caused Consumers Power Company to halt some a.afety-related work and take
j other significant actions to provide assurance that safety-related structures

and systems are constructed as designed.

As described in item A, QC. supervisors instructed QC inspectors to suspend an
;

inspection if an excessive number of deficiencies was observed. Consequently,
there was no assurance that a complete inspection was being performed after

i the reported deficiencies were corrected and we have found several instances
| in which final QC inspections were based on only the limited deficiencies

reported during the: initial inspection.' In addition, this. failure to report
all identified deficiencies resulted in incorrect data being fed into your;

j Trend Analysis Program, inhibiting your ability to determine the root cause.

j 'of deficiencies and prevent their recurrence.

As illustrated in the numerous examples set forth in Item B, personnel failed
i to follow procedures, drawings, and specifications; first line supervisors
!

and field engineers failed to identify and correct unacceptable work; constru'c-
tion ananagement failed to call for quality control inspections in a timely

i

manner, allowing a backlog of almost 16,000 inspections to develop; and quality
assurance personnel failed to identify.the problems and ensure-that corrective,

j actions cere taken.
!

In order to emphasize the need for improvements in your control of your quality
assurance program, we-propose to impose civil penalties in the cumulative amount
of One Hundred Twenty Thousand Dollars ($120,000).

In accordance with the NRC Enforcement Policy (10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C) 47 FR
9987 (March 9, 1982),.and pursuant to Section 234'of the Atomic Energy Act of

~1954, as amended ("Act"), 42 U.S.C. 2282, PL 96-295, and 10 CFR 2.205..the-
i particular violations and the associated civil penalties are set forth below:
|
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Notice of Violation -2-

CIVIL PENALTY VIOLATIONS

A. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion X requires, in part, "A program for
inspection of activities affecting quality shall be established and
executed...to verify conformance with the documented instructions,
procedures and, drawings for accomplishing the activity."

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV requires, in part, "Heasures
shall be established to control materials, parts, or components which
do not conform to requirements in order to prevent their inadvert,ent
use or installation."

Consumers Power Quality Assurance Program Policy No. 15, Revision 12,
Paragraph 1.0, requires, in part, " Items, services or activities which
are deficient in characteristic, documentation or procedure which renders
the quality unacceptable or indeterminate and which is considered signi-
ficant to safety are identified as nonconformances. Nonconforming items...
are identified by marking, tagging, segregating or by documentation.
Nonconforming items are controlled to prevent their inadvertent installa-
tion or use. Nonconforming items and activities are recorded and are
considered for corrective action to prevent recurrence...."

Contrary to the above, during the inspection conducted between October 12 -
November 25, 1982 and January 19-21, 1983, NRC inspectors determined that
quality control inspectors were not documenting as nonconformances all of
the deficiencies which they observed during their inspections. Inspect-
ions were suspended by the QC inspector if too many nonconformances were
observed. In process inspection notices (IPINs) associated with suspended
inspections, identified as nonconformances only a portion of the observed
deficiencies. Supervisory QC personnel stated that they directed QC in-
spectors to limit the number of nonconformances documented during an in-
spection. This directive was verified by discussions with QC inspectors.
Several QC inspectors interviewed, confirmed that inspections were closed
after reviewing only the deficiencies documented on the IPIN. As a result,
measures were not established to prevent the continued installation and
use of these nonconforming items. In addition, corrective actions were
not implemented to prevent recurrence of these nonconformances.

This is a Severity Level III violation (Supplement II)
(Civil Penalty - $60,000)

B. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion II requires holders of construction per-
mits for nuclear power plants to document, by written policies, procedures,.

or instructions, a quality assurance program which complies with the re-
quirements of Appendix B for all activities affecting the quality of
safety-related structures, systems, and components and to implement that
program in accordance with those documents.
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Notice of Violation -3-

!

Contrary to the above, Consumers Power Company and its contractor did not
adequately implement a quality assurance program to comply with the require-
ments of Appendix B as evidenced by the following examples:

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V requires, in part " Activities,

affecting quality shall be prescribed by documented instructions,
procedures, or drawings of a type appropriate to the circumstances
and shall be accomplished in accordance with these instructions,
procedures, or drawings."

Consumers Power Quality Assurance Program Policy No. 5, Revision 12,
Paragraph 1.0 states, in part, " Instructions for controlling and
performing activities affecting quality of equipment or activities
such as... construction, installation...are documented in instruc-
tions, procedures...and other forms of documents."

Contrary to the above, the following instances of failure to
accomplish activities affecting quality in accordance with instruc-
tions, procedures, specifications, or drawing requirements were

I identified:

Installation of diesel generator engine control panels IC111,a.
IC112, 2C111, and 20112 was not in accordance with the require-
ments delineated on foundation Drawing 7220-M18-250 in that
the foundation bolt washers required by the subject drawing
were not installed.,

b. Unscheduled pull box associated with conduits 2BN006, 2BN007,
and 2BDA002 was not sized in accordance with the requirements
delineated on Sheet 42 of Drawing E-42 in that the 12" x 12" x 6"
as-built dimensions of the subject pull box did not conform to
the 13i" x 12" x 6" dimension-requirements delineated on Sheet
42 of Drawing E-42.

The l'-10" wall to' support dimension required by raceway support.c.
Drawing E-796(Q), Sheet 2 of 2, Revision 5,- for hanger No. 86

*

was not correctly translated into the as-built installation of

the subject hanger in that the as-built wall to support dimension.
was 2'-13" in lieu of the required l'-10".

d. The 6'-6" wall to support diuension required by raceway support-
Drawing E-796(Q) Sheet 1 of 2, Revision 11 -for hanger No.14
was not correctly translated into the as-built installation of

i the subject hanger in that the as-built wall to support dimen-
sion was 5'-5" in lieu of the required 6'-6".

i
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Notice of Violation -4-

The inspectors identified high strength steel plate placede.
in the laydown area which was not marked with the material
type and grade as required by Field Instruction FIG-9.600,
Revision 1.

f. The inspectors identified various stock steel shapes in the
"Q" a'rea with yellow-colored paint on the ends (indicating
the material was non "Q") and various steel stocx shapes in
the non "Q" area without painted ends (indicating "Q" material),
contrary to the requirements of Field Instruction FIG-9.600,
Revision 1.

g. The slots in the muffler support plates were not machined but
were determined to be irregular and flame cut, leaving rough
slot edges not in conformance with design Drawing M18-425(5)-1.

h. Jacking plates were not installed beneath the center support
plates of Bay 1 diesel generator muffler as required by Drawing
M18-250-6.

i. Procedure FID-2.100, " Outstanding FCR/FCN Retirement," Revision
2 was inadequate in that the design drawings were not changed
when an FCR/FCN had been retired and no further reference to
the FCR existed on the revised. drawing. As a result, the
retired FCR C-2103 relating to HVAC structural steel was lost
and could not be traced to the design drawing to ensure a
complete quality record.

j. Field Sketch CY-1035 which illustrated the bottom gusset plates
for HVAC fan supports was not identified as "Q", nor was there
a reference to the affected drawing on the sketch as required
by Procedure FPD-5.000, " Preparation of Field Sketches."

k. Procedure FPD-5.000, " Preparation of Field Sketches," Revision
i did not require design drawings to reference appropriate
field sketches to ensure a complete quality record.-

1. The eight bracing top gusset plates identifiad on Drawing _C-1004,
Revision 10,.as 5/16" thick were measured by the inspectors to
be 1/4" thick in all four diesel generator bays. This change
was neither reviewed nor properly authorized,

The as-built ausset plate connections in Bay 1 were not builtm.

as identified on Detail 3 of Drawing C-1004. The angle braces
were welded together as opposed to having separate welds for
each brace. This change was neither reviewed nor properly
authorized.-

-
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Notice of Violation -5-

None of the sixteen i" bracing angles identified on Drawingn.
C-1004 were constructed utilizing 3" material. This change
was neither reviewed nor properly authorized.

Drawing C-1004, Detail 2, required the W10 beam-to-beam connec-o.

tion to be welded. In Bay No. 3, a bolted connection was con-
structed in lieu of the required welded connection, without
review nor proper authorization.

p. The column cover plate identified on FCR-C4401 was not con-
structed in Bay No. 3 as required. The plate was slotted
instead of solid as required. This change was neither re-
viewed nor properly authorized.

q. A section (approximately 18 x 10 x 4 inches deep) of the
primary containment wall in Containment Purge Room 702 was
removed (by chipping) without obtaining approval as required
by FIG-1-111, Revision 4, Concrete Drilling Permit.

2. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III requires, in part, " Measures
shall be established to assure that applicable regulatory require-
ments and the design basis are correctly translated into specifica-
tions, drawings, procedures, and instructions. Measures shall also
be established for the selection and review for suitability of
application of materials, parts, equipment, and processes that are
essential to the safety-related functions of the structures, systems,
and components. Design changes, including field changes, shall be
subject to design control measures commensurate with those applied
to the original design and be approved by the organization that
performed the original design unless the applicant designates
another responsible organization."

Consumers Power Company Quality Assurance Program Policy No. 3,
Revision 12, Paragraphs 3.3 and 3.5 state, in part, "Each group
or organization performing detailed design translates the applic-
able regulatory requirements, design bases, codes, standards, and
design criteria into design documents, such as... drawings....
Changes to the design require the same review and approval as the
original design by the group or organization delegated lead design
responsibility."

Contrary to the above:

Measures were not established for the selection and review fora.
suitability of application of "Q" materials associated with the
diesel generator exhaust muffler in that design drawings and
specifications did not indicate the material identity of the
installed muffler saddle supports and plates.

,
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Notice of Violation -6-

b. Design Drawing C-147 required bolted bracing connections for
the diesel generator building HVAC bracing gusset plates.
Field Sketch CY-1035 was used to change the design to welded
connections in lieu of the specified bolted connections. This
design change was-neither properly reviewed nor approved.

Design Drawings'C-1004 and C-147 did not specify the sizes ofc.

the diesel generator building HVAC fan gusset plates. A " combo"
shop work order request was used to design the gusset plates
without appropriate review and approval.

.d. The licensee failed to analyze the four diesel generator
building monorails as seismic Category I as described in
their commitment to Regulatory Guide 1.29, in Appendix 3A
of the FSAR.

The licensee designed and constructed thirty-two diesel gener-e..

ator building exhaust system hangers without ensuring that
the applicable requirements for "Q" components were included
in the design documents,

f. The licensee purchased armor stone for a "Q" portion of the
perimeter dike without translating the applicable regulatory
requirements into appropriate specifications and design
documents.

3. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VII requires, in part, " Measures
shall be established to assure that purchased... equipment... conforms
to the procurement documents. These measures shall include provisions,
as appropriate,-for... inspection at the contractor or subcontractor
source, and examination of products upon delivery."

Consumers Power Quality Assurance Program Policy No. 7 Revision 12,
Paragraphs 1.0 and 3.4, state, in part, "The Midland Project Office
and the Midland Project Quality Assurance Department verify that
procurement requirements are met. This is accomplished through...
source' evaluation and inspection... receipt inspections are made to
verify that the items.. . conform to procurerent req' uirements notverified by source surveillance or inspection....

Contrary to the above, source inspections at the panel' supplier
facility and receipt. inspections at the Midland _ site failed to
ensure conformance of the internal wiring withinLdiesel generator
engine control panels 1C111, IC112, 2C111, and 2C112 to Procurement
Specification 7220-G-5, Revision 1._ Paragraph 6.0 of Specification--
7220-G-5 states, "All electrical wiring...within.the board enclosure

-shall conform to the highest industrial standards of-design and'
*

,
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Notice of Violation -7-

workmanship." An NRC inspection on October 15, 1982 identified the
following examples of defective terminations of internal wiring
within the subject panels.

a. The output lead on the Relay Tach device had numerous broken
strands at the termination lug.

b. The K1 lead on the Relay Tach device had two broken strands
resulting_in a potential short circuit between the K1 lead and
an adjacent conductor.

c. The 1- lead on the CB-1 device did not have all strands inserted
into the compression lug.

4. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion X requires, in part, "A program for
inspection of activities affecting quality shall be established and
executed. . .to verify conformance with the documented. . . drawings for
accomplishing the activity."

Consumers Power Company Quality Assurance Program Policy No. 10,
Revision 12, Section 1.0 states, in part, " Inspection and surveillance
are performed to assure that activities affecting quality comply with
documented... design documents... inspection and surveillance are
performed according to written instructions."

Contrary to the above:

An inspection prcgram was not established to ensure segregationa.
of cables installed in horizontal trays which used metal dividers
to segregate control and instrumentation cables in accordance
with design requirements,

b. Quality Control (QC) inspections failed to ensure that activi-
ties affecting quality conformed to design documents in that .
QC inspections performed on July 1, 1981 and documented on
QCIR C210-172 failed to detect and identify nonconformances
B.1.'(1) through (o) of this Notice of Violation. These noncon-
formances were associated with installation of the diesel

*

generator-building HVAC fan support steel.

5. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XIII~ requires. in part, " Measures
shall be-established to control the...cleauing and preservation of
material and equipment in accordance with work and inspection in-
structions to prevent damage or deterioration. When necessary for-

_particular products, special protective environments...shall be
.specified."

.,
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- Notice of Violation -8-

Consumers Power Company Quality Assurance Program Policy No. 13,
Revision.12, Paragraph 3.3, stetes, in part, " Suppliers provide
plans... maintain and control items upon arrival at the site.";.

Contrary to the above, the licensee did not implement a maintenance
program to prevent five of sixteen installed diesel generator slide
bearing muffler plates from accumulating dirt and dust as required
by the vendor's manual.

.

' 16. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IX requires, in part, " Measures
shall be established to assure that special processes, including

j welding, heat-treating, and nondestructive testing, are controlled...."

Consumers Power Company Quality Assurance Program Policy No. 9,
' Revision 12, Paragraph 1.0 states, in part, "Where the required,

level of quality cannot be measured by inspection only of the
item... accomplish these processes under controlled conditions in
accordance with applicable codes, standards and specifications i

'

using qualified procedures, equipment and personnel." Paragraph
"3.3 states, in part, Personnel performing special processes. . .

maintain records to verify that the required activities were
accomplished in accordance with qualified procedures by qualified,

personnel." ~

Contrary to the above, during welding'of the diesel generator-
; building exhaust piping hanger support steel, the licensee did
j not verify preheat of existing safety-related structural steel
; to a temperature of 70'F as required by site specifications.and

the AWS 1974 Code.
1

,

7. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion VI requires in part, that " Mea-'

sures shall be established to control the issuance of documents,
such as instructions, procedures, and drawings including changes<

thereto, which prescribe all activities affacting quality...."
a

The Consumers Power Company Quality Assurance Program Policy No. 6,
Revision 12, Paragraph 1.0 states, in part, " Measures are included
to assure that documents, including changes,...are~ distributed'

, according to a controlled distribution to the user functions."
|
| Contrary to the above, measures were not established to control the
. distribution of changes (red lines) to hanger isometric drawings in
|- that changes to Drawing'1-652-2-25(Q) were not controlled utilizing

the Site Document Control Center.
,

|
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. Notice of Violation -9-<

8. 1C CTR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV requires in part, " Measures
shall be established to control materials, parts, or components
which do not conform to requirements in order to prevent their

i inadvertent use or installation."

Consumers Power Quality Assurance Program Policy No. 15, Revision
i~ 12, Paragraph 1.0, states, in part, " Items, services or activities

which are deficient in characteristic, documentation or procedure
i which renders the quality unacceptable or indeterminate and which is
~

considered significant to safety are identified as nonconformancer.
Nonconforming items. . .are identified by marking, tagging, segregating
or by documentation. Nonconforming items are controlled to prevent
their inadvertent installation or use. Nonconforming items and acti-

: vities are recorded and are considered for corrective action to
prevent recurrence...."

|
'

Contrary to the above:

l a. Measures were not established or implemented to determine if
materials ultimately restricted (per Nonconformance Report
No. 3266) from installation or use in ASME Class I systems
were actually installed or used in Class I systems.

b. As of November 10, 1982, two nonconforming conditions identi-
fled by the NRC on October 12, 1982, and confirmed by the
licensee on October 19 and 25, respectively, had not been
documented on a nonconformance report, a quality assurance
report, or other appropriate report. The two nonconforming

| conditions were:
|

| (1) The diesel generator exhaust hangers were not classified,
'

designed, or built as "Q" as committed to in the FSAR.
(See item 2.c.)

(2) The design of the diesel generator monorail was'not
analyzed to seismic Category I design requirements as

~

committed to in the FSAR. (See item 2.d.)

This is a Severity Level.III violation (Supplement II).
(Civil Penalty - $60,000)

Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, Consumers Power Company is hereby
required to submit to the Director, Office of Inspection and Enforcement,
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC 20555 and a. copy to the
Regional Administrator, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Region III, 799
Roosevelt Road, Glen Ellyn : Illinois 60137, within 30 days of the date of
this Notice a written statement or explanation,. including for each alleged
violation: (1) admission or denial of the alleged violation; (2) the reasons

.
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Notice of Violation -10-

'

for the violation, if admitted; (3) the corrective steps which have been
taken and tha results achieved (4) the corrective steps which will be taken
to avoid further violations; and (5) the date when full compliance will be
achieved. Consideration may be given to extending the response time for
good causo shown. Under the authority of Section 182 of the Act, 42 U.S.C.
2232, th'.s response shall be submitted under oath or affirmation.

Withia the same time as provided for the response required above under 10
CFR 2.201, Consumers Power Company may pay the civil penalties in the cumu-
lative amount of $120,000 or may protest imposition of the civil penalties,
in whole or in part, by a written answer. Should Consumers Power Companyy

fail to answer within the time specified, the Director, Office of Inspection
and Enforcement will issue an order imposing the civil penalties proposed )abcVe. Should Consumers Power Company elect to file an answer in accordance !

with 10 CFR 2.205 prctesting the civil penalties, such answer may: (1) deny |

the violations listed in this Notice, in whole or in part; (2) demonstrate
extenuating circumstances; (3) show error in this Notice; or (4) show other
reasons why the penalties should not be imposed. In addition to protesting
the civil penalties, in whole or in part, such answer may request remission
or mitigation of the penalties. In requesting mitigation of the proposed
penalties, the five factors contained in Section IV(B) of 10 CFR Part 2,
Appendix C should be cadressed. Any written answer in accordance with 10
CFR 2.205 should be ser forth separately from the statement or explanation
in reply pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, but may incorporate statements or explana-
tions by specific reference (e.g., citing page and paragraph numbers) to
avoid repetition. Consumers Power Company's attention is directed to the
other provisions of 10 CFR 2.205, regarding the procedures for imposing a
civil penalty.

Upon failure to pay any civil penalties due, which have been subsequently
determined in accordance with the applicable provisions of 10 CFR 2.205,
this matter may be referred to the Attorney General, and the penalties,
unless compromised, remitted, or mitigated, may be collected by civil action
pursuant to Section 234c of the Act, 42 U.S.C. 2282.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

=nS Y
James G. Keppler,

Regional Administrator

Dated at Glen Ellyn, Illinois
dthis a day February of 1983

I
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Notice of Violation Index to Inspection Report ;-
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1.a 329/82-22-02A 3.a _--
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_

1.d 329/82-22-02D 4.c
--
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---
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_
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- NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONn,

b 3 s E REGION lli
I ' # 799 ROOSEVELT ROADo

GLEN ELLYN. lLLINOIS 60137o
.....

FEB 8 1983

Docket No. 50-329
Docket No. 50-330

Consumers Power Company
ATTN: Mr. John D. Selby

President
212 West Michigan Avenue

,

Jackson, MI 49201

Gentlemen:

This refers to the special inspection conducted during the period
October 12 through November 25, 1982, and January 19-21, 1983 of activities
at the Midland Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2, authorized by NRC
Construction Permits No. CPPR-81 and No. CPPR-82. The results of the
inspection were discussed during an enforcement conference conducted at the
NRC Region III office on January 18, 1983. The report setting forth the
results of the inspection and the enforcement conference is enclosed.

In accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter..and the enclosure
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room unless you notify this office,
by telephone, within ten days of the date of this letter and submit written-

application to withhold information contained therein within thirty days of
the date of this letter. Such application must be consistent with the re-
quirements of 2.790(b)(1). If we do not hear from you in this regard within
the specified periods noted above, a copy of this letter and the enclosed
inspection report will be placed in the Public Document Room.

A separate letter is enclosed that sets forth certain matters of concern

and the items of noncompliance found during the inspection. . The responses
directed by thi letter are not subject to the clearance procedures of the
Office of Management and ' Budget as required by the Paperwork Reduction Act
of 1980, PL 96-511.
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Consumers Power Company 2
FEB 8 883

We will gladly discuss any questions you have concerning these inspections.

Sincerely,

.

1 1
jtp- ,_-

ames G. Keppl
Regional Administrator

Enclosure: Inspection Report
No. 50-329/82-22(OSC) and
No. 50-330/82-22(OSC)

cc w/ enc 1:
J. W. Cook, Vice President

DMB/ Document Control Desk (RIDS)
Resident Inspector, RIII
The Honorable Charles Bechhoefer, ASLB
The Honorable Jerry Harbour, ASLB
The Honorable Frederick P. Cowan, ASLB
The Honorable Ralph S. Decker, ASLB
William Paton, ELD
Michael Miller
Ronald Callen, Michigan

Public Service Commission
Myron M. Cherry
Barbara Stamiris
Ma y Sinclair
Wendell Marshall
Colonel Steve J. Gadler (P.E.)
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Report No. 50-329/82-22; 50-330/82-22

Docket No. 50-329; 50-330 License No. CPPR-81; CPPR-82

Licensee: Consumers Power Company
1945 West Parnall Road
Jackson, MI 49201

Facility Name: Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2

Inspection At: Midland Site, Midland, MI

Inspection Conducted: October 12 - November 25, 1982 and January 19-21, 1983

.NY SYP{.A.Bar G -/ aTTInspectors: tt

b- 89
B. L. Burgess M~/-

LUhook
'

1 A-/45R. J.

f.h I!83R. N. Gardner

an s7 * 2 -/- ff 3 -.

LdD6| M
Approved by: W. D. Shafe , Chief 2- /- h3

Section 2, Office of
Special Cases

Inspection Summary

Inspection on October 12 - November 25, 1982 and January 19-21, 1983 (Report
No. 50-329/82-22; 50-330/82-22)
Areas Inspected: Licensee actions on previously identified items; special
inspection involving electrical, mechanical and civil components of the
Diesel Generator Building; control of concrete chipping; control of electrical
cable segregation; review of Remedial Soils requalification activities; peri-
meter dike armor stone activities; prestartup test; ultrasonic testing of hold
down bolts. The inspection involved a total of 594 inspector-hours onsite by
five NRC inspectors including 72 inspector-hours onsite during off-shifts.
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Results: Of the areas inspected, no apparent items of noncompliance or devia-
tions were identified in four areas. Noncompliances identified in the remain-
ing areas were as follows:

Noncompliance Report Section

Criterion III - Failure to establish adequate 7.a. 8.a. 9, 10.c.(1),
design control measures 10.c.(4), 25

Criterion V - Failure to develop adequate 3.a, 4.a(4), 4.b, 4.c,
procedures and failure to 6.a, 6.b, 7.b.(1), 7.b.(2),
accomplish activities affecting 10.a, 10.b, 10.c.(2),
quality in accordance with 10.c.(3), 17
instructions, procedures or
drawings

Criterion VI - Failure to establish measures to 12
control the issuance of documents,
including changes

Criterion VII - Failure to conduct adequate 2.b
component source inspections and
receipt inspections

Criterion IX - Failure to establish measures to 8.b
c6ntrol special processes

Criterion X - Failure to establish an inspection 10.a, 18
program and failure of QC inspections
to identify nonconformances

Criterion XIII - Failure to establish measures 7.b.(3)
to maintain and control the
cleaning and preservation of
equipment

Criterion XV - Failure to establish measures to 5, 8.a, 9, 14.b
control nonconforming materials,
parts, or components

i
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DETAILS

Persons Contacted

Consumers Power Company

J. W. Cook, Vice President
R. Welles, Executive Manager
D. B. Miller, Site Mdnager
M. L. Curland, QA Superintendent
R. L. Akers, MPQAD
J. G. Balazer, Construction Engineer
E. M. Evans, Construction Engineer
L. R. Howell, MPQAD
D. D. Johnson, Construction Engineer
E. Jones, MPQAD
G. B. Johnson, Construction Engineer
J. S. Kreple, Construction Engineer
G. M. Murray, Construction Engineer
B. H. Peck, Construction Engineer
D. W. Puhalla, Construction Engineer
G. W. Rowe, Construction Engineer
M. J. Schaeffer, MPQAD
D. E. Sibbald, Construction Engineer
T. A. Spelman, Construction Engineer
D. J. Vokal, Construction Engineer
R. M. Wheeler, Construction Engineer
R. H. Wieland, Construction Engineer
J. T. Walton, Construction Engineer
R. E. Whitaker, Construction Engineer

1

Bechtel Power Company

H. Wahl, Vice President and General Manager
K. Vassar, Manager, Division of Project Operations and Services j

J. Rutgers, Project Manager I

L. Davis, Site Manager
M. A. Dietrich, MPQAD
P. Corcoran, Resident Project Engineer
J. J. Gilmartin, Field Engineer
B. R. Kappel, Resident Engineer
F. H. Schulmeister, MPQAD
E. S.rith, PFQCE

Other licensee and contractor personnel were routinely contacted during
the course of the inspection.

1. Licensee Actions on Previously Identified Items

(Closed) Deviation (50-329/82-11-01; 50-330/82-11-01): The licensee -
failed to use approved installation / coordination forms during the
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installation of affected. underpinning instrumentation. As documented
in Inspection Report No. 50-329/82-18; 50-330/82-18, the inspector
verified that the licensee was properly documenting the installation of
underpinning instrumentation on attached installation / coordination forms.
During this inspection the inspector reviewed Bechtel Power Corporation
Procedure FPU-1.000, Revision 0, which delineated procedures for the
preparation, approval, and use of the subject installation / coordination
forms. The inspector determined that the Bechtel procedure was acceptable.

Functional or Program Areas Inspected

2. Electrical Cable Terminations

An inspection of completed Class 1E cable terminations in Diesel Engine
Control Panels 1C111, IC112, and in Diesel Generator Control Panel 1C231
was conducted. During this inspaction internal wiring terminations and
field terminations were observed. The internal wiring terminations were
accomplished by the panel supplier during the manufacture of the panels
while the field terminations were accomplished by onsite Bechtel electricians.

a. The following field terminations were observed:

Cable Scheme Number Location of Termination

1AA0502M 1C231
1AA0502R 1C231
1AD1201A 1C231
1AG1101B 1C231
1AG1101C 1C231
1AG1101F 1C231
1AG1102N 1C231
1AG1105B 1C231
1AG1105C 1C111
1AG1113C 1C111
1AA0001L 1C111
1AA0502G 1C111

.

1AB5311K IC111
~

1AD1115A 1C111
1AG1102G 1C111
1AG1102K IC111
1AG1102L 1C111
1AG1102M 1C111
1AG1102N IC111
1AG1105C 1C111
1AG1108C IC111
1AG1108F IC111
1AG1109B IC111
1AG1109C 1C111
1AV099E 1C111
1AV100E 1C111

.
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The inspector verified that the above field terminations met the
requirements of Bechtel Termination Procedure FPE-7.000 including
the use of proper termination lugs and connection to the correct
termination board locations.

b. The inspector observed the termination of internal wiring in Diesel
Engine Control Panel IC112. The inspection revealed numerous instances
where the internal conductors within the panels were damaged or were
not properly terminated. Examples included:

(1) The output lead on the Relay Tach device had numerous broken
conductors at the termination lug.

(2) The K1 lead on the Relay Tach device had two broken strands
resulting in a potential short circuit between the K1 lead
and an adjacent conductor.

(3) The 1- lead on the CB-1 device did not have all strands inserted
into the compression lug.

The above conditions were contrary to the procurement requirements
delineated in Specification 7220-G-5, Revision 1, Paragraph 6.0
which stated, in part, "All electrical wiring . within the. .

board enclosure shall conform to the highest industrial standards
of design and workmanship." This failure of source inspections at
the panel supplier facilities and receipt inspections at the Midland
site to assure conformance of the internal wiring to procurement
requirements was considered an item of noncompliance with 10 CFR 50
Appendix B, Criterion VII as described in the Notice of Violation.
(50-329/82-22-01; 50-330/82-22-01)

Subsequent to this finding the licensee initiated NCR No. M01-9-2-139
which contained 19 pages of identified internal wiring deficiencies
associated with Diesel Engine Control Panels 1C111, 1C112, 2C111 and
2C112. The licensee on December 3, 1982 identified the poor workman-
ship within the subject panels as part of a potential 50.55(e) report
on Vendor supplied electrical equipment.

c. The inspector determined that the internal wiring within the Diesel
Generator Control Panels was not installed in accordance with the
separation requirements delineated in the Midland FSAR. Nonclass
1E wiring was routed within six inches of Class 1E wiring and the
color coding of the internal wiring did not correctly identify the
wiring as being Class 1E or Nonclass 1E. Subsequent to this finding
the inspector reviewed Consumers Power Company (CPCo) NCR No.
M-01-9-1-075 dated June 19, 1981. This NCR was written by the li-
censee to document the aforementioned internal wiring separation
deficiencies. The NCR stated that the panel supplier was sending
a representative to the Midland site on November 15, 1982.

On November 18, 1982 the licensee informed the inspector that pgnel
supplier representatives'had arrived onsite on November 16, 1982

5
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and that these representatives had determined that the panels would
i be modified to correct the internal wiring separation problems.

The inspector had no further questions on this matter.
;

3. Diesel Control Panel Installations*

a

The inspector observed the installation of the Diesel Generator Control
j. Panel and the Diesel Engine Control Panel associated with each of the

four diesel generators. The installation requirements for these panels
were delineated on Drawings 7220-M18-83 and 7220-M18-250. During this
inspection the following was observed:

a. The Diesel Engine Control Panels were not installed in accordance
with foundation Drawing 7220-M18-250. This drawing required the
installation of bevelled washers and flat washers on the foundation
bolts. The flat washers were not installed on any of the four panels.
In addition, there was no evidence that the bevelled washers were4

i installed before the panels were grouted. This failure to install
; foundation washers as required by the pertinent foundation drawing

was considered an item of noncompliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion V as described in the Notice of Violation.
(50-329/82-22-02A ; 50-330/82-22-02A)

Subsequent to this finding the licensee initiated NCR No M01-9-2-138
to document the missing washers.

b. The Diesel Generator Control Panel base to cabinet hardware installa-
tion was not in accordance with Drawing 7220-M18-83. The drawing
required that the cabinet be secured to the base utilizing 1/2" hex
bolts with threads embedded 2" into concrete. The licensee had,

installed nuts on the 1/2" hex bolts which were not identified on
the subject drawing. In addition, the concrete curb had not been
poured at the time of this inspection. The inspector furth'er
observed that the drawing' details did not clearly describe the base-
to cabinet hardware configuration. Discussions with the licensee
revealed that the incomplete cabinet foundation was documented on
an In Process Inspection Notice (IPIN), dated June 14, 1982. On
September 21, 1982, the licensee had initiated Field Change Request
(FCR) M-6655 which proposed a change to the cabinet to foundation
detail located on drawing 7220-M18-83. The inspector had no further
questions on this matter.

4. Raceway Support Installations

a. The inspector observed the as-built installation of the type 13
conduit support for conduits 2BN006, 2BN007 and 2BDA002 located
in Bay 4 of the Diesel Generator Building. The as-built installa-~

tion of the support was compared with the requirements delineated
on Drawing E-42. During the inspection of this support the follow-
ing was determined: )

! ,

.
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(1) The lengths of the support members were determined to be
within the tolerances identified on Dawing E-42.

(2) The base plate dimensions were in accordance with the
drawing requirements.

(3) The support welds were acceptable.

(4) The size of the unscheduled pull box mounted on the conduit
support did not conform to Sheet 42 of Drawing E-42. The
as-built dimensions of the box were determined to be 12" x
12" x 6". The dimensions required by Sheet 42 were 13 1/2"
x 12" x 6". This failure to install the correct size unscheduled

I pull box was a further example of noncompliance as cited in
paragraph 3.a above. (50-329/82-22-02B; 50-330/82-22-02B)

b. The inspector observed the as-built installation of tray support
FSK-E-796, Sh 1-86 installed in Bay 4 of the Diesel Generator Building.
The as-built configuration of the support and the as-built support
dimensions were compared with the requirements identified on Drawing
E-796(Q), Revision 5, Sheet 2 of 2. This inspection revealed that
the as-built 2' 1 1/2" wall to support dimension did not conform to
the l' 10" dimension required by the aforementioned drawing. The
failure to install the subject support in accordance with the drawing
requirements was a further example of noncompliance as cited in para-
graph 3.a above. (50-329/82-22-02C; 50-330/82-22-02C)

An inspection of the as-built installation of tray support No. 14c.

installed in Bay 2G11 of the Diesel Generator Building was conducted.
The as-built configuration of the support and the as-built support
dimensions were compared with the requirements identified on Drawing
E-796(Q), Revision 11, Sheet 1 of 2. This inspection revealed that
the as-built 5' 5" wall to support dimension did not conform to the
6' 6" dimension required by the aforementioned drawing. The failure
to install the subject support in accordance with the drawing re-
quirements was a further example of noncompliance as cited in para-
graph 3.a above. (50-329/82-22-02D; 50-330/82-22-02D)

d. The licensee was questioned as to the status of the seismic analysis
performed to provide assurance that the plant conduit and tray
supports, as installed, met the seismic requirements for the Midland
plant. The licensee stated that the seismic analysis was being
accomplished at this time and that the results of the analysis would
be available when completed. This matter will remain open until the
inspector has reviewed the data relating to the seismic analysis.
(50-329/82-22-03; 50-330/82-22-03)

5. Review of Quality Control Activities

During the review of Bechtel Quality Control (QC) inspection activities
the-inspector determined that Bechtel QC inspectors were not identifying
as nonconformances all of the deficiencies which they observed during

.
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their inspections. The QC inspectors were instructed to suspend an
*

inspection if an excessive number of deficiencies were observed. In
Process Inspection Noticos (IPINs) were QC documents utilized by QC
inspectors to record nonconformances observed during in process in- 1

spections and during inspections of completed items. IPINs associated i

with suspended inspections identified as nonconformances only a portion
i of the observed deficiencies. No record was made of the remaining
i observed deficiencies. In addition, the IPINs did not document the fact
! that'the inspection was suspended due to excessive deficiencies having

been observed. . Finally, the criteria to be used by QC inspectors in
determining whether observed deficiencies were excessive was not defined.
As a result of the above, the following was determined:

a. Trend analysis, as identified in Midland Project Quality Assurance
; Department Procedure M-2, was designed to serve as a management

tool to detect changes in the rates of nonconformance. For deter-.

iorations in quality the procedure required the performance of an
in-depth analysis to determine the root cause of nonconformance.
The' failure of QC inspectors to document all observed nonconform-
ances resulted in the Trend Analysis Program, as it relates to
IPINs, not addressing all nonconformances. Management's ability
to determine the root cause of nonconformance so as to prevent re-
currence had been accordingly diminished.

b. An additional function of the in-depth analysis required by Trend
Analysis Procedure M-2 was the determination as to whether or not

i work affected by nonconformance should be stopped. The failure of
QC inspectors to document all observed nonconformances resulted
in the continuation of nonconforming work activities which received
no stop work considerations, thereby preventing management from

! performing an indepth analysis.

c. On January 19 and 20, 1983, thirteen Bechtel Quality Control (QC)
inspectors were interviewed by members of the Midland Section to
determine the standard practice used by onsite QC inspectors in
closing open Inspection Reports (IR's) which had open IPIN's. Of
the thirteen QC inspectors interviewed, eight inspectors stated that

j open IR's would be closed after the deficiencies listed on the open
IPIN's had been reinspected and the IPIN closed. Four of these eight
QC inspectors stated that spot checks would be performed in the same
area as the identified deficiencies. Three of the inspectors stated

I that they had written partial IPIN's. The results of the interview
I can be summarized as follows:
1

(1) There was no standard practice pertaining to the use of IPIN's
in documenting deficiencies. Some inspectors were involved in
writing IPIN's which did not document all identified deficiencies
while some inspectors believed that all inspectors were required
to document all deficiencies.

,
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(2) There was no standard practice pertaining to the closure of open
IR's which had open IPIN's. Some inspectors would reinspect only

'
the deficiencies identified on the associated IPIN while some
inspectors would reinspect everything pertaining to the IR attri-
bute against which the IPIN had been written.

The failure to establish measures to control materials, parts, or com-
ponents which did not conform to requirements in order to prevent their
inadvertent use or installation was considered an item of noncompliance
with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criteria XV and X as described in the
Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-04; 50-330/82-22-04).

During the inspection a determination was made that the licensee had in
the past used another unofficial document to bypass the IPIN program.
The unofficial document (called Attachment 10) was used by QC inspectors
to identify numerous nonconformances such as equipment not installed,
work not completed, and drawings not updated. These nonconforming issues
were not factored into the Trend Analysis Program and subsequently were
not reviewed for generic. implications or root cause so as to prevent
recurrence.

The licensee's QA Audit M-01-333-2, finding 14F, addressed a problem
regarding incomplete work being turned over to QC inspectors, but did
not address the use of Attachment 10 forms. Discussion revealed that
the auditors had met with QC representatives and had obtained prompt
corrective action (i.e., the cessation of documenting nonconformances
on unofficial documents) and as a result the auditor did not document
this issue as an audit finding.

However, it is not clear that the deficiencies identified on unofficial

documents were subsequently reviewed and accepted, rejected, repaired
or reworked in accordance with documented procedures. This matter is
unresolved pending the determination of the adequacy of the licensee's
corrective actions in regards to these deficiencies. (50-329/82-22-27;
50-330/82-22-27)

6. Examination of Steel in Laydown Area

a. During the inspection, the laydown area was examined by the
inspectors. It was noted that there was stock steel with no
markings which would identify the material to a given material
heat nunber. Bechtel Field Instruction FIG-9.600, Color Coding-
of Field Purchased Pipe, Fittings, Bolting Material, Non-Q Hangers,
Stock Steel, and Component Parts, states that "No marking' is re-

. quired fo- A-36 plate, shapes, and bars 'cn A-500 Tube Steel for
Non-ASME, Q-listed Steel." This same specification required that
s'tock steel other than A-36 and A-500 Tube Steel be marked with the
material type and grade. High strength steel plate was identified
in the laydown area without markings of material type and grade.
Failure to not mark.high strength steel with the material type and
grade was considered an item of noncompliance against 10 CFR 50
Appendix B,; Criterion V and described-in the Notice of Violation.
(50-329/82-22-05A; 50-330-82-22-05A)

,
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b. ' Field Instruction FIG-9.600, referenced above, required that the
-

ends of all Non-Q steel material be painted yellow with separate
storage provided. During the examination of steel in the laydown
area, it was noted that there were Q and non-Q storage areas.
However, some steel stock in the Q area was painted on the ends
with a paint color resembling faded yellow paint and some of the
steel in the non-Q area did not have the yellow paint marking.
The licensee stated that the yellow-like color paint noted in the
Q storage area had been placed on the material by the manufacturer.
The licensee painted the ends of all the material in the non-Q area
after this was identified by the inspectors. Failure to mark and/or
segregate Q and non-Q material was considered an item of noncompli-
ance with 10 CFR 50 Appendix B, Criterion V as described in the
Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-05B; 50-329/82-22-05B)

c. The references above to Field Instruction FIG-9.600 pertain to
Revision 1 of this instruction, dated December 2, 1981. Revision
1 superceded Revision 0 which was dated February 1979. Revision
0 referred only to field purchased pipe, fittings and bolting
material and made no reference to stock steel identification. The
inspectors identified (in the laydown area) a nominal 25 foot
length of 12 x 12 WF beam that had no markings but was stored in
an area that had ASTM-A-588 steel of similar description and surface
color / texture appearance to the unmarked beam. The ability of the
licensee to maintain material traceability and identification in
accordance with the regulations was considered an unresolved item.
(50-329/82-22-06; 50-330/82-22-06)

d. The inspector requested to see QA audits of material traceability.
The only audits that could be located during the inspection were
of receiving and fabrication of miscellaneous structural steel.
No audits of material traceability could be located during this
inspection. Subsequent communications with the licensee revealed
that an audit had been conducted in September 1982 (M01-332-2).
Pending review of this audit, this is an unresolved ites.
(50-329/82-22-07; 50-330/82-22-07)

7. Diesel Generator Muffler Inspection

The inspectors conducted an inspection of the' diesel generator-muffler
located in the Diesel Generator Building. The inspection included a
review of the applicable drawings and documentation' associated with
. installation and modification of the'four diesel generator (DG) mufflers.

The DG mufflers were constructed offsite by American Air Filter Co., Inc.
(a subcentractor of Transamerica Delaval, the DG system supplier), and
installed onsite by Bechtel. Power Company (BPCo). After onsite receipt
inspection and when construction permitted, the mufflers were installed
in their respective rooms in the DG Building. During installation of
the mufflers it was noted that the saddle support baseplate holes and
slots would not match anchor-bolt locations. FCR M-2283 was written
to modify the saddle support base plates to fit the' anchor bolt locations.

.
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a. During the inspection the licensee was requested to review docu-

c- mentation of the base plates to determine if traceability was evident.
The licensee's review of base plate documentation identified that
part numbers could be tracked to a Certificate of Conformance. The
Certificate of Conformance was written for purchased "Q" material
that was not manufactured to ASME code specifications. The Certifi-
cate of Conformance, did not, however, specify the material used
during the manufacture of the base plates. The inspector and the
licensee reviewed the base plate and muffler saddle support drawings
and specifications for identification of plate material. Muffler
and saddle support material was not specified on the design drawings
and specifications.

FSAR Section 3.2 Table 3.2-1 identifies the Diesel Generator Com-
bustion Air Intake and Exhaust System as Seismic Category 1. To
qualify the muffler to Seismic Category 1 criteria, the saddle
supports and base plate material requirements must be specified to
ensure that the muffler would meet seismic criteria.

10 0FR 50 Appendix B, Criterion III requires measures to be estab-
lished for the selection and review for suitability of application
of materials that are essential to the safety related functions of
the structures, systems, and components.

The failure of design documents to specify requirements for the
selection and review for suitability of application (in this case
Seismic Category 1) of materials associated with the DG muffler
was considered an item of noncompliance with 10 CFR 50,-Appendix B,
Criterion III, as described in the Notice of Violation.
(50-329/82-22-08; 50-330/82-22-08)

b. In addition to the above, the inspectors identified other noncom-
pliances associated with_the installation of the DG muffler as
follows:

(1) To allow for adequate thermal expansion of the DG mufflers,
slots were'specified by Drawing M18-80-4 to be sized at 7/8"
by 1 5/8". In addition, Bechtel Vendor Drawing M18-425(5)-1
required that plate slots used for support plate modifications
be machined.

The inspectors determined that the slots were irregular and did
not conform to design drawings. Slot surfaces appeared rough.
and discolored, indicating they were torch' cut rather than
machined as required by design drawings.

Failure to fabricate the' slots in accordance with design
drawings was considered an. item of noncompliance with 10 CFR
50, Appendix B, Criterion V, which requires that activities
affecting quality be accomplished in accordance with drawings
as described in the Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-09A;
50-330/82-22-09A)-

11.
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Subsequent to the inspection, the licensee generated NCR 4693
to disposition the slots of the support plates for the DG
muffler.

(2) Vendor Drawing M18-250-6 required that jacking plates be
installed and imbedded in concrete beneath the muffler support
jacking screws.

The inspection of the Diesel Generator muffler in Bay No. 1,
revealed that the jacking plates had not been installed be-
neath the center saddle support. The licensee identified
that nine of the 48 jacking plates were missing in the four [
bays.

Failure to install the jacking plates was considered an item
of noncompliance with 10 CFR Appendix B, Criterion V, which
requires that activities affecting quality be accomplished
in accordance with drawings as described in the Notice of
Violation. (50-329/82-22-09B; 50-330/82-22-09B)

Subsequent to the inspection, the licensee wrote NCR 4694
against the failure to install the jacking plates.

(3) Drawing M18-250-6 indicated two slide bearing elements welded
to the bottom of the outer saddle support base plates for each
DG muffler to allow for thermal expansion during muffler heatup.
During the plate inspection, it was noted that some of the
bearing plates were warped sufficiently to allow dirt to pene-
trate between the bearing plate surfaces which would restrict
plate movement.

A review of all bearing plates by the licensee revealed five
of sixteen that were sufficiently warped to allow the inclusion
of dirt. Failure of the licensee to protect the bearing sur-
faces from dirt, dust, and other forms of contamination was
considered an item of noncompliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion XIII requiring control of cleaning and preservation
of material and equipment as described in the Notice of
Violation. (50-329/82-22-10; 50-330/82-22-10)

On December 3, 1982, the licensee verbally committed.to imple-
menting a program to identify other material and equipment
requiring protection from contamination and to include this
identified equipment in a preventive maintenance program.

8. Diesel Generator Exhaust Piping Hanaers

a. The inspector selected the diesel generator exhaust piping for
review. The latest revisions of applicable design drawings were
compared to the actual as-built configuration of the hangers.

,
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From this review, it was determined that the actual configuration
. of the hangers did r.ot match the design drawings for the following
| hangers:

!(1) 652-1-19; the west support plate was welded to the wall embed
|

,

; on the east side instead of two expansion anchors as illustrated
on the redline drawing. The licenses subsequently documented
this on FCR M6925 instead of an NCR as required by site procedures.

j (2) 652-14510; the welds connecting the hanger base plates to the
j- support tubes were not constructed as shown on the drawings.

,

,

;. The licensee stated that welding on the hanger was not completed.
4

: The licensee's position was that the hangers in question were non "Q"
and their failurs would not affect any safety system. The inspector

'

determined that the exhaust pipe'was "Q", as documented in the FSAR,
the SER and on Drawing M-652, Sh.1, Revision 8, Note No. 19. There-,

'

fore, the hangers supporting the pipe were also required to be "Q".

The exhaust pipe hangers were constructed without implementing the
{ QA Program requirements. The failure of the . licenses to ensure that

,

i quality assurance requirements defined in the FSAR and the SER were
; translated into the design and construction of the exhaust system
j hangers was contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III as

described in the Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-11;
50-330/82-22-11)

j On October 19, 1982, the licensee informed the inspector that the
| exhaust system was indeed "Q" and administrative measures were
i under way to correct the problem; however, these measures were .

.I not identified on any document. Site Procedure G3.2 required that
j an NCR be written for nonconforming condicions. The licensee, as-

of November 10, 1982, had failed to document this nonconforming
condition through issuance of an NCR. The failure to control,

| components which did not conform to requirements was contrary to
| 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV as described in the Notice of
{ Violation. (50-329/82-22-12A; 50-330/82-22-12A).
.

i b. During the review of the as-built hanger details, the inspector?
observed the welding'of hanger stiffeners to existing "Q" structural-
steel. The stiffeners were being welded to's 36 inch "Q'?' beam with

' l'1/8" flanges without any preheat. The room temperature at the time-

4

of the inspection approximated'the outside-temperature due to no
: available heating. The welders informed the inspector that there were,

} no preheat requirements for these welds. The inspector determined
! that Specification FSW Structural-1 and the AWS 1974 Code require a
. minimum preheat temperature of'70*F. ~The' licensee did not verify the
[ . temperature of the existing structural steel during welding.'- Further-'

more, site inspection procedures'were inadequate:in that'they'did not
i require verification of preheat temperatures until they reach;150*F.
| The failure to verify 70*F preheat t'mperature requirements wasicon-e
['

Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-13;~50-330/82-22-13)
trary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion IX as= described in'the

.

-

;
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i 9. Diesel Generator Buildina Monorail

A review of the monorail installed above each diesel generator was per-
formed in order to determine whether the monor=11.was designed and in-

,

| stalled in compliance with the requirements in the FSAR and construction
| specifications.

i

j- The licensee took exception to Regulatory Guide 1.29, Position C.4, '

resulting in these monorails not being constructed "Q". The licensee'si
'

plant wide exception'to position C-4 of RG 1.29 has been referred to NRR
i for review. This item is unresolved pending NRR's response (50-329/82-22-14;
i 50-330/82-22-14).
.

Discussions with the licensee on the monorail indicated that not only
j was the monorail installed non "Q", but it also was not analyzed to
j Seismic Category I requirements as required by RG 1.29. The failure to
; analyze the monorails to Seismic Category I requirements was contrary to
i 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III as described in the Notice of
*

Violation. (50-329/82-22-15A; 50-330/82-22-15A)
i

'

Subsequent to the inspector's finding, the licensee reported the noncen-;

forming design on a " Proximity-Seismic Category II/I Interaction Identi-
; fication Sheet" instead of a Nonconformance Report. The identification

of this nonconforming item in this manner circumvented the licensee's;

i nonconformance program. As a result, this concern had not been reviewed

| for generic applicability or for potential reportability as of November 10,
j 1982. The failure to identify and control this nonconforming condition
{ was contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV as described in the

Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-12B; 50-330/82-22-12B).

4

| 10. Diesel Generator Buildina HVAC Fan Support Steel

a. An inspection of the as-built structure was made using the latest
j revisions of applicable design drawings. From this review, the
j inspector determined the following discrepancies:
I
; (1) The eight bracing top gusset plates identified on Drawing

~

-

| C-1004, Revision 10,'as 5/16" thick were measured by the
j inspectors to be 1/4" thick in all four DG bays..

~

I

{ (2) The as-built gusset plate connections in Bay No. I were not
i built as identified on Detail'3'of Drawing C-1004. The braces
| were welded together as opposed to separate welds for each

brace.

| (3) None of.the sixteen 1/4" bracing angles identified on Drawing
| C-1004 were constructed utilizing 1/4" material.
1

; (4) Drawing C-1004, Detail No. 2 required the W10 beam to beam
L connection'to be. welded. In Bay No. 3, the inspector observed

that a bolted connection was constructed in lieu of the re-
j quired. welded connection.

!
: -

|
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(5) The column cover plate identified on FCR-C4401 was not con-
structed in Bay No. 3 as reqaired. The place was slotted
instead of solid as depicted on the FCR.

The failure of the licensee to ensure that work was accomplished
in accordance with the drawings was an item of noncompliance with
10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V as described in the Notice of
Violation. (50-329/82-22-16; 50-330/82-22-16)

The inspect.or further determined that QCIR C210-172, Revision 1,
which documented the inspection of the fan supports, was closed on
July 1, 1981 with no exceptions or nonconformances noted. The
QC inspector closed the inspection with a determination that the
structure was built in accordance with the drawing. The failure
of QC to detect and identify these nonconformances was contrary to
10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion X as described in the Notice of
Violation. (50-329/82-22-17; 50-330/82-22-17)

b. The inspector determined that Procedure FID-2.100, " Outstanding
FCR/FCN Retirement," Revision 2, was inadequate in that it did not
require, for retired FCR/FCN's, that the design drawing remain
annotated indicating that an FCR/FCN had been retired. As a result,
the HVAC structural steel did not conform to identified design
requirements. Additionally, as a result of not having adequate
measures to control retired FCR/FCN's, the document control vault
lost retired FCR C-2103. The failure of the licensee to establish
measures to identify the existence of retired FCR/FCNs on the
appropriate. design drawings was an item of noncompliance with 10
CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V as described in the Notice of
Violation. (50-329/82-22-18A; 50-330/82-22-18A)

c. The inspector questioned the licenses as to the method in which
the bottom bracing connections were made since there were no bottom
bracing gusset plate connection' details (weld sizes, plate sizes
and plate thicknesses) identified on Drawings C-1004 and C-147.
There were also no instructions on site to indicate the method or
standard practice to be-used to design bracing ausset plates. The
following concerns were identified:

(1) Design Drawing C-147 required bolted bracing connections:for-
the diesel' generator building HVAC bracing gusset plates.
Contrary to this design requirement, Field Sketch CY-1035'was
used to design welded connections in lieu of the specified
bolted' connection. As'a result, design changes were being.

implemented without the same review and approval as the. -

i

original design. 'The implementation of changes in design in
the field without subsequent review and approval was considered-
an item of noncompliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Critarion'

,

III as described in the Notice'of Violation. (50-329/82-22-15B;
50-330/82-22-15B).

t

.
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(2) Field Sketch Number CY-1035 which illustrated the bottom
gusset plates was not annotated as "Q", nor was there a
reference on the sketch to the affected design drawing.
This is contrary.to the requirements delineated in Procedure
FPD-5.000, " Preparation of Field Sketches," Revision 1.
The failure to follow procedures was an item of noncompliance

i with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V as described in the
'

Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-18B; 50-330/82-22-18B)

(3) The ihspector further determined that the procedure did not
require the drawing to be annotated with a reference to the4

field sketches. There was no procedural requirement or means4

| to ensure that the existence of a field sketch was annotated
on a drawing. The failure to develop procedures to adequately4

1 control field sketches was in noncompliance with 10 CFR,
j Appendix B, Criterion V, as described in the Notice of Violation.
J (50-329/82-22-18C; 50-330/82-22-18C)
i

i (4) The inspector determined that the bottom gusset plate sizes
| were only identified on a Combo Shop work order sketch. As

a result, the bottom gusset plates were designed in the field
i without adequate review and approval. The failure to control

the gusset plate design cas in noncompliance with 10 CFR 50,-

j Appendix B, Criterion III as identified in the Notice of
i Violation. (50-329/82-22-15C; 50-330/82-22-15C).
!

d. The inspectors determined that the existing 1/4" gusset plates4'

appeared to be out of ASTM Specification A6 requirements for rolling,

mill tolerances as identified in Table 1 of the ASTM Specification.,

| Due to the plates having been previously painted, the actual plate
thicknesses had not been determined at the time of this inspection.,

: This matter is unresolved (50-329/82-22-19; 50-330/82-22-19).
I

! 11. Pipe Installation Activities

4

L The inspector selected for inspection one of the two pipelines which
i connected an air start tank to Diesel 1B11, and the four support-hangers~

for both pipelines. Diesel 1B11 was located in Bay 2.
I Pipeline 1-GCC-1-S-652-2 was specified on Bechtel Drawing No. M-652, Sheet

2, (Q), Revision 3. The drawing specified the pipeline configuration and
identified which welds (shop welds) were made at the' vendor and which
welds (field welds) were made by site craftsmen.

,

| The inspector observed the installed pipeline components and connecting .
' welds for line 1-GCC-1-S-652-2. The pipeline' configuration was as speci-

fled on the drawing. There were no unacceptable visual deficiencies on
any of the pipe welds. The pipe components. supplied by.the vendor were

~

i marked with heat number 32995. The pipe' component-(pup pie'ce) supplied'
! at the site was marked with heat number"738367.- Certified' Material Test

Reports, CMTR's, were availcble on site for both hof 'the above heat numbers.-
f
|

I *

{
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A review of the weld inspection records for the shop welds revealed that
the shop welds had passed radiographic and visual examination. The
visual examination report included fitup, root, intermediate and final
weld passes.

A review of the records for two field welds (M-652-2-7 and M-652-2-11)
indicated that only final visual examination had been performed. The
licensee stated that no additional nondestructive examination, NDE, was
required for those field we'1ds because the pipe was only three inches
in diameter. ASME, Section III, 1971 Code, Summer 1973 Addendum, Article
ND-5220 states, "All pressure-retaining welds in piping, pumps and valves
greater than four inches nominal pipe size shall be examined by either
the magnetic particle, liquid penetrant or radiographic method." This
code revision did not upecify any NDE requirements for piping diameters
of four inches and less. The pipe inspected was less than four inches
in diameter.

A review of the Midland Final Safety Analysis Report, FSAR, Section 3.0,
revealed that the design code (ASME) for nuclear pipe over two inches in
diameter, had not been specified. During a telephone conversation on
November 18, 1982, the licensee concurred that the design code had not
been specified in the FSAR, but stated the design code was specified in
site Specification No. M-324(Q), Revision 1. The RIII inspector confirmed
the licensee's statement. This matter has been referred to NRR and is
open pending further review (50-329/82-22-20; 50-330/82-22-20).

12. Hanner Design Control

An inspection of four support hangers on Diesel 1G11 pipelines was
conducted. The inspector requested the Bechtel Site Document Control
Center to provide the latest isometric drawings for the four hangers
tha supported the two diesel air start pipelines. The control center
provided the following drawings:

(1) 1-652-2-25(Q), Revision 0

(2) 1-652-2-26(Q), Revision 1F1

(3) 1-652-2-27(Q), Revision 0

(4) 1-652-2-28(Q), Revision 1F1

Drawing 1-652-2-25(Q), Revision 0, was used to check the actual installa-
tion of the respective hanger. The drawing and.the actual installation
were different. A. review of the QC copy and the original work print
revealed that the hangers appeared to be installed in accordance with.
the red line changes.

Field Instruction FIP-1.112 Revision 5,'" Field Marking of Prints for
Pipe Supports," was used to control red line changes. The procedure
essentially defined the method for which support changes that did not
require a. total redesign could be modified in the field. The procedu're

.
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required Resident Engineering approval for all support modification
except minor revisions that did not affect the basic design. The pro-
cedure appeared to assign Field Engineering the responsibility of con-
trolling (ensuring proper approvals and distribution) red line changes.
The procedure also required Field Engineering to number and log the red
line changes. Discussions with Field Engineering personnel responsible
for the red line log revealed that the log was not controlled. The log
appeared to be an ineffective control mechanism because the entries were
made chronologically for changes to all drawings and could not readily
be used to identify how many changes affected any specific drawing.

The Bechtel Lead Mechanical Field Engineer stated that red line changes
were initiated by Field Engineering, approved by Resident Engineering,
and returned to Field Engineering for distribution. In addition, the
inspector determined that distribution to the Document Control Center
was being bypassed.

Adequate measures were not established to control the issuance of these
document changes. This was contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion
VI as described in the Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-21;
50-330/82-22-21)

Bechtel Project Engineering Procedure, PEP, No. 4.46.9, Revision 0,
established the controls for red line changes received by Resident
Engineering. The procedure required the cognizant discipline resident
engineer to maintain a log of red lines received. The inspector verified
that two red lines identified on isometric drawing 1-652-2-25(Q) were
properly controlled by the log.

13. Hanger Installation Activities

The inspector checked the installation of four support hangers against
the respective isometric drawings (including changes) and the installation
criteria.

The four hanger configurations appeared to be as specified on the latest
revisions to the isometric drawings. The welders identification mark
was stamped adjacent to all hanger welds.

All (approximately ten) of the field welds on the two large hangers
specified on Drawings 1-652-2-26(Q), Revision 1/F1, and 1-652-2-28(Q),
Revision 1/F1, were covered with surface rust. Specification
7220-M-326(Q), Revision 8, para;raph 5.15.1 stated, in part, "All
component pipe supports shall have surface preparation and primer
applied in accordance with Specification 7220-A-41, Technical Speci-
fication for Field Priming and/or Top Coating Steel Surface . .".

Specification 7220-A-41, Revision 9, paragraph 4.2 stated that all
protective coating of steel for outside the containment shall be non "Q".
The licensee stated that non "Q" meant non-safety related and therefore,
was not required to maintain the safe operation of the plant.

.
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On November 9, 1982, the Bechtel Resident Engineer stated the cognizant
corporate (Ann Arbor, Michigan) engineer's evaluation of the steel
surfaces (welds) outside containment concluded that the surface rust
would not exceed 20 mils (0.02 inches) deep; that no pitting would
result; and that even with the smallest weld (1/8 inch) there would
only be a 16 percent reduction of weld size, which would still leave
a 2.8 safety margin with maximum corrosion over a 40 year period.
Additionally, the site construction personnel provided an established
schedule which should assure that the welds were painted before the
plant operates. No items of noncompliance or deviations were identi-

*

fled.

14. Hanger Material Traceability

a. Hanger parts, specified on Drawings 1-652-2-26(Q) Revision 1F1
and 1-652-2-28(Q), Revision 1F1, included 1/2" x 6" x 6" and 1/2"
x 4" x 4" tube steel (ASTM A 500, Grade B). The installed tube
steel was not marked with heat numbers. The inspection records
did not identify the heat numbers traceable to the installed tube
steel. The installed tube steel had the letter "Q" stamped on the
individual sections. The licensee stated that the letter "Q"
indicated that the tube steel heat numbers were controlled by pro-

; cedure up to the time the hangers were fabricated. The licensee

| also stated that the site procedures did not require any additional
traceability centrols after fabrication.

The FSAR, Table 3.2-4 states that the design and fabrication code
,

for hangers and supports for nuclear piping is ASME Section III,
Subsection NF, 1974 (no addendum). Subsection NF-4122 states that
material for component supports shall carry identification markings

; which will remain distinguishable until the component support is
fabricated or installed. Therefore, the site conttu.a for material
identification for hangers (component supports) appeared to comply
with the ASME code requirements.

b. The inspector reviewed the Hanger Material Log for structural tubing.
The log identified the quantity (in feet), size, material type
(grade), ASME class, heat number, material receipt number, purchase
order number, and relative remarks for the various shipments of tube
steel. The log revealed that only type ASTM A-500 Grade B material'
had been received. The log also revealed that at least 3600 feet
of various sizes and lengths of tube steel had been addressed on
Bechtel Nonconformance Report, NCR 3266, January 23, 1981. The
NCR stated that the " material was procured from subvendors who were
not ASME or Bechtel qualified for an NA 3700 quality program at the
time of purchase." The NCR stated that no hold tags were applied.
The NCR listed 122 steel items (including various qualities, sizes
and lengthsaof tube steel, angle iron, plate, etc.) which had been
purchased from 16 different material suppliers / manufacturers. Page
8 of the NCR stated "A conditional release is granted for use of
the subject material. The material is traccable to a heat number
and corrections or removal can be accomplished without causing damage

19
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or contamination to associated plant equipment or structure." The
conditional release was dated February 5, 1981. The conditional
release vas revised (added page 9 to the NCR) on March 25, 1981 to
restrict 37 of the 122 items from use in ASME Section III Class 1

'

pipe supports. The restricted material was permitted for use in
Class 2 and Class 3 hangers. On June 16, 1981, the NCR was revised
to apparently reject the abovi 37 items for Class 1 use again. On
July 1, 1981, the NCR was revised to reject 15 other items from in-
sta11ation in Class 1 systems. On July 17, 1981 (amended July 27,
1981) the NCR was revised to accept 42 of the remaining items based
on approval of two of the 16 material suppliers, and revised to
reject seven additional items from Class 1 use.

On October 28, 1981, the NCR was revised to reject one additional
item from Class-1-use. Thus, from the date (January 23, 1981)
that NCR 3266 was written, the NCR was revised four times to add
restrictions on the use in Class 1 systems of numerous materials.

The Bechtel QC acceptance (page 15) of NCR 3266 stated the resolu-
tions of the 122 items, along with a brief basis for the resolutions.
The resolutions were addressed in three categories according to the
bases. The bases for the three categories was as follows:

(1) Certified Material Test Reports, CMTR's, were on file for 19
items and the requirements of ASME Subsection NF-2610(c)
had been met, therefore, the respective materials could be
used in Class 1 systems.

(2) CMTR's were on file for 42 items and the requirements of ASME
Subsection NA-3700 had been met, therefore, the respe'ctive
materials could be used in Class 1 systems.

(3) CMTR's were on file for 61 items and the requirements of ASME
Subsection NT-2610(b) had been met; therefore, the respective
materials could be used in Class 2 and Class 3 systems. The
NCR noted that measures had been taken (heat log changed) to
prevent the 61 items from being used in Class 1 systems on
July 28, 1982.

Paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) of the ASME Code Section III, Subsection
NF-2610 1974 Edition, Summer Addenda 1976 states:

(a) Except as provided in (b) below, Material Manufacturers and
Materia 1' Suppliers shall have a Quality System Program or an-
Identification and Verification Program, as applicable, which
meets the requirements of NA-3700.

(b) The requirements of NA-3767.4 shall be met as required by
NF-2130. The other requirements of NA-3700 need not be used by
Material Manufacturers or Material Suppliers for.small products,
as defined in (c) below,'and for material which is allowed by this
Section to be furnished with a Certificate of Compliance. - For '

.

e
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these products, the Manufacturer's or Insta11er's Quality Assurance
Program (NA 4000) shall include measures to provide assurance that
the material is furnished in accordance with the material specifi-
cation, and the special requirements of this Section.

(c) For the purpose of this paragraph, small products are defined
as given in (1) through (3) below:

(1) pipe, tube, pipe fittings, and flanges of 2 inch nominal
size and less

(2) bolting material including studs, nuts, and bolts of
2 inch nominal diameter and less

(3) structural material with a nominal cross-sectional
area of 2 sq. inches and less.

Subsection NF-2130 states:

(a) All materials used in the construction of component supports
shall be certified. Certified Material Test Reports in accordance
with NA-3767.4 shall be provided for material in Class 1 plate and
shell supports, Class 1 linear supports, and for materials for other
types and classes of component supports when impact testing is re-
quired (NF-2311).

(b) Certificates of Compliance with the material specification,
grade, class, and heat-treated condition, as applicable, may be
provided in lieu of Certified Material Test Reports for materials
for all other component supports.

(c) Copies of all Certified Test Reports and Certificates of Compliance
applicable to each material used in the component support shall be
furnished with the material."

The Bechtel QA Manual (ASME III), Revision 2, dated July 1980, paragraph
4322 states, in part " Quality program demonstration is established through
possession of a valid current, ASME Quality System Certificate (Material)
or survey of the manufacturer or supplier by other (Bechtel) Procurement
Supplier Quality Department."

Based on the ASME Subsection NF-2610(b), the first and third resolution
categories to NCR 3266 appeared to be inadequate in that the NCR did not
indicate that measures had been taken at the respective suppliers and/or
manufacturer, or the installer (Bechtel) to provide assurance that the
material was furnished in accordance with the material specification.
The measures were required to verify the validity of the suppliers'
certificates and the effectiveness of the certification system. Note:
Subsection NF-2610(c) which was addressed in the first resolution'cate-
gory, defines small products and does not delete the requirements of
Subsection NF-2610(b). ,
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During a telephone conversation on November 29, 1982,,the licensee stated
that two (i.e., Mills Alloy Steel Company and Carbon Steel Products
Corporation) of sixteen of the material suppliers / manufacturers were-

actually suppliers. The other fourteen were manufacturers contracted 1

by the two suppliers. The licensee also stated that Bechtel had in I

fact approved the two suppliers QA programs prior to issuing contracts
.and that Bechtel had verified that at least one of the two suppliers
had sufficient controls to ensure that their subcontractors (i.e., the
fourteen manufacturers) had acceptable QA programs.

On December 7, 1982, the inspector received from the licensee copies
of a Bechtel Supplier Survey of Mills Alloy Steel Company dated June 10,
1981; copies of two ASME Quality System Certificate (Materials) for
Mills Alloy Steel Company; copies of two Bechtel Reports of Audit of
Carbon Steel Products Corporation dated June 19-20, 1979 and June 3, 1980
respectively; and one copy of a Bechtel Corrective Action Report (Re-audit)
of Carbon Steel Products dated July 30, 1979. The above documents indi-
cated that Mills Alloy Steel Company was an approved material supplier and
adequately capable of qualifying their material manufacturers during the
effective period of the respective purchase contracts which were addressed
on NCR 3266. The above documents indicated that Carbon Steel Products
Corporation was an approved material supplier during the effective period
of the respective purchase contracts which were addressed on NCR 3266.
No documentation was received which indicated that the material manu-
facturers, contracted by Carbon Steel Products Corporation, possessed an;

! ASME Quality System Certificate (Materials) or were surveyed by the
Bechtel Procurement Supplier Quality Department. The Certificate or
survey was required by the Bechtel QA Manual (ASME III),' revision 2,
paragraph 4322, to demonstrate that the manufacturers had an adequatei

'

quality program. The licensee was notified of this inadequacy during
| a telephone conversation on December 9, 1982. This matter is unresolved

pending review of additional documentation which may be supplied by the
i licensee (50-329/82-22-22; 50-330/82-22-22).

i The measures taken in the third category to prevent the items restricted
I to Class 2 and Class 3 systems from being used in Class 1 systems was

inadequate. These measures only controlled the restricted items after
July 28, 1982. Nothing was done to verify whether or not restricted items
had been used in Class 1 systems prior to July 28, 1982. This verifica-
tion was necessary, especially since the NCR permitted unrestricted uses
based on the conditional releases specified prior to July 28, 1982. The
basis for the conditional releases stated that, " corrections or. removal
(of nonconforming material) 'can be accomplished . ." Measures were.

not established or implemented to determine if Class 2 and Class 3 mater-
ials were used in Class 1 systems. Failure to establish measures to
control materials which did not conform to requirements and to prevent
their inadvertent use or installation in Class 1 systems was contrary
to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XV as described in the Notice of
Violation. (50-329/82-22-23; 50-330/82-22-23)

The second resolution category to NCR 3266 appeared to be adequate in
that the applicable code requirements were indicated.as being fulfilled.
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15. Hanger Weld Inspections -

QCIR No. 7220/P-2.10, Revision 9, the hanger inspection record, did not
indicate whether or not any in process weld inspections had been performed
during the installation of hangers (pipe supports). The licensee provided
Bechtel Quality Control Instruction No. 7220/W-1.60, Revision 2. The
scope of the instruction stated that the instruction provided the quality
control verification of in-process inspection activities that were necessary
to ensure that specified welding process requirements were being achieved.
The instruction distinguished between the civil, electrical, component
support, and pip'ing (ASME) weld activites. The instruction and/or the
Instruction supplement required the following in process inspection of
weld activities:

a. Fitup
,

b. Tack welds
4

c. Surface Preparation

d. Preheat

e. Welding Technique

f. Interpass Temperatures and Cleaning

g. Welder Qualification

h. Weld Procedure (addressed in W-1.60 supplements)

1. Established the frequency and number of weld activities required
to be observed.

With the exception of preheat verification, the instruction appeared
to establish suitable controls for the above in-process weld activities.
Most of the controls for preheat verification were defined in instruc-
tions PQCI CW-1.00, Revision 2, E-2.10, Revision 6, E-1.0, Revision 11,

! P-2.10, Revision 10, and PW-1.00, Revision 4 for the respective discipline
activities (i.e., civil, electrical, component supports, and pipe welding).
Inclusively, the PQCI's required verification of preheat requirements in
excess of 70*F for all weld activities and verification on a defined<

'

sample basis for preheat requirements of 70*F and less. As discussed in
Section 8.b of this report, an inadequacy was identified with the preheat
controls for civil (structural) welding.

,

16. Anchoring of Hangers

The hangers identified on Isometric Drawings 1-652-2-26(Q), Revision 1/F1
and 1-652-2-28(Q), Revision 1/F1 were attached to the concrete super-4

structure with grouted anchor bolts._ The nuts on the bolts were not

: secured. The inspector requested the design requirements for securing
! anchor bolts. The licensee provided Specification 7220-C-306(Q),
l
|

I
i

i *
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Revision 8, Paragraph 5.8. Paragraph 5.8 appeared to establish adequate
methods for securing threaded connections. PQCI No. P-2.00, Revision 6
appeared to establish sufficient controls during inspections to assure
that the anchor bolts would be secured.

The type (grado) of bolting materials (including alternatives), was
specified in Specification 7220-C-306(Q), Revision 8 Paragraph 5.0.
The diameter of the anchor bolts was specified on the isometric drawings.
Based on the anchor diameter, the bolt embedmont could be determined
frem Specification 7220-C-306(Q), Revision 8, Appendix B. Table B-2.
Since the bolts'had already been grouted into place, the inspector re-
viewed the records (QCIRs) for inspection of grouting and dry packing.
The records indicated that the bolting type and size had been properly
verified.

The inspector reviewed and discussed with the site Resident Engineering
Group, the design calculations for the anchor bolt diameters specified
on Isometric Drawing 1-652-2-26(Q), Revision 1/F1. The caluclations
indicated that the combined stresses for shear and tensile for the specific
hanger required a bolt diameter of 7/8 inch when using ASTM Grade A-36
steel. The Resident Engineering group stated that the calculation sheet
concluded by specifying a diameter of 3/4 inch. The Resident Engineer
stated that this error would be corrected. The ultimate result was
that the correct size bolt (7/8 inch) was actually specified on the
drawing.

17. Concrete Chipping

The inspector observed a section of concrete wall which had been chipped
away. The chipped section was located on a wall in Containment Purge
Room 702, elevation 674' 6". The volume of chipped concrete was non-
uniform and approximately 18 inches high, 10 inches wide and 4 inches
deep (in some places). There were no markings or tags in the area which
would have indicated that the chipped section was controlled.

A Bechtel Field Engineer was responsible for that area of the plant and
was aware of the chipped section. The engineer also stated that he
planned to put this concern on a punchlist for regrouting.

The licensee stated that the concrete was chipped away in late 1981 to
locate drain tubes for tendon sheaths which were inadvertently embedded
in the wall. The inspector observed two drains located just above the
chipped area.

The inspector asked if measuren had been established to control the
chipped area since the wall was now in a nonconferming condition. The
licenseo provided Bechtel Field Instruction No. FIG-1.111, Revision 4,
Concrete Drilling Permit. Section 2.0 of this instruction stated, "This
instruction discusses the method of initiating, identifying, approving,
and controlling concrete drill permits . ." Section 5.0 stated,.

"This instruction applies to all concreto drill permits issued by any
discipline for core drilling, chipping of concrete, or drilling for *

I
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installation of concrete anchors." The instruction defined the adminis-
trative process for completing concrete drilling permits. The instruction
appeared to address a method of control which could be used for concrete
chipping activities, such as the one in the containment purge room.
However, the instruction did not establish requirements which stated
when or for what activities a drilling permit must be used. A drilling
permit was not used to control the chipped concrete in the containment
purge room. Therefore, measures were not established to provide controls
over concrete chipping activities which affected the quality of structures.
The Bechtel construction personnel stated that there were several other
areas in the plant in which the concrete had been chipped and was not
controlled. Failure of the licensee to provide cot.trols over activities
such as concrete chipping which affects the quality of structures was
contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V as described in the
Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-24; 50-330/82-22-24)

As a result of this finding, the licensee wrote NCR No. M01-9-2-154
November 14, 1982.

18. Cable Segregation

In Containment Purge Room 702, the inspector observed cable tray sections
which contained metal dividers that extended approximately 20 feet along
the trays. The dividers were approximately the height of the tray sides.
The tray sections were identified with green alpha-numeric markings (i.e. ,
IBTF01, IBTF02 and 1BTF03; IBJS01, IBJQO2, and 1BJQO3). The RIII inspector
noted that many of the included cables crossed over the dividers or in some
cases were stacked higher than the dividers. The purpose of the dividers
was to provide a barrier between low voltage control cables and instrument
cables.

The barrier / divider was designed to eliminate the possibility of the
elqctromotive forces of the control cables from inducing noise signals,

into instrument cables. Since the cables crossed over the divider / barrier
and were stacked higher than the divider, the cables were therefore,

'

misrouted and rendered the barrier ineffective.

PQCI No. E-3.0, Revision 5, Final Area Completion Activities of Electrical
Installation, addressed verification of certain cable training (i.e. ,

. bundling and redundant channel separation), but did not address verifi-
'

cation of cable segregation in horizontal tray runs. Failure to establish
a program for inspection of cables installed in horizontal. trays which
use metal dividers, to ensure conformance with design. requirements for
cable segregation was contrary to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion X as

i described in the Notice of Violation. (50-329/82-22-25; 50-330/82-22-25).

As a result of this finding, the licensee wrote NCR No. M01-9-2-151 dated
November 1, 1982 to correct the specific cable tray installations addressed
above.

1
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19. Nonconforming Welds in Structural Steel

During the reporting period, the Resident Inspector was aware that the
licensee had overinspected 78 structural beams and that 41 of those
beams had nonconforming welds. More definitively stated, 66 weld joints
of 146 overinspected were nonconforming. As a result of this overin-
spection and subsequent findings, Nonconformance Report (NCR) No.
M01-9-2-074 was generated. Weld defects noted were undersized welds
and undercut welds ranging from 1/16 to 1/8 inch.

Because of the indeterminant state of a large number of beams (nominally
2400 beams), the licensee has generated a Safety Concern and Reportability
Evaluation Request to determine the reportability and ultimate safety
significance of their findings. This evaluation was intended to be com-
plated by mid-December 1982. The Resident Inspector examined some of
the noncenforming welds identified in the NCR and concurred with the
findings. This concern was being reviewed and controlled by the licensee's
programs.

20. Ultrasonic Testing (UT) of Holddown Bolts

During the reporting period, the Resident Inspectors and a Regional based
NDE Inspector measured anchor bolts in the four battery charger rooms,
the Diesel Generator Building and the Service Water Building. Additional
measurements using other transducers are proposed in the future to accomo-
data more evaluation. These evaluations will be documented in other NRC
Inspection Reports.

21. Prestartup Test

The inspector observad the initial pump run of Component Cooling Water
Pump 2P-73B on 10/21/82. The observations included a review of the
test procedure OSP-CCW.01, observation of portions of the actual pump
test, and a review of test data to ensure that test objectives had been
met.

Prior to the beginning of the test, the inspector walked down portiens
of the system and held discussions with members of the various test
groups required to assimilate test data. The following concerns were
noted:

The Vibration Testing Group initially set up on the wrong pump anda.
had to be told the proper pump locations,

b. Personnel monitoring bearing and oil temperatures were not aware of
the maximum temperature limits on the pump being monitored,

c. Minor discrepancies such as broken valve indicators and small leaks
were'not documented either on the test summary or on a maintenance
form.

d. Pump performance curve supplied by the manufacturer referenced only
one of the four component cooling water pump serial numbers.

~
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Jul interim exit interview was held on October 26, 1982, with the Technical
Superintendent and his staff to discuss the inspector's testing concerns.
The Technical Superintendent acknowledged the inspector's findings and
stated the concerns would be addressed.

The inspector observed portions of the initial pump run of Decay Heat
Removal Pump 2P-60A. The concerns dsscribed in the previous paragraph
(except for item d which was not applicable for this test) had been
satisfactorily resolved for this test. The test was stopped after 90
minutes of pump run time due to high suction differential pressure (DP)
indicating a clogged suction strainer. Oil and bearing temperatures had
not stabilized adequately to satisfy test acceptance criteria. The.

strainers were cleaned and replaced and the test restarted. The test
was completed satisfactorily on November 13, 1982,

22. Drawina C-45

The following concerns were discussed with the licensee regarding the
staff's review of drawing C-45:

a. The perimeter and baffle dikes adjacent to the Emergency Cooling
Water Reservior (ECVR) were not included as "Q" on the drawing.
The licensee subsequently agreed to define these two areas as Q.

b. The licensee was requested to confirm in writing that no seismic
Category I underground utilities extend beyond the "Q" bounds of
drawing C-45.

c. The licensee was also requested to put a note on drawing C-45~

indicating-that the tunnel under the turbine building was "Q".

The above concerns will be reviewed during subsequent inspections.

23. Auxiliary Buildina Instruments

While reviewing the baseline readings on the auxiliary building instru-
mentation, the inspectors observed that the Electrical Penetration Area-
(EPA) outboard wir.gs appeared to be moving upwards while the remaining
deep seated absolute vertical readings were downward. The licensee was
requested to provide an explanation of the significance of.the Auxiliary
Building movements. Two meetings on the subject have:already been held.
on site and future discussions are planned.

The upward movement of'the EPA outboard wings appeared to'be caused by'
a decrease in the ambient temperature.. The licensee was requested to
define the correlation _between temperature and' upward movement and deter-
eine if.a correction factor should befincorporated into future EPA in--
strumentation data.

,
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24. Review of Remedial Soils Requalification Activities

During this inspection the inspector reviewed the results of the written
i examinations administered to 19 QC inspectors. These written examinations,

| which tested the inspectors on QC programmatic requirements, were adminis-
tered as part of the requalification program initiated by the licensee in,

integrating all QC functions under Consumers Power Company control. Of,

'

the 19 inspectors who were administered the examination, two inspectors
i failed the examination. The inspector informed tLe licensee that all pre-
'

vious inspections performed by these two inspectors were required to be,

reinspected. The licensee agreed to perform the reinspection.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
i

25. Perimeter Dike Armor Stone

During a plant tour the inspectors noted that the licensee was replacing.

riprap protection for the eastern perimeter dike. The inspectors deter-
mined that the new armor stone appearsd to have weak clay-shale seams in

,

most of the pieces. This was confirmed by dropping a few pieces and;

1 observing them break aparc. The licensee was informed of the inspector's
concerns.

Subsequently, the inspector was informed by the licensee that the rock
i- did not meet the freeze-thaw and gradation requirements of Specification

C-209. The inspector was informed that the nonconforming armor stons
would be removed from the site.

The requirement that the perimeter and baffle dikes adjacent to the
ultimate heat sink be covered by the QA plan is delineated in the,

May 25, 1982, NRC to licensee letter and in Section 2.5.6.1 of.the SER.
l' The inspectors determined that the licensee had purchased the armor stone

without establishing controls over the procurement and installation.
The failure to translate applicable regulatory requirements into design
documents was considered to be in noncompliance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix
B, Criterion III as described in the Notice of Violation.
(50-329/82-22-26; 50-330/82-22-26)

Subsequent to the inspectors' identification of the matter, the licensee
agreed to have all necessary "Q" controls in place before proceeding with

. additional armor stone placement.,

26. Site Tours

At periodic intervals during the report period, tours of essentially all,

site areas were performed. These tours were intended to assess the-
cleanliness of the site; storage conditions of equipment and piping being
used in site construction; the potential-for fire or.other hazards which-
might have a deleterious effect on personnel and equipment; and to witness-
construction activities in' progress. A system walkdown was performed of-
portions of the Diesel Generator and Primary Makeup System.

.

.
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27. Independent Assessment of Auxiliary Building Underpinning

The inspectors reviewed the weekly reports (attached) submitted by
Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation to document the results
of the independent assessment of Auxiliary Building underpn.ning
activities. No significant concerns were identified in these reports.

28. Open Items

Open items are matters not otherwise categorized in the report that
require followu'p during future inspections. Open items disclosed during
this inspection are discussed in Section 4.d and 11.

29. Unresolved Items

Unresolved items are matters about which more information is required
in order to ascertain whether they are acceptable items or items of non-
compliance. Unresolved items disclosed during this inspection are dis-
cussed in Sections 5, 6.c, 6.d, 9, 10.d, and 14.b.

30. Exit Interview

The inspeccors met with licensee representatives (denoted under Persons
Contacted) on October 15, 22, 26, 28, November 10 and 23, 1982. The
inspectors summarized the scope and findings of the inspection. The
licensee acknowledged the information.

31. Enforcement Conference

On January 18, 1983, an enforcement conference was held in the Region
III Glen Ellyn office between Messrs. James G. Keppler, A. B. Davis,
members of the Region III Midland Section, hr. J. H. Sniezek of IE,
and Messrs. J. Selby, J. Cook and others of the licensee's staff. The
purpose of the conference was to discuss the results of the special team
inspection of the Diesel Generator Building.

Based on the licensee's comments regarding the IPIN issue, members of the
Midland Section subsequently interviewed thirteen QC inspectors to deter-
mine the standard practice used by QC inspectors in closing open Inspection
Reports which had open IPIN's. The results of these interviews are dis-
cussed in Section 5.c of this report.

?
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0FFICE OF INSPECTION AND FNFORCEMENT
NOTIFICATION OF SfGNIFICANT ENFORCEMENT ACTION

Licensee: Consumers Power Conipany
Midland Nuclear Power Plant Units 1 and 2
Docket Nos. 50-329, and 50-330

Subject: PROPOSED IMPOSITIul or CIVIL PENALTY - 2120,000

This is to inform the Comission that a Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposi-
tion of Civil Penalty in the amount of One Hundred Twenty Thousand Dollar:;
(5120,000) will be issued on or about February 8,1983 to Consumers Power
Company. This action is based on the licensee's failure to implement an adequate
quality assurance program as it relates to the installation of electrical,
mechanical and civil components in the diesel generator building and the action
of quality control (QC) supervisors instructing QC inspectors to suspend inspec-
tions if excessive deficiencies were found during the performance of inspections.
Consecuently, not all observed deficiencies were reported and complete inspec-
tions were not performed by all QC inspectors after the reported deficiencies
were corrected.

It should be noted that the licensee has not been specifically informed of the
enfnrcement action. The Regional Administrator has been authorized by the
Director of the Office of Inspection and Enforcement to sign this action. The
schedule of issuance and notification is:

Mailing of Notice February 8, 1983
Telephone Notification of Licensee February 8, 1983

A news release has been prepared anc* will be issued about the time the licensee
receives the Notice. The State of Michigan will be notified.

The licensee has thirty days f rom the date of the Notice in which to respond.
Followinq NRC evaluation of the response, the civil penalty may be remitted,
mitigated, or irnposed by Order.

Contact: G. Klingler, IE 24973 J. Axelrad, IE 24909

_ Distribution:
s

H Street 9 .% 2_.- MNBB fl N Phillips @ c3 EW Willste 910 7Chainnan Palladino E00 NRR I F NMSS
Com. Gilinsky DED/ROGR OIA RES
Comm. Ahearne ELD OI
Conn. Roberts PA AE00
Conn. Asselstine Air Rights
ACRS SP
SECY PM
CA

PE Regional Offices MAIL
RI RIV ADM: ' Doc. Mgt. Sr.
PII~ RV
RIII

PRFLIMINARY INFORMATION - NOT FOR PUBLIC DISCLOSilRC UNTIL FEBRUARY 8 ,1983
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PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED DURING OCTOBER-NOVEMBER, 1982 MIDLAND CONSTRUCTION

INSPECTION
,

1. Heat number traceability in structural steel

2. Discrepancies between design drawings and actual construction

3. Design control problems

4. Design document control problems

5. Receipt inspections failed to identify problems

6. Overinspection (or reinspection) failed to identify same problem
as in item 5

7. Cable tray segregation problem

8. Concrete chipping not controlled per procedure

9. Field inspections failed to identify above problems

10. One QC inspection was not correct

11. Almost 16,000 open inspection records (IR's) in plant

12. In Process Inspection Notices (IPIN's) hide extent of problems

13. Not all problems documented on nonconfo'rmance reports-

'N
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Construction Completion Program
,

1. Evaluation Criteria

2. Reduction in manpower

3. Continuing work 1

|
Hanger and cable reinspection

Bechtel engineering

Remedial soils (subject to NRC approval)

B&W construction |
|

Zack ccnstruction (subject to stop work on welder qualification)

Post turnover work

Non-Q work

4. Prepare Aux Building for reinspection
~

Remove all construction material and clean all areas
.

Place systems and equipment in layup

Other buildings will follow
'

'N 5. Train and recertify QC inspectors

6. Prepare inspection procedures and reinspection documentation
*

7. Assemble teams to complete construction and make system operable.

Includes sytem completion superintendent, planner, engineers,

general foremen, and craftsmen. Test engineers, ~ project engineers,

and QA/QC teams will be independent.
.

'

! 8. MAC and INPO evaluations will proceed. Third party selection and
t

overview.
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DISTRIBUTION - NRC OPEN ITEMS LIST .
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M.L.Curland (4)
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L.E. Davis
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.
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.
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'

'
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"Ihe following coments are applicable to Revision 2, dated 11/22/82, of

the NRC Open Items List: ,

'

1) The list has been updated and reflects activities whic' took place
'

on Friday, November 19, 1982.

2) A new status column has been added to describe open/ closed status

with'the NRC and the Project.

'

3) Please contact me if you have any coments/ corrections to .the list.
-

.
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I'NRC OPEN ITEMS LIST ],.' ' '

}
. ,

( 1 The purpose of this list is to keep track of Construction related open
items from NRC Inspections at the Midland Plant.s

2 Guide to using the form:
,

Item Number -each item / issue is numbered sequentially using the -.

following key:
'

A - Administrative
,

C'- Civil-

.

E - Electrical
'

M , Mechani<ni-

S - Soils
.

'Date In'tiated '- enterf.the date the item / issue .is opened with the NRC.
~

,

i

Description.- enter a brief description of the item / issue.

NRC Inspector - name of the NRC Inspector - -

. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . -.

' Responsible Engineer.- initials of the responsible Site }fanagement
e, Organization (SMO) - Construction Department-

.

individual using the following key:. s, . - S. -- .
. . . . . .

,, ..

JGB - Baltzer, J,G_ (ext., 511) _-

. . . . . . _ . . . .

,

..a
BE - Evans, Bf (4xt. 417) ' Nip'

Duf..- Johnson, DD (ext. 422)

GBJ - Johnson, GB (ext. 468)
.

JSK - Kreple, JS (ext. 405)
,. .,

GN,- Murray, GM (ext 508).

BHP - Peck, BH (ext. 400)
i

DNP - Puhalla, Di (ext. 408) '

GWR - Rowe, GW (ext. 414), ,

:
-

| DES - Sibbald, DE (ext. 418)
|
|

|. TAS - Spelman, TA (ext. 415)

( DJV - Vokal, DJ (ext. 404)
,

! .

BM - Wheeler, RM (ext. 416)
; . ' . '

RHW - Wieland,_ RH (ext. 408)t

.
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h. Action - briefly describe, action planned or being taken.

Due Date - enter a response / item closeout date, where applicable.

NRC Status - enter the st_atus of the item _as-far .as the.NRC is concerned. _

OPEN - The NRC,is awaiting action or information from us._,
_

C WSED - No other action is required.

Project Status - enter the status of the item as far as we are concerned.

OPEN - We owe the NRC some action or information, or we have a-document
needing closure (FCR, NCR, etc.)

CWSED - No othhr action is required. ~

,, ,

1 .

.
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TIM # DATE DESCRIPTION - NRC RESP , '. . - ACTION DUE NRC PROJECT
INITIATED - INSP. ENG. 9 DATE STKIUS STATUS

A-1 10/19/82 Questions on the IPIN's Gardner BIIP NRC has agreed to our Open - Need
Program. future resolution to address past

i

I unis problem. We IPIN's.
still need to addressl

-

how to correct work -

|- done to date.
M. Curland is pursuing.'

. -

M4000 IfINS hruck( -

5* * U~ ink W'
,.

(Yuw s)
.

H00 efew ,

,

#JZ,060 IRS ofm ..

h13,000 '

. n ,p tDO :j':oJS
'

4

-
.

'
.

,

-

i
.

,

-
.

,

i.

'

.
-

'
.
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. Page 1 of 1
.- , Update 11/2:
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TIN I DATE DESCRIPTICN NRC- RESP. .' ACTICE - IIIE NRC PPJ1IECT.

| INITIARID INSP. ENG. . DATE STARIS STARIS
,

, . -
-

( _

.

C-1 10/22/82 Ibnorail over Diesel Gener- Landsman JSK - ' he;. status. of this . Closed
-

- ator (Dwg. C-1009 welds not - - item is being,ng;};gs}
per drawing. under M-198.

.

.

C-2 10/22/82 Structural Steel - vendor Landsman Dill his item was origin- 1/83 Open - Need t
welds.

~
ally fnnnd hv m - not close out,SQ

/..
NRC. Issue will re-
main open until closed
out 7er schedule prep. -

,

and y Bechtel.
# win n "

.

@-23 11/10/82 lble in concrete filled Bruce TAS ne following infom- Closed-

block wall at elevation Burgess ation transmitted to gets hs Sua

6458,. west side, into B. Burgess on 11/10/82. -

degassifier room. Hole A) Spec. 7220-C-231Q .

was for shielding IWAC duct. Rev 22. See 9.2.2
AGB...

B) Dwg. 7220-C-1194Q,

Rev 2.. ,

.- ; i
.

J
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' Page 2 of 17
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Update 11/22j
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.

RESP.o
, .

TEM # DAV DESCRIPTION- .

INSP. ENG. DATE STATUS STATUS
ETION IUE .NRC WIlJECTNRC .

INITIATED
-

:|. -
- Generk Res.

' wntu W
3 10/22/82 FSK procedure requires ref- Landsman WP ;IssuedliCR-M-01-9-2-15s OPEN - Nec
:v. 2 . erence to design' drawing. . -Eng. - Eval need for expandscop

FSK-CY-1035 does not comply. ESK/ design dwg. cross E=U.I m,M
FSKI (- 428.)q

~

Also, NRC wants design dwg. reference. Will s.d7 *%jto reference assoc. FSK's. -FE Review FSK is for i

#'d f"*'*similar problems. /
'

4 10/22/82 The design drawing C-1004 Landsman WP For beam connectors Closed " 'c-
sv. 1 does not show detail for dwg'. C-147 allows fielI rW ia *4

beam connections. - to detail-dwg. C-147 rf 1e e.

!I' provides criteria for.. i 7 J~ "!.4 :

welds not shown on |!,| (7d v4' uv
'

,,
- C-1004. No other act- .

.- ion required. Contact
5*

Steve Harvey.
.

Gesede
j5 ' 10/22/82 FSK should designate if "Q". Landsman yp S -M-01-9-2-155.is.- Open - Neec

sued.. expand's'cor
-FE to review FSK's for

' 'similar problems. -

.

'6 - 10/22/82 (Superceded by C-4) See C-4
* .p

Retina FCR e 4*ve4 Me f%-,

17 10/22/82 D/G Bldg. - span change for Mndsman WP Span is o.k. Inspec- Clos'ed .7Aj/~ fan stipport not per drawing. tor misread drawing. Siv & =/>
'

'
' - No other action re-

quired. Contact Steve
Harvey.

8 10/22/82 Size of knife blade not Landsman WP -Detail for brac'ing to Closed'
specified. be clarified (FCRC-

'

5174) copy to NRC 11/22/82.

-NCR-M-01-9-2-155 is-
LU9A--

j -Field to review con ,-

trol of detailinghd
-;' -

i Lec=feJ f F/J .rke

' " E )
sr.,A cc A .rA (dr.w ,y. F uRJ6

! ,a c -'. '

t
-o



..

DAir# DESCRIPTION' . NRC~ RESP. ACTI . DUE NRC 'rPAIECT\TIN I .

INITIATED INSP. ENG. DATE STATUS STATUS

, . . .

:-9 10/22/82 Duplicate QCIR's for dry Landsman DNR .Were'not duplicates Closed Ree
pack - same as IPIN problem. but vere revisions.. #p " u-,

- . No other action re--

quired.
Gene ~tc

:-10 10/22/82 Lost FCR for a fan support. Landsman DNP - Duplicate FCR reretir- Open - Condi
ed. Original could- . .Audi
not be found. No othe -

-

ON'Eaction required. Con-
. tact J. Davis.

-- ' G e= crs~c
.

:-11 10/22/82 Retired FCR - should be an- Landsman IMP Procedure chanced to , Open - Revi'
notated on curre't drawing. reauire retired _FCR1 Retrofittia" n

- _FCN annotat; ion _.
,

c k. m .a ,.fot.

.ol2 - 11/5/82 The A-572 beams used in Landsman IMP Review QCIR for attri- 11/8 Closed
Reactor Bldg. - How does QC bute. Contact Steve
verify they are in fact A- Harvey/Ed Dutton.
572 beams? ,

013'. 11/5/82 Prior to 1979 what was the Landsmah DWP NRC given copies of- 11/8 Open - Writ
*material control to keep all old procedures up on othen

Q and non-Q steel segregated 7 prior to 1979. .

M *

" -

.-
.

* n
Hs e,mkww sc ~ .4iM-"

$ 11/5/82 Detail 3 on dwg. C-1004 showstandsman DNP -NCR written on plates 11/8 85 4 &. Open. . Nee
1" angle and S/16" plate - -FE to rework under- ,

field measurements indicate' sized plates. T jy u;,>
"l,.. Chronology

for FCN and
small. plates. Engineering-

disposition-

;,

smaller p11-

. ,

. 4

-15 11/5/82 Provite NRC with QCIR for. Landsman DNP Information available 11/8 Open - Perf'

structural steel for still for NRC Review. Inspection
framing for second floor of

. iD/G Bldg. - Also any O(rR's .
@ W AD)

.

- - for framing steel. -

,

~

-
.

s "'ge 4 of 17
, ) p,xla2ca 11/2W- V -

--



, - ,, . , , . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . __________

EN # DAM DESCRIFFION NRC RESP. ACTION IXJE NRC '1'tt0 JECT

INITIATED
- INSP. ENG. DATE STATUS STA'IUS

tec. s q.r ra.c. , t vusM.
-16 11/10/82 FSK procedure does not'allov Landsmar DNP FCR. initiated to clar- Closed Tasr.

Y 1 * 'l "" E #
field to do design. Be- ify detailing vs. F
cause connections are de- d,esign. Gave FCR to
signed by Field, the pro- the NRC on 11/22/82.
cedure is violated. ,T&2 C;,,.77 /["J.,

_

opn.
-17 11/10/82 Material in laydown area docs Several trips to lay- A .. ; 2

5,gg"g j'|,,!
,

Ifnot seem to be segregated 01 Landsman DNP down area with NRC ,

marked per Field Procedure, with no open items ,,...,s. e
- ''

(_
identified. r> 3-

. .

i I Closed -18 11'/10/82 Do the 1" plates and L's on Landsman DNP Plates meet ASTM-A-6' .

fan support meet tolerances L's not to be checked Reviewed FER
G" + ^ ~ ' 6 h

for AST,M A-6? per NRC
.,

-19 11/10/82 Some connection in INAC fan Landsman DWP NCR written to cover Open - Develc
support,was bolted while Bay 3. dwg./QC" sign

'I'11 5 " " EC d'' * ** sequence'.
| ,- dwg. dalled for welded..

GenericE~

20 11/10/82 Addre.ss why QCIR for fan Landsman DNP OAR written to address i Open -What
suppop steel is closed yet concern. should QCIR'%

address.as-built is not per draw--
r

big.
r .

! 11/10/82 Revision'6 of dwg. C-1004 Landsman DWP Correct drawing revis- Closed21
incorporated FCN-C-335 yet ion block.
the revision block did not Contact D. Anderson /

- note this. RLAkers

22 10/2.8/82 Chipping of concrete on CB Barrett BfB NCR M-1-9'-2- Open - Need 1

#1 exterior well at el. 680'. .15.L Additional in- close out NCI
fonnation provided to Corrective _-

Mr. Barrett on 11/18/ - p inn ehnii1.
82 address cenel-

d 48 . concerns.%w '

.
y spe.1

..
,

Page 5 of 17-

'Sdate 11/22-,

(7E - oo. _



~

:
y ., , .

,

IDE NRC PRCUECTTIN I DATE DESCRIPTION NRC RESP. ACTICH -
.

DATE STATUS STATUSINITIATED INSP. ENG. .- ,
,

g: * .
'

,

3-1 10/14/82 Generator Control Panel Garde.er GWR sCR H-6655 written on 11/26 Open- need

1C-231 anchor bolts not
'

9/21/82 (lost). re- close out o-

not installed according to written on 10/14/82 FCR.,

~
'

vendo'r drawing. requesting alternate
anchoring detail.

.

3-2 10/14/82 Internal wiring separation Gardner GNR This problem identi- 11/30 Open- need
is inadequate-Panel 1C-232, fied on CPCo NCR-075 close out E
( M Delta is supplier of - in June 1981.

,
.

231 and 232 panels to RTE-Delta on site (MPQAD)| ('
Delaval) 11/16/82. Barriers 4 1

- boxes to be added via
DCP.

'

1here still are open
itens thnt TrrE has not .

'

-

addressed reintive to
.

this NCR._
-

N 10/14/82 Foundation bolts for Pane' Gardner GWR Traceability found and 10/22 Close~d
'

- IC-111 have no traceability shown to Mr. Gardner.

'l
.

. 3B - 10/14/82 Anchor bolt washers missing Gardner GWR Insufficient flat 11/30 Open- need
and cannot verify Bevel . washers on site,to close out F

'

washers are there. complete' work.

T. dm Y k=.w /$ FMR-EY9382 to Procure-
ment 11/11/82 , I:TA) N MT sce Me '. DPwV 11/22/82

-
*

.

. FCR M-7026 written
~

k w d- % 4 ,'yN 11/10/82 to request, ,

. " 'g N'/**g [ J""'** g option of using Bevel
.

,

washers or not. FCR

due 11/22/82 for dis-
'

psition.-

"' ""'
- : Page 6 of li

,

g .
:' .

Update 11/22i
- '' . . :i Ar 1

-

-Q
. -

G -

.
- .,

,.
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i DUE .NRC PROJECTTB4i DATE DESCRIlrfION - NRC . RESP. 9 . ACTION
DATE STKIUS STA~IUSINITIATED INSP. ENG.

-
,

-

'NC82 seriba GM j

E-4 10/14/82 Defective shop terminations Gardner GWR DeLaval Rep to be 11/30 Open-Need t I,

close out S '

in Panel 1C-311. requested to make sit ( ,

visit to assess defec- -

five' terminations.
SCRE #64_ response due ,

11/22/82. .

.

.

..

E5 10/14/82 General concern on channel Gardner 'GWR nAR F-191 written on 12/15
'

Open- Need .

'

separation of wiring 8/2/82, response was revise doco ,
7- throughout the plant. to revise E-47 6 E-42 i ments.

and modify PQCI E 54).
Resident Engineering

'

to issue clarificatior
DCN by 11/24/82- 6

which supplies all
criteria for inspec-
tion. -

'Field Engineering to
prepare FIE 4.200 to

,
"

give inspection -
- criteria' by I2/.115/82.

Gwerto
E-6 10/27/82 Mr. Barrett found cable . Barrett GWR Background infomatior 11/30 Open- Need

traveling across the tray is contained on 11/1 procedural
(a barrier and then back, and 31/10/82 updates.. revisions.'

FPE 4.000 is being
-

revised - due 11/22/82
FPE will give tie
down' requirements for -

horizontal trays,.
,

criteria for fill- .
~ above barrier and wil]-

'

be a retrofitj
Appropriate 1 T I's Page 7 of 1will be revised upon Update 11/2;issuance of FPE 4.000.
Preliminary copy of

. ,

FPE 4.000 sent to Mr. '

'{} Barrett on 11/19/82.
.- . . . . . _



. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ -_ _

_
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. ,

*

' 11N f IRTE DESCRIPTION'
.

INSP. ENG. r
. ..

DUE NRC PRflIBCTNRC' RESP. ACTION'
-

.

INITIATED JETE STA1US STA1US
,

valid F.~ dry g ' ..
~

.

,I
.

,

' E-7 10/19/82 Dimensior.s on Drawing E-796 Gardner- GWR FQCs 7040 and 8536 11/18 Closed.

I:. do not agree with as-built . DCNif16 to E-796
'

.

<! conditions. . written and approved.
'i Copies given to -

,
. R. Gardner on 11/10/8;...

. .

vs we - sat;h J oa +
; E-8 10/19/82 Pull boxes for conduits Garditer GWR~ Background infonnatior 11/19 Closed

g '7 C [ h
6"2BN004 and 2BN007 in Bay 4 - i' contained on up- gill Ps; .,

'; /. of-the D/G Bldg. appear to date of 11/10/82.
; be undersized according to I'CR E-3157 was approv--

;; E-42 SH 42. - ed on 11/17/82 and a
'

-

i copy.sent to Mr.,

Gardner on 11/19/82j
,

:
~

I
B-9 11/2/82 Traceability of base plate Seadeer GWR According to E-42 11/18 Open- Beck;

*

.

material. a.~.* SH 100 misc. steel is . to review.

; purchased'to C-233Q.
. . closure og

C-233Q is a fabrica- C-233, Agg.
.

! tion specification.,

i *

;
' Bulk material is pur-

! chased to G-33Q and
approval to purchase -

1 .

*

{
~

bulk materials againsti- i .

G-33Q is granted in.

,

. C-233Q..
'' -

i

3-10 11/2/82 Mr. Gardner ucuested
'

Gardner GWR Gave Mr. Gardner copy 11/5 Closed
*

approved methocs of tray of Ilusky-Bunidy hold
attachments to supports. - down clip detail',-

,
'

specification for'- -

'

hold-down criteria.

(E-42 sh 8A, Sh 64 6
'

Sh,64A). Welding: '-
.

''
. .? . details being; numerous

are specified in E-42.- .

Gave Mr. Gardner Page 8 of R- -
'

-

~'

. .. a- - SHDC-A hold down clip, Update 11/2- -
.

. h copy of non QJ6 Q P.O. 's
__

g_
' '.'

Q -
-

,
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I l' DAiM DESCRIPTION NRC RESP. ACTI DUE NRC bdJECT
INSP. ENG. L DATE STA' Ills STATUSINITIATED -

q 7 byi k m* * N** t.dy <s 3py.r #afValM

| 10/14/82 Exhaust system hangers in Landsman JSK er drawings have SWWWEE
hm gg

Diesel Generator Building. Corcoran been revised Q. MPQAD-

[[# M'N I 3Why is this hanger non-Q. Lewis has written an NCR
Ballweg (#M01-5-2-166) ;

weA
..

10/19/82 Strut Support not welded Landsman JSK llanger Constniction Closed
7according to drawing Marl not complete. Pr ..e 2p'" -

652-1-510.

i ,10/19/82 Strut support not welded
' according to dwg. 652-1-510 Landsman JSK Hanger Construction Closed~

Marl not complete.
_

.

d "C "1 Closed10/19'/82 Item #1 Bill of Material Landsman JSK llanger Dwg. redlined in
'

gfp
not according dwg. "10x8" Marl Standish Fab Shop due ud/ p k N 7j, ,7 j,m /c jw

tube steel replaced by "10 tolackofmaterial.
x10" and not called out on Redline % included hh*84 h ,, W;,'f,, /. -
work print 652-1-510. in work print. JC? O '

Ge** vie ?'

.

10/19/82 No preheat done to struc- Landsman JSK PQC1 CW 1.00 does not h opem
tural steel in Diesel Ceeb Sprague require verification /

Generator Building prior 1redianelli for preheat less than '

to welding of exhaust sys- Ilarrison 70*F. NRC position is-

tem hangers. H 652 sh 1. that verification of
- all temperatures should i

/ ,' be required. BPCo has
' written FCR C 5150 to*

,

have welding spec
changed to reflect pre.
qualified AWS spec
1976 Telecon to Paul .

i Barrett 11/18/82 to,

,; discuss following PQCI s:
. P-2,10, PW-1.00, E-2.1

Page 9 of 17E-1.0, FPW-4.000, CW- .

UPDATE-11/22/831.00, W-1,60.
.

. 10/19/82 Field Welding Engineer does Landsman JSK - NRC observation that Closed
not keep records of non-Q non-Q field welding
inspections or what to im-

*(4ccessible-Tecor.ds are not readily
'

q-
. v Dact. _ - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -
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,

-[ACTI0hEM f DA'lY DESCRIlfrION -
.

INSP. ENG. 4 '. DATE STKIUS STA'IUS
DUE .NRC I'ntlIECTNRC RESP. -

.

| INITIATED
,

,

P7 10/20/82 Questions concerning large Landsman JSK F$b'~84civilascallec Closed
y J '7 / ,, r| bore hangers in.D/G Bldg. out in weld spec.'G . 'h-

1. Where is weld rod type 27. 4' ~~
- - , c

specified for stiffener : -

plate welding symbol. '

,

I '

p8 1 /20/82 2. Diesel Exhaust snubber Landsman JSK Assembly furnished by Closed-
1-652-1-19. No stanchion ITTGrinnell,nEyeld- 7/<- /c 'Ncd

rbhdto plate welding symbol. ing required at point is

. in question.
(,

#9 10/20/82 3. Upper Hangers on Diesel Landsman JSK P129 forms have not ye1
Exhaust system. Have they Marl been filled out by FE' . hma f.
been inspected by QC.-fi- IIangers not released

to QC.
-

-

-
__

|10 ex- S p,,},,
10/20/82 4. Stiffener Plates Welded Landsman JSK Technically acceptable- Closed-

to Structural above hanger Corcoran obstruction would not
in question. welded on one allow welding to both

~ side only, is this good sides.
Eng'g practice?

M 1ia
11 10/20/82 Questions concerning large Landsman JSK FCR 6925 written to 11/4 Closed

("a bore hangers in Diesel Gen- Marl cover installation. ,

erator Bldg. Is there a
redline for snubber 1-652- i

1-19 showing weld to imbed j
-

in bay 2. Similar situatio i

in Bay 1. ~
,

'
'

.

12 10/20/82 Bay 2'left side beam attach -Landsman JSK. Weld is okay, at leas 1 11/4 Stooed of> wment for spring hanger, al- Sprague 7/16". n,,7 .,9 ,wthough weld-there is a gap ~

- J.A c,e
between two welded pieces, *, .

. is this acceptable redline . , Page 10 of 17
- - to 1-652-1-501. ii-

UPM'I'E - 11/22
'

Q) ' ' :,. )
'

-
'

. . x.



1N f DATN DESCRIPTION NRC . RESP. ACTION DUE NRC bdIECT
-

INSP. ENG. DATE STATUS STATUSINITIATED .
.

b Sh 1 Rev. 9 F1) 11/4 losedl-13 10/19/82 Number on hanger FSK is not Landsman JSK
Ithe same as number on ISO Marl gorrected problem d

that references detail no.
(1-652-1-19) US. 2-652-1- : -

19.
F ~ eld drM3 errer.

-

valid
'

I-14 10/19/82 Procedure for the time limi1andsman JSK BPCo internal memo 11/4 Closed .
on forwarding SPEC changes JDavis directing FE that two

- from Ann Arbor. Gilmartin days will be allowed
for tech. review prior

(. to distribution. ;-

, .; .

I-15 10/19/82 Painting requirements for Barrett JSK BPCo has determined 11/9 Closed -

wolds. Painting inside Riat that based on metallur-|
cont is Q. Painting out- Corcoran gical review of the j

,

side is non-Q. Is paint- problem that painting ;
'

ing of Q welds required to is not required to ..

maintain the integrity of maintain integrity of .

the weld. N. the weld. (Needmes- .-

Mi_ .. O ~ ' .% *

,
esTvess) .

v4ue..

-16'. 10/28/82 Control of distribution of Barrett JSK BPCo has developed flov 11/22 Open

redline changes'should go Gilmartin charts of the existing
(. through Document Control ,JDavis and proposed methods

not Field Engineering as of handling drawing
is, presently done. changes to route throush

D/C. Copy of flow
charts forwarded to NRC .

,

-17 10/28/82 Is there a program to con- Barrett JSK- BPCo presently has sev- 11/15 M
trol removal of temporary Cook Pulito eral methods of con-
hangers? trolling temporary.

. They include:
1. System Punchlist.

2 . System Walkdown Page 11 of 11
3. Ilanger Walkdown

UPDATE-11/22z
-

8- 4. PSDIV Section 5.8.1 .,
'

..( is program will be .'

.

- - U ' r __- _ - _



-.

RESP.Q'?.'
'

. . '; - -
'

: -
t,

.

" ACTION - DUE NRC bdlJECTTIN f DATir' DESCRIPTION-
.

INSP. ENG. DATE STA'IUS STA~IUS
NRC .

'

INITIATED .
.

,

M-18 10/28/32 Material traceability prob- Barrett JSK. TNie'contoBarrett11- Open w1// ca
lem. Material p.urchased Corcoran 18-82 did not resolve Bam#
from non-approved vendor. Marl concern.. Additional-

(NCR3266) McClure ihfomation is being
Anderson gathered by DAnderson.-

Detrich-
.

,

1
.

|
M-19 A 10/22/82 Monorail over diesel gener- Landsman JSK bdQAD'has written a QAI Open

ator. Why is this Non-Q? .' Corcoran (#F228). Calculations

, h ,/. j M A .
Anderson to'show siesmic,analy-Is g yj,w, Senn sis has.been performed

clasrK [I have been reviewed by ,4=llf %- & * NRC. '2'over 1 generic
'

-

issue.
-

.

4-19 B 10/22/82 Monorail over diesel gener- Landsman JSK Welds conform with sym- Open
ator. Welds do not con- Corcoran bols on dwg. however,
fom with what's on dwg. Anderson interoretatios of weld

'

C-1009 (This item was C-1). Senn symbols certninine to

the extent of weld must;
'be clarified for thei

NRC.
-

is

The$.b.
.

Closed
No y '

4-20 A 11/10/82 iesel engineer exhaust Burgess JSK Vendor dwgs. M-18-357- -

silencer is designed to mova Kilizzek 1 and M-18-358-2 shows-

C horizontally on 2,1/8" stait- Marl flourocarbon bearing .

less bearing plates. 4,1/1 i plate detail.
'

bearing plates have been in-
stalled.

20 B 11/10/82 Will dirt between the plate; Burgess JSK 5 of 16 flourogold bear-
hinder the movement. ing plates are suffi-

'' -

.

cently warped to allow-

.

inclusion of dirt. Top
flourogold plate is*

.

.| larger'than the bottom Page 12 of 1
to ' preclude the .in-L -

UPDATE-11/22,
clusion of dirt. BPCo- -

- '

i

'

_
ill develop a programw- .

.' i'to blow out before T/0.
> - -

Nf,-
, .

tra-a-n..- n :- +-
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I DN Y DESCRIPTION NR'C ' RESP. ACTI IUE NRC 'h<aIECT
'

INITIATED - - INSP. ENG. DATE STATUS STATUS

20 B Vendor brochure FC-
5015-3 states that.,

ontinued) plates should be pro-
tected from contamina-

! tion.
,

21 A 11/10/82 Support bearing plates in Burgess JSK FCR 7047 written to Open -

]Bay 1 are not large enough Kiliszek cover stitch welds.
to be welded to exhanst Marl All plates are welded ,

f ,
silencer support. Dwg per dwg.

'

'7220-M18-250-5 calls for'

Ibearing plates to be weld- - *
,

ed. .
,

121B
- YAUD .

11/10/82 Why are there slots in the Burgess JSK Dwg. M-18-425-4 shows Open -

center support on the si- Kiliszek detail and notes to en-
lencer in Bay 4. Marl large center holes in - -

field to clear anchor *

bolts where necessary.'
-

blg"i[A* # Open'' ~

22 A 11/30/82 P ust silencer has cal- Burgess JSK NCR.4693 has been writ-
hiJKiliszek le,n,to rework plates.culated horizontal growth en*

of .532" per dwg. M-18-250- Marl Slots were torch cut A * / 'M -

d ' '" * '#'k "
(, 5. 'Ihe slots in the bear- I and not machined to

ing supports are not uni- dimensions shown on dwr.
fom in all bays and may
not allow predicted themal
expansion..

122B
11/10/82

'

Why didn't the QC recei't Burgess JSK Receipt Inspection Pro- Openp
inspection program catch Kiliszek. gram was not required
the slot problem. Marl. to inspect to that de-

tail.

Villip

I23 A
11/10/82 Center support beneath ex- Burgess JSK Silencer was installed Open

haust silencer in Bay 1 is Kiliszek prior to exhailst; pipes.-

- - Page 13 of 17

Anders Q
Pipes were then fittedMarlnot grouted completely and ..

to silencer from enginc. , JATE - 11/22', tj ma{na aeeput additional load on
aw m m .sms ne . _ _ _~m_ __



|t

- -

RESP.GBi I ' DAIt.> DESCRIPTION- .

INSP. ENG.

IUE NRC 'hdlIECTNRC ACTION -
.

DATE STKIUS STATUSINITIATED .. .
,

N Pr.h k og.
' OK

-23 B 11/10/82 What does the lack of grout Burgess JSK' Calculations done.by Closed
in center support do'to Kiliszek BPCo' field eng'g.show

,

harm the outside flourocar- Marl 19ad .to be about 31 PS: .

| bon bearing support plates. Brochure for flourogolt

( Ilow much weight can they bearing plates show
,.

_ stand. that they can withstant.

500PSIat 400*F. - -

,

YAl-t O . NCR 773B alss suriHe s=

_ -23.C 11/10/82 Vendor dwg M-18-250-6 show Burgess - JSK NCR 4694 has.bege d Open
Kiliszek . ten against installationF / jacking plates to be in - e

b bedded in concrete beneath Marl of jacking plates. No1
support jacking -screws, all plates are missing. .

j What effect does jacking D. Anderson is doing
screws have on bare concret5 concrete cales.

.-

I Show calculations to prove % t .|.y8 w isr/Y
-

|
-

concrete strength was ade-
.

quate to support jacking wi:h
- cut failure. ,

i

i VALlO. et

i-24 11/10/82 Center silencer support Burgess JSK Extra nuts have been Closed
drawing M-8-250-5 shows tha: Kilisz x removed.- -

I anchor bolts have.one nut Marl
while there are actually tw)= .

units installed in field.-

f
v4up ex.

E -25 11/10/82 M-18-250-5 notes that sup- Burgess JSK Set screws have,been Closed
t port plate set screws shouli Kiliszek removed.

.
.

be removed after grouting Marl
- and they have not been.

.

= d6 ' 11/10/82 Starting air lines in Bay Barret JSK Starting air lines were Closed-

2. What year of the.ASME DAnderron supplied by Grinnell.,-

[ code are these lines con'- ' Table 3. 2.4 of the
~

structed to? What year of - FSAR states that " shop
the ASME code are these lines.i fabricated piping 21., Page 14 of 17

.

examined to? - and larger is designed UPDATE-11/22/:4 .-
;' to the 1981 ASME code. . '

Q . .{ sumer '73 addendum. .
.

,

f, nn+ i m mal --
_____



. . . . - . . .

h. :U.-
'

RESP. @' ACTION-4 f DAIr; DESCRIPTION - NRC DUE NRC l>nGIECT

INITIATED - INSP. ENG. DATE STA*IUS STA'IUS

Table 3.2-3 of the FSAI.26 states that the Emer-
ontinued) gency Diesel generator:;

(humplied by Delaval
are i.' signed 1974 ASME
code, sumer '76 adden- -

dian.
-

..

The 1981 code states
that section III pip-
ing 4" and less does

/ . not require NDE more-

stringent than visuals.
'Ihe 1974 code changes
the size to 2" and

-
,

less.

QAR F-222 has been
written by MPQAD. ..

,

'
.

.

-

.

.
..

.

C *

-
.

,

- Page 15 of 17 -
,

,
UPDATE-11/22/8

.

.
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'
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. _
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;< . ~ A.-
.

'

M# DATE DESCRIPTI(N ' - NRC RESP. $ . ACTION I1JE NRC PROJECT
INITIATED INSP. ENG. i) M DATE STATUS STATUS

1 8/9/82 Develop Procedure For Gardner GN ' Ready.to close. 11/5 Closed
,

Construction Coordination Resolve with Gardners ,

Forms. next visit.
- i .

Z- 7/15/82 Provide NRC with,our pro- Gardner DES ~SWP Procedure issued- 11/11 Open ~
cedures to drill with w. .. More-trench procedure
Revert. needs revision'. .

5 ;,, 9/22/82 BWST Crack Grouting Landsman DNP Review MPQAD Closed - Sent
( Item of response to NR(,

Noncompli- i-

ance. '
,

. .

t 9/22/82 ' Slope layback landsman GN Review MPQAD response Closed - Sent
Item of response to NR(
Noncompli-
ance.

*
.

.
.

B, 9/22/82 Petcock location Landsinan DES Review MPQAD response Closed - Sent
Item of response to' NR(
Noncompli-

'

ance. -

I-r
'

9/24/82 Why is EPA moving up? Landsman GM
Prep /82are response by11/5 Open

Resolve question with 11/1
R. Landsman.

,

.-

.

' 10/ 2/82 Tenporary unde inning
_

Landsman . DES Addressed w/NRC on 11/11 Open..

beneath T.B. '
'

board order plus MPQAI
Define 11/4/82.. Work to be'

-.

on C-45.
142- -

.

||' -
.

, ..

L.- 10/22/82 Baffle 6 Perimeter Dike Q7 Laddsman RHW Same as S-7 11/11 Open

ge16of17I-'s. .
.

V -
__ _ _____ h __nnamoA

' '
'

-



,

yI DdLJ DESCRIPTION '
.

INSP. ENG.
NRC RESP. 'ACTI . IUE NRC 'rdOJECT

~

.

! INITIATED -

DATE STA'IUS STATJS,
,

: ..- -

.

)=9 10/22/82 letter to NRC on C-45 Landsman PJM iMooney.to send letter- 11/5 Open
'

review for "Q".. ~need follow up. .

.

; : .

.-

! . .

*.

.
.

. " *
c

.
.

.

-
.

.

.

9

-

. .

..

.

-
.

(
.
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+/s o UNITED STATES
! ~ ' ,i, NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
$ g WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

*s c

'% *. . . . .o# May 3, 1983

Docket Nos. 50-528, 529, 530, 361, 289
362, 437, 275, 323, 483,
389 and 370-

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chairman Palladino.

Comissioner Gilinsky
Comissioner Ahearne
Comissioner Roberts

*

Comissioner Asselstine

FROM: Darrell G. Eisenhut, Director __ ' 7
'

Division of Licensing r '_ \p
/ \

\SUBJECT: DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL-0 PINION REGARDING SYSTEMS
INTERACTION AND SAFETY CLASSIFICATION (BN 83-57)

(
In accordance with present NRC procedures regarding Board Notifications,
the enclosed is provided for your information. This information is
applicable to all nuclear power plants. ' '

~
-

This information relates to Board Notification 83-17 and 83-44, which were
issued on February 18, 1983 and April 4, 1983, respectively. These dealt
with the staff position regarding unresolved safety issue A-17. The enclosed
differing professional opinion deals with certain aspects of existing policy
and practice in the areas of systems interaction and safety classification.

The staff will keep you informed regarding the resolution of this differing
professional opinion,

bDarrell G. Eisenhut, Director
Division of Licensing
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosure:
As stated

cc: OPE
OGC
EDO

'

SECY

Contact:
M. Williams, NRR

.

MAY231983xt. 28285

'

e

hhb '
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cc: The Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards for:

Byron (Miller, Callihan, Cole)
Callaway (Gleason, Bright, Kline)
Comanche Peak 1 & 2 (Bloch, Jordan, McCollom)
Midland 1 & 2 (Bechhoefer, Cowan, Harbour) .

Palo Verde 2 & 3 (Lazo, Callihan, Cole)
Perry 1 & 2 (Bloch, Bright, Kline)
San Onofre 2 & 3 (Kelley, Hand, Johnson) ',
Seabrook 1 & 2 (Hoyt, Harbour, Luebke). '
Shoreham (Brenner, Carpenter, Morris)
Waterford 3 (Wolf, Foreman, Jordan)
Zimmer (Frye, Hooper, Livingston)
Indian Point (Gleason, Paris, Shon) *

The Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Boards for: -

I Callaway 1 & 2 (Rosenthal, Edles, Gotchy)
Diablo C'nyon 1 & 2 (Moore, Johnson, Buck)a
Fermi 2 (Eilperin, Gotchy, Moore),

'

. San Onofre 2 & 3 (Eilperin,-Gotchy, Johnsnn)
| Waterford 3 (Eilperin, Johnson, Kohl)
; Zimmer (Rosenthal Eilperin, Wilber)

TMI-1 (Edles, Buck, Gotchy, Kohl)
Rancho-Seco (Rosenthal, Buck, Kohl)

.

>

s

b

i i
i

f
! :
'

!

.

S

._1___.________, - - . . _. __ -
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DISTRIBUTION LIST FOR BOARD NOTIFICATION

Byron Units 182, Docket Nos. 50-454/455 Mr. Jay Dunkleberger
Callaway Unit 1, Docket No. STN 50-483 Gary J. Edles, Esq.

. Comanche Peak Units 1&2, Docket Nos. 50-445/446 Stephen F. Eilperin, Esq.
Diablo Canyon Units 1&2, Docket Nos. 50-275/323 Eric A. Eisen, Esq.

:. Fermi Unit 2, Docket No. 50-341 Mr. Frederick Eissler
| Indian Point Units 2&3, Docket Nos. 50-247/286 Mrs. Juanita Ellis' Midland Units 182, Docket Nos. 50-329/330 Christopher Ellison, Esq..

Palo Verde Units 2&3, Docket Nos. 50-529/530 Donald T. Ezzone, Esq.
'

: Perry Units 182,' Docket Nos. 50-440/441 Mr. Jonathan D. Feinberg
Rancho Seco, Docket No. 50-312 Mr. Steve Ferris4 -

'

San Onofre Units 283, Docket Nos. 50-361/362 Lawrence R. Fisse, Esq.*

Seabrook Units 1&2, Docket Nos. 50-443/444 David S. Fleischaker, Esq.',

Shoreham Unit 1, Docket No. 50-322 Mr. Zipporah S. Fleisher
TMI Unit 1, Docket No. 50-28g Mrs. Raye Fleming

>

* Waterford Unit 3, Docket No. 50-382 Luke B. Fontana Esq.
; Zimer Unit 1. Docket D . 50-358 Dr. Harry Foreman
! -Mr. John H. Frye, III'

Steve J. Galder, P.E.
ris. Marjorie Aamodt Dr. John H. Buck Phyllis M. Gallagher, Esq.
Mr. Robert W. Adler Dr. Dixon Callihan Joseph Gallo Esq.
Mr. Vernon Adler Mr. Calvin A. Canney Mr. P. J.-Gary
Phillip Ahrens; Esq. John G. Cardinal, Esq. Ms. Sandra Gavutis
ANGRY /TMI PIRC Dr. James L. Carpenter Arthur C. Gehr Esq.
Ms. Elizabeth Apfelberg A. S. Carstens Mr. Thomas M. Gerusky

t Mr. Robert A. Backus Mr. Allen R.. Carter David H. Gilmartin, Esq.
Fdward M. Barrett, Esq. Doug Cassel, Esq. Mr. Stewart M. Glass.

Thomas A..Baxter, Exq.' Mr. Brian Cassidy James P. Gleason,.Esq.
Charles Bechhoefer, Esq. '

A. Scott Cauger, Esq. Melvin Goldberg, Esq.
Mayer George G. Begany Kenneth M. Chackes, Esq. Mr. Marc W. Goldsmith
Kenneth Berlin, Esq. Gerald Charnoff, Esq. Dr. Reginald L. Gotchy.

'

Lynne Bernabei, Esq. Ms. Diane Chevez Mr. Mark Gottlieb
Ms. Fristda Berryhill Myren M. Cherry, P.C. Greater NY Council on Energy
Ezra I. Bialik, Esq. Hon. Peter Cohalan. c/o Mr.' Dean R. Corren,

Mr. Samuel J. Birk - Hon. Mark Cohen' - Mr. Rand L. 'Greenfield
; Lee t. Bishop, Esq.- Paul F. Colarulli, Esq. Mr. Gary L. Groesch

E. Blake, Esq. David E. Cole Esq. William J. Guste, Jr., Esq.
Mr. Richard E. Blankenburg Dr. Richard F. Cole Dr. . Cadet H. Hand, Jr.
Howard L~. Blau, Esq. Mr. John T. Collins Dr. Jerry Harbour

! Pater B. Bloch, Esq. Troy B. Conner, Esq. Mr. Thomas H. Harris
Jeffrey M. Blum, Esq. Mr. Nicholas J. Costello Mr. Robert J. Harrison,

i Mr. Dan I. Bolef Mr. Gary D. Cotton Richard M. Hartzman, Esq.
| Mr. Donald Eollinger- Dr. Frederick P. Cowan ~ Mr. Wayne Hearn
| Ms. Louise Bradford

.

T. J. Creswell Donald L. Herzberger, MD.
Philip A. Crane,JJr., Esq. W. Peter Heile .Esq.

Brent L. Brandenburg, Esq.' ,

; - Mr.' Paul E. Braunlich Edward L. Cross, Jr. , Esq. Letty Hett-'

Ms. Nora Bredes Jordan D. Cunningham,- Esq.= Ms. Susan Hiatt-

Lawrence Brenner, Esq.~ Mr. Donald Davidoff = Mrs. Lyn Harris Hicks
.

Mr. Glenn 0. Bright . Mr. Alfred B. Del Bello, Mr. Timothy S. Hogan, Jr.
Hon.~ Richard L. Brodsky Andrew B. Dennison, Esq.
Daniel F. Brown, E*q.- Thomas G. Dignan, Jr., Esq. . Ms. Bcearly Hollingworth

;- Mr. Earl Brown James B. Dougherty, Esq.
. Ms. Joan Holt'.

-

Dr. Frank F. . Hooper .'

Herbert H. Brown, Esq. Ms. Jane Doughty'- Ms. Lee Hourihan'
;_

James E. Brunner, Esq. Mr. David B. Duboff Helen Hoyt, Esq.
Mr. Richard B. Hubbard

1.

p ,

-

.

;

'
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Byron Units 1&2, Docket Nos. 50-454/455 James S. Reed, Esq.
Callaway Unit 1, Docket No. STN 50-483 Mr. John G. Reed
Comanche Peak Units 1&2, Docket Nos. 50-445/446 Region III, USNRC
Diablo Canyon Units 1&2, Docket Nos. 50-275/323 Ms. Marjorie Reilly-

Fermi Unit 2, Docket No. 50-341 W. Taylor Reveley III, Esq.
Indian Point Units 2&3, Docket Hos. 50-247/286 Joel R. Reynolds, Esq.
Midland Units 1&2, Docket Nos. 50-329/330 Nicholas S. Reynolds, Esq.
Palo Verde Units 2&3, Docket Nos. 50-529/530 Ken Robinson, Esq.
Perry Units 1&2, Docket Nos. 50-440/441 Ms. Phyllis Rodriguez
Rancho Seco Docket No. 50-312 Andrew S. Roffe, Esq.
San Onofre Units 2&3, Docket Nos. 50-361/362 Alan S. Rosenthal, Esq.
Seabrook Units 1&2, Docket Nos. 50-443/444 Mr. Charles A. Scheiner
Shoreham Unit 1, Docket No! 50-322 Dr. David Schink -

TMI Unit 1 Docket No. 50-289 Mr. James 0. Schuyler
,

Waterford Unit 3, Docket No. 50-382 Renee Schwartz, Esq.
Zimer Unit 1, Docket No. 50-358 Cherif Sedky, Esq.

Ralph Shapiro, Esq.
Mr. Steven C. Sholly *

Mr. Henry D. Hukill Mr. Wendell H. Marshall Mr. Frederick J. Shon
Mrs. Elizabeth B. Johnson David Martin, Esq. Jo Ann Shotwell, Esq.
Mrs. Phillip B. Johnson Michael W. Maupin, Esq. Ms. Barbara Shull
Dr. W. Reed Johnson Michael McBridge, Esq. Jay Silberg, Esq.
Dr. Walter H. Jordan Mr. Brian McCaffrey Mr. Gordon Silver

.

William S. Jordan, III, Esq. Charles E. McClung, Jr.,Esq. Ms. Mary Sinclair
Craig Kaplan, Esq. Dr. Kenneth A. McCollom Lanny Alan Sinkin
David S. Kaplan, Esq. Mr. Patrick J. McKeon Ivan W. Smith, Esq.
Mr. James R. Kates Mr. Edward F. Meany Mr. Jeff Smith
Frank J. Kelley, Esq. Hon. Ruth Messinger Mr. C. W. Smyth
James L. Kelley, Esq. Ms. Joan Miles Ms. Barbara Stamiris
Matthew J. Kelley, Esq. Gary L. Milho111n, Esq. Mayor Howard Steffen
Mr. Chauncey Kepford Michael I. Miller, Esq. Malcolm Stevenson, Esq.
Janice E. Kerr, Esq. Ruthane G. Miller, Esq. Michael J. Strumwasser, Esq.
Ms. Judith Kessler Professor William H. Miller Mr. John B. Tanzer
Stanley B. Klimberg, Esq. John Minock, Esq. Mr. Robert G. Taylor
Dr. Je 'ry R. Kline Lucinda Minton, Esq. David C. Thomas, Esq.
Charles R. Kocher, Esq. Thomas S. Moore, Esq. George F. Trowbridge, Esq.
Christine N. Kohl, Esq. William J. Moran, Esq. Dr. Mauray Tye
Stephen B. Latham, Esq. Dr. Peter A. Morris Paul C. Valentine, Esq.
Alan Latman, Esq. Ms. Pat Morrison Ms. Anne Verge
Robert M. Lazo, Esq. Paul M. Murphy, Esq. Harry Voigt, Esq.

= Ms. Jane Lee Bruce Norton, Esq. Mr. Robert F. Warnick
- John Levin, Esq. Mr. Andrew P. O'Rourke Alan R. Watts, Esq.

David R. Lewis, Esq. Dr. Oscar H. Paris Deborah Webb, Esq.
Mr. Marvin I. Lewis Marc L. Parris, Esq. Ellyn R. Weiss, Esq.
Ian Douglas Lindsey, Esq. Mr. Spence Perry Richard J. Wharton, Esq.
Dr. Linda W. Little Ms. Roberta C. Pevear Howard A. Wilber, Esq.
Dr. M. Stanley livingston David R. Pigott, Esq. Frederick C. Williams, Esq.
Terry lodge, Esq. David H. Pikus, Esq. Harry M. Willis, Esq.
Mr. Harold Lottman Mr. Samuel H. Porter Daniel D. Wilt, Esq.
Dr. Emeth A. Luebke Amanda Fotterfield, Esq. John F. Wolf, Esq.
Mr. Fred Luekey Charles M. Pratt, Esq. Sheldon J. Wolfe, Esq.
MHB Technical Assuciates David J. Preister, Esq. John D. Woliver, Esq.
Charles J. Maikish, Esq. Sen. Robert L. Preston Mr. Robert G. Wright
Peter A. Marquardt, Esq. Dr. Lawrence R. Quarles Dr. Bruce von Zellen
Mr. John Marrs Mr. Paul Rau

2
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Byron Units 1&2, Docket Nos. 50-454/455
Callaway Unit 1, Docket No. STN 50-483
Comanche Peak Units 1&2, Docket Nos. 50-445/446
Diablo Canyon Units 1&2, Docket Nos. 50-275/323
Fermi Unit 2, Docket No. 50-341
Indian Point Units 2&3, Docket Nos. 50-247/286
Midland Units 1&2, Occket Nos. 50-329/330
Palo Verde Units 2&3, Docket Nos. 50-529/530i

Perry Units 1&2, Docket Nos. 50-440/441
Rancho Seco, Docket No. 50-312
San Onofre Units 2&3, Docket Nos. 50-361/362'

Seabrook Uni +.s 1&2, Docket Nos. 50-443/444
Shoreham Unit 1; Docket No. 50-322
TMI Unit 1, Docket No. 50-289

*

Waterford Unit 3, Docket No. 50-382
Zimmer Unit 1, Docket No. 50-358

.

Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board Panel

Atomic Safety and Licensing
Appeal Panel

Docketing and Service Section
Document Management Branch

.

ACRS Members .

Dr. Robert C. Axtmann
Mr. Myer Bender
Dr. Max W. Carbon
Mr. Jesse C. Ebersole

' Mr. Harold Etherington
Dr. William Kerr
Dr. Harold W. Lewis
Dr. J. Carson Mark
Mr. William H. Mathis '

Dr. Dade W. Moeller
Dr. David Okrent
Dr. Milton S. Plesset
Mr. Jeremiah J. Ray
Dr. Paul C. Shewmon
Dr. Chester P. Siess
Mr. David A. Ward

|

.

:

3
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BYRON

Mr. Dennis L. Farrar
Director of Nuclear Licensing
Coma:nwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, Illinois 60690

cc: Mr. William Kortier Ms. Diane Chavez
Atomic Power Distribution 326 N. Avon Street
Westinghouse Electric Corporation Rockford, Illinois 61103

Post Office Box 355.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230 Mr. James G. Keppler
U. S. Nuclear Regulatnry Commission

Paul M. Murphy, Esq. Region III
.

Isham, Lincoln & Beale 799 Roosevelt Road
One First National Plaza Glen Ellyn Illinois 60137
42nd Floor
Chicago, Illinois 60603 Joseph Gallo, Esq.

Isham, Lincoln & Beale
Mrs. Phillip B. Johnson Suite 840
1907 Stratford Lane 1120 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.
Rockford, Illinois 61107 Washington, D. C. 20036

Ms. Bridget Little Rorem
Appleseed Coordinator
117 North Linden Street
Essex,. Illinois 60935

Dr. Bruce von Zellen
Department of Biological Sciences
Northern Illinois University
DeKalb, Illinois 61107

Mr. Edward R. Crass
Nuclear S&feguards & Licensing Division
Sargent & Lundy Engineers
55 East Monroe Street
Chicago, Illinois 60603

Myron Cherry, Esq.
Cherry & Flynn
Suite 3700
Three First National Plaza
Chicago, Illinois 60602

Mr. William Forney
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Byron / Resident Inspectors Office
4448 German Church Road
Byron, Illinois 61010
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CALLAWAY

50/483
'

|

"r. D. F. Schnell'

.

-Vice President - Nuclear
Uni ~on Electric Company
Post Office Box 149;

i St. Louis, Missouri 63166
1
; cc: Mr. Nicholas A. Petrick Mayor Howard Steffen

Executive Director - SNUPPS Chamois, Missouri 65024
5 Choke Cherry. Road

i Rockville, Maryland 20850 Mr. Fred Luekey
j- Presiding Judge, Montgomery County*

' Gerald Charnoff, Esq. Rural Route
' Thomas A. Baxter, Esq. Rhineland, Missouri 65069
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge| .

1800 M Street, N. W. Professor William H. Miller
Washington, D. C. 20036 Missouri Kansas Section, American

,

Nuclear = Society
! Mr. J. E. Birk Department of Nuclear Engineering
i Assistant to the General Counsel 1026 Engineering Building
! Union Electric Company Gaiversity of Missouri
[ Post Office Box 149 Columbia, Missouri 65211
'

St. Louis, Missouri 63166
i

Mr. Robert G. Wright
i Mr. John Neisler

.

Assoc. Judge,' Eastern District
: U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission County Court, Callaway County,

Resident Inspectors Office Missouri
.' RRf1 Route #1
! Steedman, Missouri 65077 Fulton, Missouri 65251

; Mr. Donald W. Capone, Manager Kenneth M. Chackes
| Nuclear Engineering Chackes and Hoare

Union Electric Company Attorney for Joint Intervenors
Post Office Box 149 314 N. Broadway
St. Louis, Missourt 63166 St. Louis, Missouri 63102

;
I ,

! ! A. Scott cauger, Esq. Mr. Earl Brown
Assistant General Counsel for the School District Superintendent' -

- i Missouri Public Service Comm. Post Office. Box 9
Post Office Box 360 Kingdom City, Missouri 65262
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101

Mr. Samuel J. Birk
Ms. Barbara Shull R. R.'#1, Box 243
Ms. Lenore Loeb Morrison, Missouri 65061
League of Women Voters of Missouri
2138 Woodson Road' . Mr. Harold Lottman
St. Louis, Missouri .63114 Presiding Judge, Dasconade County'

Route 1
Ms. Marjorie Reilly Owensville',. Missouri .65066

| Energy Chairman of the League of
Women Voters of University City, MO- Eric A. Eisen,.Esq.

7065 Pershing Avenue Birch,'Horton, Bittner and Moore'

University City, Missouri 63130 Suite .1100
1140 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.
Washington,- D. C. 20036: .

9
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[ CALL,*,WAY

50-433

f Mr. D. F. Schnell -2-

_ cc (cont'd):

Mr. John G. Reed
- Route'#1
5 Kingdom City, Missouri 65262

Mr. Dan I. Bolef, President
'

Kay Drey, Representative -

Board of Directors Coalition for
tha. Environment

St. .ouis Region -
'

626i Delmar Boulevard
University City, Missouri 63130

Mr. Donald Bollinger, Member
Missourians for Safe Energy
6257 Delmar Boulevard
University City, Missouri 63130

Mr. James G. Keppler
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region III
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

i !
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MIDLAND (ForBNs)

_

Mr. J. W. Cook
. Vice President
-

Consuners Power Company
1945 West Parnall Road

_

Jackson, Michigan 49201

cc: Stewart H. Freeman James G. Keppler, Regional Administrator,

Assistant Attorney General U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
-

State of Michigan Enviornmental Region III
Protection Division 799 Roosevelt Road

720 Law Building Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

~
Lansing, Michigan 48913 "

Mr. Ron Callen'

Mr. Roger W. Huston Michigan Public Serviced Commission
Suite 220 6545 Mercantile Way .

7910 Woodmont Avenue P.O. Box 30221.

- Bethesda, Maryland 20814 Lansing, Michigan 48909

I Mr. R. B. Borsum Mr. Paul Rau
7 Nuclear Power Generation Division Midland Daily News
"

Babcock & Wilcox 124 Mcdonald Street
7910 Woodmont Avenue, Suita 220 Midland, Michigan 48640

7 Bethesda, Maryland 20814
L Billie Pirner Garde

Mr. Don van Farrowe, Chief Director, Citizens Clinic
Division of Radiological Health for Accountable Government
Department of Public Health Government Accountability Project

k P.O. Box 33035 Institute for Policy Studies
Lansing, Michigan 48909 1901 Que Street, N.W..

Washington, D. C. 20009
_. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

_ Resident Inspectors Office Commander, Naval Surface Weapons Center
- Route 7 ATTN: P. C. Huang
i Midland, Michigan 48640 White Oak
- Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
- Mr. Paul A. Perry, Secretary

Consumers Power Company Mr= L. J. Auge, Manager
- 212 W. Michigan Avenue Facility Design Engineering

Jackson, Michigan 49201 Energy Technology Engineering Centera
F P.O. Box 1449

Mr. Walt Apley Canoga Park, California 913C4
c/o Mr. Max Clausen-

- Battelle Pacific North West Larc (PNWL) Mr. Neil Gehring.

f Battelle Blvd. U.S. Corps of Engineers
- SIGMA IV Building NCEED - T
i Richland, Washington 99352 7th Floor

477 Michigan Avenue
Mr. I. Charak, Manager Detroit, Michigan 48226
NRC Assistance Project

. Argonne National Laboratory Geotechnical Engineers, Inc.x

9700 South Cass Avenue ATTN: Dr. Steve J. Poulos
r

-'

Argonne, Illinois 60439 1017 Main Street
Winchester, Massact ssetts 01890

r

..

_
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007.ANCHE PEAK j
50-445/446 i

Mr. R. J. Gary
Executive Vice President and 1

IGeneral Manager
Texas Utilities Generating Company
2001 Bryan Tower
Dallas, Texas 75201

cc: Nicholas S. Reynolds, Esq. Mr. Robert G. Taylor
Debevoise & Liberman Resident Inspector / Comanche Peak

. 1200 Seventeenth Street, N. W. Nuclear Power Station
. Washington, D. C. 20036 c/o U. S. Nuc1 car Regulatory

Commission
Spencer C. Relyea, Esq. P. O. Box 38,

Worsham, Forsythe & Sampels Glen Rose. Texas 76043
2001 Bryan Tower
Dallas, Texas 75201 Mr. John T. Collins

U. S NRC, Region IV
Mr. Homer C. Schmidt 611 Ryan Plaza Drive
Manager - Nuclear Services Suite 1000
Texas Utilities Services, Inc. Arlington, Texas 76011
2001 Bryan Tower
Dallas, Texas 75201 MF. Larry Alan Sinkin

838 East Magnolia Avenue
Mr. H. R. Rock San Antonio, Texas 78212
Gibbs and Hill, Inc.

393 Seventh Avenue
New York, New York 10001

Mr. A. T. Parker
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
P. O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230

David J. Preister
Assistant Attorney Genersi

: Environmental Protection Division
P. O. Box 12548, Capitol Station
Austin, Texas 78711

i Mrs. Juanita Ellis, President

Citizens Association for Sound'

Energy
1426 South Polk
Dallas, Texas 75224

:
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Palo Verde

Mr. E. E. Van Brunt, .ir.
Vice President - Nuclear Projects
Arizona Public Service Company
P. O. Box 21666

! Phoenix, Arizona 85036
I
i cc: Arthur C. Gehr. Esq. Regional Adminstrator-Region V

Snell & Wilmer U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
3100 Valley Center 1450 Maria Lane, *
Phoenix, Arizona 85073 Suite 210

Walnut Creek, California 94596'
-

Charles S. Pierson
Assistant Attorney General
200 State Capitol.

1700 West Washington
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

Charles R. Kocher, Esq. , Assistant Counsel
,

James A. Boeletto, Esq.i

! Southern California Edison Company
] P. O. Box 800

Rosemead, California 91770
i

tis. flarcaret Walker
Deputy Director of Energy Programs
Economic Planning and Development Office
1700 West Washington
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

j Mr. Rand L. Greenfield
Assistant Attorney General

i Bataan Memorial Building
i Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503
|

Resident Inspector Palo Verde /NPS
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
P. O. Box 21324
Phoenix, Arizona 85001,

!
"

Ms. Patricia Lee Hourihan
6413 S. 26th Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85040

Lynne A. Bernabei . Esq.
Harmon & Weiss,

1725 I Street, N. W.
Suite 506
Washington, D. C. 20006

i
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PERRY

50-440/441

'Mr. Murray R. Edelman
Vice President, Nuclear Group
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company
P. O. Box 5000
Cleveland, Ohio 44101

cc: Jay Silberg, Esq. -

Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge
1800 M Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006

.

Donald H. Hauser, Esq.
g The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company

P. O. Box 5000 .

Cleveland, Ohio 44101

Resident Inspector's Office,

: U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Parmly at Center Road ,

Perry, Ohio 44081 !

O. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
.

Mr. Janes G. Keppler, Regional:

: Administrator, Region III
, 799 Roosevelt Road
'

Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

Donald T. Ezzone, Esq.
Assistant Prosecuting Attorney
105 Mair. Street
Lake County Administration Center
Painesville, Ohio 44077

Daniel D. Wilt, Esq.
P. O. Box 08159

| Cleveland, Ohio 44108

Ms. Sue Hiatt
OCRE Interim Representative
8275 Munson
Mentor, Ohio 44060

f. Terry Lodge, Esq.
915 Spitzer Building
Toledo, Ohio 43604

John G. Cardinal, Esq.
Prosecuting Attorney
Ashtabula County Courthouse
Jefferson, Ohio 44047

.
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San Onofre ,

Mr. Robert Dietch
Vice President
Southern California Edison Company
2244 Walnut Grove Avenue
P. O. Box 800
Rosemead, California 91770

Mr. Gary D. Cotton
Mr. Louis Bernath
San Diego Gas & Electric Company
101 Ash Street
San Diego, California 92112'

cc: Charles R. Kocher, Esq. Mr. Mark Medford ,

James A. Beoletto, Esq. Southern California Edison Company
.

Southern California Edison Company 2244 Walnut Grove Avenue
2244 Walnut Grove Avenue P. O. Box 800
P. O. Box 800 Rosemead, California 91770
Rosemead, California 91770

hG!YklectricCompanyOrrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe n

ATTN: David R. Pigott, Esq. P. O. Box 1831
600 Montgomery Street San Diego, California 92112
San Francisco, California 94111

Ms. Lyn Harris Hicks
Mr. George Caravalho Advocate for GUARD
City Manager 3908 Calle Ariana
City of San Clemente San Clemente, California 92672
100 Avenido Presidio
San Clemente, California 92672 Richard J. Wharton, Esq.

.

University of San Diego School of Law
Alan R. Watts, Esq. Environmental Law Clinic
Rourke & Woodruff San Diego, California 92110
Suite 1020
1055 North Main Street Phyllis M. Gallagher, Esq.
Santa Ana, California 92701 Suite 222

~

1695 West Crescent Avenue
Lawrence Q. Garcia, Esq. Anaheim, California 92701
California Public Utilities Comission
5066 State Building Mr. A. S. Carstens
San Francisco, California 94102 2071 Caminito Circulo Norte

Mt. La Jolla, California 92037

Mr. V. C. Hall
Combustion Engineering, Inc. Charles E. McClung, Jr., Esq.
1000 Prospect Hill Road Attorney at Law
Windsor, Connecticut 06095 24012 Calle de la Plata/ Suite 330

Laguna Hills, California 92653
Mr. S. McClusky
Bechtel Power Corporation Resident Inspector, San Onofre/NPS
P. O. Box 60860. Terminal Annex c/o U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Los Angeles, California 90060 P. O. Box 4329

San Clemente, California 92672
Mr. Dennis F. Kirsch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comm. - Reg. V Regional Administrator-Region V/NRC
1450 Maria Lane, Suite 210 1450 Maria Lane / Suite 210

Walnut Creek, California 94596
Walnut Creek, California 94596
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Mr. C. B. Brinkman
Combustion Engineering, Inc.
7910 Woodnont Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814
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Seabrook

William C. Tallman.
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Public Service Company of New Hampshire
Post Office Box 330,

Manchester, New Hampshire 03105

_ | cc: Thomas Dignan Esq. E. Tupper Kinder Esq,
John A. Ritscher, Esq. G. Dana Risbee, Esq.j

~ Ropes and Gray Assistant Attorney General
225 Franklin Street' Office of Attorney General'

Boston, Massachusetts '02110 208 State House Annex
- Concord, New Hampshire 03301

Mr. Bruce B. Beckley, Project Manager
.Public Service Company of New Hampshire Resident Inspector
Post Office Box 330 Seabrook Nuclear Power Station
Manchester, New Hampshire 03105 c/o US Nuclear Regulatory Comission.

Post Office Box 700
i Edward J. McDerinott, Esq. Seabrook, New Hampshire 03E74

Sanders and McDermott
-408 Lafayette Road Mr. John DeVincentis, Project Manager
Hampton, New Hampshire 03842 Yankee Atomic Electric Company

1671 Worcester Road
Robert A. Backus Esq. Framingham, Massachusetts 01701
0'Niell, Backus and Spielman
116 Lowell Street Mr. A. M. Ebner, Project Manager
Manchester, New Hamp ire 03105 United Engineers & Constructors >

30 South 17th Street--

Ms. Beverly A. Hollingworth Post Office Box 8223
7 A Street Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101
Hampton Beach, New Hampshire 03842

Mr. Philip Ahrens, Esq.
Diane Curran, Esq. Assistant Attorney General
Harmon and Weiss State House, Station #6
1725 I Street, N. W. Augusta, l'.aine 04333
Washington, D. C. 20006

Mr. Stephen D. Floyd
Jo Ann Shotwell, Esq. .Public Service Company of New
Office of tra Assistant Attorney General Hampshire,

i Environmental Prctection Division Post Office Box 330
One Ashburton Place Manchester, New Hampshire 03105-

Boston, Massachusetts 02108
Seacoast Anti-Pollution League

D. Pierre G. Cameron, Jr. , Esq. Ms. Jane Doughty
.

5 Market StreetGeneral Counseli

Public Service Company of New Hampshire Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801i' ~ '

! Post Office Box 330 .
! Manchester, New Hampshire 03105 Mr. John B. Tanzer

Town of Hampton, New Hampshire
'

Regional'Administratt,r - Region I 5 Morningside Drive*

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission Hampton,NH 03842'
631 Park A.enue

-Kinn of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406 Ms. Letty Hett,

,

: Town of Brentwood
: RFD Dalton Road.

Brentwood, New Hampshire 03833

I

,
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Seabrock

-2-

Mr. Edward F. Meany
Town of Rye, New Hampshire
155 Washington Road
Rye, New Hampshire 03870

|

Ms. Roberta C. Pevear
Town of Hampton Falls, New Hampshire '

Drinkwater Road .

Hampton Falls, New Hampshire 03844

Ms. Sandra Gavutis
.

Town of Kensington, New Hampshire
RFD 1
East Kingston, New Hampshire 03827

_.
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50-322
5 .rc a-

c. . S. Po'.leck"

vice Preside t - Nuclear
Lenc Island Lighting Ccepany
175 East 010 Country Road
Hicksville, f.ex York 11801

;

i cci Howard L. Blau, Esquire MHB Technical Associates
Blau and Cohn, PC. 1723 Hamilton Avenue,. Suit'e K
217 Newbridge Road San Jose, California 95125
Hicksville, New York 11801

Stephen Latham, Esquire
.

Mr. Jay Dunkleberger Twomey,Latham & Shea
New York State Energy Office Post Office Box 398
Agency Building 2 33 West Second Street
Empire State Plaza Riverhead, New York 11901*

*

Albany, New York 12223
Matthew J. Kelly, Esquire

Energy Research Group, Inc. Staff Counsel
400-1 Totten Pond Road New York State Public Service Comission
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154 Three Rockefeller Plaza.

Albany, New York 12223
Mr. Jeff Smith
Shoreham Nuclear Power Station Ezra I. Bialik, Esquire

Post Office Box 618 Assistant Attorney General
Wading River, Kew York 11792 Environmental Protection Bureau

New York State Department of Law
W. Taylor "Reveley, Ill, Esquire 2 World Trade Center
Hunton & Will,iams New York, New York 10047
Post Office Box 1535
Richmond, Virginia 23212 Resident inspector

Shoreham NPS, U.S. NRC
Ralph Shapiro, Esquire Post Office Box B
Cammer & Shapiro Rocky Point, New York 11778
9 East 40th Street
New York, New York 10016 Herbert H. Brown, Esquire

Kirkpatrick, Lockhart, Hill,
Mr. Brian McCaffrey Christopher & Phillips
Lcng Island Lighting Company 1900 M Street, N.W.
175 E. Old Country Road Washington, D.C. 20036
Hicksville, New York 11801

Lawrence Coe Lanpher, Esquire
Honorable Peter Cohalan Kirkpatrick, Lockhart, Hill,
Suf folk County Executive Christopher & Phillips
County Executive /Legislatwe Bldg. 1900 M Street, N.W.
Veteran's Memorial Highway Washington, D.C. 20036 ,,

Hauppauge, Net ork 11788
Karls J. Letsche, Esquire

David Gilmartin, Esquire Kirkpatrick, Lockhart Hill,
Suffolk Ccunty Attorney Christopher & Phillips
County Executive / Legislative Bldg. 1900 M Street, N.W.
Veteran's P.emorial Highway Wa.hington, D.C. 20033
Hauppauge, New York 11788

-
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! Es E. :: ;.L ty, Es:.
2?'E 'orter St-se
Wasnincton, D. C. 20003

Lawrence Brenner, Esq.
Administrative Judge
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Dr. James L. Carpenter '
,

Administrative Judge
Atomic Safety,& Licensing Board
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Coimmission *

Washington, D. C. 20555

Dr. Peter A. Morris
Administrative Judge
Atomic Safety 2 Licensing Board
U. S. N.uclear k?gulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

.
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WATERFORD

Mr. L. V. Maurin
Vice President - Nuclear Operations
Louisiana Power & Light Company
142 Delaronde Street
New Orleans, Louisiana 70174

.

cc: W. Malcolm Stevenson, Esq. Regional Adminstrator-Region IV
.

Monroe & Lemann U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1423 Whitney Butiding 611 Ryan Plaza Drive

'

New Orleans, Louisiana 70130 Suite 1000
Arlington, Texas 76012

Mr. E. Blake
Shaw,Pfttman, Potts and Trowbridge
1800 M Street, NW'

Washington, DC 20036

Mr. Gary L. Groesch
2257 Dayou Road
New Orleans, Louisiana 70119

Mr. F. J. Drummond
Project Manager - Nuclear
Louisiana Power & Light Company
142 Delaronde Street
New Orleans, Louisiana 70174

Mr. D. B. Lester
Production Engineer
Louisiana Power & Light Company
142 Delaronde Street

|
New Orleans, Louisiana 70174

Luke Fontana. Esq.
824 Esplanade Avenue
New Orleans, Louisiana 70116

Stephen M. Irving Esq.
535 North 6th Street;

'

Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70802

Resident Inspector /Waterford NPS
P. O. Box 822
K111ona, Louisiana 70066

Dr. D. C. Gibbs
Middle South Service, Inc.
P. O. Box 61000
New Orleans, Louisiana 70161
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,

Mr. Eari A. Borgmann !
I

; Senior Vice President
Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company
Post Office Box 960
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201

q

I cc: Troy B. Conner, Jr., Esq. Mr. John E. Dolan
Connor, Moore & Corber Vice Chairman - Engineering and
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. Construction

-
Washington, D. C. 20006 American Electric Power Company, Inc.

180 Broad Street
Mr. William J. Moran Columbus, Ohio 43215
General Counsel
Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company Deborah Faber Webb-

Post Office Box 960 7967 Alexandria Pike
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201 Alexandria, Kentucky 41001

Mr. Samuel H. Porter Andrew B. Dennison, Esq.
Porter, Wright, Morris & Arthur 200 Main Street
37 West Broad Street Batavia. Ohio 45103
Columbus, Ohio 43215,

George E. Pattison, Esq.
Mr. James D. Flynn, Manager Clermont County Prosecuting Attorney
Licensing Environmer.tal Affairs 462 Main Street
Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company Batavia, Ohio 45103
Post Office Box 960
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201 Mr. Waldman Christianson

Resident Inspector /Zimmer
David Martin, Esq. RFD 1, Post Office Box 2021
Office of the Attorney General U. S. Route 52
209 St. Clair Street Moscow, Ohio 45153
First Floor
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601 Mr. John Youkills

Office of the Honorable William
Lynn Bernabei, Esq. Gradison
Government Accountability Project /IPS United States House of Representatives
1901 Q Street, N. W. Washington, D. C. 20515

' Washington, D. C. 20009
Timothy S. Hogan, Jr., Chairman

W. Peter Heile. Esq. Board of Commissioners
Assistant City Solicitor 50 Market Street, Clermont County

i Room 214, City Hall Batavia. Ohio 45103
l Cincinnati, Ohio 45220

Lawrence R. Fisse, Esq.
John D. Wo11ver, Esq. Assistant Prosecuting Attorney-
Legal Aid Security 462 Main Street
Post Office Box #47 Batavia Ohio 45103
55 Kilgore Street
Batavia, Ohio 45103 Mr. James G. Keppler

U. S. NRC, Region III
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

.
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ZIMMER .,.

50-358
I

Edna- R. Sc.hweibinz
U. S. NRC, Region,III
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137

Mr. Steven G. Smith
The Dayton Power and Light Company
P. O. Box 1247
Dayton, Ohio 45401

.

Mr. James P. Fenstermaker -

Columbus and Southern Ohio Electric
Company

215 North Front Street .

Columbus, Ohio 43215

|
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In:iian Foint 2/3

Mr. J. P. Bayne
Power Authority of the State of New York

cc: Joan Holt, Project Director Mr. Leroy W. Sinclair.

New York Public Interest Power Authority of the State
Research Group, Inc. of New York

5 Beekman Street 123 Main Street<

; New York, New York 10038 White Plains, New York 10601

Mr. Charles M. Pratt Mr. John C. Brons, Resident Manager
Assistant General Counsel Indian Point 3 Nuclear Power Plant
Power Authority of the P.O. Box 215

State of New York Buchanan, New York 10511
10 Columbus Circle
New York, New York 10019 Ezra I. Bialik

Assistant Attorney General
Ms. Ellyn Weiss Environmental Protection Bureau
Sheldon, Harmon and Weiss New York State Department of Law
1725 I Street, N.W., Suite 506 2 World Trade Center
Washington, D. C. 20006 New York, New York 10047

Dr. Lawrence D. Quarles Mr. A. Klausmann, Vice President
Apartment 51 Quality Assurance
Kendal at longwood Power Authority of the State
Kennett Square, Pennsylvania 19348 of New York

10 Columbus Circle
Mr. George M. Wilverding, Manager New York, New York 10019
Nuclear Safety Evaluation
Power Authority of the Mr. D. Halama

State of New York Quality Assurance Superintendent
123 Main Street Indian P0 int 3 Nuclear Power Plant
White Plains, New York 10601 Post Office Box 215

Buchanan, New York 10511
Resident Inspector
Indian Point Nuclear Generating

; U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regional Administrator - Region I
! Post Office Box 66 U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
i Buchanan, New York 10511 631 Park Avenue

King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406
S. S. Zulla. Vice President
Nuclear Support P. Kokolakis, Director
Pc,ver Authority of the State Nuclear Licensing

of New York Power Authority of the State
123 Main Street of New York
White Plains, New York 10601 123 Main Street

White Plains, New York 10601

_____-m- -
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INDIAN POIriT 2/3

Mr. John D. O'Toole |
IConsolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.

cc: Dr. Lawrence R. Quarles Ms. Ellyn Weiss
Apartment 51 Sheldon, Harmon and Weiss
Kendal at Longwood 1725I Street, N.W.
Kennett Square, Pennsylvania 19348 Suite 506

Washington, D. C. 20006
Joseph D. biock Esquire;

Executive Vice President
Administ'ative Mr. Charles W. Jacksonr

Consolidated Edison Company Vice President, Nuclear Power
-

*

of New York, Inc. Consolidated Edison Company
4 Irving Place of New York, Inc.
New York, New York 10003 Broadway and Bleakley Avenues

Buchanan, New York 10511 -

Thomas J. Farrelly, Esquire
Law Department Mr. M. Blatt
Consolidated Edison Company Director, Regulatory Affairs

of New York, Inc. Consolidated Edison Company
4 Irving Place of New York, Inc.,

New York, New York 10003 Broadway and Bleakley Avenues
Buchanan,-New York 10511

| Robert L. Spring
Nuclear Licensing. Engineer Mr. Frank Matra ,

Consolidated Ediso'n Company Resident Construction Manager
of New York, Inc. Consolidated Edison Company

4 Irving Place of New York, Inc.
New York, New York 10003 Broadway and Bleakley Avenues

Buchanan, New York 10511
,

Senior Resident Inspector Brent L. Brandenburg'

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Assistant General Counsel'

P.O. Box 38 Consolidated Edison Company
Buchanan, New York 10511 of New York, Inc.

4 Irving Place - 1822.

| Ezra I. Bialik New York, New York 10003
j Assistant Attorney General

Environmental Protection Bureau Joan Holt, Project Director
';

New York State Department of Law New York Public Interest
2 World Trade Center Research Group, Inc.
New York, New York 10047 5 Beekman Street

New York, New York 10038
;

| { Regional Administrator - Region I
| ' O. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

631 Park Avenue;

,
Xino of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406

|

! I
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Diablo Canyon

Mr. MalcolnrH. Furbush
Vice President - General Counsel
Pacific Gas & Electric Company
P. O. Box 7442
San Francisco, California 94120

cc: Philip A. Crane, Jr. , Esq. Resident Inspector /Diablo Canyon NPS
Pacific Gas & Electric Company c/o U. S Nuclear Regulatory Commission
P. O. Box 7442 P. O. Box 369
San Francisco, California 94120 Avila Beach, California 93424

~ Janice E. Kerr, Esq. Ms. Raye Fleming
California Public Utilities Cammission 1920 Mattie Road
350 McAllister Street Shd11 Beach, California 93440
San Francisco, California 94102-

Joel Reynolds Esq.
Mr. Frederick Eissler, President John R. Phillips, Esq.
Scenic Shoreline Preservation Center for Law in the Public Interest

Conference Inc. 10951 West Pico Boulevard
4623 More Mesa Drive Third Floor
Santa Barbara, California 93105 Los Angeles, California 90064

Ms. Elizabeth Apfelberg Paul C. Valentine, Esq.
1415 Cozadero 321 Lytton Avenue
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 Palo Alto, California 94302

Mr. Gordon A. Silver Mr. Byron S. Georgiou
Ms. Sandra A. Silver Legal Affairs Secretary
1760 Alisal Street Governor's Office
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 State Capitol

Sacramento, California 95814
Harry M. Willis Esq.
Seymour & Willis Herbert H. Brown, Esq.
601 California Street, Suite 2100 Hill, Christopher & Phillips, P.C.
San Francisco, CA 94108 1900 M Street, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20036
Mr. Richard Hubbard
MHB Technical Associates Mr. Dick Blankenburg'

Suite K Editor & Co-Publisher'
1725 Hamilton Avenue South County Publishing Company
San Jose, CA 96125 P. O. Box 460

Arroyo Grande California 93420
Mr. John Marrs, Managing Editor
San Luis Obispo County Telegram Iribune Mr. James 0. Schuyler
1321 Johnson Avenue Vice President - Nuclear Generation
P. 0. Box 112 Department

D San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 Pacific Gas & Electric Company -
P. O. Box 7442
San Francisco, California 94120

1
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Mr. I'.aicoh.. H. Furbush -2-

Bruce Norton, Esq.
Suite 202
3216 North 3rd Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85012

Mr. W. C. Gangloff
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
P. O. Box 355
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania 15230

David F. Fleischaker, Esq. .

P. O. Box 1178
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101-

'

Arthur C. Gehr. Esq.
Snell & Wilmer
3100 Valley Center
Phoenix, Arizona 85073

Mr. Owen H. Davis, Director
Federal Agency Relations
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
105017th Street, N.W.
Suite 1180
Washington, D. C. 20036

Regional Administrator - Region V
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1450 Maria Lane
Suite.210
Walnut Creek, California 94596

Dr. Jose Roesset
3506 Duval Road
Austin, Texas 78759

i
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FERMI
50-341

Mr. Harry Tauber
Vice President
Engineering & Construction
The Detriot Edison Company
2000 Second Avenue
Detriot, Michigan 48226

cc: Mr. Harry H. Voight, Esq.
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby & MacRae

. 1333 New Hampshire Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Peter A. Marquardt, Esq..

Co-Counsel
The Detroit Edison Company

w 2000 Second Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48226,

Mr. William J. Fahrner
Project Manager - Fermi 2
The Detroit Edison Company
2000 Second Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48226

Mr. Larry E. Schuermanr

The Detroit Edison Company
3331, West Big Beaver Road;

Troy, Michigan 48084

John Minock, Esq.
1500 Buhl Building
Detriot, Michigan 482261

Mr. Bruce Little
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

! Resident Inspector's Office
*

6450 W. Dixie Highway
Newport, Michigan 48166

'
Dr. Wayne Jens
The Detroit Edison Company

i 2000 Second Avenue
Detroit, Michigan' 48226'

,3

Mr. James G. Keppler,

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Regicn III
799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois _60137

\
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GPU Nuclear Corporation -1- 50-289, TMI-1

Mr. R. J. Toole Jordan D. Cunningham, Esq.
Manager, TMI-l Fox, Farr and Cunningham
GPU Nuclear Corporation 2320 North 2nd Street
P. O. Box 480 Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,17110
Middletown - Pennsylvania 17057

Ms. Louise Bradford
TMIA'

Board of Directors 1011 Green Street
P.A.N.E. Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17102
P. O. Box 268

. Middletown,- Pennsylvania 17057 Ms. Marjorie gM. Aamodt
R. D. #5
Coatesville, Pennsylvania 19320

* Docketing and Service Section Earl B. Hoffman
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission Dauphin County Comissioner
Washington, D. C. 20555 Dauphin County Courthouse

Front and Market Streets
Chauncey Kepford Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17101
Judith H. Johns rud,
Envirbnmental Coalition on Nuclear Power Union of Concerned Scientists
433 Orlando Avenue c/o - Hannon & Weiss
State College, Pennsylvania 16801 1725 I Street, N. W.

Suite 506
* Judge Reginald L. Gotchy Washington, D. C. 20006
Atomic Safety & Licensing Appeal Board -

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Mr. Steven C. Sholly,

Washington, DC 20555 Union of Concerned Scientists
1346 Connecticut Avenue, N. W.

J. B. Lieberman, Esq. Dupont Circle Building, Suite 1101
Berlock, Israel & Lieberman Washington, D. C. 20036
26 Broadway
New York, New York 10004

Mr. Ronald C. Haynes, Regional Administrator
U. S. N. R. C., Region I
631 Park Avenue
King of Pnassia, Pennsylvania 19406

* Eary J. Edles, Chairman
Atomic Safety & Licensing Appeal

! Board'

ANGRY /TMI PIRC U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1037 Maclay Street Washington, DC 20555
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17103

* Dr. John H. Buck
Atomic Safety & Licensing Appeal

Board
John Levin, Esq. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory ComissionPennsylvania Public Utilities Washington, DC 20555

Commission
Box 3265
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

!

!
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2- . 9trai '.cunsel:.:J r,u:lar Ccrperation -

Federal Emergency Management Agency
Mr. Thomas Gerusky ATTN: Docket Clerk
Bureau cf Radiation Protection 1725 I Street, NW

Department of Environrnental Resources Washington, DC 20472
P. O. Box 2063
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120 Karin W. Carter, Esq.

505 Executive House
P. O. Box 2357
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

l

!

'

.

Dauphin County Office EmergencyG. F. Trowbridge, Esq. ,
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Trowbridge Preparedness
1800 M Street, N.W. Court House, Room 7 * ,

Washington, D. C. 20036 Front & Market Streets-

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17101
Mr. E. G. Wallace
Licensing Manager
GPU Nuclear Corporation<

100 Interpace Parkway
Parsippany, New Jersey 07054

William 5. Jordan III, Esq. Ms. Lennie Prough
Harmen ., Weiss U. S. H. R. C. - F.I 59 te

,

1/25 I Street, MW, Suite 506
Washington, DC 20006 jdleton ennsylvania 17057

Ms. Virginia Southard, Chairman
Citizens for a Safe Environment
264 Walton Street '

Lemoyne, Pennsylvania 17043 Mr. Robert B. Borsum
Babcock & Wilcox
Nuclear Power Generation Division
Suite 220, 7910 Woodrrent Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

;

i

|

Mr. David D. Maxwell, Chairman
Board of Supervisors
Londonderry Township
RFD#1 - Geyers Church Road'

Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057 Mr. C. W. Smyth

j
Supervisor of Licensing TMI-1
GPU Nuclear Corporation

.i
Regional Radiation Representative P. O. Box 480

Middletown, Pennsv1vania 17057-.
I EPA Reafon III
: Curtis' Building (Sixth Floor)
,

6th and Walnut Streets
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106'

Governor's Office of State Planning
Mr. Richard Conte

| SeniorResidentInspector(TMI-1) and Development

U.S.N.R.C. ATTN: Coordinator Pennsylvania
P. 0. Box 311 State Clearinghouse

P. D. Box 1323'

Middletown, Pennsylvania 17057
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120'

.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: . Franklin D. Coffman, Jr. , Leader
Systems Interaction Section

. Reliability and Risk Assessment Branch

FROM: James H. Conran, Senior Systems Engineer
Systems Interaction Section, RRAB

SUBJECT: DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL OPINION

The purpose of this memorandum is to submit formally, in accordance with NRR
Manual Chapter 4125, a statement of differing professional opinion regarding
certain aspects of existing policy and practice in the areas of systems
interaction and safety classification. Many, but not all, aspects of the
matters at issue herein were addressed by me earlier in an affidavit dated
February 9, 1983, to the Shoreham Hearing Board.

Enclosure I to this memorandum sets forth the detailed statement of my
differing professional opinion in the areas identified above in the format
suggested in Section C of NRC Appendix 4125. In order to avoid needless
repetition therein of the detailed treatment given already in the earlier
affidavit to matters also of concern in the immediate context, Enclosure 1
draws to the maximum extent possible on the presentation of issues provided
in the affidavit. Accordingly, the earlier affidavit is incorporated into
this differing professional opinion as Appendix A; and Appendix A and
Enclosure 1 are appropriately cross- referenced in order to facilitate,

their usest together. Points addressed to the attention of NRC manage-
ment in the immediate context that were not treated explicitly in the
affidavit to the Shoreham Board are denoted by asterisks in Enclosure 1.
Minor changes and editorial-type corrections made to the earlier affidavit
since it was' executed on 2/9/83 are indicated by a bar in the right mstgin.

I

ames H. Conran
Senior Systems Engineer
Systems Interaction Section, RRAB

Attachements: See next page
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Attachments:;

; Enclosure 1. Detailed Statement of Differing Professional Opinion.
Enclosure 2. Excerpt from Statement of Staff Views to Shoreham Board,

dated 2/22/83.
Enclosure 3. Memo, dated 3/9/79, Rubinstein to Bradford, " Probabilities

That the Next Major Accident Occurs Within Prescribed Intervals".
Enclosure 4. Technical Paper, by D. Rubinstein, dated 2/4/81, "A Statisticians

View of NRC Statistics".
Enclosure 5. Technical' Paper (Draft), by D. Rubinstein, dated 10/26/81, " Random

Thoughts on Uncertainties, Risk Analysis, and Nuclear Regulation". .

Enclosure 6. Note, dated 3/18/82, Conran to Coffman, " Comments on Draft Letter
(Hanauer to Cooper -NUPPSCO)....and Related Matters".

Enclosure 7. Excerpt from Rebuttal Testimony on Contention 78, dated 7/1/82, by
*

J. H. Conran.
Appendix A - Affidavit of James H. Conran, dated 2/9/83, to the Shoreham ASLB.

cc: R. J. Rawson, ELD
w/Attechments
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Enclosure I

STATEMENT OF DIFFERING PROFESSIONAL OPINION

; I. Systems Interaction Topic

|
'

;
'

Issue A. Sicnificant Extension of Schedule for Resolution of USI A-17
.

Withcut Appropriate Review or Justification
,

1. Management View or Position

The staff's program for resolution of USI A-17 has failed

to achieve resolution of the systems interaction issua by

now, in accordance with the schedule established as reasonable
"

and acceptable when the program wis initiated. Notwithstanding,

management co9siders the program to be progressing,

satisfactorily and emphasizes at this point the " confirmatory"

nature of the program.(') ( ) Accordingly:
,

a. management proposes at this point to continue pursuit of

resolution of USI A-17 by following basically the same>

~i

,

I ) See Statement of Staff Views to the Shoreham Hearing Board, dated'

.

(2) 2/22/83.% (Excerpt attached as Enclosure 2.)'
Also see NRC Staff Supplemental Testimony on Contention 78 (Shoreham OL'

Proceeding), dated 3/10/83, at p. 5 & p. 14.
i

h

|

|

|
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.g.

approach and program plan employed to date, despite

failure of that approach to achieve resolution of the
.

important safety issue involved in the time allotted,
.

and

*

b. management proposes to simply slip again, significantly,
,

the schedule for resolution of USI A-17, wf thout proper
.

review and consideration of the possible ne2d to

accelerate the resolution of this issue and the possible

consequences of failing to do so.

SEE APPENDIX A, AT P. 4 AND P. 10-11

1

2. Differing Professional Opinion

a. Systems interaction in nuclear power plants is

designated as both a Priority Category "A" generic

safety concern and an Unresolved Safety Issue (i.e., USI

A-17). As such, by NRC policy and the agency's own
;

!
~ definitions, the issue involved: ,

,

is a matter that' poses important questions regardingo

adequacy of existing requirements, for which
i

1

,

i

S
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resolution is judged necessary to provide a

potentially significant decrease in the risk to ;

public health and safety, and whose resolution'is
.

~ likely to result in NRC action,I ) and
,

o involves a generic concern judged by the staff to

warrant priority attention in terms of manpower*

and funds, that should be pursued promptly to

obtain early resolution that could provide possible

significant increase in assurance of public health

and safety.I I I*)

b. In view of the importance ascribed to the systems

interaction issue and the indicated need for -

prompt treatment and early resolution (as seen from

A.2.a above), failure to achieve resolution of USI

A-17 within the period established (by consensus) as

acceptable should be treated as an important safety

issue in itself. Accordingly, the decision regarding

schedule and approach to be followed from this point

for resolution of USI A-17 should be made only after '

SeeNURb-0510atp.10
See NUREG-0510 at p. 11 and p. 49 (Table 1 - Priority Category "A"

(.) Definition).See NUREG-0885 at p. 5 (Commission 1983 Policy and Planning Guidance).

M
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full review and appropriate consideration of the

*
. possible safety implications involved in further delay.

SEE APPENDIX A, AT P. 3-9, AND P. 11-12.

'

c. To assure that there is not further significant delay in

resolving the systems interaction issue, an augmented
.

and accelerated approach should be adopted at this point

for resolution of USI A-17. Efforts should continue as'

planned under the current program, for development and

demonstration by the staff of improved, efficient methods

for comprehensive broad-scope systems interaction

evaluations (for later application in all facilities,

if found necessary). Additionally, however, all licensee

and NTOL applicants should be required to perform limited

systems interaction evaluations of their facilities (scope

; to be established by agreement with staff) using currently-

available techniques. This would better ensure early

I availability of actual in plant systems interaction

data required by the staff to determine the need for
j

I full-scope systems interaction studies generically.

!

b

d

%

i
!
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i

!
This approach would make the program less vulnerable to

1

i significant delays resulting from plant-specific operating

problems and licensing-related difficulties (as has'

' occurred repeatedly under the current approach), because

availability of the required data would no longer be

,
dependent upon completion of studies in just a few

,

" participating" facilities. At the same time,

-. utilities would not be unduly burdened by an immediate

requirement for full-scope, comprehensive systems

interaction studies that might not be justified at
!

this time.

*de In the absence of compelling current indication that

the definitions and policy indicated in A.2.a above

(regarding the nature of items designated Unresolved

Safety Issue and/or Priority Category "A") no longer

apply to the systems interaction concern, management

should not now characterize USI A-17 as merely or

principally " confirmatory" in nature.

1

! |
! i

|

|

I
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2 Possible Consequences if Differing Professional

Opinion is Not Adopted

If the underlying causes of unexpected events in reactor

operating experience, such as common cause/ common mode

failure, are not addressed effectively (e.g., by timely
'

resolution of USI A-17), the likelihood of a serious accident

occurring could become unaccpetably high.

SEE APPENDIX A, AT P. 6-7.
,

(See also A.4.b below for a more quantitative approach

to treatment of the stated concern)

4. Related Efforts and Other Information Pertinent to Resolution

of Differing Professional Opinion

a. The ACRS has considered the systems interaction issue in

the broad licensing context since 1974, and has made

specific recommendations on several occasions regarding
'

the kinds of less-than-full-scope systems interaction

evaluations that could be usefully undertaken in both

operating plants and NTOL facilities. (See, for example

; ACRS letters dated 1/8/82 and 3/9/82, regarding systems

!
:

s

+
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interaction matters.) The ACRS should be consulted in

deciding finally the course of action to be taken from

this point in pursuing the systems interaction issue.4

*b. 11r. David Rubinstein, a statistician and member of.the

RRAB staff, has described previously (in a separate

context) the " prediction interval method" for putting
.

an upper bound on the probability that (given "X"

number of reactor years of operation without a major
,

accident) the next majot accident will occur within

a specified number of years.( ) That statistical method

provides an alternate way of addressing the concern

expressed qualtitatively in 3 3 above regarding urgency

of timely resolution of USI A-17; and it could
, .

provide another useful perspective and additional insights

in the difficult process of developing a consensus judgment

4

J

I') See memo, dated 3/9/79, Rubinstein to Bradford, " Probabilities That the
Next M'jor Accident Occurs Within Prescribed Intervals" (See attached,a

Enclosure 3).

l
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now regarding the general question of acceptable
i schedule and proper course to be followed from this

point in resolving USI A-17, and, more specifically,

regarding whether or not an accelerated approach

"should be taken now in that regard.
"

.

.

.

Issue B. Disproportionate Emphasis and Priority Given PRA to The Detriment

of Systems Interaction Program

1. Management Policy or Practice

There have been clear indications over the last ~2 years

of significant decrease in emphasis by NRC management on

systems interaction as a licensing-related safety issue
.

requiring early resolution and warranting priority attention

in its own right. Concurrently, increased emphasis and

high priority has been given to PRA-related

programs / activities that are only of a development nature.,

f Examples or manifestations of management attitude and practice

: in this regard include:
I

abolishment of the Systems Interaction Branch in earlya.

1981, and an accompanying sharp reduction in the number
i

!

.

1

,

- -
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,

of NRC technical staff assigned to systems interaction

efforts within NRR (PRA programs and activities within
j

i NRR were not similarly affected),

SEE APPENDIX A, AT P. 16-17.

~ *b. assignment currently of significantly greater numbers of

NRC technical staff (either full time or part time) in

support of PRA-related development type programs and

development activities than are assigned to the

licensing-related USI A-17 effort.
i

*c. completion, or near-completion, to date of ~15 or more

broad-scope PRA studies at reactor facilities under NRC

cognizance (including both operating reactors and NTOL

plants), whereas not one broad-scope systems interaction

study planned in connection with USI A-17 has yet been

completed at any facility.

d. withholding / delay (from October 1981 to present) of NRR,

i
'

approval for implementation of the important methodology

demonstration phase of the systems interaction program
:

! because of (i) cost-benefit concerns, and (ii) lack of
f

'

any showing that significant " risk-benefit" was to be
i

gained from the systems interaction studies planned in!

pursuit of resolution of USI A-17.

$EE APPENDIX A, AT P. 19-21, and P. 24.
.

e

- _ _ ,.
_
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protracted effort (from ~0ctober 1981 to present) toe.
1

merge the systems interaction orogram with the NREP

program for cost-benefit advantage, without regard to
,

adverse effect on the more important licensing-related

objective ( i.e., resolution of USI A-17).
.

SEE APPENDIX A, AT P. 16-21. -

.

f. progressive blurring of the distinction between systems
4

interaction (a licensing-related USI) and PRA (a

developmental-type activity), and a growing tendency to

j treatsystemsinteractionasjustasubordinatepartof
! PRA.

[ SEE APPENDIX A, AT P. 22-24.

2. Differing Professional Opinion
'

a. Under the current system of NRC rules and procedures for

reactor licensing, the systems interaction issue (i.e.,

! USI A-17) is a matter that must be addressed in

.

determining compliance with existing rules to assure

adequate safety. The same cannot'be said regarding

NRC's PRA-related programs and acitivities. That is an,

i i

! important distinction that should be taken into account
i

and weighted more heavily in determining the relative
t

3

.

9
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importance and priorities of systems interaction and

PRA-related programs. NRC should continue to pursue

PRA-related development programs intended to improve

| understanding of the risks associated with operation of

reactors. Disproportionate emphasis and priority
~

has been given to PRA, however, in the last ~2 years by

NRC management; and this has operated to the serious

detriment of the systems interaction program, and resulted

in inordinate delay in the resolution of USI A-17.

SEE APPENDIX A, AT P. 16-18.

*b. Greater emphasis should be given (e.g., in the Safety

Goal Implementation Plan) to the fact that incomplete

treatment of systems interaction is a major potential

source of uncertainty in PRA, and that fu'rther study

of the possible need for significant improvement in that

regard (e.g., as planned in the USI A-17 program) must

- be completed before final consideration will be given
1

to approval for use of PRA in licensing applications
,

currently proscribed.

*c. Proper balance should be restored with respect to

importance ascribed and priorities given to systems

interaction and PRA-related programs by NRC management,

.
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.

reflecting consideration of the important distinction
|

between those two major areas of activity, as indicated j

in B.2.a above. Specifically, NRC mar.agement should:

6 assign higher priority than is currently given to
'

programs for resolution of the systems interaction

issue, and provide increased management support and
,

attention to assure expedited treatment and early

resolution of the important licensing-related

safety issue involved,

o assign greater numbers of NRC technical staff to

systems interaction work (e.g., comparable to staffing

levels dedicated to systems interaction work prior to

April 1981),

o review the effectiveness of the current organizational

setup within NRR for conduct of systems interaction

programs (e.g., consider seriously a return to the

organizational structure and alignments in effect at .,

I

j the outset of the II.C.3 program).

SEE APPENDIX A, AT P. 8.

1

i

!

!

!

f
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"d. Schedules for performance of programs for resolution of

USI A-17 should be established and implemented so as not to

be dependent upon, or subordinate to, PRA-related program

schedules in any way that would delay achievement of

necessary USI A-17 program objectives.
~

SEE APPENDIX A, AT P. 8 AND P. 21.

| *e. Requirements for cost-benefit analyses should not be

imposed (or applied) in a way that delays excessively, or
'

interferes with prohibitively, the conduct and timely

completion of programs for resolution of Unresolved Safety
.

Issues (in this instance, USI A-17).

SEE APPENDIX A, AT P. 21-22.

f. Estimates of risk-benefit to be gained from doing

comprehensive systems interaction analyses, based solely

i on extrapolations of current PRA results/ data, cannot be

J regarded as accurate or dependable. Since that is the

only basis currently for such estimates, risk-benefit"

should ng be used at this time as a decision criterion

by management in determining whether or not to approve

systems interaction studies proposed in connection with
,

the USI A-17 program.

SEE APPENDIX A, AT P. 24-26.

. -.
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*g. Lack of effective communication of systems interaction

information and perspectives, to all levels of management

and to all cognizant staff (both intra-and-inter office)
,

may have been an a factor in the development of the

' conditions described in preceding Sections A.1 and B.1.
'

Measures should be taken to assure proper flow of

communications in that regard, and also to assure
,

dissemination of alternative views regarding the state of

; development and usefulness of both PRA and systems

interaction analysis methods and techniques. Neither are

so highly-developed or refined that both cannot continue

to profit from the free exchange of the full range

of views on the important matters involved.

< 3. Possible Consequences if Differing Professional Opinion is Not

Adopted

"a. If proper balance is not restored with respect to importance

ascribed and priorities assigned to systems interaction

and PRA-related programs, and if other specific corrective

measures are not implemented as indicated in Section A.2 and

8.2 above, further inordinate delay in the resolution of

USI A-17 will likely result (with possible increased

likelihood of serious accident).
I

SEE APPENDIX A, AT P. 6-7. j

..
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,

ab. If, in advance of resolution of USI A-17, NRC management

continues to encourage initiation and performance of

current-state-of-the-art PRAs (i.e. , without comprehensive'

$ systems interaction analyses as an integral part), unnecessary'

,

and excessive costs may result for the licensees or applicants

involved when/if the performance of separate comprehensive
I

systems interaction analyses (and integration of PRA and

systems interaction results) later become necessary (as has
.

happened to PASNY in the case of Indian Point-3).

;

(See sections 4.c and 4.d below for further development of
4

!
I the point addressed here.)

.

4

i 4. Related Efforts or Other Information Pertinent to Resolution of
.

Differing Professional Opinions >

*a. Conwents offered by the ACRS and individual ACRS members

(in the context of review of Safety Goals Policy Statement,

f Safety Goal Implementation Plan, and Severe Accidents Policy

' Statement), I') regarding treatment in PRA of uncertainties'
.

i

due to systems interactions and premature acceptance /use of
,
'

current PRA methods and results in licensing, thould be given,

|
further consideration in the light of all the preceding. The .-

i

Committee should be consulted in resolving this differing-

! professional opinion.

i

(') See ACRS letters dated June 9, 1982; September 15, 1982; September $h
1982; and January'10, 1982.

. - , -. - .- .- - . -.- - , - - - . - -
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*b. Alternative views expressed earlier and separately by

Mr. David Rubinstein, RRA8 regarding quality or adequacy

of current treatment of uncertaint PRA, and uncritical

acceptance of current PRA results are pertinent and

should be considered in the resolution of this differing

professional opinion. *

.

"c. Preliminary indications from work being done currently at,

the Indian Point-3 facility are that great effort and expense

will be required to fully factor the results of a broad-scope

systems interaction study for a given facility into a

full ' scope PRA for the same facility, where those two

efforts have been conducted'as separate activities (as at

Indian Point-3).

*d. Information submitted recently to the staff on the Indian

Point-3 docket indicates that the findings from

comprehensive systems interaction analyses may affect

significantly the results obtained from

current-state-of-the-art PRAs. Results obtained from the

systems interaction evaluation of the Indian Point-3 AFW system,

f

!
t

(*)PaperdAed2/4/81,"AStatisticiansViewofNRCStatistics".
(See attached, Enclosure 4.)

(*) Paper, dated 10/26/81, " Random Thoughts on Uncertainties, Risk Analysis
and Nuclear Regulation," (Seesattached Enclosure 5.) '

L
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( 4

'

when factored into the Indian Point-3 PRA, nearly doubled the

system failure rate for AFW (even after modifications were

made to the plant to improve / remove interactions

identified).I )
Corresponding seismic core melt frequency was not found to'

'

change appreciably for the case recomputed; but it should be
'

noted that systems interaction search results for other IP-3

systems (in particular, systems that provide alternate cooling

in the event of AFW system failure) are only now being

separately evaluated in the final phase of the systems

i interaction analysis effort, and were not factored into the

i recomputation of IP-3 PRA results that was done at this time.

i

Also, core melt frequency was not recomputed at this time for

the case in which the IP-3 PRA model was modified to include'

,

) the AFW systems interactions, but fixes were not made to the
,

i plant to remove / improve interactions found. (That case

{
would clearly provide the better comparison and more accurate

| measure of the full impact i.e. , " risk-benefit, of systems

interaction analyses on PRA results.)

I

'
.

I
I

I ISee PASEY submittal dated 2/7/83, at p. 4-14 of Attachment II.

f
'

i

!
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II. Safety Classification Topic

Issue C. Insufficient Priority Given to Resolution of Known Safety .

*

Classification Problems
.

.

1. Management Position or Practice
,

"a. The use of the safety classification terms

" safety-related", " safety grade", and "important to

safety" inconsistently or interchangeably by individual
.

staff members was recognized as a problem by NRR
'

management -2-3 years ago. The immediate problem was

dealt with effectively by issuance of guidance to the

NRR staff in the form of " standard definitions" for the

terms involved (derived directly from the language of the

regulations themselves). ) NRR management has not

i acted expeditiously, however, in following up that

action with additional remedial measures that were also

prudently indicated, and which were recommended

specifically,I " ) 1.e.:

!

( ) See M s, dated 11/20/81, Denton to All NRR Personnel and Denton to
Mattson, Eisenhut, Vollmer, et al, " Standard Definitions for
Commonly-used Safety Classification Terms.

I " ) See Note, dated 3/18/82, Conran to Coffman, " Comments on Draft Letter
Hanauer to Cooper -NUPPSCO)....and Related Matters"; and attached
routing slip. (See attached - Enclosure 6).
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o modification of the regulations to more clearly

delineate for al interested and affected parties

the general safety classification definitions that

are already included (diffusely or reconditely) in

the language of the regulations.

o development of more formal and detailed guidance

(e.g., Reg. Guides or SRP sections) for use by

licensees / applicants and al,1,NRC staff (not just

NRR), in applying these terms correctly in specific

design and licensing review applications.

*b. Reasons given for not pursuing ~more vigorously the

followup measures indicated and recommended were:

o resource availability problems, given the magnitude

of the (projected) effort to develop / issue formal
*

guidance documents.

o NRR guidance, although not distributed officially

outs'te NRC (and not binding in present form even
.

If Jlstributed) has been circulated widely (albeit

informally) outside the agency so the staff's

view / position with regard to definition for the terms'

involved is widely-known anyway,

o no safety problems or serious potential safety

problems are known to have resulted from lack of

the more formal and detailed guidance recommended,

!

. . _ _ - _ _ _
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o the " problem" involved was thought to be simply or '
,

chiefly a " language" problem (i.e., resulting

simply from inconsistent or mistaken usage of words

applied in treating or discussing safety classification
'

concepts embodied in the regulations that are for
'

the most part mutually understood and agreed upon.
.

.

2. Differina Professional Opinion
,

a. Testimony deve hped recently in the discussion of safety
'

classification issues in the Shoreham hearing indicates

clearly now that' lack of unambiguous, detailed guidance

regarding the definition and proper application of the

classification term "important to safety" can lead to

confusion and misunderstanding with respect to the,

i intent of the regulations, and to the development of

circumstances that appear to have significant potential

adverse safety implications. Specifically, in the
I Shoreham case cited the applicant has interpreted the

term "important to safety" to be equivalent to the term

" safety-related" (as both the staff and the applicant

understand the term " safety-related"), and has appliedi

i that interpretation throughout the design and construction

of their facility.
,

I

;

. _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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Under this interpretation the applicant, in effect, does

not acknowledge any requirements under the regulations

for plant features designated by the staff "important
'

to safety, but not safety-related." Said another way,

'the minimum set of safety requirements recognized by the

applicant under this interpretation is considerably smaller*

than the minimum set o safety requirements recognized
.

by the staff. Such a f6ndamental difference of

understanding regarding what is required minimally by

the regulations for adequate safety clearly has

significant potential for adverse safety impact.

The full implications of the situation indicated in the
t

preceding (particularly in the content of operatino
Ifacilities) has not yet been completely sorted out; but

NRC should give high priority now to an effort to do that.

At a minimum the measures recommended below should be

implemented in remedy of the situation indicated.

SEE APPEN0!X A, AT P. 30 33.

) See Rebuttal Testimon dated 7/1/82 by J. H. Conran to the Shoreham
ASLB, at p. 6-7. I % 't 7,

,

+
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*b. NRC should take action promptly to determine the

following regarding all, licensees / applicants:

o if all Itcensees/ applicants are aware of the

safety classification definitions in the

regulations for the terms safety-related and
'

,

important to safety, as indicated in Ref. 12 '

o if there is common understanding of the safety

classification concents involved in the terms

safety related and important to safety,

irrespective of " language type * differences that f

may esist/ persist in the usage of these terms by |

indh iduals,

o if there is mutual understanding between the

staff and licensees / applicants regarding what is

actually required minimally under the regulations to

provide reasonable assurance of public health and

safety,

o. if there is indication of any incorrect

classification and/or treatment of plant
,

structures, systems, and components as a result of

misunderstanding or confusion regarding proper

usage of the safety classification terms involved,
;

,

k - - - - - . _
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*c. NRC should give higher priority now to implementing

additional (followup) measures recommended previously,

but not yet acted upon, as indicated in C.I.b above.

*d. 'NRC should complete expeditiously now efforts already
~

initiated for development of a listing of structures,
'

.

systems, and components "important to safety, but not

safety-related" (analogous to the listing of,

safety-related things in Reg. Guide 1.29), to facilitate

proper understanding and application of the intent of the

regulations by those who have not previously understood

and applied the term "important to safety" in the same

way as the staff.

*e NRC should give high priority now to completion of the.

\
joint effort initiated in September 1982 by the staff

and industry to develop a safety classification standard
' ' ' q. 3

| for endorsement finally by thd staff in a Pag. Guide.
, ,

,
_

This has never been'done, and has contributed to the

persistence of this probleri-for many years.
e.

,
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
.

................................

In the Matter of

LONG ISLAND LIGHTING COMPANY
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,.

Unit 1) Docket No. 50-322(0L)

.

................................

AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES H. CONRAN

I, James H. Conran, being duly sworn, depose and state that:

00ALIFICATION OF WITNESS

1 I am an employee of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC).

My present position is Senior Systems Engineer, Reliability and

Risk Assessment Branch, Division of Safety Technology within the

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation. A copy of my professional
i

qualifications is bound into the transcript of the Shoreham

Hearing at p. 6538.
.

a

APPENDIX A

.

. ___ -
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PURPOSE OF AFFIDAVIT

1. The purpose of this affidavit is to identify for the Board (1) areas in

which I believe that testimony which I provided earlier in the

litigation of Contention 78 requires (or may require) amending and/or

supplementing, and (2) changes that have occurred in facts or

circumstances material to the matters at issue in Contention 78 which

give rise to the need fnr amending and/or supplementing the testimony
.

involved. The affected testimony falls into two general topic areas,.

systems interaction and safety classification.

SYSTEMS INTERACTION TOPIC

2. Change to Testimony and General Circumstance Dictating Change

Consistent with the Appeal Board's decision in North Anna , staff'sl

testimony on systems interaction in the Shoreham hearing included a

discussion of Unresolved Safety Issue A-17, with the specific objective

of demonstrating " justification for operation" of Shoreham despite

pendency of that USI. I was the principal author of the portion of

staff's written testimony covering systems interaction, and was a

principal witness in presenting the staff's position on that issue*

before the Board. My' testimony in that regard was based necessarily on

my understanding, at the times that that testimony was written

1- See ALAB-491SNRC 245 (1978)

-
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and presented, of the state of the staff's program for resolving USI

A-17, and more specifically on my understanding of such parameters as

scope, schedule, priority, and resources allocated to that program.

These parameters determine the rate of progress and actual results that

can be achieved, or be reasonably expected, at any given time; they are,*

therefore, important indicators or measures of the adequacy of any USI -

program, and of the prospects for timely resolution of the issue
.

involved.-

Despite unfavorable developments that had occurred with respect to these

important parameters in the systems interaction program in the months

preceding the presentation of staff's testimony on Contention 78 in the

Shoreham hearing, I had remained hopeful at that point regarding the

ultimate outcome of events in the systems interaction area and regarding

the prospects for resolution of USI A-17 on some reasonable and still

acceptable schedule. But there has been further decline in the months

since; and the cumulative effect is now such that I can no longer

continue, in good conscience, to support the position that the staff's

systems interaction program provides currently an adequate basis for the

" justification for operation" conclusion required under North Anna, as

|
indicated in my earlier testimony.

1
i

f

f.
'

,

I

|

|
_

|1
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3. Background and Baseline At Outset of the Program for Resolution
:

of USI A-17 j
i

| !

'

As alluded to in the preceding, it is necessary to go back in time further

than my participation in the Shoreham hearing last summer to set the

background and to establish the baseline against which are drawn my current'

judgments regarding the adequacy of staff's systems interaction program. To
.

recount briefly the relevant background, the judgment by staff management

and the Commission that the systems interaction issue is a legitimate safety

concern, serious enough to warrant designation as an Unresolved Safety

Concern (i.e, USI A-17), was documented as early as 1977;2 and a program for

resolution of this issue was initiated in May 1978.8 That initial judgment

and action by NRC management in this regard was reconfirmed and reinforced

in the aftermath of the TMI-2 accident by a strong recommendation of the

Lessons Learned Task Force 4 (of which I was a member), and by further action

by staff management and the Commission,5 to strengthen the existing,

on going USI A-17 program. In early 1980, the Commission approved for

inclusion in the TMI-2 Action Plan a provision for an augmented and expedited

i systems interaction program; and a separate, dedicated organizational unit
' (the Systems Interaction Branch) was set up within the Division of Systems

Interaction, NRR to plan and coordinate the conduct of the new, augmented

program. By mid-1980, the new Systems Interaction Branch had developed the

;

8 See NUREG-0410
'

3 See NUREG-0510 at p. A-12
!

L 4 See NUREG-0585, Section 3.2 and Recommendation 9

5 See NUREG-0660, Item II.C.3 -

L

i

. _ __ _ _
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program plan for the augmented (II.C.3) systems interaction program."

The expanded program included (i) studies in which staff-developed

methodologies were to be applied on a trial basis in selected plants

late in the construction and OL licensing process, and (ii) other

studies, (already committed to by the owners of the Diablo Canyon 1 & 2,

and Indian Point-3 facilities, to be initiated in mid-1980 and *

early-1981, respectively) employing methodologies developed by the
.

utilities involved. The results of all these efforts, taken together,

were intended (i) to provide the basis for resolution of USI A-17, and
_ . .

for the development by the staff of additional requirements and

regulatory guidance for systems interaction studies (if required) for

i application to all reactors, within about 2 years, and (ii) to provide

useful information and insights to be factored into decisions regarding

implementation of the National Reliability Evaluation Program (NREP).7
I

With the preceding background (by way of further establishing the
*

" baseline" alluded to earlier for current judgments of program adequacy)

the decisions and actions taken by staff management and the Commission

! to this point in the systems interaction chronology can be characterized
'

i

as follows:

!

\
.Stolz to Rubenstein, " SIB /DSI FY 81 Resource

'

.

" See Meno, dated 11/21/80,'

Projection"
'

7 See NUREG-0660, Item II.C.2
|

- i

!
.

I

*4 ,
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a. Baseline Consideration #1
l

The decisions and actions taken established the systems interaction !

program, in a very real sense, as a necessary regulatory activity

8i.e., as a USI program which under existing rules must be

addressed .in reactor licensing safety evaluations.... (as

contrasted to other highly desirable programs and activities, such
,

as probabilistic risk assessment, safety goal development, etc.,

also provided for in the TMI-2 Action Plan, but which need g be

so addressed)

b. Baseline Consideration #2-

The decisions and actions taken indicated clearly that staff
i management and the Commission intended timely resolution of this

important issue. The period of time in which it was thought

initially that this could be accomplished was 1-1\ years. However, it

was found that the fault tree methodology which had been developed

in the pre-lMI phase of the USI A-17 program was not suitable for

general, broader application in systems interaction analysis,

(as had been counted on)'; so about a year was added to the time

i period that had initially been contemplated for program performance,

to allow for search-and-development of possible alternative

methodologies by the staff. It should be said, however, that

allocation of even ~2 years for resolution of such a complex

uriresolved safety issue necessarily implied and, indeed, required*

See NUREG 0510, at p.10, p.11, and p. 49 (Table 1-Category A definition) |
*

| 8 See Memo, dated 5/20/80, Angelo to Kniel, " Summary of Meeting with
j Sandia...to discuss... Task A-17"
|
L

i
.

u .
1

! t

| .

|
-

.
.

.g- . - .. .
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assignment of high priority, and strong commitment to the USI A-17

program by staff management and the Commission.

;- c. Baseline Consideraton #3

With regard to the question implicit in the specification (as in

Baseline Consideration #2, above) of the period of time to be allowed '

(at the outset) for the piogram to achieve timely resolution of-

.

USI A-17 (i.e. , How to determine what is reasonable in that regard'

_ in view of the urgency of 7,he matter?), the general concern under-

lying can be stated as follows:
!

|
,

" Things unanalyzed" in the design of reactor plant

systems (e.g., common mode / common cause mechanisms, and the

effects of non-safety component failure) can lead to " things

unexpected" in the operation of reactor facilities (e.g.,

occurrence of unanticipated events, including some serious

enough to be termed accident precursors). And no matter how

well trained or capable reactor operating personnel are (i.e.,

given some finite unreliability rate in operator actions), if
,

the " unexpected".happens often enough (and it does, based on
,

operating experience reports) for long enough, the likelihood

( ! of a serious accident (like THI-2) can become unacceptably
i !

high.

t

:

i The judgment, then, regarding what is a " reasonable" period of time
|
'

to allow for resolution-of the systems. interaction issue involves

,

..

,, - 9 ;y e- p - - - -,m . y , y-. g .-. 7 a r ye- m-- - -
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somehow qualitatively (i) consideration of the rate of. occurrence

o'f unexpected events (in particular, serious precursor events) and

(ii) a sense that the time allowed for resolving underlying causes

of such events ought not to exceed some prudent fraction of the
- " average interval" for occurrence of such events, based on

experience and observation. To say the obvious, that is a very

difficult judgment for any individual to make, and should not,

therefore, be left to ad hoc individual judgment. Such a difficult

judgment on such a complex, important safety issue should properly

be evolved (as g done in the series of events leading up to

initiation of the II.C.3 systems interaction program; see Baseline

Consideration #5) through a broad-based consensus forming process.

As a strong corollary, once established in the proper manner (as

described above, and in Baseline Consideration #5),sch'edules

specified for the resolution of important safety issues (e'.g., USI

A-17) ought to be regarded seriously, and ought g to be

overturned or extended significantly except on.the basis of an
.

equivalent process. More specifically, significant extensions
|

should not be permitted or condoned simply by virtue of default oni

performance of the schedule established by consensus,
,

i

;

|

. 9

!

| t

;

I
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d. Baseline Consideration #4

; Consistent with the high priority assignment and timely resolution

objective for the augmented, post-TMI systems interaction

| program (see Baseline Consideration #2 above), although the
|

II.C.3 program was to be closely coordinated with other programs

| (such as IREPau and NREP21), the schedules for the completion of
.

studies intended to lead to the resolution of USI A-17 were
,

' established initially so as not to be linked to, or dependent upon,

IREP/NREP program schedules in anyway that would delay achievement of

the necessary USI-related objectives. Further indication of

( such intent is seen in the fact that the management of the systems

interaction program (II.C.3) was established initially separate from

the management of the IREP (II.C.1) and NREP (II.C.2) programs

(i.e., with the program management involved in each case reporting

to the Office Director and Executive Director levels through different

chains of command).

e. Baseline Consideration #5
,

,

j The decisions and actions taken in establishing both the initial

USI A-17 program in 1978, and the augmented, post-TMI systems

interaction program (II.C.3) in 1980, were taken within the context
;

! of an existing, established regulatory structure and process in which
i

well-established (approved) deterministic criteria and requirements

d5 fine what is adequate safety unless/until changed by due process
.

| Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (IREP). -See NUREG-0660, Ites20

| II.C.1
|
; 21 See NUREG-0660, Item II.C.2

_ - _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..
-. ,
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(i.e., the process outlined here). Those decisions and actions

were based broadly on widely-shared qualitative judgments regarding

the importance of the issue involved and the necessity for prompt

action an~d timely resolution (see Baseline Consideration #3). The
~ decisions involved were evolved through a highly-visible and open

consensus forming process, which included full opportunity for

review internally by cognizant NRC staff and ACRS.

4. Changes in Material Facts or Circumstances Affecting Testimony

Having established in the preceding the background and baseline which

form the basis for my understanding of the staff's system interaction program,

and against which I form judgments regarding its " status" and adequacy

of any given point, I identify, in the following, significant changes that

have occurred with respect to these baseline facts and circumstances -

which affect my earlier testimony. Some of the changes identified

occurred before my Shoreham testimony, and some after; but all bear

materially on the question of current validity of my-earlier testimony.

And I believe that all must be considered together to understand fully

my current position in this matter.

.

1
1
!

1

!

l

l

' l,
vs -%
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E'cessive Delay in Resolution of U5I A-17a. x

The most significant deficiency of the current system interaction.,

~

program impacting the validity of my earlier testimony is that,

although we are now nearly at the end of the period of time allocated
'

for the resolution of USI A-17, we are nowhere near to achieving
,

resolution of this important safety issue, along the current track i

and at the current pace. My optimistic estimate, in that regard,

is that that goal is still 2-3 years off without significant

reordering of priorities and re-constitution of the II.C.3 program

al'ng the lines suggested herein. I conclude, therefore, that theo
|

program cannot be regarded or characterized as adequate (specifically
,

in the sense required to be addressed under North Anna; see Baseline
:

Considerations #2 and # 3).

To be somewhat more specific, although notable progress has been

achieved in the development of promising " candidate" systems

interaction methodologies by the staff (as planned), demonstration;

f
'

or trial of those methodologies has not yet been done (or even

begun). And while there have been hopeful developments recently

with regard to getting those efforts underway finally (on the basis
~

,

t

I
! ,

j of initiatives taken/ supported by the Director,- NRR himself), it is

clear that the completion of the demonstration phase of the II.C.3
'

i
)

|-

.

,y- -.,m. . --.w s % ,:~ ,- --,-e.9 --- g e. ,.e
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|
program will take significantly longer to complete than initially

planned (e.g., perhaps an additional 1-2 years). Also, although |

extensive, broad-scope systems interaction search efforts have now
.

been completed at the Diablo Canyon and Indian Point-3 facilities

using utility-developed methods, it now appears certain (i) that

the planned submittal of unevaluated Indian Point-3 search results'

i

to the staff in late 1982 or early 1983, will now be delayed until

late 1983 (due to hearing related considerations and complications),

and (ii) that the final submittal of evaluated Diablo Canyon search

results, which had been expected in late 1982 is now delayed indefinitely

(due to well-known licensing-related difficulties that have arisen

in that case).
4

In full view of these circumstances, the prevailing staff view

seems to be to " stay the course"; i.e., continue along the current

track at whatever pace can be achieved to eventual resolution of^

USI A-17, whenever that may occur. Under this view the program

| could be considered adequate currently simply because there is some

systems interaction work currently underway (albeit well behind

schedule), and because there is "no evidence" that drastic measures

must be taken to hasten resolution of the system interaction

|
problem. My view, instead, is that there is "no evidence" that the

|
consensus judgments, regarding the seriousness of the safety'

i

. _ _ _ __ _ _ __
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concern involved and the need for timely resolution (i.e., in the

time period allocated and agreed upon at the outset; see Baseline

Considerations #2 and #3), were that wrong in the first instance.

The decision to delay or extend the schedule for resolution' of USI

A-17 is, by its.very nature, a major safety decision and should not

be made by default, or by a few individuals on the ad hoc "no evidence"
.

basis indicated. (See Baseline Consideration #3)
.

I believe, therefore, that the proper course of action at this

point is (i) to recognize the inadequacy of the current state of

the program, and (ii) to " call the question" for reconsideration,

and submit it to the same decision making process that established

initially the time to be allowed for resolution of USI A-17 (See

Baseline Consideration #5). In that respect, I would favor

strongly this. time around a currently-appropriate variation on the

original recommendation made by the Lessons Learned Task Force in

1980 in this regard 13 and the similar recommendation made by ACRS

in January 198283, to wit: Require all licensees and OL applicants
.

to begin limited systems interaction reviews of their facilities
i
!

immediately, using methods now known and documented for use or
!
,

'd See NOREG-0585, Section 3.2 and Recommendation 9
//#/s1

13
; See ACRS_ letter dated 1/40/82, " Systems Interactions"; also see ACRS
i letter dated 3/9/82, " Report on SI Study for Indian Point -3."

-

E

| -

|
'

_
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trial (even though not completely evaluated at this time). The

reasons for favoring now the more direct and immediate approach are

(i) failur'e to resolve the systems interaction issue

in the three years that have passed since inception of II.C.3

(or in the five years since USI A-17 was initiated) by employing

a less direct and immediate approach, and (ii) clear indication

now that licensees do not need to wait on the staff any longer to

develop and demonstrate workable systems interaction methodologies

that can produce safety-beneficial findings and results.

In this regard it is noted that, while the staff (for whatever the

reasons) has not developed and applied workable systems

interaction methodologies in the time , allotted initially under the

; II.C.3 program, three utilities have done so (i.e., at Diablo

Canyon, Indian Point-3, and most recently the Perry facility).

Although the results of these efforts have not yet been

fully-evaluated by the utilities involved and reviewed by the

staff, in several instances on the basis of licensees' own prudent

judgment, modifications to facility designs have already resulted
6

from these system interaction reviews.

. .

T

4

- - .- . .
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So a broad scale effort involving limited-scope systems interaction

reviews in all operating facilities and NTOL plants could both (i)

produce safety beneficial plant specific findings (as has already

been done) and.(ii) at the same time provide much more

expeditiously and extensively actual systems interaction data and
.

information needed by the staff for making final decisions

regarding the possible need for more comprehensive systems *

interaction reviews generically. Suitable arrangements could be
'

made between the staff and each utility regarding the scope of

review to be done at each facility, and regarding the choice of

methodology to be applied, (including choice of one of the staff's

candidate methodologies, if mutually agreed).

As a final point regarding this particular aspect of changes in

circumstances that have affected my earlier testimony, it might

seem that the conclusions drawn at this time in this affidavit,

regarding inadequacy of the program because of failure to resolve

USI A-17 on the schedule initially established (i.e., about g ),,,

could have been drawn as easily 6-8 months ago as now (i.e., during

the preparation and presentation of my earlier Shoreham testimony).H |
Such is not the case. Although (as alluded to in Section 2 above)

I

| "See, for example, Transcript of TMI-1 Appeal Board proceeding at p.300, for
; for reaction of Appeal Board just to the changes of circumstance outlined
I for them in the affidavit cited in footnote 19.
!

i
i

.
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there had been unfavorable developments in some aspects of the

systems interaction program in the months preceding my

participation in the hearing (described in further detail in

Section 4.b folicwing), the program in other important aspects was

showing significant progress and results. For example (i) the
' Indian Point-3 systems interaction program plan was approved in

early March 1982, and was underway and proceeding very well by

early April, (ii) the matrix-based dependency analysis methodology

development effort was launched in late Spring 1982, and (iii)

prospects were very bright for the staff receiving extensive actual
,

systems interaction review results from both Diablo Canyon

and Indian Point-3 by late 1982. Additionally, there seemed to be

real hope of getting the badly-lagging methodology demonstration

phase of the program back on track and moving as a result of a

development that occurred in early May 1982. At that time, there

came down from the Chairman's office a request for a briefing on

the status of the' system interaction program. I interpreted this

as a hopeful sign because it indicated a show of interest,

f
initiating at the Commission level, in the state of the program;

and it seemed a very real possibility that this timely show of'

interest from that level could result in a turning point,'

_

especially for the methodology demonstration program which was

f lagging at that point.

1 i
-

'
.

.-
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,

So it can be seen, I believe, that at the time of my involvement

| and participation in the Shoreham hearing there were still a number

of reasons to support the (hopeful) view that the staff's system

interaction program, although experiencing some serious difficulty,

was still adequate at that point.
.

.

b. De-emphasis on Systems Interaction Program Objective

In March 1981, the Systems Interaction Branch (SIB) of the

Division of Safety Integration (DSI) was abolished, and all

but two of the nine SIB professionals working on systems

interaction were assigned to other licensing-related

activities within NRR. I was one of the two remaining former

SIB members who were transferred to the Reliability and Risk,

Assessment Branch (RRAB) of the Division fo Safety Technology

(DST) to try to continue the II.C.3 systems interaction-

program. RRAB is the organizational unit within NRR with lead

responsibility for PRA-related activities, such as NREP.
.

l
i

; The most obvious thing that can be said regarding this

development is that, insofar as organizational " stature" and-

: allocation of resources reflect the real importance ascribed
i
i and priority assigned to a given project / activity in the minds
I,

of NRC management, this development indicated a significant4

{ decrease in the perceived importance of systems interaction

|

I
|

. ... .. . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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issue on their part, and correspondingly in the " effective"

priority assigned to the program for resolving that issue.

' Concerns along these lines were expressed by me and other

systems interaction staff to both SIB /DSI and RRAS/ DST

.
management at the time. And it was apparently also in this

same vein that the TMI-1 Hearing Board raised questions

regarcing the motivation for, and possible effects of, this |

action.15 All were reassured that any concerns in this regard |
.

were mispliced.

Despite such reassurances and the assumed good intentions

unoerlying them, the effects of that action ultimately proved
'

- detrimental, as feared. Beginning at that point (gradually at

first, but more noticeably as months passed) there began to

develop in the management of the systems interaction program

at all levels within NRR a noticable lack of emphasis on the

completion of the II.C.3 systems interaction progran (and

resolution of A-17) on the basis and schedule established at

the outset of that program.

|
|

h

15 TMI-1 Hearing Transcript at 15,615-15.629 |

:
I
,

|
|

e
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More and more with time, the new organization seemed to lose

sight of the fact that both the need and schedule for timely

r'esolution of USI A-17 had been established at the outset by a

broad consensus, based on the widely-shared judgment that the

seriousness of the safety concern involved warranted an

expeditious effort to resolve it. By contrast, at the same

time that this apparent decline of emphasis and sense of
.

urgency was occurring with respect to the systems interaction

concern, increased visible emphasis was placed by staff

management, and even the Commission, on PRA-related programs
|

and activities. (e.g. , quantitative safey goal development).,

1

| It is in this respect that it simply must be said, at this point,

that what has resulted is an inappropriate imbalance with regard

to the importance being placed by RRAB/ DST and NRR management

currently on what is essentially " nice" (i.e., PRA-related activities)

as compared to what must still be regarded, under existing rules and

established procedures for reactor licensing, as "necessary"

(i.e., programs for resolution of USI A-17).
!

These changes in attitudes on the part of management towards

the importance, urgency, and priority of the system

. interaction concern are a major _ factor in my judgment
! of the adequacy of the systems interaction program currently,

| >

l. particularly with respect to prospects for resolution of USI A-17
4

e
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at any reasonable time in the future, without a significant

reordering of priorities and program redirection.'

(See Basel.ine Considerations #1, #2, #3, and #5).

.
.

.
The following specific examples are illustrative of the

preceding general observations, I believe:
.

- (1) Withholding / Delay of Final Approval for Implementation

of Systems Interaction Methodology Demonstration

In October 1981, approval was given by DST to a proposal for

initiation of the methodology demonstration phase of the

II.'C.3 program. In this proposal, approval by NRR was

requested regarding final selection of the NTOL pilot

plants in which candidate systems interaction |

methodologies were to be tested.as No action was taken |

(either approval or denial) by NRR at that time; and the

effort stalled at that point, apparently over concerns-

!
that developed in connection with cost-benefit estimates

,

required for the expected review by the Committee for the
:

'
i

1

1"See Memo, 10/28/81, Murley to Denton, " Implementation of Systems |'

l Intepection Interim Guidance".
i

i
~

l

|

*
,
,

O
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Review of Generic Requirements (CRGR) of any NRR approval

action on this proposal. In February 1982, however, in a

letter from Mr. Dircks to ACRS (wh'ich required

concurrence by NRR) 2 it was noted that "...the staff
|

proposes to begin soon with reviews of four NTOL plants

using two methodelogies ..." That seemed surely to
.

indicate some movement toward final approval of the

proposal to initiate the studies described to the ACRS. *

However, more weeks passed with no final action on the

request.

Meanwhile, (as also noted in the letter to ACRS), itRAB

and DST management began considering various options for

combining the systess interaction program with an already

envisioned NREP/SEP combined review program. At this
'

point still, the emphasis was said to be on expediting

the resolution of USI A-17, as well as achieving

cost-benefit advantages (to help in gaining-

acceptance / approval from (CRGR), by combining
i

| unnecessarily duplicative aspects of the three programs
I

!
!

f!WmL~

| "See Letter Cated 2,21/^2, Dircks to Shewson, " Systems Interactions".
|

,

:
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done separately). Apparently the promise seen by NRR in

this approach was great enough that NRR approval of the

October 1981 DST proposal on initiaiton of the NTOL pilot

plant methodology effort was delayed again, while the

combined program idea was developed and explored further.

.

That process has continued since;ts but to date no final j

approval has been given by NRR for implementation of g

methodology demonstration studies under any option. In*

the process, however, the initially proposed NTOL pilot

plant alternattee, approved by DST in October 1981 was |

discarded altogether. (I first learned that this was

official in August 1982; a statement in this regard was

inserted into an affidavit that I was preparing to the
>

TMI-1 Appeal Board!' in response to their request for a |

report on the status of the II.C.3 System interaction

programs). As a final comment, it is noted pointedly

that the notion of expediting the resolution of USI A-17

and achieving cost-benefit advantages by combining the |

program for resolution of USI A-17 with planned |.

PRA-related programs did not work out well in any
4

respect. I believe the basic error involved was in

RRAB, DST and NRR management (i) not taking a more

.

18See, for example, Memo dated 9/16/82, Ernst to Miraglia, " Revised CRGR- |
Letter SEP Phase III/NREP", and Enclosures 1 & 2.

1'See Affidavit dated 8/6/82, James H. Conran to TMI-1 Appeal Board. |
,

I
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aggressive posture with CRGR in presenting the II.C.3

related program proposal on its own merits, i.e. , as a

necessary program for timely resolution of a USI, and

(ii) not resisting the post-facto imposition of a

cost-benefit criterion in a way that delayed
.

excessively the progress of that necessary program. (See

Baseline Considerations #1, #2, #3, #4, and #5). -

(2) Systems Interaction Analysis "Just a Part of PRA"

Even before being transferred to RRAB, I had begun to

explore, in the context of my review of the Program Plan

for the Indian Point-3 Systems Interaction Study the

so-called systems interaction /PRA " interface", to try to

understand better the relationship between the PRA which;

was already being performed (during 1980 - 1981) at the

Indian Point facility and the proposed systems

| interaction study proposed at Indian Point-3.28 As a |
result of my study of the interface question, I;

a

concluded, that the inter-system dependency information

developed in a systems interaction analysis is important

t

j 88See Shoreham Hearing Transcript, at p. 7534. |
i
!

|

|

|
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! in assuring the accuracy of PRA results; to such degree,

in fact, that systems interaction analysis must be regarded

logically as a prerequisite to PRA.21 (ACRS also made a |

similar observation in January 1982).22 In documenting my |'

conclusions in this regard, and in discussing this matter

with RRAB and DST management, however, I took great pains to.

point out even more importantly that systems interaction

analysis has inherent value completely aside and apart from

PRA; because its results can be used readily and effectively

to improve safety (in the context of the current " deterministic"

licensing approach), even if PRA is never done.

I objected explicitly to the tendency that I saw within

the organization to think of systLa interaction analysis

as "just a part of PRA," because that tends to

subordinate systems interaction analysis (a "necessary"'

program under existing rules and established procedures

for reactor licensing, for resolution of USI A-17) to

PRA-related programs and objectives (which do not have'

.

!

215ee " Meeting Summary and Status Report" for July 24, 1981 ..." by |
J. H. Conran, at p. 3-4.f

22ACRS Letter, dated 1/8/82, " Systems Interaction" |

1

|

.
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:

that "necessary" aspect to them in the established
*

; system). The culmination of this tendency manifestedi

itself, I believe, in the abortive efforts (described in
. I

4.b (i) above) to combine the II.C.3 systems interaction

program methodology demonstration studies with NREP,

without regard to the impact on the schedule for timely |
-

resolution of USI A-17. (See Baseline Considerations #1,;

'

#2, and #4)

;

(3) Use of Unreviewed Risk-Based Decision Criterion

Another manifestation of the "way of thinking" addressed

j in 4.b(2) above, is the informal, ad hoc use of an

unreviewed risk-based decision criterion in deciding,

j important aspects of the USI A-17 program performance.

It appears that this practice figured, at least partly,
.

in the decision to withhold final approval on

implementation of the methodology demonstration phase of-

. the II.C.3 program. A partial basis cited recently for
!

f withholding final approval in that instance was that the
t
'

systems interaction staff had not shown that the " risk

benefit" to be gained by doing systems interaction
,

j | analyses would be significant enough to justify the

effort and expense of trying. Such reasoning amounts to

{ overturning, without due process, a major safety decision

i

!
-

i

i
; i
e

i
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made previously, on the basis of widely-share qualitative

judgments, by post-facto application of_an unestablished,

quantitative risk-based criterion, (See Baseline

Consideration #5). It is questionable also on the basis of
'

'

the following considerations:'

Inadequate treatment of common-cause failure is |o
,

an acknowledged major source of uncertainty in

quantitative estimates of risk based on current

probabilistic risk analysis methods.

o Systems interaction study is to a very great extent

the pursuit of efficient methods to treat

comprehensively and effectively conson-cause or

dependent failure.

o The use, therefore, of quantitative risk estimates

based (necessarily) on current risk analysis methods

(flawed as they are by uncertainties arising from

inadequate treatment of common-cause or dependent
,

failure), as a basis for deciding to delay or halt

system interaction studies that could eliminate or

reduce significantly such uncertainties, seems at,

best self-defeating, and at worst questionable'

logically.

.

_. _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . . - _ _ _ _ _ .
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,

Said another way, USI A-17 uust be resolved before either

(i) the current deterministic licensing basis and

process, or (ii) PRA and quantitative safety goals, can
:

be applied with the improved confidence sought in reactor !

licensirig today (because they are both " flawed" by the '

same source of uncertainty, i.e. common-cause or *

dependent failure. So we should get on with it. What we
.

need now as before is an adequate program to address this
i" joint" problem expeditiously and effectively,

,

I
c. Shoreham Specific Considerations |

It should be said that any concern regarding the adequacy of

the staff's generic systems interaction program has added L

s
significance in the Shoreham case. It must be recalled that

LILCO has taken the position that the PRA that has been

performed at the Shoreham facility has, in effect, resolved

USI A-17. It seems fair to conclude, therefore, that if the

staff does not effectively pursue timely resolution of USI A-17
;

through its II.C.3 systems interaction program, the concern |
involved is not likely to be pursued further by positive I

dedicated programs by LILCO.

i

I There is, further, another possible synergistic-type ,

<

i : consideration arising from LILC0's position on the safety
;

i

s

|
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|
' classiffcation and safety classification terminology matter at

-- s.

i s -g

.
A ^- issue between-staff and LILCO (addressed in following sections

'

of this affidavit). It is now clear that LILCO truly does not,3

,
, understand what is required minimally for safety, in the same,

p way the staff (and the regulations) construe that phase.-

) LILCO's position in that matter makes it less clear, then, whether
'

t

- , -
.,

.

systems interactions concerns have been treated adequately at
'

Shoreham. For example, it may be that the difference between,

, .. --
the positions o'f LILCO and the staff, regarding the claim that' s

3

3 the Shoreham PRA resolves satisfactorily (for Shoreham) the'

* \

systems interaction concern, derives from this fundamental |
"

'
' differ 4nce in understanding of what is required minimally for

.

safety'(i.e. , "How little, actually, is enough?") rather than from

theoretical, matters-of-degree type arguments regarding the |
question."How far beyond what-is-required is enough?" (as

seemed to be suggested in the discussions at the hearing4

s

- 'regarding dependency analysis and walkdowns'in the Shoreham |

'isPRA)28 This question would seem to bear heavily on the -|,
- - -,

'

f [s - determination of whether LILC0 has satisfied what is required

,,$nderNorthAnna,regardingUSIA-17,especiallyinthisN

! \^ situation where.the staff's " contribution" in that regard is'
%. ;

'

| }'calledintoquestion.'

..x..

I

28SeeShoreOmhear'ingtranscript.atp,6653,-p.7500,p.7634andp.7847 |
'

9 g
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SAFETY CLASSIFICATION TOPIC

1

.

6. General Statement of Amendment to Testimony

At the time of my participation in the Shoreham hearing, it was not -
i

clear to me, as it is now,( with more time to consider thoroughly all of
;

'

the testimony of Applicant's witnesses, and its full implications) that,

LILCO truly does ng understand what is required minimally for safety by

NRC under the regulations (i.e., what is considered necessary and

sufficient to provide reasonable assurance of no undue risk to the

health and safety of the public in the operation of a facility). Coming

to the discussions of these matters in the hearing with the background

described extensively in my testiaany, I was predisposed to think of -

the defect in Applicant's stated position regarding the safety

clas>ification term "Important to Safety" as simply a " language

problem". That is to say, at bottom, I believed that, although we

subscribed to a different set of words to describe them, both the staff |
and Applicant understood in basically the same way the fundamental

| safety concepts underlying the terms "Important to Safety" and

" Safety-Related" (as the staff apply those terms). Considerable effort

was made by counsels for the staff and Applicant, whila Contention 7B

was being argued, to work out what were perceived as resolvable language |
differences (as contrasted to fundmental lack of mutual understanding

|

i
'

:
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regarding what is required minimally for safety). I participated in

those efforts, and upon several occasions responded to cross-examination

by counsel for Applicant in that context and spirit, suggesting that we

may have achieved near-meeting of the minds by the end cf argument of

Contention 78.' I recognize now, that we are, in fact, g near a

meeting of the minds on the very important fundamental safety concept at-

root in this matter. As a general statement of amendment, therefore
.

regarding my testimony in that respect, it should be said that, to the

extent that the Board or Parties might rely on such statements -

regarding " meeting of the minds" in my hearing testimony to determine |

outcome on Contention 78, they should ng do so.

7. Basis for Amendment of Testimony

The further understanding that I have developed in this regard is based

on the following:

a. opportunity to consider longer and review more thoroughly the

testimony of Applicant's witnesses,

b. involvement in the review of recent proposals by LILCO to the staff

for resolving differences left outstanding at the end of argument

of the safety classification and safety classification terminology |
issue in the hearing, particularly regarding non-safety Q.A.

c. synergistic consideration of a) and b).
,

In thaCcontext I was struck by how little movement could be seen in

LILCO's six month old differences with the staff on these matters.
.

L

|

|
|
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With a license at stake, and that long to think abrut and work on it,

it seemed remarkable to me that there would not have been more substantive
,

effort on LILCO's part to develop or promote improved mutual understanding

on what I had thought were only language differences. The staff, for
'

example, has continued the effort to develop a listing of "Important to
'

Safety" structures, systems and components; and, recently, a draft

report containing preliminary results of that effort has become
,

available.

In pondering these questions further, I carefully reviewed the

testimony of Applicant's witnesses again (in particular, testimony

at p. 5425-5449 of the Shoreham hearing transcript), i.n which staff

counsel sought to establish by cross-examination equivalency between
.

staff's and Applicant's understanding of the fundamental

safety-concepts involved, even though the language applied was

different. In that review, I finally recognized that,in responding |
to counsel's questions, Applicant's witnesses invariably couched

their responses in a way that acknowledged some safety relevance to

f the specific examples provided by counsel of thi.ngs "Important to

Safety, but not Safety-Related", but carefully avoided acknowledgement

or recognition that such items had enough safety relevance or

importance to number them among that category of things required

minimally for safety by the regulations.

|
l

i

,
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8. Implications of Amendment to Testimony

Having come to this realization and fuller understanding of these

matters, I believe the full implications of this can be summarized as

follows:

a. The concerns that occupied me chiefly at the time of the hearing'

focused most heavily on the implications of language differences,
.

(i) with respect to impact on staff's ability to rely on

Applicant's affidavits in the audit review context, thus

complicating significantly (if not prohibitively) staff's ability to

come to a finding of " reasonable assurance..." through the usual,

established audit review process, and, (ii) with respect to possible

impact on staff's ability to obtain information required for its

regulatory function during operation of Shoreham, as contemplated

under Part 21 (because the Applicant might not realize that he had

to report information regarding failure of some component which he

did ng " call" Important to Safety, but staff d_id_).i

b. My concern at this point is more serious, however. I no longer,

i
.

believe that our differences involve only a language problem

j to be sorted out mechanically. There now appears to be a
I substantive defect in Applicant"s true understanding of what
;

i is really required minimally to protect public health and

safety. A language problem could be remedied simply by

imposition of a definition; (or possibly even by a much more

i

.
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complicated alternative scheme proposed by LILCO). But

i understanding of the fundamental safety concepts underlying

the usage of the term "Important to Safety" in the regulations

cannot be imposed, (as for example by a condition to license).

Understanding must be developed, and demonstrated, I
'

believe.

.

Therefore, I believe that a condition fg (i.e., prerequisite
e

to) a license in this case should be development by LILCO of a

listing of "Important to Safety" structures, systems and

components for Shoreham, as a vehicle and means for developing

and demonstrating the requisite understanding of what is

required minimally for safety in the operation of Shoreham.'

In the construction and design phase, the very detailed SRP

and Regulatory Guide information can perhaps provide a " safety

|
net" or " backstop", to mitigate serious misunderstandings

; regarding staff's (ar.d the regulations') safety classification

i terms. However, in the operation of a facility there is

little that would act effectively in a similar way (i.e., as a

backstop), either in the regulations, or in staff's procedures

and activities. There must be understanding of what is

necessary minimally for safety as a prerequisite for safe,

operation. - And because Applicant's understanding in thati

: regard is so clearly called into question, by their own

i

!

|

i

L
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|
'testimony, I believe there should be demonstration of remedy

- |
before licensing. The staff's preliminarj (draft) listing of

structures, system and components "Important to Safety"

(referred to above) could be used as th'e starting point of an.

effort to'do that, and could enable completion of such
~

effort on a basis that would not have to interfere with

; licensing schedule.
,

!

l

.

!

i

!

!
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E::ERPT FROM STATEMENT OF MANAGEMENT VIEWS TO SHOREHAM BOARD, 2/22/83

-9

C. Need for Additional Testimony

Mr. Conran's February 9,1983 affidavit, if received in evidence,

will significantly modify evidence proffered by the Staff in support of

its position in the proceeding. Fairness requires that the Staff be

pemitted the opportunity to supplement the record directly affected by
-

Mr. Conran's modification of his position. The Staff is prepared to

. offer additional testimony ori each of the two sub.iects addressed by

Mr. Conran's affidavit. The receipt in evidence of this additional

testimony is in the interer.c of a full and fair hearing record upon
!

j which a decision can be nede. The Staff proposes to offer this

testimony by affidavit.

i 1. Systems interaction fA-17)
:

The Staff is preparing additional testimony on the sub.iects of the

status and progress of the Staff's program in support of unresolved

safety issue A-17 and the basis for the Staff's position that Shoreham,

can be operated safely despite the pendency of unresolved safety issue

A-17. That testimony will be sponsored by Ashok C. Thadani, Branch

Chief of the Reliability and Risk Assessment Branch, and Franklin D.;

? Coffman, Section t.eader of the Systems. Interaction Section within the

Reliability and Risk Assessment Branch. The principal points of that
,

testimony are expected to be as follows:

I 1. the Staff's current licensing requirements provide reasonable
assurance of no undue risk to public health and safety from,

potential adverse systems interactions;

2. unresolved safety issue A-17 is confirmatory in nature;
,

' 3. the Staff's program on A-17 is progressing satisfactorily
toward resolution;

4 no plant-specific systems i'nteraction analyses are or should
tie required until completion of the Staff's program detemines
whether they are necessary and justified.

j OlCLOSURE 2

I
!
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| MEMORAE UM FOR: Comissioner Bradford

THRU: Roger H. Moore, Chief Applied Statistics Branch, MPA
Nonnan M. Haller Director, MPA

; Lee V. Gossick, Executive Director for Operations
.

'

FROM: David Rubinstein Applied Statistics Branch, MPA"

SUSJECT: PROBABILITIES THAT THE' NEXT MAJOR ACCIDENT OCCURS
WITHIN PRESCRIBED INTERVALS

<
.

Apparently your request of January 31, 1979, to Saul Levine and John!

i Austin for "the correct way to state the statistical significance
l

of .. 400 reactor years of operation without inajor accident" has
received fairly widespread attention in the. Commission. I believe: :nost cf the concerned persons addressed this problem in terms of'

upper confidence limits for the rate of a major accident or from the;

point of view of hypothesis testing. An alternative way of addressing'

this pr:ble:a is through a prediction interval. As used here the
prediction interval focuses on the next major acci#ent. It puts an
;;;er b:und on the probability that the next major accident will occuri

i withir,'a specified number of reactor years. Alternatively, it will
| give a lewar bound of the probability that the next major accident

will occur after a specified number of reactor years. On the basis
of sete assu=ptions discussed below we may say for example:

4

a) The probability is less than .5 that the next (i.e., the first)' '

majsr accident occurs within the next 400 reactor years.!

i b) The probability is less than . 05 that the next major accident
! occurs in the next 21 reactor years.

.

f c). The probability is larger than .5 that the next major accident
will occur after the next 400 reactor years. This is equivalent

I tostata:ent(a),,

f

i ! The column herded by I in Table 1 and the graph with the triangles in
.

Figure 'l give moie detailed results of the prediction interval .aethod.'

The results are-given for both reactor years and time expressed in
calendar yearsf a calendar year is taken equivalent to 70 reactor years.
At present there are approximately 70 co=nercial operating reactors.

.

f_
~
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The results suggest perhaps unwarranted pessimism because of !
-

. a). conservative features in the analysis )
b) large statistical variability of times to first (or next) major

accident
!

. c) lack of engineer.ing considerations.

The prediction intervals are derived under the assumptions that major '

accidents occur as a Poisson process; i.e., at a constant rate and,

independently. These assumptions provide perhaps a reasonable,

approximation; however, this is not readily demonstrated. The pre- *

cietion interval as used here does have one conservative feature in'

that it " equates" the time to the first major accident with the time
. cumulated to date without major failure. My gut feeling is that
! this conservatism is likely to outweigh possible non-conservatisms

in the assumptions. [I also see the possibility of obtaining more
assurance based on somewhat plausible speculation about such matters
as early high failure rates (often called infant mortalities) or
relative occurrence rates of subclasses of accidents. Careful and

} detailed examination of existing failure data might provide support
for such speculation.]

On the basis of the simplistic assumption of a Poisson process one
can readily co=pute the probability distribution of the time to the
next major accident for any specified value of the occurrence rate of
major accidents. [In contrast the method of prediction intervals
dces ndt require knowledge or postulation of the value of occurrence
rates to make' probability or confidence statements about the waiting
time to the first occurrence.] Table 1 and Figure 1 also provide
probabilities relating to the waiting times to the next major,

accident for the cajor accident rates listed below:

; A) One per 170 reactor years; this corresponds to the 90% upper
confidence limit based on 400 reactor years with no major
accident.'

B) One per 580 reactor years; this corresponds to the 50% upper
; confidence limit based on 400 reactor years with no major

accident.
'

'

C) One per 1,000 reactor years; this is an approximate amalgam of
L' ASH-1400 and other " upper bounds", and the 50% upper confidence-
limit based on about 2,.800 reactor years without major accident.
Some persons make claims of from 2,500 to 3,000 relevant (in some
sense) reactor years free from major accidents.,

| :
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D) One per 1,000,000 reactor years; this has been included here
as some sort of holy grail.

In line with your request, I took a very pragmatic approach and
celiberately played down the theoretical aspects. I shall be happy
to try to clarify them if you so desire; in particular, the precise.

interpretation of prediction intervals. I am appending a brief
mathematical derivation in case mathenatically inclined persons
will read this memo.

One can duplicate similar computations for the time to the second'

major failure, third major failure, etc. To some persons the
picture for later najor accidents' might appear somewhat less alarm-~

ing. Again if you have interest in such computations, the Applied
Statistics Branch can provide these.

S u E CS 6 N7Nobh
David Rubinstein
Applied Statistics Branch
Division of Technical Support
Office of Man &gement and

Program Analysis

cc: Chairman Hendrie
Cc issioner Gilinsky
Cc :issioner Kennedy
Commissioner Ahearne
Lee R. Abramson
Dan Lurie
Susan B. Young

i Saul Levine
John Austin'

'
,
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LEGEND TO TABLE 1

Probabilities that the Next Major Accident Occurs Within Prescribed
Intervals

t is time expressed in either reactor years or calendar years.

P(Y < t) is the probability that the next major. accident occurs at
or before time t. "

Column I gives upper bounds for P(Y 1 t) as obtained by the prediction
interval method on the basis of 400 reactor years free from major -

accidents.

Columns A B, C, and D give exact values for P(Y 1 ) for given occurrencet

rates of major accidents as explained on pages 2 and 3.

e is the reciprocal of the failure rates used in columns A, B, C, and D.
It is also the mean time between major accidents.

,

LEGEND TO FIGURE 1

Prc5 abilities that the Next Major Accident Occurs Within Prescribed
inte rvais

,

The time scale in reactor years is given on the bottom and in calendar
years on top. Inese scales are logarithmic and scientific notation is
used for the large numbers; thus 5(4) is 5 x 104 = 50,000.

| The graphs are plots of P(Y 1 t) against the P scale on the right.
The Q scale gives the complementary probability 1 - P = P(Y > t).

' Beth scales express probabilities in percent;'neither scale Ts linear.
.

The graph passing through the triangles La) refers to the prediction
!

. interval. The other graphs are: + for case A(e = 170); X for case
' 2(6 r 5S0); o for case C(e = 4,000); and[]for case D(e = 1,000,000).

,
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i
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TA3LE'1

PROEMILITIES THAT THE |iEXT P. JOR ACCIDEf!T OCCL'RS k'ITMlli PRESCRISED If!TERVALS

t t P(Y 1t)
;

I IIACTC1 CALZ5D12 I A B- C D

IEAli YEA 13 e 170 560 4000 1000000

1 01 0.002 0.006 0.002 0.000 0.000
0.'002. .03 0.005 0.012 0.003 0.000 0

,

5. . 07 0.012 0.029 0.009 0.001 0 000
*

10. .14 0.024 0.057 d.017 0.002 0.000'
.

20. .29 U.048 0.111 0.034 0.005 0.000
50 . .71 0.111 0.255 0.083 0.012 0.000

%
-

i
' 100. 1.4 0.200 0.445 0.159 0.025 0.000

200. 2.9 0.333 0.692 0.293 0.049 0.000

t 500. 7.4 0.556 0.947 0.580 0.118 0.000

t

1000. 14. 0.714 0.997 0.823 0.221 0.001
j 2000. 29. 0.833 1.000 0.969 0.J93 0.002

! 5000. 71. 0.926 1.000 1.000 0.713 0.005

|
! 10000. 140. 0.962 1.000 1.000 0.918 0.010

20000 280 0.S40 1.000 1.000 0.993 0.020
'5 0000. 710. 0.992 1.000 1.000 1.000 u.049

I 100000. 1400. 0.996 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.095
,

200000. 2600. 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.141
j 500000. 7100. 0.999 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.393

i

) 1000000,- 14000. 1. duo 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.s32
2000000. 28000. 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.W65

5000000. 71000. 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.993,

I
;

\
'

i

,

f

I

|
|
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Mathe t-ical Derivation

The prediction interval based on accident free observation time
,

resembles L., .ce's Law of Succession. However, the following

derivation is independent of the Law of Succession.;

'

- Assumption: Major accidents. occur as Poisson sequence with parameter 1.

j Definitions: 1) t is an arbitrary exposure time to risk of major-

o

accidents.

2) X()) is the time to the first major accident. Note

j that X()) may be smaller or larger than t,.
I

3) X*= min [t,,X(j)].
4

'

4) Y = X(t ) is the waiting time to the next major '-

o

| accident starting from t,.

Theorem: Fork >0.P[Y i X*] 1 1k 1*k

i :

Proof: From the assumption of a Poisson process it follows
;

; that Y is independent of X*. For positive k, the
i

i probability

P[YskX*]=f"P(X*1y/k]'Aexp(-Ay)dy

I
| 1("P[U L y/k] 1exp(- Ay)dy ,

'

i
where U is a random variable exponentially Aistributed'

i

i with parameter 1. Note that X* 1 ()). Also,X

~

; f P(U l y/k] Aexp(- Ay)dy = P['u 1 /k] = P[Y/U s k) .Y

i

i
-. - - . _ - - _ . ..__. - - . - - _ - . . - - _ . -
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Since Y/U has an F distribution with 2 ind 2 degrees

is f(t) = (1 + t)-2| of freedom and the density of F2,2 ,

it follows that

I
P[Y < kX*] < 1 k + 1 (1)

'

-
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A STATISTICIAN'S VIEW OF'NRC STATISTICS *

MR. RUSINSTEIN: Since Carl started to talk about where I fit in, let me say i

that I belong to the Applied Statistics Branch which is the central consulting
group on statistical problems, serving all of NRC. We are not part of the risk.
assessment group, and we have been relatively little involved in risk
assessment. Sometimes we get involved either because we push our noses

into it and occasionally because we are asked to.

As I was listening to the various speakers. I wanted to change my speech,<

but I sort of gave up. I may repeat certain things which other speakers
have said. Please forgive me for that.

.

1

I should like to start.on an upbeat note. There have been improveinents
in NRC uses of statistics. I sees to sense a refreshing quickening of pace;

! at this meeting and at a meeting last month on risk assessment. I noticed
much more concern for the sublaties of statistical problems and mch more

recognition and acknowledgment that the past performance has been less4

than perfect. This quickening of pace, might be called acceleration -- I
;

should like to call it "a jerk." In common speech a jerk is a sudden'

change in force or acceleration. Engineers use the word " jerk" or " jerk
functien" to denote the derivative of acceleration. One might speculate
that the current large value of the jerk function is caused by anticipation

| of the judgment which you are going to pass. Regardless of the merit of
;

this speculation, the very fact that NRC has invited you to look over its
shoulder is an. extremely good omen. I am confidtnt that your advice and

guidance will help to keep the jerk, and perhaps the jerk of the jerk,
,

positive for considerable time to come.

i (Laughter)

A review of statistics at NRC is an ambitious undertaking I cannot do
justiceto. It covers a considerable time span; it covers many practitioners

;

i at NRC as well as practitioners outside of NRC. The latter include, groups

working under contract to NRC, as well as employees of vendors and licensees
who are required to demonstrate some aspect of performance or safety. Often

NRC licensing does rely on analyses perfonned by outsiders.

'An edited transcript of a talk given by David Rubinstein on Nov. 7,1980 is
Washington, D.C., to the ASA (American Statistical Association) Ad Hoc Comittee

! on Nuclear Regulatory Research.
~
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Despite the introductory and sincere upbeat note, there is still much room for
1

improvement in NRC's statistical applications. I shall deal in a b mad brush
!

fashion with some of the troublesome issues. I want to emphasize the word
broad brush; NRC statistics is not a simple monolith. I indicated already
evolution over time and that statistics is practiced in one form or another
by many individuals within and outside NRC. Obviously the various individuals

and groups do not perform uniformly well, nor does each perform uniformly well
.

in all instances.

Despite diversity of application and quality, some deficiencies can be found
i rather frequently in statistical applications in the nuclear field. First I

shall speculate on why there are rather Trequent shortcomings, and then discuss

some of the specific issues, and finally end with some more or less philosophical
questions.

I believe that the penetration of the AEC an(NRC by statisticians has been
minimal and rather late, The full subtlety and complexity of statistical
preblems in the nuclear field has not been appreciated by many in the nuclear
field, and this includes managerial personnel. There is widespread belief
that physical scientists with some acquaintance of statistical methods can
handle statistical problems adequately. This point relates to my next
observation.

A technological, or perhaps even technocratic attitude, seems rather prevalent
! in the nuclear field. If there is a problem, there is a technological fix.

Associated with this attitude or philosophy is an action-oriented approach that
is not overly concerned with intellectual considerations; pragmatic considerations
will do. Oftentimes, I am concerned whether the methods are even good pragmatism.
The activist approach, whether pragmatically sound or not is reinforced by
pressure to provide answers and to provide them quickly.,

_ _ . - _ _ - _ . . - - .- -
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! Before I turn to some of the specific issues, I would like to point out that
statistics is at least a moderately successful science because of somewhat

precise concepts and somewhat rigorous methodology. Unfortunately, in the
;

|
nuclear field, statistical concepts and methods get often blurred. It is now
well known that the Lewis Committee called WASH 1400 inscrutable. Leaving'

i WASH 1400 aside, I find much of the statistics in the nuclear field inscrutable,
!
; or vague. In fact, I -- and I believe other statisticians will - find some

analyses inscrutable, vague, questionable or wrong that might not have been
regarded so by the Lewis Comittee.'

i

Yesterday, we already noted the confusion of rates, probabilities, and
~

expected values. There were some incisive coments made about choosing distri-'

butions for maximum floods, and I would like to note that it was an NRC non-
statistician who pointed out that we are frequently concerned with mixtures

.

of populations.
;

Among other items of concern I find:

4

1. Confusten between random variables and parameters is common even when no

Bayesian approach is intended.
:

1

2. Best estimate is a term that is extremely vague and freituently used. It could
cc=e fr:m data or from subjective belief. It could be a mode, a mean, a median

a 50 percent confidence limit -- usually an upper confidence limit -- or what
| strik;:s somebody as best without clear elucidation of what is best. It may
|
i only be a matter of coincidence that the best estimate is the minimum<

|
variance estimate in a particular class of estimates.

4

Youtill often hear the word " uncertainty"; a term that nucleari

3.
people seem to be particulary fond of. The first major technical report

j

I reviewed in NRC used the word " uncertainty" where I think the'

following terms might have been more appropriate:

1
- _ - - - - -- _ _ . _ . . _ _. _ ._. _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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a) Random variable, or perhaps a variation thereof such as random
error or measurement error;

.b) Standard deviation;

c) Confidence limit;

d) Error or bias; and perhaps here one could even become more specific
'

whether this was an error in a parameter value or an error in the
,

mathematical model;

e) It was also used in that report for the density or distribution
function.

!

At . times I just did 'not know what the intended meaning of the word was, and I

am not sure that the authors always knew what they were talking about. Other -

,

| uses and misuses include the following:
1

a) The word " uncertainty" is also used as an equivalent to
,

what is called an upper bound, and this tenn is not well-defined.
It seems to denote a large or very larga value in a not-clearly-
specified set of values. In nuclear jargon, " upper bound" is not a
literal upper bound.

E

b) Finally, " uncertainty" is used as sort of a catchall phrase for what one
'

might call Bayesian' uncertainties.

'

c) And, lo I.ad behold, sometimes " uncertainty" is used as the
condition of being in doubt. This particular usage of the word
I prefer.

i d) Regardless of the varied nature of the uncertainties, they often are
,

sum-root-squared to yield " total uncertainty." While there is frequent
recolhttion in- the nuclear field of the diversity of uncertaintiei,*

much sloppiness and confusion still exist.

|

.. . . . - ._ . _ ..
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Now let me turn to some methodological problems. Bayesian statistics of one'

sort or another is widely used. The material that was distributed to you
I contains some examples and critiques. I do not wish to elaborate on these

in detail. However, even at the . risk of repetition, I should like to point out
that often the Bayesian framework is not clearly formulated and there is con-
siderable sliding between Bayesian statistics and frequentist statistics, and j

lit can go both ways perhaps through several cycles in a particular analysis.
,

Often there is no explicit mention or an indication of an a priori distribution,'

Jand even when a report starts with an a priori distribution, it may not end with
'

an explicit posteriori distribution or probability. The probabilities seem to
'

have become absolute.
T

e

Another technical problem of NRC is that of components or variance. Often we
,wri'Ytri.RC with generic values which are evaluated and applied over presumably
similar classes. Plant to plant variabilities may be ignored, or differences
between different components may be ignored. The ignored variation may be the

! dominant contributor to variability and Bill Yesely in his talk clearly
recognized this. There has been some progress in dealing with the complex random
structure of the things NRC has worked with, but more systematic exploration,
clarification, and proper analysis of the random structure is indicated.
Model II, or mixed models of the analysis of variance are not well recognized in

!
NRC. For that matter, Podel I may be ignored.

,

!

As Bill Vesely pointed out, human factors and common cause problems are important.
(

|
or perhaps even dominant contributors, to risk. It is extremely difficult to
model these convincingly and to find appropriate data for estimation of parameters.,

In NRC terminology, there are great uncertainties with respect to these areas.'

.

This leads to some philosophical questions.

In view oflarge and not necessarily well understood uncertainties, can one

f
properly qugntify uncertainties? How should numerical analyses be used? How
should they'be consnanicated? The subject of connunication is a large one in

itself.

|

.- - . _ - - .- _ - .. - -- . - .. - - . . . - _ - - - - - -. _ -.
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!

A related cuestion is what should be the proper role of subjective judgment in
governmental policy and regulation and how should one deal with subjective
judgments and how should they be presented to the public and the political
representatives?

.

I was going to stop h'ere, but Mike Cullingford stimulated me to say that
'

perhaps we shouldn't argue about whether we want Bayesian statistics or

classical statistics. Perhaps we should ask the question, what is good
scientific inference? '

Thank you.

.

.

.
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, Random Thoughts on Uncertainties, Risk Analysis, and Nuclear Regulation ]i

David Rubinstein

: 1. Introduction
1

1 -

!

p Okrent's testimony .[Ref 1) stimulated me to write some of my thoughts on uncer-
,

teinty, risk analysis, and judgment in nuclear regulation. These thoughts re-*

,

present my personal view. Except as noted below, I do not attempt to review
other people's work in this area. I shall use Okrent's testimony and a paper

.

[2] cited therein as a point of departure for developing my views.

I shall offer my reaction to the issues raised by Okrent and develop my own
' perspective on those issues which I think NRC should consider. This report has

i been written primarily for NRC insiders. However., to accomodate likely outside
readers. I may explain some matters familiar to NRC personnel. Here I convey
the topic of Okrent's testimony by citing its opening sentence.

;

; "My understanding is that the general focus of discussion for my
appearance before the Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee today

i is to be the matter of how the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
! makes decisions concerning the public health and safety in the-

presence of very considerable technicil uncertainty."
Before getting on with the subject matter I should like to acknowledge
that I have had little direct responsibility for probabilistic risk
assessment at NRC. I have been an observer more or less on the fringes

,

of NRC risk assessment. While this may indicate shortcomings, it may

! also provide a detached perspective.
'

.

A

In section 2, I shall comment on Okrent's testimony and on how it fits
i

into the evolution of'probabilistic risk analysis at_NRC. I discuss my
!

Ipersona 1 view of the role of uncertainty in nuclear regulation in'

I

Section 3. Section 4 will elaborate on some shortcomings of analyses'

| cther than large uncertainties; it also deals briefly with the role of
. Judgment in regulation and Okrent'r call for criterie for judgment.

,

r

i

!

o
'

!
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,

2. A Partial Review of Okrent's Testimony and;

of the Evolution of Risk Analysis at NRC
.

First I shoule state that I greatly appreciate Okrent's testimony.
It comes closer to my own philosophy than any other NRC document I
have read on this subject s'atter. On basic issues of NRC decision
making. Okrent.and I may be cousins, but not necessarily kissing
cousins. I look upon Okrent's testimony as a stage in an evolution,

.

of how MC/NRC deals with risk. I shall offer a grbssly over-
*

4 simplified. outline of this evolution. This outilne may do injustice
,

to those who, in NRC jargon, have remained determinists or who have.{ 3

contrary to the prevailing tendency (or just lip service), drifted
| toward " determinism". (In NRC, the " determinists" place relatively
'

little reliance on probabilistic risk analysis for regulatory pur-
poses; they rely primarily on " judgment".)
The evolution has the following stages:

! A. "All-is-safe" stage: The conception that nuclear power is
; safe with relatively little formal analysis as backup.
} 8. "Wa sh-1400" stage- Develo;nent and frequent use of " scientific"
] or " technical" approach primarily by "probabilistic risk assess-

)| mert" with 1 cads and loads of fault trees. Still marked dis-
agreement on the relative merits of judgment and probabilistic
risk assessment.

C. " Post-Lewis Committee" stage: Greater reliance on probabilistic
ritk assessment (and p3er review) with strong admonition for

evaluation and statement of uncertainties - even more fault,

' tross.

I shall discuss below how Okrent is at least in an advanced part of the
Post-Lewis-Committee stage.

o
'

# ,

9-

*

!
1
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In his introduction Okrent notes that there is profound uncertainty ,-

i in many regulatory activities. In the body of his. testimony he makes
the additional points related to specific cases of NRC regulatory;

a'ctivity or the lack thereof. Among these are:
1) Advocacy for more plant specific analysis and decisions.

,

2) Tough questioning of action criteria related to probabil-
ities of severe core damage, and of permitting plants to

.

be operated under some stated circumstances.j .

! 3) Critique of imprecise teminology used in rit.k assessment.
4) Critique of inconsistencies in regulatory prescriptions.

,

Observations such as these have been made before. What gives Okrent's

i testimony special force is the cohesiveness and toughness of the entire
It is in contrast t' more typical (and lenient) attitudesj testimony. o

and standards under the post Lewis-Committee stage. The final portion ,

of Okrent's concluding comments also seem to indicate a change. To
,

quote:.

...Despite these potentially serious difficultim with probabilis-1 "

tic analysis, it appears that an effort to quant < Py the risks, or
;

.

the increment in risk, associated with d particular safety issue
is a worthwhile gr_t, of the process leading to decision The'

assumptions must be clearly stated. The uncertainties should
be defined, as possible. Criteria for ludoment should be developed

i and independent peer review should be used.

I "Ah yes, how should we espect the NRC to make decisions on matters
|

like hydrogen and non seismically qualified aux 111ery feed ater
systems, which involve an atmosphere of technical uncertainty?:

I

! "With difficulty." (Emphasis added.]
|

The words ! underlined seem to convey something less than an absolute
; j

faith in probabilistic risk assessment. First. I shall briefly discuss1
-

the reference to judgment. Even in the Post Lewis tradition, jud pent
has been called for with varying emphasis ranging from the notion that

i probabilistic analysis should categorically supplant judgment to actual
i ! reliance,on probabill'stic analysis only if it confirms one's prior judg.
I ment. Such entreme positions may be rarely stated, but ! believe they

'

come close to some persons' outlook or behavior. Undoubtedly. Okrent
calls for judgment and he calls for the development of criteria for judg.
ment. One plausible impittation of that recommendation in that prob.

|
|
'

.
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abilistic risk assessment is not always trustworthy; therefore we must
N.use judgeant and attempt to rationalize and formalize the judgment process.

The call for the development of criteria for judgment again seems to go
! beyond Post Lewis stage. I shall return later to this aspect.

s .

- I also wish to comment on the final phrase "With difficulty." I have heard
j speakUs in the Post Lewis era give eloquent and penetrating description of

~

the difficulties with probabilistic risk assessment and yet conclude with an
optimistic prognosis of its use. What Okrent finds is difficulty from beginning

i to end; However, in the context of his testimony the phrase "With difficulty" '

seems to imply.a hope or expectation of success. Because of this implication,
,

I may' part company with Okrent. In any case the phrase is not precise. Nor
is the sentence "...to make decisions on...non-seismically qualified auxiliary
feedwater systems." Is it just a matter making decisions or is a matter of
making good decisions-with difficulty? (Presumably, Okrent meant good decisions.)
What does; difficulty clean? Can NRC solve the problem in one year, or in ten

i

years. Has many man-years or man-millenia are required? Would it require giant
i shake tables on which critical configurations of piping could be stressed with

simulated e$rthquakes? Would it require eight full scale experimental power
'

plants -- each with an additional outer containment building and machinery to
absorb radioactive iodine? Perhaps we should opt for nine experimental;

: ' power plants. With eight nuclear power plants we can run a full factorial of
three fac:crs, each at two levels. With nine we could accommodate a Graeco-
Latin square with three levels for four factors; however, we could not estimate
interactior.s. Neither design would provide a clean estimate for error; there-

,

'

fore should we double these numbers to achieve replication in each cell?

The last.few sentences have been deliberately couched in statistical
'

jargon and are facetious in this context. However, they are valid teasers.
What constitutes plausible evidence (never mind scientific or compelling'

evidence) as a basis for regulatory action? How much'should a- probabil-
istic risk assessor know about statistics and the principles of design of
experimer.s-even if he does not conduct experiments?

_

e
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3. A Personal View on Uncertainty in Nuclear Regulation

The Post Lewis idea that we will substantially advance nuclear regu-
lation if we just quantify the uncertainties (and have peer review) is
in my opinion more a matter of illusion than substance. The tautology )

.

"If one does not know, one does not know" has obviously a much firmer |'
s

basis, and, in my opinion, has more relevance to regulation. I do not
believe that we can quantify uncertainties in a meaningful way over the

,

whole range of regulatory problems. I find the following proposition
difficult to accept as a general rule. We may not understand a
phenomenon very well and are therefore uncertain about it; yet at the

'

same time we understand it and our process of thinking about it so well,
that we know the nature of the error in our thinking and therefore can
quantify the uncertainty. I find empirical confirmation of my somewhat

,

philosophical probing in an occasional gesture by some NRC engineers.
The arm is raised with an open hand; the arm is pulled down and the
hand is closed - the value of interest and its uncertainty was pulled

out of the air.

I have not undertaken a review of studies on. uncertainty. In his testimony,
Okrent cites a study of his (2] which at least in some respects is similar to
what I read or heard elsewhere. In his testimony,. Okrent summarises that "...
seven [ respondents, i.e.] seismologists and geologists making their judgments

'

independently, usually differed by a factor of 10-3 to 10-4 in their estimates
of return frequencies for wide range of earthquakes at eleven different re-

,
,

; actor sites." Reference [2] also deals briefly and rather vaguely with
respondents' assessment of their uncertainty. While it is not clear

; what they understood by uncertainty (standard deviations (of what random
t

variable or population), maximum error, or whateveh, from a pragmatic;

~!' point of view their estimates of the occurrence rates and their assess-
i

ments of the " uncertainties" in their estimates are not consistent. Off

j two respondents one "... generally estimated an uncertainty of 10-20%",
'

and another, "...of a factor of two in the probabilities per year."
l However, in several estimated return frequencies they differed by as

much as a factor of 1000. Other respondents' (vaguely stated) estimates,

,

of uncertainty also do appear too small in terms of the sg. read of the

* Are they personal uncertainties, or are they in some' sense objective?
. Are they dependent on specific theories which.in turn may not be firmly

,

! estr.blished? Were such theories shared by several or all assessors?

!
.,

!
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estimated probabilities among all respondents.

1While the case study of Okrent may be a rather extreme example. I
|

believe that on many NRC problems
,

a) 'the uncertainty is large - one, two, or perhaps even three or
more orders of magnitude:

b) the nature of the uncertainty is vague

.

c) whatever the conceptual basis of uncertainties they are mis- ,

estimated from a common sense point of view and often under-
estimated or grossly underestimated.

*

Often these large and not well understood uncertainties need to be,

combined and propagated into a " final" uncertainty with no compelling
prescription for combining and propagating uncertainties. Frequently
one would expect that in some sense the uncertainty of the final re-
sult is larger than that of any of its inputs and therefore very large|

and that points (b) and (c) above are also amplified. Let me combine
all these aspects of uncertainty under the label uncertainty complex.

f

There are many more or less specific facets of uncertainty that merit
' consideration. Later on I shall deal with some psychological aspects
of analysis which re. late to uncertainty. For sake of brevity I shall
deal with only one more aspect under the label of futurology. The
primary purpose of risk analysis is to assess future risk. While it

i is indeed reasonable to project from the past and present such pro-
jections are not error free. Reliability growth is a very plausible

; effect and most likely the dominant one. However, there are also
potential adverse changes the likelihocd of which is speculative.

1) Bathtub curve: most of the reliability data.is from commercial
,

reactors less than 20 years old. There is a possibility that
some failure rates of vital components or systems could rise
sharply after 20 years.,

| ! 2) State of emergency plans 5 to 10 years hince.
!

3) A presumed safety feature backfires.
4) Sabotage from dissatisfied labor or terrorists.
5) Several years of successful operation bringing about

complacency.

6) Economic conditions promoting shortcuts.
;i

. . . . - - . - - -- .-- .- . - , - - .- . - . . - _ . - . - - . . . - . - - - .
.
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i This list could probably go on; quite possibly if a very detrimental
change were to come it might not be even thought of now.

There are various ways of viewing the uncertainty issue in nuclear'

regulation. Okrant in his first sentence says "...(NRC) makes de-.

cisions concerning the public health and safety in the presence of
very considerable' technical uncertainty." My reaction is that the -

NRC decision process is beset with an overwhelming uncertainty complex.,

; It brings to mind the emperor without clothes. This must be an un-
comfortable position for NRC as it would be for any regulating agency.
However, it is not a circumstance about which NRC needs to be apolo-

getic. We are in a new domain with many phenomena about which de-
pendable i;nowledge has not been obtained. As Okrent points out in
his introduction many regulatory agencies are regulating under similar

,

circumstances. In fact, uncertainty complexes beset our lives as in-
dividuals as well as collectively as a nation. They range from dif-
ficulties in raising children to problems of national defense. The

! latter may affect the likelihood of nuclear war which in comparison
would make any nuclear power plant catastrophy look puny.

f

If my assessment of the NRC* uncertainty complexes is correct, then
NRC has three broad choices,

a) It can take the current type of risk analysis at face value,
make regulations in accordance with their results, and bluff

,

| on the validity of its decisions.

| b) It can start or continue with vigorous efforts to make the

| probabilistic risk analysis more rigorous and convincing.

| f c) It can explicitly acknowledge profound uncertainty and re-
gulate with recognition of this limitation.

These options are not mutually exclusive. One can use various shadings
;

! of these options, and the shadings may vary with the circumstances as
indeed is the case now. Superficially option (b) appears attractive.

j However, I believe that in terms of " reasonable" precision many of our
problems are intractable and will continue to be so. I would expect

1

(

|
'

:
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only a slow nibbling away at a problem here or there. Option (a) does
have the advantage that in principle it maintains a stronger degree of
authoritativeness than option (c). Undoubtedly it is tough to regulate

| without an air of authoritativeness. However, option (a) may lead to
bad decisions and may not be viable in the democratic process-in which

! MRC must function. This brings us to facing up to option (c). In a
fashion option (c) was or is operative for persons who favor the judg-

'

mental approach to regulation. Option (c) in my view does not necessarily
call for judgmental approach. The intended thrust of option (c) is that a

both judgment and probabilistic risk assessment are very limited tools
for assessing nuclear risks or for optimizing benefits against penalties .

with respect to nuclear energy.

4. Some Additional Discussion of Analysis and Judgment

| I do not attempt here to resolve what role a highly fragile risk analysis
should play in regulation, and in particular its relationship to or in
competition with judgment.* This subject matter is outside my area of
competence. I can only present some ideas related to it and state what

,

my inclinations are. Before doing that I sh,all sunenarize some points
that weaken the case for probabilistic risk analysis.

Particularly in difficult problems, mathecatical analysis provides its own .,

straightjacket. The analyst will only use methods he or she knows and that

I.
do not require an inordinate amount of effort., Thus certain types of failures
will be treated as independent, constant failure rates will be postualted, or

| generic values will be applied to differing members of a class. Even if the
analyst is sophisticated enough to use one of the few models for dependence,
he or she is still limited to the few known models, all of which have
limitations. The phenomena of nuclear power plants are very complex;
many cannot be dealt with realistically with workable models. The thought
processes of the analyst may in part be dictated or influenced by the
inedium of his choice; i.e., the mathematics that is practically available

,

to him.-This applies to the best analyst as well as the poorests even
though the former can deal more deftly with limitations and will generally

* C. Bennett and M. Ernst pointed out that it is the relationship or -
interaction between analysis and judgment that is paramount; I agree.
Nevertheless, there are differing views on the relative reliance to
ba placed on each.

,
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have more awareness of the limitations. The straightjacket idea is
illustrated by the rather frequent and sometimes unjustified criticism
directed at the mathematical analyst: "You have a beautiful solution
to the wrong problan.",

Analysts differ in their awareness of the limitations of their analyses!

- and in their efforts to report that awareness. Some become so engrossed
with their achievements that they do not see the shortcomings. Others*

while perhaps recognizing the shortcomings may not report them; in fact
some may present their ana' lysis with puffery. Perhaps the majority will
state briefly and rather inconspicuous 1y some of the assumptions and
limitations of the analysis. It is my impress.fon that only a minority of
analysts at NRC drive home with force and proper. elucidation the limita-
tions of their analysis. The analyses are provided directly or indirectly
to " users" which may be colleagues, supervisory personnel, the com-'

|
missioners, or ultimately the public. Even if limitations of the analysis
are serious and stated forcefully, the user has a strong tendency to take
the results at face valve - particularly if 'they confirm his pre:filection,
or seemingly help h'im to get out of a dilemma. Analysis no matter under
what label (mathematical, statistical, risk) has a ring of authority and

;

authenticity. It is often unquestioning 1y accepted by the lay analyst.
In fact even capable analysts are affected by the halo effect of " analysis".
Unlessj

i a) they give other persons analysis careful scrutiny

| b) had experiences with the type of analysis under review,
they might accept the results with less reservations than they

'

deserve.
|

| Besides the wrong psychological impact, analyses often have unjustified
staying power. Early analyses become the basis of later analyses, thus
relieving the later analyst of having to deal with the tough issues of

i not well understood phenomena. It is much easier to cite than to inves-
'

tigate and think through difficult problems. Individuals and institutions
| will defend their analyses and insist they are. valid, discounting evidence |
\

l

o
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| to the contrary. While I sense in NRC lessening rigidity in the defense
'

and use of past analyses, the problem of unjustified staying power is
still with us.

, ,

If formal analysis has so many limitations-I do not claim a complete
catalogue of them - are the results of judgment to be trusted more than
those of formal . analysis? As I indicated earlier I lack competence to
answer this question. For the sake of discussion let me speculate. It

.

is conceivable that a knowledgeable person with a subtle mind might pro-i

i vide better answers for the following reasons. He or she:
,

a) is not bound by the formalism of analysis,

[ b) brings to bear conscious and unconscious knowledge and
wisdom; and

c) has a broader perspective on the problem than the formal'

analyst.

On an intellectual level I am not convinced by such speculation, and
even if true in some or most cases, how do we decide which are these

cases? Also, how do we decide who is the most knowledgeable, wise, and
subtle person to provide this judgment? Yet on an emotional level I

,

tend toward judgment over analysis in nuclear r2gulation for the fol-
lowing reasons:

1) Too much credibility is given to analysis.
2) The staying power of analysis is too strong.
3) The judgment and its limitations are often more readily under-

stood than the analysis.
! While some of the same causes for points (i) and (2) also function for

judgment, I believe that they function less intensively for judgment. I
believe that judgment will in general be accorded less unjustified

! authority and less staying power than analysis..

;

'Okrent states " Criteria for judgment should be developed...". NRC has!

I difficulty developing criteria for good analysis. I beliete it is even
more difficult to develop criteria for good judgment. Despite the bleak

{ outlook, such an effort may be worthwhile. I believe it should be com-

bined with a review of the philoscrphy of regulation, in particular with
opti'on (c), namely that NRC explicitly acknowledge profound uncertainty,-

i

o
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and regulate with recognition of this limitation. The review group should;

have profound thinkers and good pragmatists (not necessarily mutually,

'

; exclusive). It could conceivably be supported by several regulatory agencies
'

having comon problems.
'

.

'

5. Postscript

: It might be inferred from the tek above that I believe that probabilistic
,

risk analysis is useless, or nearly so, for regulatory purposes. This is
not my point at all. I expressed my concern witn various limitations of
analysis and its misuse particularly with respect to uncertainties. I do
believe that probabilistic risk analysis does have a vital role to play in NRC

'

regulations. The why and how of this role I prefer not to tackle in this
document. Some issues of risk abalysis in NRC are raised in my talk to the
ASA Ad Hoc Advisory Committee on Nuclear Research (3).

!

|
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NOTE T0: Frank Coffman
'

FROM: Jim Conran

. SUBJECT: COPO4ENTS ON DRAFT LETTER (HANAUER TO COOPER-NUPPSCO)...AND
RELATED MATTERS.

.

The Draft letter looks ok to me as is; but a bit more should be said about the!

,

pot that is boiling here. I have talked to Carl Johnson, RES (NRC's representa-
! tive on the NUPPSCO Committee referred to in the incoming) regarding the safety,

classification / terminology issue involved here. He sent to me the draft of
NUPPSCO's proposed " alternative definitions" (see attached) plus a Minority Report
reflecting the views of dissenting members of the NUPPSCO Committee (also attached).
My cocrents to him regarding these matters were:

(a) The proposed definitions a be consistent (as claimed) with Denton's
" standard definitions" (approved by Denton on 11/20/81 - seeattached);
but it would surely involve a very substantial review effort to
demonstrate / prove that point. And even if that were done, in my opinion
we would not have " gained" anything; we would only then have additional,
new safety classification tems which we would then have to try to get
everybody to learn and use consistendy.

!

(b) We really don't need any new (alternative) safety classificattori terns
defined; we just need star.dardization (consistency), within both the
staff and the industry, in the usage of the terms already included in
the regulations and existing regulatory guidance document. (e.g. Reg.
Guides,SRPs,NUREGs,etc.). That was the purpose of Denton's 11/20/81
memo to all NRR* people. The need to take the next obvious step '
(i.e. incorporating Denton's standard definitions into the " DEFINITIONS"
sections of the regulations so that staff and industry must/can use
them consistently) is readily apparent from the NUPPSCO dissenter's
usage of the term "Important to Safety" in the Minority Report.

(c) Although I am not, and we (NRR) should not. be, receptive to the proposed.

' new " alternative" safety classification language, the underlying or
associated industry effort to understand the relative safety importance,

of reactor plant components, and to establish a basis for sorting thosei

components into various categories, should be of great interest to us.
I think Hanauer is right in wanting to talk with industry about their
approach, categorization bases, etc. This more interesting and poten-
tially useful aspect of the industry effort in developing the new.

proposed standards ANS 51.1 and ANS 52.1, is apparently spelled out in
! considerable detail in those draft standards; so I have asked Carl to

obtain and send to us copies of them prior to the (rescheduled) Hanauer
'

j meeting with NUPPSCO members. That kind of info is clearly related 104
,

k

i
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and would probably be valuable input to a number of RES and NRR
"importance ranking" type efforts already underway (e.g. A-1297 (RRAB);
A-1295 (RRAB); Walt Haass' Graded Q.A. Development effort just getting
underway with EGG as contractor; RES long-term importance ranking / graded
Q.A. effort just getting underway with Sandia as contractor; etc.).

Our (RRAB and DST) proper course for the future regarding this general topic should
be to propose that Denton's " standard definitions" be formally incorporated into
the appropriate " DEFINITIONS" section of the regulations (e.g.10 CFR 50 Appendix A .

and Appendix B, and 10 CFR 100 Appendix A). This would clarify to the public and
i the industry (as well as to the entire NRC staff) that we (NRC) know what our *

i regulations and regulatory guidance mean , and that we intend to enforce consistent
i interpretation and application of them. At the same time, we must be sensitive to

the industry's concern (as reflected in the NUPPSCO Minority Report) that by'
,

clarifying and insisting on consistent usage of the language of our regulations, we4

are " changing the meaning" of that language (e.g. important to safety) in order t3
sneakily ratchet or broaden the scope of the existing regulations. For that
reason, the same language Denton used in his 11/20/81 letter to ALL NRR to emphasize
that point should be included in the " Discussion" section of the Proposed Rule
that would incorporate his " standard definitions" as I have suggested.

To really wrap this thing up right, we should also initiate the development of
another Reg. Guide and another SRP section to, provide further detail / discussion /
guidance to both the staff and the industry regarding proper application of
Denton's " standard definitions." I know that Thadan1 and Ernst have been somewhat,

relu'etant to involve us heavily in this kind of acti,vity in the past because of
our severely limited resources; but the passage of time has indicated clearly, I
believe, that if we (who happen to know best the ' background" of the development
of Dentor,'s " standard definitions") don't take the initiative in getting done what

i I am recommending, it simply isn't going to get done. And, as you know, a greit
deal of support has developed for getting it done (e.g. from ELD..RES, ACRS, and
ASLB, THI-1 Board) as a result of our having addressed these issues in a number of

| different contexts over the past 1 years. This 1s not just Sword smithing";
what is involvec is the precise meaning of the specific language that describesi

l same of the most fundamental concepts of our regulatory structure and philosophy.
,

We really ought to get it (consistently) right, sometime soon.

*

cd: J.Conran Chron
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EXCERPT FROM

| REBUTTAL TESTIMONY ON CONTEilTION 7B, DATED 7/1/82,

BY. J. H. CONRAN TO THE SHOREHAM ASLB
!

.

.
.

.

'

A. The Staff does not believe it is acceptable for the language
'

differences indicated in the statements on p. 55 of Applicant's testimony,

to go unresolved because of certain unacceptable implications of the

different usage of the safety classification language of the regulations.

These implications obtain not only with regard to Shoreham licensing but

also with regard to the efficacy of the Staff's approach and methods of

safety review in more general application. There are at least three such

i implications:

1. Because the Staff conducts an audit review, reliance must be

placed on commitments by Applicants that all portions of the regulations

arecompliedwitn(Lee,eg.,FSARI3.1.2.1). It is critical that these

commitments mean what the Staff understands"them to mean if the Staff's

detemination of " reasonable assurance' (which finding must be made in
f

i accordance with 10 C.F.R. I 50.35(c) in order to license a facility) is

to be meaningful in the sense intended in the regulations.

2. It is clear under the Staff's understanding of "important to

.

safety" (but not under Applicant's) that there exists in the regulations

a requirement under GDC 1 for a QA program for certain non-safety-related

| structures, systems and components (i.e., those important to safety).

|
|

EllCLOSURE 7
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3. Under Applicant's construction of "important to safety." the

i obligations imposed by 10 C.F.R. Part 21 might be more narrowly construed

than would be the case under the Staff's broader definition of .that ters.
.

8

,
These examples demonstrate why agreement on the safety classification

definitions provided by the Denton definition is extremely significant..

.

.
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Docket No. 50-329
Docket No. 50-330,

Consumers Power Compa.ny
ATTN: Mr. James W. Cook

Vice President
Midland Project

1945 West Parnall Road
Jackson, MI 49201

Gentlemen:

Thank you for your letter dated May 6,1983, informing us of the steps
you have taken to correct the noccompliance which we brought to your
attention in Inspection Report No. 50-329/83-03(OSC); 50-330/83-03(OSC)
forwarded by our letter dated April 7, 1983. We will examine these
matters during a subsequent inspection.

Your cooperation with us is appreciated.

Sincerely,

s ' g..r.d)y .I'.. r. l..:rnicW'N rig.r.ui .

R. F. Warnick, Director
Office of Special Cases

cc w/Itr dtd 5/6/83:
DMB/ Document Control Dess (EIDS)

i Resident Inspector, RIII
The Honorable Charles Bechhoefer, ASLB
The Honorable Jerry Harbour, ASLBi

The Honorable Frederick P. Cowan, ASLB-

The Honorable Ralph S. Decker, ASLB
William Paton, ELD

| Michael Miller
[ Ronald Callen, Michigen
! Public Service Commission
| Myron M. Cherry
| Barbara Stamiris

Mary Sinclair
Wendell Marshall

| Colonel Steve J. Gadler (P.E.)
'

Howard Levin (TERA)
Billie P. Garde, Government
Accountability Project

'

RIII R I RIII RIII
3

p/ gru? ffQ)'

,.

Gardner/jp La a Harrison ShTaer Warnick .
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Mr J G Keppler, Regional Administrator
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region III -

-

799 Roosevelt Road
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137

MIDLAND NUCLEAR C0 GENERATION PLANT
INSPECTION REPORT NO 50-329/83-03(OSC) AND 50-330/83-03(OSC)
FIl.E: 0.4.2, 0485.16 UFI: 70*01, 42*05*22*04 SERIAL: CSC-6688

Reference: (1) J G Keppler letter to J W Cook, dated April 7, 1983
Inspection Report No 50-329/83-03(OSC) and 50-330/83-03(OSC)

This letter, including Attachment 1, provides our response to Reference 1,
which transmitted the subject Iespection Report and which requested cur
written response to tle items of noncompliance therein. Reference 1 also
requested that reviews of our quality program be performed to ensure that
no other informal dccu.nents, such as the Attachment 10 form, are being used
to identify nonconforming cenditions that are not included in our corrective
action system. On March 4, 1983, Censumers Power Company initiated, with
the issaance of MpQAD Quality Action Request F-292, action to review Bechtel
instructions, guidelines and procedures for proper quality classification.
These actions are continuing and we are correcting problems as they are
identified. When the quality classification of these documents is estab-
lished, we will initiate additional reviews to ensure that the practices

. identified in these documents are consistent with the Quality Assurance
Program requirements. Special emphasis will be placed on identifying
informal documents used to control nonconforming conditions. The extent of
the review effort, our findings, and the corrective action will be reported
at a later date. Management personnel have been alerted to the necessity of
preventing the occurrence of other informal documents for identifying
nonconformances. In addition, Inspection personnel have been instructed to
identify and report all observed nonconformances using the appropriate
official documents provided within the established nonconformance/ corrective

/ / t ' 6 cb07 - , t
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action system. We consider these actions, when complete, will resolve this
issue.

Consumers Power Company

By d&#4
' James W Cook " '

'

Sworn and subscribed to before me on this O day of W .t4f , 1983.
/

'l$l^t: b 'O
Notary 'Public .

My commission expires R ' Y" .EO

JWC/ BHP

CC: RFWarnick, NRC Region III
JJHarrison, NRC Region III
RNGardner, NRC Region III
RJCook, NRC Senior Resident Inspector, Midland Site
RBLandsman, NRC Region III
BLBurgess, NRC Resident Inspector, Midland Site

i

oc0583-4018a-66-12
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BCC RCBauman, P14-314B '

WRBird, P14-418A - |

FWBuckman, P14-113A
i JEBrunner, M-1079

NRC Corres File, P24-517
MLCurland, Midland
LEDavis, Bechtel-Midland
MADietrich, Bechtel-Midland
GFEwert, Midland
FDField, Union Electric
WJFriedrich, Midland -

MEGibbs, IL&B
WDGreenwell, Bechtel Ann Arbor
Dehorn, Midland
EMHughes, Bechtel AA
KEMarbaugh, Midland QA/NO
BWMarguglio/DJones, JSC-220A/206B
JKMeisenheimer, Midland
DBMiller, Midland (3)
JAMooney, P14-115A
JARutgers, Bechtel Ann Arbor
PSteptoe, IL&B
DATaggart, Midland
RAWells, Midland
RCWilliams, IL&B Washington
REWhitaker, Midland

i
. .

i

oc0583-4018a-66-66
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.' Attachment 1
'

Serial CSC-6688

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY'S RESPONSE TO
US NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION, REGION III

INSPECTION REPORT NO 50-329/83-03(0SC) & 50-330/83-03(0SC)

Appendix (Notice of Violation) to Inspection Report No 5-329/83-03(OSC) and
50-330/83-03(OSC) provides items of noncomplinnce to 10 CFR 50, Appendix B.
The NRC statement and our response for each item of noncompliance are given
below:

.

NOV Item A.I.a & b (83-03-01A)

" Measures were not established to control the issuance of Administrative
Guidelines which described activities affecting quality. The Administrative
Guidelines were not reviewed for adequacy or approved for release by the
licensee. Two examples were:

Administrative Guideline M4.00, Piping System Walkdowns, Revision 0,a.
October 28, 1982.

b. Mechanical Guidelines for System Turnover, Revision 1, no date."

Response

(1) Corrective Action Taken and Results Achieved:

This item is associated with identified concerns which have been
documented by MPQAD Quality Action Request F-292 issued March 4, 1983 acd
also documented by the Biennial Audit Finding AMS-M3-9-7F issted
March 23, 1983 which formally documented the noaconforming condition of
precedure classification. Follow-up actions from the above have
identified some Bechtel site administrative instructions and guidelines
as not properly classified. These instr >ictions and guidelines have been
identified and are currently being reviewed and processed by the
procedures review team as part of the Constructica Ccapletion Program
(CCP). These guidelines are/will be aubmitted for Consumers Power
Company Site Management and MPQAD approval as needed to support
quality-related activities. All Q-Listed administrative guidelines are
being changed to be field instructions or field procedures or are being
incorporated into field procedures or field instructions.

(2) Corrective Action Taken to Avoid Further Noncompliance:

Refer to response given for NO Item D.2.b, e and d.

(3) Full compliance will be achieved by July 1, 1983.

I

i oc0583-4018b-66-163
|
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Attachment 1
Serial CSC-6688

NOV Item A.2 (83-03-01A(2))

"The CPCo Soils Section was using an out-of-date drawing C1424, Revision 2,
instead of Revision 3 to review and approve underpinning Pier 11 work." |

Response

(1) Corrective Action Taken and Results Achieved:

Discrepant d'rawing was corrected by Document Control Center on thea.
day notified, February 4,1983.

b. All controlled design documents in the Construction Department were
audited against the current drawing index. This verification
disclosed that 97 documents were missing or outdated and that 160
document changes were similarly discrepant. The Construction
Superintendent was notified and discrepant drawings were removed from
the active file until corrected. Corrections were completed February
24, 1983.

c. The CPCo - Site Management Office (SMO) Construction Department uses
i remedial soils work drawings and procedures for reviews of work, and

changes to work, in conjunction with the NRC and CPCo Work
Authorization Procedure, dated August 12, 1982. All design changes
for remedial soils activities are reviewed by SMO - Construction to
determine if the change requires NRC review and authorization to
proceed, or to c:ntinue, with the work. Since several documents and
dccument changes were determined to be discrepant, it is possible
that reviews of work were not properly conducted by SMO -
Construction. After the documents were brought up to date by the
Document Control Center, SMO - Ccastruction personnel went back and
reviewed all current revisions to drawings. It was determined that

. no modifications to, or reauthorizaticas of, previously submitted
| Work Authorinations were re:uired as a result of this review.,
,

(2) Corrective Action Taken to Avoid Further Noncompliance:

Evaluation disclosed that a large part of the problem was attributeda.
to untimely and inconsistent response to additional distribution

I requirements. Midland Project Procedures Manual, Bulletin, Comm-14,
is being revised to simplify the flowpath of requests and to specify
the method for backfitting additional distribution requests. This is
targeted for completion by June 1, 1983.

! b. The Construction Department files will be audited at least once every
three months to verify accuracy.

Document Control Center personnel will be retrained on the processingc.
and filing of design documentation. This step was completed
March 15, 1983.

d. All other controlled document files maintained by the Document
Control Center will be audited for similar discrepancies,

oc0583-4018b-66-163
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Attachment 1--

Serial CSC-6688s.
'

!

;

| NOV Ites A.2 (83-03-01A(2)) Continued
' (3) Full compliance will be achieved June 1, 1983.'
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' . ' ' Attachment 1
Serial CSC-6688

4

.NOV Item B (83-03-01A(1))i

"On September 22, 1982 during audit M01-333-2, auditors determined that,

unofficial Attachment 10 Forms were being used by QC Inspectors to document,

nonconformances and deficiencies instead of using In Process Inspection;

Notices. This audit finding was drafted in pencil, however, the finding was
not included in the above audit report and there was no evidence that a
management review of this finding was conducted."

Repsonse
"

.

'

(1) Corrective Action Taken and Results Achieved:

The improper use of Attachment 10 forms should have been specifically
referenced in the Audit Finding. The Audit Finding cited was issued as
Audit Finding Number M01-333-2-14F (Action Item S-1739) dated4

{- October 20, 1982. The draft Audit Finding and the issued Audit Finding
both cited the noncompliance with Bechtel Field Procedure FPB-6.000,

| Paragraph 5.2.2. The issued Audit Finding stated, " Systems are being
turned over for pressure testing to quality Control for inspection with
items found to be incomplete or not yet installed," which was the concern
cited in the draft finding via the form of an Attachment 10. The,

{ Attachment 10 was a Field Engineering form. It was not referred to in
the final Audit Finding Report in part because the manner in which it was
being used had been stopped immediately after the auditors had identifiedi

: the practice. This effectively accomplished immediate corrective action,
} and MPQAD management was aware of the finding and action. In addition,
j the MPQAD site auditing sectica vill perform audits with attention to

reporting observations in light of this violation.
4

(2) Corrective Action Taken to Avoid Further Noncompliance:
,

The corrective action reported in (1) above is complete with regarda.
to auditing requirements.

,

b. Correctica action to be tsken in regard to previously issued
,

j Attachment 10 forms is described in the response to NOV Ites C.

i c. An ongoing review of project programs and procedures to check for
.nformal documents being used for identification of nonconformance is,

being conducted.!
'

4

4 (3) a. Full compliance has been achieved.
' b. ' Full compliance has been achieved.

; e c. Full compliance will be achieved upon completion'of the review
i | effort.
'

t

4

k

j
l

l-

oc0583-4018b-66-163
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Attachment 1
Serial CSC-6688

.

NOV Item C (83-03-01C)

"A determination of significance and corrective action was not taken on
approximately 500 Attachment 10 forms which were written by QC Personnel and
were identified as containing nonconformince and deviations that were adverse
to quality."'

Response

(1) Corrective Actio'n Taken and Results Achieved:

A review has been performed to determine the significance of having
utilized the Attachment 10 forms. Twenty (20) Attachment 10s (completed
prior to September 1982) were selected for review along with the
corresponding test packages. As a result of the review, it has been
concluded that:

a. Discrepancies were either reworked prior to the hydrostatic test or
j documented on NCRs and so noted on the Attachment 10.

b. All discrepancies were resolved and properly documented during
installation inspections performed prior to performance of the
hydrostatic test. Consequently, corrective action was taken on all
Attachment 10 identified noncenformances.

: c. Performance of the hydrostatic test PQCI/IR T-1.00 was not
compromised by the use of Attachment 10 forms.

In addition, completed hydrostatic test packages are being reviewed under
a separate evaluation initiated as a result of routine quality assurance
activities. This review will also evaluate the completeness and
acceptability of the installation records (ie QCIR/IR's) necessary to

; support the performance of the hydrostatic tests. Any discrepancies
associated with these records will be identified as part of this review

' * and appropriate corrective actions taken.

: : (2) Corrective Action Taken to Avoid Further Noncompliance:
t
'

Use of Attachment 10 forms to identify deficiencies was stopped
immediately after discovery by the MPQAD audit in September,1982.
Inspection personnel have been and are continuing to be instructed
through the MPQAD training and certification program to document all,

observed nonconformances in accordance with approved nonconformance
procedures.

(3) Full compliance has been achieved..

i

oc0583-4018b-66-163
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Attachment 1-

Serial CSC-6688
.

NOV Item D (83-03-01D)
I "'Q' activities, including the performances of load calculations for 'Q'

electrical conduit hangers, were being accomplished in accordance with non 'Q'
work procedures / instructions."

,

.

Respocse

(1) Corrective Action Taken and Results Achieved:
4

!

| a. Classification of Procedures:

The procedural aspects of this ites have been documented by Quality
Action Request F-292 issued March 4, 1983 and also documented by the
Biennial-Audit Finding Report AMS-83-9-7F issued March 23, 1983
(which formally documented the nonconforming condition of procedure
classification).

MPQAD has reviewed Field Procedures for proper quality-related
i classification including proper "Q" and "non-Q" designations of

quality-related procedures. This review has resulted in the
1 identification of thirty-three Field Procedures initially assessed as
; incorrectly classified "non-Q". Other than incorrect classification,

no items of noncompliance with procedural content were identified.
These procedures are currently being revised as part of the'

j Construction Completion Program in-support of the system, area and
hanger teams.,

j With regard to the inclusions of proper "Q" notations within the
procedure's margin to indicate the specific portions of the procedure

: as quality-related, MPQAD has reviewed and identified approximately
30 additicnal typical procedural sections (in addition to the section4

of FPE 3.000 cited in the Inspection Report) that were not correctly,

i classified as quality-related. The review did not identify any item,

of noncompliance with procedural content. Since the correct-

classification for procedural sections has been a problem, this
| practice is being revised to identify whether the procedure contains,

quality-related content and eliminate the practice of identifyingt

: subportions or paragraphs of the procedure as "Q" or "non-Q".--

Specifically, Bechtel Field Procedure FPG-1.000, Revision 3, entitled-
" Initiating and Processing Field Procedures, Instructions and

; Administrative Guidelines and Specifications," will be approved by
May 10, 1983 to reflect this action.

:

.

i

f

4

'
; oc0583-4018b-66-163
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' . ' Attachment 1
1 Serial CSC-6688
;

1- .

NOV Item D (83-03-01D) Continued
,

b. Load Calculations

Field Procedure FIE-3.320 is a procedure developed to number the-
seismic raceway hangers, not to verify the adequacy of the hanger to
support the load. This procedure should not have been used to,

1 calculate hanger loadings. NRC M01-9-3-152 has been issued to
identify the,need for specific requirements to perform and document'

results of the verification of the adequacy of loads on class IE
hangers. The actual instructions for performing the load*

calculations are provided in the Project Engineering Drawings E42b(Q),

and E39(Q). These are the only documents which have this information
in them. It consists of weights per length of raceway and_ allowable
load tables for different types of raceway supports. Calculations
were performed; however, in the vast majority of cases, supports do,

not require written calculations per se due to large capacity ofi

; support compared to small actual loading. FPE-3.000, Paragraph 5.1,
states that the raceway "shall be installed in accordance with the
latest issued for construction layout drawings and referenced details
as well as 7220-E42 and E-42B ..."-

!

I FIE-3.320 will be revised to clarify its intended purpose and scope.
A new quality-related field procedure is being developed to address,

. the controls and verification of the adequacy of the loading of'

class 1E hangers.
1

[ (2) Corrective Action Taken to Avoid Further Noncompliance:
'

As stated _above, the mechanism to establish specific portions of a'a.
i procedure as "Q" is being eliminated and will be reflected in a

,

;: revision to Bechtel Field Procedure FPG-1.000 which will be approved
| by May 10, 1983.
1

*
; b. Internal MPQAL Procedures are being revised to establish MPQAD review

|' criteria for Bechtel-Site Procedures, Instructions and Guideliaes.
The MPQAD Procedure will provide a means for reviewing non quality-

i related procedures on a periodic basis to ensure their appropriate
classification. This procedure, entitled "NPQAD Review and Approval

: cf Bechtel-Site Procedures, Instructions,-and Guidelines" (Proc-,

4 - edure N-6), is scheduled for approval by May 16, 1983.
i

j c. . With regard to~ audits of procedures, instructions and guidelines,
! MPQAD Procedure F-1M, entitled, " Audits," is being revised to clarify-

that audits verify that quality-related activities are governed by1

| quality-related procedure or instructions and that such procedures or
i instructions are correctly classified as " quality-related." This

- procedure is scheduled to be~ approved by June 1,.1983.

-

oc0583-4018b-66-163
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' Attachment 1 I

Seris.1 CSC-6688
,

NOV Item E (83-03-01D) Continued)

| d. All Field Procedures (both Q and Non-Q) are being submitted to MPQAD
for review.

FIE-3.320 will be revised to clarify its intended purpose and scope.e.
I

f. A new quality-related field prccedure, being developed, will address
the controls.and verification of the adequacy of the loading of
Class 1E hangers.

(3) a. All existing Bechtel Field Porcedures have been reviewed for proper
classification. This activity is complete. All revisions to Field
Procedures will be submitted to MPQAD for review in accordance with
new requirements. This activity is ongoing.

b. Full compliance for the specific procedures referred to in 2a, 2b,
2c, 2e and 2f, above is scheduled for completion by approximately
June 15, 1983.

;

i

I

!

! :

| 1
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Docket No. 50-329
D6cket No. 50-330

,

Consumers Power Company
ATTN: Mr. James W. Cook

Vice President
Midland Project

1945 West Parnall Road
Jackson, MI 49201

3

Gentlemen:

This refers to the routine safety inspections conducted by Messrs.
B. L. Burgess, R. J. Cook, R. N. Gardner, R. B. Landsman, and W. D. Shafer of
this office on January 22 - February 20, 1983 of activities at Midland Nuclear
Power Plant, Units 1 and 2, authorized by NRC Construction Permits No. CPPR-81
and No. CPPR-82 and to the discussion of our findings with Mr. R. A. Wells and
others at the conclusion of the inspection.

The enclosed copy of our inspection report identifies areas examined during
the inspection. Within these areas, the inspection consisted of a selective
examination of procedures and representative records, observations, and
interviews with personnel.

During this inspection, certain of your activities appeared to be in non->

compliance with NRC requirements, as specified in the enclosed Appendix.
! A written response is required.*

i Regarding examples B and C of the ites of noncompliance relating to the
Attachment 10 Forms which were used to document nonconformances instead of

i using the required corrective action forms, the staff conuders that these,

! violations are similar to the previous In Process Inspectica Notice'

1 violation for which escalated enforcement action was taken. We have
'

i decided not to pursue escalated enforcement in this matter because these
1 violations occarred within the same time frame as those for which the

; | escalated enforcement was taken on February 8,1983. However, you are
'j requested to review your quality program and ensure that no other informal

documents are being used to identify nonconforming conditions that are not.

; | being included in your corrective action system. Please provide a sworn
| statement attesting to your review effort and the findings made therein.

In-accordance with 10 CFR 2.790(a), a copy of this letter and the enclosure (s)
will be placed in the NRC Public Document Room unless you notify this office,

I by telephone, within ten days of the date of this letter and submit written
! application to withhold information contained therein within thirty days of
! the date of this letter. Such application must be consistent with the re-
! quirements of 2.790(b)(1). If we do not hear from you in this regard within

the specified periods noted above, a copy of.this letter, the enclosure (s), and
your response to this letter will be placed in the Public Document Room.

,

o /
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APR 0 7 lehConsumers Power Company 2

We will gladly discuss any questians you have concerning this inspection.

Sincerely,

'

Original cigacd by
Ja=: G. t:f.;1;c

James G. Keppler
Regional Administrator

.

Enclosures:
1. A,1pendix, Notice

,

'of Violation,

12. Inspection Report
No. 50-329/83-03(OSC)
and No. 50-330/83-03(OSC)

cc w/encls:
DMB/ Document Control Desk (RIDS)
Resident Inspector, RIII .
The Honorable Charles Bechhoefer, ASLB
The Honorable Jerry Harbour, ASLB
The Hcnorable Frederick P.-Ccwan, ASLB
The Honorable Ralph S. Decker, ASLB
William Paton, ELDe

Michael Miller
! Ronald Callen, Michigan
| Public Service Com:nission
; Myron M. Cherry
i Barbara Stamiris
! Mary Sinclair ,

i Wendell Marshall
'

Colonel Steve J. Gadler (P.E.)'
; Howard Levin (TERA)
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STONE 6 WEBSTER ENGINEERING CORPORATION

245 SUMMER STREET. BOSTON. M ASSAOHUSETTS

acontes ALL connrePONDENCE TO P O. BOX 2339. BOSTON. M ASS. 08907
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission February 18, 1983
Midland Site Resident Inspection Office
Route 7 J.O. No. 14358
Midland, MI 48640 Ref. MPF 21

Attention Mr. R. Cook

RE: DOCKET NO. 50-329/330
MIDLAND PLANT - UNITS 1 and 2
INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENT OF AUXILIARY BUILDING UNDERPINNING
REPORT NO. 21

A copy of the Independent Assessment of the Auxiliary Building Under-
pinning hieekly Report No. 21 for the period February 6,1983 threugh
February 12, 1983, is enclosed with this letter. Included, as an attach-
ment, are the minutes of the daily meetings held during the week between
members of the Assessment Team and Site Engineering, Construction and
Quality Assurance persoanel.

If you have any questions with respect to this report, please contact me
at (617) 589-2067.

Very truly yours,
.

.

| -

+>> toK
A. Stanley Lucks
Project Manager

Enclosures
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J.O. No. 14358
Midland Plant
Units 1 and 2
Independent Assessment -

Auxiliary Building Underpinning ~t
,

;
a

Weekly Report No. 21
,

February 6,1983 through February 12, 1983, ,

Personnel on Site i
'

S & Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC)
!
: S. Lucks 2/8 - 2/9
! S. Rossier 2/8
i W. Kilker 2/7 - 2/8

L. Rouen 2/7 - 2/12'

P. Barry 2/7 - 2/12

Parsons Brinckerhoff, Quade and Douglas (PBCD)

P. Parish 2/7 - 2/12
Meetinas Attended

.

~"
Date p esented Purpose

2/7 , Stone & Webster Daily Neetings
*

through Bechtel'

2/11 Consuners Power,

- Parsons (2/7 - 2/11)

, 2/8 Stone & Webster FL'P proofload
j

_ Bechtel , jacking coord-i

Consuners Power ination
', Mergentime

'

2/11 Stone & Webster Weekly Soils Review
I Bechtel
I Constrars Power
!

'

Mergentime
) ~

.

Activities

Construction - The telltalan were installed in pier W12. FormisJ was ocupleted
} and concrete was placed from the bottom of the bell to the top of the pier. Con-

j !
~ crete Mix C-1c was used. This mix was previously tested and approved for use on: ~,

the main plant construction. Concrete was punped to the pier and a trunk was
! utilized within the pier to place the concrete. The vertical free fall of the

: .i concrete was controlled as the p1==nt progressed and the concrete was con-
t tinuously vibrated.to insure censolidation. '

>\
, -

* *

*
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' J.O. No. 14358

Midland Plant
Units 1 and 2
Independent Assessment
Auxiliary Building Underpinning 2,

8
.

i

| Installation of reinforcing steel was started in pier E12. i
, .

' The proofload jacking of the Unit 1 FIVP was perfomed.
: .

Quality Control, Docmentation and Records -

1. Reviewed the over-inspection report for pier W12 rebar installation
and splicing.

.

2. Reviewed splicer qualification test results.

3. Reviewed production " sister splice" test results.

4. Observed the installation and inspection of reinforcirg in pier E12.
~ 5. Reviewed trial mix data for the concrete mix to be used in pier E12.

6. Observed batching of concrete for pier W12 -,

7. Observed p1-nt of pier W12 concrete.

8. Observed testing of pier W12 concrete.

9. Observed Unit 1 FIVP proofload jacking. -
,,

.

Observations
.

Construction - The concrete placement for pier W12 was in accordance with the
specifications and pv * res. Concrete was properly placed and vibrated.

Reinforcing steel for pier E12 was clean and installed properly. The tapered
thraadad ends of the reinforcing were protected and in good emdition prior
to installation. -

,

|
The proofload jacking of the Unit 1 FIVP was well planned and organized. It was
acconplished in accordance with the drawings. A transcription error on the
Ccanbined Calibration Record for one of the jack points resulted in a load that
was slightly lower than that specified for the 90, 95 and 98% load increments.
The resolution of this prcblan was innadiately ocordinated between the Resident,

j Structural Engineer, the Project Engineering Representative, the Field Engineers
and the Quality Assurance and Quality Control Representatives. The situation:

was corrected prior to attaining the 100% load 1 R==..nt and the intent of the
proofload jacking was am14=hed. .

.
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! J.O. No. 14358
Midland Plant

|

| Units 1 and 2
Independent Assessment,

Auxiliary Building Underpinning 3| ,

| f;

i Quality Control, Doctmentation and Records - A review of the spl'icer quali-
I- fication records showed that one splicer was not fully qualified. MPQAD had

already issued a non-conformance report on this itan. The review of production'

I, splim test results and the over-inspection reports for reinforcing steel
installation indicated these items to be in ocanpliance with the project require-

'ments.

A review of the data for Cmcrete Mix C-Sc showed that the mix did not meet
the qualification requirements of ACI-301. This was identified by the,

' Ammamant Team as NIR No. 5.
.

The canL. .A elected to use a previously approved concrete mix for pier W12-

instead of Concrete Mix C-5c.-

Non-Conformance Identificaticm Reports*

Status of previous issues: (NIR ntubers cn longer listed have been closed-
cut during previous week.)

NIR No. Description Date
(Opened) (Ciceed)

,
4 Welding Qna14fi- 12/29/82 2/8/83-

~~

cation Procedure
*

5 Concrete Mix 2/10/834

Qualification

!
*

I

OX[L A.5. % .k, w
f Project Engineer Project Manager

i

!

| '
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INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENT TEAM MEETING WITH 3ECHTEL
.

! Date: February 7, 1983
,

i
j Attendees: Bechtel Stone / Webster _MPQAD CPCo
i

_

!
E. Cviki W. Kilker R. Sevo ------

|
J. Fisher W. Lytle
J. Gaydos .

j :
t

! -- 1. J. Fisher said all NCR on materials in pier W12 including access
drift will be dispositioned before concrete is placed in the pier.

2. Plasticized concrete will be used for pier W12 if all of the trial
mix design criteria can be met in time.

,

3 E. Cviki explained the need for washers on the bolts for the steel'

lagging.

4. J. Fisher stated that a specification change has been issued to
- require vibrating of all concrete.

5. J. Gaydos said truck mixer uniformity tests are scheduled to be
made with the plasticizer additive.

.

6. J. Fisher said the requirments for minimum strength on mud-mat mixes
is being re-evaluted.

7. In response to a Team question, E. Cviki s' aid spreading of steel sets-

in done in the direction of the adjacent piers (i.e., east / west) to
produce an arching effect. On some future. piers spreading will be on
the long sides.

8. J. Fisher and W. Kilker discussed a clarification of defining use of
and need for backpacking as stated in daily meeting note of January 18.
Backpacking will be performed to avoid loss of ground and all voids
will be backpacked unless the RGE agrees it is not necessary.

t

:
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INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENT TEAM MEETING WITH BECHTEL

I i
$ Date: February 8, 1983 -

;

'
:

i Attendees: Bechtel Stone / Webster MPQAD CPCo

E. Cviki W. Kilker R. Oliver R. Weiland.

J. Gaydos A. Lucks J. Shah
D. Lavelle L. Rouen

,

Parsons,

P. Parish;

1. Dave Lavelle described the on-going process of qualifying the plasticized4

concrete mix for use in the underpinning.

2. R. Oliver said further discussions with engineering are required on closing-
out the NCR on channel welding.

3 J. Gaydos stated truck mixer uniformity tests were completed yesterday.
Results will be available today.

4. In response to previous discussions on Carlsen meter installation
J. Gaydos will prepare short description. .

,

5 Dave Lavelle said there had been two "round-map" meetings on concrete
placement. W. Kilker said the Team should be informed of these meetings

'

ahead of time.
,

.-
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INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENT TEAM MEETING WITH BECHTEL
'

*

i.

iDate: February 9, 1983
s -

!
1

ittendees: Bechtel Stone / Webster MPQAD CPCo
*

j
--

J. Fisher L. Rouen R. Sevo -----

i E Cviki S. Lucks .

J. Kelleher P.,Barry
,

i
Parsons;

*
P. Parish

i

1. The disposition to the NCR for the reshore channel in the west access
*

! drift is due February 9,1983

2. Calibration data was submitted for equipment to be used in the addition
of plasticizer to concrete.

3 J. Kelleher said truck mixer uniformities were performed today.

4. The Team raised questions about the preliminary road map for concrete
placement. R. Sevo said that the questions are answered in the Re-
vision No. 12 of the Mergentime procedure.

,

:-

5. The Assessment Team questioned Spec C-195 statement that jackloading
of FIVP - on hold. E. Cviki is to provide answer.

6. The Team questioned what requirements are used for the development of'

concrete mixes. J. Ke:1eher is to provide answer.

j 7. The Team also questioned the adequacy of the Hergentime rebar splicing
procedure, to define what functions art to be performed by the qualified
splicer. J.' Fisher will investigate.

!

_ _
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INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENT TEAM MEETING WITH BECHTEL

e
+ .

! . tate: . February 10, 1983
: I

|
- ..

<

Attendees: Bechtel Stone / Webster MPQAD CPCo

J. Fisher L. Rouen G. Carpenter - - - -

'
E. Cviki P. Barry
D. Lavelle
J. Gaydos,

,

D. Hemmelberger
V. Patankar

Parsons

P. Parish

1. Additional mixer uniformity tests will be performed on the truck mixers
using a mix with the working slump range. .

j . 2. Received requested mix design information.

3 FIVP proof load jacking is not on hold. The details are on drawing
~

No. C-1494.

, .
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INDEPENDENT ASSESSMENT TEAM MEETING WITH BECHTEL
,

,
,

! Date: February 11, 1983
'

'
.

$ .

j Attendees: Bechtel Stone / Webster MPQAD CPCo
;

__

J. Fisher L. Rouen G. Murray
*

E. Cviki P. Barry
,

Parsons
,

f P. Parish

1. NIR #5 was written on the approval of six C-Se since trial mix data
3

did not meet ACI-301. Bechtel will use another concrete mix for
placement of pier W12 today.

; 2. Stone / Webster considered the mixes with and win.out HRWR separate,

! mixes requiring separate qualifications. The requirement for the
qualifications of six with HRWR is based on ACI-301 Section 3.8.2
and ACI-212 Section 1.5.2.

| 3 Stone / Webster questioned if two sets of cylinder tests would be taken, if

{ concrete used for a pier placement included trucks with and without HRWR.
Bechtel will advise. .

; .-

5. Stone / Webster asked if six E-4c approved by an SCN on December 1. 1982
is still approved for use in underpinning. Bechtel will advise. If the
mix is still approved, Stone / Webster would like to review the test data
on this mix.>

4 t

6. Stone / Webster asked if the mix to be used for pier W12 placement was+

approved mix. Bechtel stated it was approved six that had been usedi

! during plant construction. Stone / Webster asked for the test data for
six approval on this mix.

.
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